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1

CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Ruth Heholt and Melissa Edmundson

The animal, like the ghost or good or evil spirit with which it is often  
associated, has been a manifestation of the uncanny. (Clark 2011, p. 185)

The animal, what a word!
The animal is a word, it is an appellation that men have instituted, a 

name they have given themselves the right and the authority to give to the 
living other. (Derrida 2008, p. 23)

In November 2017, it was reported in the press that the British 
Government had voted not to transfer a European protocol on animal 
sentience into British law. Newspaper headlines and posts on social media 
reported that ‘MPs vote “that animals cannot feel pain or emotions”’ 
(The Independent, 22 November). At the same time, across the Atlantic, 
President Donald Trump ‘reversed a ban on hunters bringing back ele-
phants killed in Zimbabwe’ (Skynews.com, 18 November). On both sides 
of the Atlantic, there was outrage. In the furore that followed, in the 
UK, Prime Minister Theresa May was forced to state that ‘[w]e recog-
nise that animals are sentient beings’ (The Guardian, 22 November) 
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and the British Environment Secretary, Michael Gove, claimed that 
the government actually wanted to strengthen protections for animals 
(BBC, Today, 24 November). Yet still, the RSPCA, the Compassion 
in World Farming group, various MPs, and celebrities (as well as out-
raged members of the public) continued to condemn the vote in the 
strongest possible terms. The British Veterinary Association stated that  
‘[r]ecognising animals as sentient beings capable of feelings such as 
pain and contentment is a founding principle of animal welfare science’  
(17 November). In the United States, hours after reversing the ban, the 
Trump administration appeared to back down. The Sky News website 
ran with the headline ‘US President Donald Trump delays decision on 
elephant trophy imports after outcry’ (18 November), and the President 
was reported to have tweeted that elephant hunting is ‘a horror show’ 
(Washingtonpost.com, 20 November). Although obviously different, both 
decisions brought the idea of killing or hurting animals to the fore of the 
public imagination both in the UK and in the United States and some 
sort of concession was made in both cases extraordinarily quickly in the 
face of public fury.

The apparent climbdown on both sides is not really the point here. 
What matters more for this project is the alienation of the ‘human’ from 
the ‘animal’ in both cases. If animals are not seen as sentient, they can be 
used as trophies, experimental subjects, and objectified. This inevitably 
separates the human from the animal and makes the ‘animal’ itself alien. 
That such a removal is possible at all seems counter-intuitive, but the 
separation of the human from the non-human has a long history. That 
this question of the boundaries between human and animal has arisen 
during a time of political upheaval and instability (globally as well as in 
the UK and the United States) is perhaps not surprising. In Victorian 
Animal Dreams (2007), Deborah Denenholz Morse and Martin A. 
Danahay suggest that:

The boundary between the animal and the human has long been unsta-
ble, especially since the Victorian period. Where the boundary is drawn 
between human and animal is itself an expression of political power and 
dominance, and the ‘animal’ can at once express the deepest fears and 
greatest aspirations of a society. (p. 4)

In this case, in the face of Britain leaving the European Union and the 
uncertainty and fear this generates, along with the increased uncertainty 
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and instability apparent in the Trump administrative reign, the ‘animal’ 
has once more come to represent something more than itself. Polarising 
opinion, the suggestion of an unbreachable gap between human and 
animal imposes a binary hierarchy that emphasises the ‘non-human’ 
essence of the ‘animal’. Alien, Other, and unknowable, in this schema 
the ‘animal’ immediately becomes Gothic. Yet this is a human, anthro-
pocentric imposition. Animals themselves have not changed, but their 
political status, the possibility of the provision for their welfare, and the 
very definition of what they ‘are’, have all become unstable and open 
to question. In this way, it is the human that has changed in relation 
to the animal and, arguably, become less human, edging into the inhu-
man. Indeed, John Miller, in Empire and the Animal Body (2014), warns 
against our predilection to separate human from non-human, stating that 
‘to insist on the separation of human, animal and environmental ethics 
is to miss the crucial connections between them’ (p. 13). For Miller, 
‘human and animal interests’ should not (and cannot) be separated. 
Instead, the experiences of these groups are ‘an inextricably entangled 
web of exploitation and injustice in which both are inseparably joined’ 
(p. 13). Definitions and classifications are shaken up still further and if 
the alienation and ‘othering’ of the animal degrades and debases the con-
cept of the human, where does the dark side reside? It is the humans 
who are littering the oceans with plastic, smothering and murdering the 
sea-creatures.

‘Take a deep breath’ exhorts the trailer for the BBC production The 
Blue Planet II as a camera pans over a deep blue ocean, diving beneath 
to show some of the most beautiful and alien creatures in the sea. 
Screening at the same time as the debate about animal sentience and ele-
phant carcasses as trophies, this flagship BBC programme takes another 
type of view of non-human animals. In this narrative, we have ‘untold 
stories from magical worlds’ and ‘fairytale creatures’ residing in ‘land-
scapes never seen before’ (BBC 2017). Plumbing ‘uncharted depths, 
where some of Earth’s best kept secrets lie’ (BBC 2017), this glori-
ous celebration of ocean life looks at the ‘otherness’ of sea creatures in 
a way that tends to ascribe sentience rather than deny it. Yet here too, 
despite some inevitable anthropomorphism, it is the alien nature of the 
fish, corals, mammals, and crustaceans that is dwelt upon as well as the 
fact that they live in an environment that is unimaginably different from 
our own. This deep, dark, vast world is a place where the carcass of a 
whale is a ‘bonanza’ and dolphins and tuna reduce a shoal of millions of 
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fish to mere scales floating down into the depths after a feeding frenzy 
(Episode 3). In this beautiful and benign programme, there is darkness 
as fish feeds on fish and there is the constant fear of danger which can 
rise up from the black chasms of the oceans. Yes, there is sentience, but 
it resides in a very different world to our own. The Blue Planet II most 
often posits the creatures it films as other to the human, but this binary 
of course means that a conception of the ‘animal’ cannot be meaningful 
without reference to the ‘human’. The animal-as-alien representation, of 
course, has Gothic potential, but in documentary representation there is 
inevitable anthropomorphism. The ‘alien’ needs to be made comprehen-
sible, to be labelled, and contained. What may seem to us to be senseless, 
random action or pointless repetition needs to be moulded into stories 
and purposeful narratives through editing and narration.

The Blue Planet is of course not a Gothic text but there are crosso-
vers in how it represents the alien and outlandish. Discussing the Gothic, 
David Punter and Elizabeth Bronfen contend that ‘the uncanny, the 
disorder, the alien-ness that Gothic appears to express might be better 
seen precisely as evidence of what the genre is seeking to control’ (2001,  
p. 8, emphasis in original). The outside-ness of the animal is brought 
into the human realm and its wildness controlled and restrained. There 
is, however, an alternate side to this idea of bringing the animal into the 
(human) fold that involves the conception of human-as-animal. In this 
schema, the ‘animal’ is not moving from the ‘outside in’; rather, there 
is the terrifying prospect of the animal ‘within’ breaking out and uncon-
trollably expressing a wild, inhuman, monstrous side of the ‘human’. 
Ever since Charles Darwin published his theories of evolution in the 
mid-nineteenth century, the matter of the relationship—internal and 
external, immediate and evolutionary—between humans and animals 
has been a compelling issue. Denenholz Morse and Danahay suggest, 
‘The effect of Darwin’s ideas was both to make the human more ani-
mal and the animal more human, destabilizing boundaries in both direc-
tions’ (2007, p. 2). More recently, Keridiana W. Chez observes that ‘for 
centuries animality and all that it was thought to represent (irrational 
instinct, uncontrolled passion), was externalised onto the body of the 
nonhuman animal so that the human could conceive of himself [sic] as 
rational against the animal Other’ (2017, p. 15). Nineteenth-century fic-
tion quickly picked up on this idea of the ‘animal within’ with texts like 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), 
Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray (1891), and H. G. Wells’s 
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The Island of Doctor Moreau (1896). Andrew Smith says, ‘In the Gothic 
tradition “evil” is often defined by the threat it poses to “civilization”. 
Jekyll and Hyde like Carmilla, problematizes this by raising questions 
about the origins of “evil” within civilization’ (2007, p. 100, emphasis in 
original) and, we might add, within the self or the human.

In the novels mentioned above (and also often in the chapters col-
lected here), the fear explored was of an unruly, defiant, degenerate, and 
entirely amoral animality lying (mostly) dormant within all of us. This  
was our animal other, a Gothic double associated with the id: passions, 
appetites, and capable of a complete disregard for all taboos and any 
restraint. In his classic text Gothic (1996), Fred Botting traces this 
shift in Gothic narratives in the nineteenth century:

The attempt to distinguish the apparent from the real, the good from the 
bad, evident in the standard Gothic device of portraits assuming life, was 
internalised rather than explained as a supernatural occurrence, a trick of 
the light or of the imagination. Uncanny effects rather than sublime ter-
rors predominated. Doubles, alter egos, mirrors and animated representa-
tions of the disturbing part of human identity became the stock devices. 
Signifying the alienation of the human subject from the culture and lan-
guage in which s/he was located, these devices increasingly destabilised 
the boundaries between psyche and reality, opening up an indeterminate 
zone in which the differences between fantasy and actuality were no longer 
secure. (1996/2001, pp. 7–8)

The imagined, real, and representative archetypal animals in this schema 
are not separated or exclusive entities. Doubles, alter egos, and mirroring 
effects, ‘the disturbing part of human identity’ were (and often still are) 
all encapsulated in a terrifying conception of the unruly part of human 
nature: the animal within. In relation to masculinity, Cyndy Hendershot 
states, this ‘animal within’ ‘threatened to usurp masculine rationality and 
return man to a state of irrational chaos’ (1998, p. 97). In this idea of 
the ‘animal within’, the animal has no separation or autonomy, and it is, 
in fact, a kind of diagnosis of the corrupt nature of humanity.

An exemplar from folklore as well as centuries of different types of 
representations is the figure of the werewolf. Janine Hatter and Kaja 
Franck suggest that ‘the bestial qualities of the werewolf have meant 
that it has been presented as a simple monster indicative of the “beast 
within”’ (2016, p. 2). Atavistic and primordial, the animal in this case, 
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as metaphor/analogy/archetype, marks a clearer way to the primitive 
id than even the ‘heart of darkness’ of Conrad’s river. The suggestion is 
of course of an ‘animal nature’ residing deep in the human: as Botting 
puts it, ‘Nature, wild and untameable, was as much within as without’ 
(1996/2001, p. 8). Yet as Smith and Hughes comment in relation to the 
Gothic, ‘“nature” is a … contested term’ which ‘appears to participate 
in a language of estrangement rather than belonging’ and which points 
towards a fragmented subjectivity (2013, p. 2). The animal in the human 
is the ‘strange’, but at the same time it is the very basis of the human—
the bedrock of the self in all of us. This is truly the uncanny, represent-
ing the unknowable nature of human subjectivity, but also that which is 
always-already there within our selves. In their special issue of Revenant, 
Hatter and Franck complicate the notion of the werewolf, and Robert 
McKay and John Miller in Werewolves, Wolves and the Gothic (2017) state 
that:

Werewolves function as a site for exploring complex anxieties of differ-
ence—of gender, class, race, space, nation or sexuality—but the imagina-
tive and ideological uses of wolves also reflect back on the lives of material 
animals, long persecuted in their declining habitats across the world. 
Werewolves therefore raise unsettling questions about the intersection 
of the real and the imaginary, the instability of human identities and the 
worldliness and political weight of the Gothic (blurb).

The animal in the human, the wolf as metaphor or archetype, the actual 
animals, and humanity’s impact on their environments and lives all inter-
act and intersect, destabilising identities and assumptions. McKay and 
Miller discuss the ‘weight of the Gothic’, and Botting contends that the 
Gothic emphasises and dwells on ‘objects and practices that are con-
structed as negative, irrational, immoral and fantastic’ (1996/2001,  
p. 2). Yet there is no real possibility of separating the ‘fantastic’ and the 
real, and work in the Gothic mode often acknowledges this. Even as 
Gothic representations delve into the murky, turbulent, shifting waters 
of the human/animal relationship and identification, the textual explo-
rations are themselves an attempt at controlling disorder and ‘alien-ness’. 
The unacceptable, the taboo, and the abject are labelled ‘animal’, and 
the beast within must be controlled and repressed, even if it cannot be 
ejected: the werewolf is killed and the beast remains dormant. At least  
for now.
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Catherine Spooner and Fred Botting contend that ‘Monstrosity is an 
effect of systems of power, and at the same time, an unreal, constructed 
figure; it manifests movements or forces within and beyond all relations, 
exceeding both objectification and domination’ (2015, p. 2). This of 
course can relate to the animal-as-monster figure, but all animals, be they 
real or imagined, are at the blunt end of ‘systems of power’; however, 
their very animality presupposes a permeation of stable and/or static 
boundaries which renders power relations unstable. Even before Darwin 
humans have often had an uneasy relationship with animals. Rats, horses, 
dogs, cats, birds, and other creatures have, as Donna Haraway puts it, a 
way of ‘looking back’ at us (2007, p. 19). Animals of all sorts have an 
entirely different and separate life to humans, and in fiction, this often 
morphs into Gothic horror. In these cases, it is not about the ‘animal 
within’ but rather the animal ‘with-out’; Other and entirely incompre-
hensible in a way not covered by the romanticism of The Blue Planet. 
Here, non-human, uncanny creatures know things we do not, and they 
see us in a way that it is impossible for us to see ourselves. As Derrida 
says, finding himself naked under the gaze of his cat:

I often ask myself, just to see, who I am—and who I am (following) at 
the moment when, caught naked, in silence, by the gaze of an animal, for 
example, the eyes of a cat, I have trouble, yes, a bad time overcoming my 
embarrassment. … To see, without going to see, without touching yet, and 
without biting, although that threat remains on its lips or on the tip of the 
tongue. (2008, p. 4, emphasis in original)

The gaze of the cat, the mere presence of an animal, can destabilise 
 foundational beliefs about reality thereby inspiring what Valdine Clemens 
calls ‘creature-terror’ (1999, p. 3). This terror is not exactly a monster- 
terror. Rather, it is more of a viscerally uncanny encounter; a brush with 
the ‘other’ that shifts perception, creates discomfort and uncertainty, and 
points to countless worlds of perception which are forever closed to us.

Conversely, these encounters are, in some ways, usual, mundane,  
and too frequent to note. From budgies to puppies, plague-carrying 
rats, to ‘filthy’ fleas, black dogs, satanic goats, and killer bunnies, ani-
mals of all sorts invade our imaginations, live with us (invited or not)  
in our homes, and insinuate themselves into our lives. However, 
albeit a mundane occurrence, the mere presence of a cat can make a  
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home uncanny. An encounter with a dog on a deserted road at night 
can disconcert. The sight of a rat creeping down an alley carries all sorts 
of connotations as does a cluster of fat, black flies at the window of a 
deserted house. We have other sorts of encounters with animals too: 
we eat animals, imbibing their being in a largely non-ritualistic, but 
possibly still magical way; on occasion, animals eat us. To date though, 
there is little written about actual embodied animals and the Gothic, 
although they pervade our fictions, imaginations, and sometimes our 
nightmares. This collection examines all sorts of animals in relation to 
the Gothic: dogs, birds, bats, sea-creatures, horses, insects, and other 
wild and domestic animals. While there have been extensive discussions 
about transformative animals and the Gothic: bats and, as we have seen, 
werewolves for example, there has been a distinct lack of debate about 
‘real’ animals in relation to the Gothic mode. Derrida declares that the 
uncanny cat that gazed on his naked form ‘is a real cat, truly, believe me, 
a little cat’ (2008, p. 6, emphasis in original). In this same way, Gothic 
Animals addresses animals directly in relation to uncanny otherness, vio-
lence, displacement, abuse, and questions about the environment and 
domestic spaces. Amber E. George and J. L. Schatz contend, ‘The inter-
connection between cultural studies, identity politics, and critical animal 
studies assists in articulating how processes of normalization dehumanize 
and exterminate entities and beings’ (2016, p. 24). It is here that the 
Gothic can intersect as, so often, the Gothic mode proves the extermi-
nation of the ‘other’ to be impossible. The Gothic explores (and some-
times celebrates) the dehuman, and the abjected and rejected ‘entities 
and beings’. The Gothic and the animal must go hand-in-hand as the 
animal manifests the de- or non-human and refuses anthropocentric nor-
malisation. In his study of animals in Victorian fiction, Ivan Kreilkamp 
claims that they ‘are often treated as semihuman in the realm of culture 
and as semicharacters in the realm of literature’ (2018, p. 17, emphasis 
in original). Kreilkamp continues by saying that ‘[a]nimal characters are 
fundamentally minor’ in the fiction of this period, and ‘they possess no 
solid claim to recognition or memory on the part of the narrator or any 
other character’ (p. 17). Once again, Gothic texts complicate this notion 
because animals frequently become living embodiments of troubled 
memory, trauma, and violence. The narrative action is often centred on 
the animal, making them not ‘fundamentally minor’ but instead pivotal 
to the text’s overall sociocultural message.
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Yet we need to be careful as it is the ‘othering’ of the animal that leads 
to so much violence, abuse, and misery. In this way, the ethical stance of 
this volume is with the non-human animal. As Brenda Ayres has writ-
ten recently: ‘Most current theories of posthumanism argue against the 
marginalization of animals and resist anthropocentrism’ (2019, p. 11). 
However, in taking this stand it is vital not to shy away from how the 
animal is represented in Gothic texts and within the Gothic mode. As 
the essays in this volume show, the Gothic can be a force for good in 
relation to giving the animal a vitally important place in discussions and 
texts, but it can also ‘scapegoat’ the animal—making animals ‘stand in’  
for cultural anxieties, fears, and abjected taboos. Affording animals  
an important and historic place in literature and other forms of media, 
this volume refuses to ignore the non-human nature of creatures and the 
ever-present, radical alterity of point of view, world view, experiences, 
and possibilities that animals embody. Donna Haraway cites the human/
animal relationship as ‘otherness-in-connection’ (2003, p. 45). Gothic 
Animals, however, concentrates in part on the disconnection between 
the animal and the human; between the world as we perceive it and the 
vast possibilities of other worlds which we do not and cannot even begin 
to conceive. Clemens quotes Julia Briggs who suggests that ‘Gothic fic-
tion is haunted by the Darwinian revelation of the world as “infinitely 
older, larger, wilder and less anthropocentric” than had previously been 
supposed’ (1999, p. 4). Gothic Animals posits this and something more: 
an infinite variety of alien worlds here, within touching distance of our-
selves, embodied in the presence of the creatures that we share space 
with—even if we do not always share understanding. Beginning with the 
argument that the presence of non-human creatures causes an always- 
already uncanny rift in human assumptions about reality and the sup-
posed dominance of the human, this volume explores the dark side of 
animal nature, the human perception of the ‘otherness’ of animals, as 
well as their physical, embodied, uncanny materiality.

Our book begins with ‘Hell-Beasts and Haunting’, a section which 
explores how animals return to haunt both individuals and larger soci-
eties. In Chapter 2, ‘“Like a Madd Dogge”: Demonic Animals and 
Animal Demoniacs in Early Modern English Possession Narratives’, 
Brendan C. Walsh examines the demonic Other in early modern English 
possession narratives, showing how this archetype influenced later liter-
ary depictions of the Gothic animal. By examining sixteenth-century and 
seventeenth-century possession pamphlets, Walsh highlights how animals 
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were represented within the Protestant spirituality of this period. He uses 
the 1597–1598 possession of William Sommers in Nottingham as a cen-
tral case study that prefigures the archetype of the demonic animal that 
would later resurface in nineteenth-century Darwinian theory to express 
the cultural anxieties of the Victorian period. Walsh concludes that the 
demonic animal motif that emerged during the early modern period 
influenced depictions of demonic animals in subsequent centuries.

In Chapter 3, ‘“Most Hideous of Gaolers”: The Spider in Ernest 
G. Henham’s Tenebrae’, Paul Benedict Grant focuses on monstrous 
spiders and their symbolic representation of the central character’s 
guilt in Canadian-British fiction author Ernest Henham’s Tenebrae 
(1898), a novel that has, until very recently, been the subject of criti-
cal neglect. Grant begins his chapter with a discussion of the impor-
tance of the spider in Gothic fiction, from Jeremias Gotthelf’s The Black 
Spider (1842) and Erckmann-Chatrian’s ‘The Crab Spider’ (1847), to 
Bertram Mitford’s The Sign of the Spider (1896). Grant then examines 
how Tenebrae fits into this tradition by analysing the novel’s love triangle 
between a woman and two brothers. This conflict leads to betrayal and 
murder in the narrative, and the spider becomes an instrument of both 
guilt and vengeance.

In Chapter 4, ‘Devouring the Animal Within: Uncanny Otherness in 
Richard Adams’s The Plague Dogs’, Anja Höing explores the Gothic ele-
ments in Richard Adams’s lesser-known talking animal story, The Plague 
Dogs (1977), a novel which follows two dogs on their flight from an ani-
mal research lab into the wilderness of the Lake District. Noting how 
scholars tend to focus their attention on Adams’s more famous Watership 
Down (1972), Höing argues that The Plague Dogs challenges far more 
than just vivisection and other forms of cruelty to animals, showing how 
the novel utilises Gothic motifs to foreground the importance of the 
real-life animal. The Plague Dogs, so Höing argues, ultimately employs a 
haunted return in order to uncover the danger inherent in reading a real-
life animal as a reflection of human fears.

In Chapter 5, ‘Hunted, Now Haunting: The Thylacine as a Gothic 
Symbol in Julia Leigh’s The Hunter’, Alex Philp focuses on the Gothic 
figure of the thylacine, commonly known as the Tasmanian tiger, 
and how this animal haunts the Tasmanian and wider Australian cul-
tural imagination. Philp begins her chapter by exploring the chang-
ing status of the thylacine, showing how the animal is both extinct and 
not-extinct within the Australian consciousness. Philp argues that this 
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in-betweenness makes the thylacine a liminal figure—both in Australian 
natural history and literature—allowing it to challenge temporal bound-
aries between the past and present. The chapter concludes by show-
ing how these concerns and anxieties are portrayed in Julia Leigh’s 
Tasmanian Gothic novel, The Hunter (1999), where the thylacine is 
established as a symbol of a buried but re-emerging past.

In Chapter 6, ‘“What Do I Use to Make Them Afraid?”: The Gothic 
Animal and the Problem of Legitimacy in American Superhero Comics’, 
Fred Francis explores the significance of the bat in Frank Miller’s Batman 
series for DC Comics, focusing primarily on Batman: The Dark Knight 
Returns (2002) and Batman: Year One (2005). Francis claims that the 
emphasis on the bat-as-animal highlights a desire on the part of com-
ics creators to write the character of Batman as a Gothic hero within an 
American literary tradition which can be represented by Gothic animals 
(ravens and bats, in particular). He argues that Batman’s writers have 
attempted to raise the cultural status of comics in America by returning 
to an American Gothic tradition that had itself moved from being dis-
posable pulp fiction to a legitimate form of literature.

In Chapter 7, ‘Imagining the Becoming-Unextinct of Megalodon: 
Spectral Animals, Digital Resurrection, and the Vanishing of the 
Human’, Michael Fuchs analyses Megalodon: The Monster Shark Lives 
(2013) and Megalodon: The New Evidence (2014), two faux documen-
taries originally broadcast during Discovery Channel’s annual ‘Shark 
Week’. Fuchs demonstrates the ways in which these two documentaries 
represent an ontological shift in the relationship between human and 
non-human animals, as non-human animals are replaced by their digital 
counterparts. In the faux documentaries, the return of a prehistoric ani-
mal in digital form seems to offer hope for future human survival on a 
planet increasingly hostile to life due to the long-term effects of climate 
change. The chapter argues that the expulsion of actual animals into the 
digital domain anticipates the disappearance of humankind from the face 
of the Earth.

The second section of the book, ‘Unruly Creatures and the Dangers 
of Domestication’, surveys how the Gothic animal can transform from 
something seemingly familiar and controllable to something dark, fore-
boding, and unfamiliar. In Chapter 8, ‘“Rats Is Bogies I Tell You, and 
Bogies Is Rats”: Rats, Repression, and the Gothic Mode’, Matthew 
Crofts and Janine Hatter explore one of the Gothic’s favourite animals: 
the rat. Crofts and Hatter suggest a long literary tradition for the rat  
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(a tradition which includes the popular press), showing how the cultural 
anxiety surrounding rats extended into Victorian Gothic fiction through 
an examination of Bram Stoker’s short stories ‘The Judge’s House’ 
(1891) and ‘The Burial of Rats’ (1896), as well as his novel Dracula 
(1897). In these works, the rat takes on increased cultural significance, 
becoming a signifier of past crimes and repression. Thus, Crofts and 
Hatter posit that rats produce a sustained commentary on society’s fail-
ings as they act as signposts to the poverty society intentionally ignores, 
undertaking a vital role in exposing the horrors of deprivation.

Chapter 9, ‘At Home with Miniature Sea-Monsters: Philip Henry 
Gosse, Charles Kingsley, and “The Great Unknown”’, moves from a 
Victorian urban setting to the seashore as Sue Edney examines the con-
cept of ‘sensation’ in popular science, with respect to the enthusiasm for 
aquariums and seashore collecting in mid-Victorian England. She traces 
the overt and unconscious uses of the ‘uncanny’ in natural history writ-
ing through a discussion of Philip Henry Gosse’s A Naturalist’s Rambles 
on the Devonshire Coast (1853), The Aquarium: An Unveiling of the 
Wonders of the Deep Sea (1856), and The Romance of Natural History 
(1860), as well as Charles Kingsley’s Glaucus, or the Wonders of the Shore 
(1859). The chapter shows how these new maritime ‘pets’ became 
uncanny residents of Victorian homes. Edney examines ‘sensation sci-
ence’, a way of exploring the world that involved active participation 
with the thrills of the mysterious natural world.

In Chapter 10, ‘Uncanny Snails: Patricia Highsmith and the Allure 
of the Gastropods’, Fiona Peters traces the history of literary rep-
resentations of snails as both ‘Other’ and Gothic. In the chapter, Peters 
examines the many snails that frequently appear in the novels and short 
stories of the American crime fiction author Patricia Highsmith, reveal-
ing how these creatures are utilised to reveal both benign and malign 
tendencies when appropriated by human beings. Through a discussion 
of three Highsmith works, the novel Deep Water (1957) and the short 
stories ‘The Snail-Watcher’ and ‘The Quest for Blank Claveringi’ (both 
published in the collection Eleven in 1970), the chapter argues that, as 
abject objects, snails can be both a comforting presence in a dangerous 
world, or, by way of their multiplicity, they can overwhelm and destroy 
the humans who enter their territory.

Staying with the theme of uncanny creatures in the domestic setting, 
in Chapter 11, ‘“I Have Flyophobia”: Jane Rice’s “The Idol of the Flies” 
and Evil as Unwanted Houseguest’, Kevin Knott analyses American 
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pulp author Jane Rice’s 1942 story, ‘Idol of the Flies’. Knott argues 
that Rice’s story is an example of the emergence of Domestic Gothic in 
twentieth-century American Gothic fiction, while at the same time, he 
explores how the story satirises many conventions of this Gothic sub-
genre. Discussing the fly as psychological and spiritual nuisance, one 
which challenges the ecological balance of the home, Knott highlights 
how the cruel and violent child Pruitt is not perceived as such because 
of his youth. Yet this child builds a shrine to Beelzebub, Lord of the 
Flies, and uses flies to infect the domestic space in order to terrorise the 
women who love and care for him.

In Chapter 12, ‘“Encircled by Minute, Evilly-Intentioned Airplanes”: 
The Uncanny Biopolitics of Robotic Bees’, Franciska Cettl tackles ques-
tions of organic creatures versus uncanny robotic automata reproductions. 
She discusses the robotic bee of science and fiction as a representation of 
what Fred Botting has termed ‘uncannimedia’, a concept that has arisen 
out of the digital age and one that questions politics between humans, 
animals, and the environment. Cettl argues that the uncanniness of the 
robotic bee, which she traces from Ernst Jünger’s The Glass Bees (1957) to 
Charlie Brooker’s Black Mirror (2016), manifests not simply as an ambi-
guity between organism and machine but also inflects towards biopolitical 
decisions about life and death. The robotic bee registers a haunting by 
its organic counterpart, an animal that will likely become extinct in the 
future due to human mismanagement of the natural world.

The final section of the book, ‘Cultural Anxiety, Violence, and the 
Non-Human Body’, centres on the instability that comes when the 
Gothic animal represents real-world fears about changing cultural atti-
tudes, anxieties about gender, and nebulous identity. In Chapter 13, 
‘A Bark and Stormy Night: Ann Radcliffe’s Animals’, Heather Ladd 
explores the figure of the heroine and her relationship to both wild and 
domesticated animals in four Gothic novels by Ann Radcliffe: A Sicilian 
Romance (1790), The Romance of the Forest (1791), The Mysteries of 
Udolpho (1795), and The Italian (1797). Within these narratives, ten-
sions of solitude and wilderness are interrupted by dogs, as Radcliffe’s 
female protagonists experience the comforting and protective presence of  
companion animals. By focusing on the specifically Gothic aspects of 
animal–human relations, Ladd argues that while animals in Radcliffe’s 
novels highlight characters’ emotional and aesthetic sensitivities, they 
also show the prevalence of fear within the wider Gothic genre and its 
connection to patriarchal masculinity.
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In Chapter 14, ‘Hellish Horses and Monstrous Men: Gothic 
Horsemanship in Washington Irving and Edgar Allan Poe’, Kirstin 
A. Mills explores Romantic-era depictions of the Demonic Horse, a 
supernatural being that is frequently portrayed as powerful, dangerous, 
untameable, and associated with nightmare. This figure has remained 
an unexamined Gothic trope, one which evolved in eighteenth-century 
and nineteenth-century literature as a medium through which to cri-
tique different versions of masculinity. The chapter begins with a close 
reading of Washington Irving’s ‘The Legend of Sleepy Hollow’ (1820), 
which sets the violent masculinity of Brom Bones and the Headless 
Horseman against the lack of masculinity embodied by Ichabod Crane 
and his unruly nag. Irving’s influence is then traced to Edgar Allan Poe’s 
‘Metzengerstein’ (1832), a story which further develops the Demonic 
Horse trope with a grim supernaturalism that condemns abusive patri-
archal power through its exploration of another struggle for dominance 
between two men. These stories provide a cultural commentary on how 
violence, which is perpetuated within traditional systems of masculinity, 
works to exclude other forms of masculinity that differ from what is con-
sidered ‘normal’ male behaviour. In both stories, the blurred boundary 
between the animal and the human ultimately leads both to be uncanny 
doubles of each other.

In Chapter 15, ‘The Colonial Idol, the Animalistic, and the New 
Woman in the Imperial Gothic of Richard Marsh’, Shuhita Bhattacharjee 
examines the emergence of Gothic and animalistic colonial idols in the 
late Victorian imperial Gothic. These animal-like idols figure promi-
nently in three of Marsh’s works, namely The Beetle: A Mystery (1897), 
The Goddess: A Demon (1900), and The Joss: A Reversion (1901). In 
these novels, the colonial idols represent fears of the foreign Other. In 
the chapter, Bhattacharjee explores how the horror of the Gothic animal 
combines with the suggestions not only of the exotic colonial animal but 
also of the eroticism and sexual freedom experienced by socially progres-
sive British women, as the colonial idol becomes connected to the threat-
eningly subversive Victorian New Woman.

In Chapter 16, ‘Victor Hugo’s Pieuvre and the Marine EcoGothic’, 
Natalie Deam analyses the figure of the ‘pieuvre’, or octopus, in Victor 
Hugo’s 1866 novel Les Travailleurs de la mer (The Toilers of the Sea). 
Deam claims that Hugo’s pieuvre provides a unique exploration of 
Gothic animality, one that embodies epistemological conflicts introduced 
by evolutionary science and sexology and explores the metamorphic 
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aesthetics of the emerging field of marine biology. Compared to the 
kraken or shark, whose monstrosity stems from violent attacks, the 
pieuvre in Hugo’s novel posed an epistemological threat to the classi-
ficatory practices of nineteenth-century science. In particular, the pieu-
vre’s shapelessness—including its undefined sexuality and ability to exist 
between boundaries—allows readers to recognise both an EcoGothic 
evolutionary and materialist vision, while evincing a queer interpenetra-
tion of the human body and the marine environment.

In Chapter 17, ‘The Human Within and the Animal Without?: Rats 
and Mr Bunnsy in Terry Pratchett’s The Amazing Maurice and His 
Educated Rodents’, Rebecca Lloyd uses Pratchett’s 2001 novel to explore 
the ways in which humans demonise rats through the fictions of folklore 
while at the same time anthropomorphising supposedly ‘cute’ animals in 
texts for children. In the novel, the human desire to be morally and phys-
ically superior to animals results in a narrative that is less concerned with 
depicting rats as targets of hatred, but rather more concerned with explor-
ing the human condition. In The Amazing Maurice and His Educated 
Rodents, Pratchett questions narrative strategies that infantilise animals 
and humans alike, indicating the ways in which these representations slip 
into the processes of demonising that characterise the Gothic mode.

The final chapter in the collection returns to the close relationship 
between animals and humans. In Chapter 18, ‘Companion Animals in 
Contemporary Scottish Women’s Gothic’, Timothy C. Baker looks at 
recent Scottish Gothic literature written by women to complicate a per-
ceived notion about animals that exists in men’s contemporary Scottish 
Gothic novels, namely that non-human animals are positioned as mar-
ginal beings against whom men define themselves, usually through acts 
of violence. Expanding on this view, Baker posits that in key works of 
Scottish Women’s Gothic, the relationship between animal and human 
is often reversed: kinship or companionship with animals becomes a way 
of complicating and subverting humanist and patriarchal assumptions. 
Using Elspeth Barker’s O Caledonia (1991), Ever Dundas’s Goblin 
(2017), and Alice Thompson’s The Falconer (2008), Baker discusses 
how Scottish Women’s Gothic critiques traditional humanist ideals in 
favour of an emphasis on multispecies storytelling and shared vulnera-
bility. These novels, all set during the Second World War and employ-
ing Gothics themes, challenge established notions of gender, history, 
and nation in order to present a more well-rounded commentary on the 
shared experience of animals and humans.
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These chapters present a fascinating and broad exploration of the 
Gothic animal, from the early modern period into the present day. Yet, 
despite the wealth of different animal species, time periods, geographic 
regions, and topics presented, these chapters share a concern with rep-
resentation, cultural anxieties, injustices, and violence. Humans, it seems, 
cannot leave animals alone. In her book, Thinking Animals: Why Animal 
Studies Now? (2012), Kari Weil states, ‘It has become clear that the idea 
of “the animal”—the instinctive being with presumably no access to 
language, texts, or abstract thinking—has functioned as an unexamined 
foundation on which the idea of the human and hence the humanities 
have been built’ (p. 23). Though they do not speak our language, ani-
mals do indeed have something to tell us, about ourselves, about the nat-
ural world in which we live, and about our place together in that world. 
However, they remain non-human and their separateness as well as their 
connection to the human is worth recognising and celebrating: here in 
the form of the animal both within and with-out expressed in the Gothic 
mode. It is our hope that this collection inspires even more discussion 
of the Gothic animal in the years to come. Alternatively, it might just be 
that, as Derrida cries after contemplating the fact that ‘[a]n animal looks 
at me’ for too long, ‘We’re all mad here. I’m mad. You’re mad’ (2008, 
p. 10).
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Hell-Beasts and Haunting
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CHAPTER 2

‘Like a Madd Dogge’: Demonic Animals 
and Animal Demoniacs in Early Modern 

English Possession Narratives

Brendan C. Walsh

In the demonic possession narratives of the early modern period, animals 
played a central role. During the 1574 possession of Robert Brigges, 
one of the earliest recorded cases in Reformed Protestant England, a 
black dog stalked the ‘demoniac’ (the possessed individual) through 
the streets of London. Brigges, a wealthy lawyer, first encountered this 
creature, an ‘uglye dogge, shaggey heare, of a darke fuskey colour, bet-
weine blacke and redd’, one morning as he journeyed into Southwark 
on business (‘Master Brigges Temptation’, sig.H.7). In this narrative, the 
black dog was the Devil incarnate, a visual metaphor of Brigges’s pos-
session by demonic forces. In other early modern accounts, demoniacs 
embodied animalistic behaviour in their demonic performances. One 
young demoniac by the name of Alexander Nyndge was described in a 
1573 pamphlet as looking ‘much like the picture of the Devil in a play, 
with an horrible roaring voice, sounding Hell-hound’ (Nyndge 1615, 
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sig.BIr). Similarly, in 1597 a boy by the name of John Starkie (one of 
the ‘Lancashire Seven’ demoniacs) struck and bit at everyone who came 
near him ‘like a madd dogge’ while in the throes of demonic possession 
(More 1600, p. 15).

The presence and symbolism of dogs in these cases illustrates how 
animals were portrayed in early modern demonic possession narratives. 
Animals typically coexisted with early modern communities without issue 
but during heightened periods of anxiety and tension, such as when an 
individual was believed to be afflicted with a demonic spirit, their pres-
ence came under scrutiny. Early modern cases of demonic possession 
were predominantly manifestations of these anxieties, and animals—
whether envisioned as demonic constructs, or the Devil himself—were 
given prominent roles in such instances. Dogs, goats, cats, rats, bears, 
oxen, and even creatures such as toads and hedgehogs were given sig-
nificant roles in possession narratives, commonly identified as the Devil, 
demons, or a witch’s familiar. This particular narrative convention con-
cerning the role of animals in early modern English demonic posses-
sion narratives is what this chapter is concerned with. The William 
Sommers affair of 1597–1598, involving the renowned Puritan exor-
cist John Darrell, is one of the most notable episodes of demonic pos-
session in the early modern English context. Sommers both invoked 
beastly behaviour and physically interacted with animals throughout his 
possession, demonstrating their dual role in possession narratives. Using 
the Sommers possession as a case study, along with drawing on related 
early modern source material, this chapter argues that the perception of 
animals shifted radically during episodes of demonic possession. In sim-
ilar terms, animalistic behaviour is also framed in this chapter as a per-
formative model for demoniacs, inspired by the theoretical approach 
established in Stephen Greenblatt’s 1985 essay ‘Shakespeare and the 
Exorcists’ and elaborated upon in Brian Levack’s monograph The Devil 
Within (2013). This chapter highlights how animals were configured 
and embodied within the spirituality of the early modern period, thereby 
highlighting the demonic animal motif that emerged from this literary 
tradition.

In turn, the figure of the Gothic animal is also explored in rela-
tion to its early modern precedent, highlighting its significance within 
both of these contexts. It is in the early modern possession textual tra-
dition that the conception of the Gothic animal takes form. While 
the term ‘Gothic’ in literature would not really gain traction until the 
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mid-eighteenth century, it is really a post-medieval and post-Renaissance 
phenomenon (Hogle 2002, pp. 1–2). It is primarily in the early mod-
ern period that the notion of a supernatural demonic construct, embod-
ied in an animal, was established in the English literary canon. As Cyndy 
Hendershot explains in The Animal Within: Masculinity and the Gothic 
(1998), the Gothic is a disrupting presence that invades societal norms 
with an unassimilable force, and the supernatural figures that haunt these 
narratives may be read as expressions of a dissatisfaction with reality  
(pp. 1–3). Early modern demonic possession narratives exemplify this 
point. Demonic possession can be read as a struggle between the human 
and the animalistic, a manifestation of societal anxiety and cultural dis-
ruption. This is a theme that occupies a central position within the 
Gothic as it is only in this tradition that ‘demons would once again take 
centre stage in the theatre of world literature’ (Kallendorf 2003, p. 200). 
Animals as a demonic construct, or supernatural beings of an animalistic 
nature, are figures well known to the Victorian Gothic. As illustrated in 
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897), or H. G. Wells’s The Island of Doctor 
Moreau (1896), the threat of a demonic animalistic force lingers on the 
periphery of human society. The Victorian fascination with the human 
body being invaded by the animalistic, underlined by Darwinian theo-
ries, is an evolution of this early modern conception, and this chapter 
addresses the link between these two literary traditions.

Consequently, the ‘monster’ of the Victorian Gothic is pro-
foundly shaped by concepts of early modern animal–human hybrid-
ity. Philosophical discourses concerning animality formed the basis for 
many of the monstrous constructs that featured in Gothic literature as 
such discourses established the symbology from which to define these 
monsters. Giorgio Agamben terms this process the ‘anthropolog-
ical machine’, a discursive tool that isolates the non-human within the 
human and thereby animalises the human (2004, p. 37). This process 
also highlights the act of transformation, a concept that is central to 
both early modern demoniacs and Gothic monsters. Monsters are not 
simply conjured from non-existing matter but rather manifest out of a  
pre-existing state, requiring some form of transformation. They are 
hybrid beings, symbols of otherness that disrupt boundaries or categorisa-
tion. As Mario Ortiz-Robles surmises, Gothic monsters ‘typically do not 
show themselves as fully formed monsters when they make their entry 
into the fictional worlds that resist them but rather become monstrous 
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through transformative processes’ (2015, p. 11, emphasis in original). 
Demonic possession is such a transformation as the human form is over-
taken by the demonic, locating them in an intermediate zone between 
the human and the animal. The Gothic monster (be it Dracula, Mr Hyde, 
or any of Dr Moreau’s animal hybrids) is also transformative in nature, 
emerging out of another form yet not beholden to either of these. Both 
of these monster types are shaped by the same philosophical consideration 
of animal–human hybridity, signalling the existence of a tangible thread 
between the early modern demoniac and the Victorian Gothic monster.

the AnimAl As Other

Animals in the early modern period came to represent a form of other-
ness, appearing in the literary sources as both a supernatural creature 
and a symbol of human bestiality (Fudge 2002, p. 4). Whether real or 
imagined, animals became a reoccurring figure in possession accounts as 
they functioned as a means of ‘normalising’ and configuring the super-
natural. The presence of an animal during a possession narrative there-
fore carried a number of connotations that were recognisable to early 
modern audiences. In these accounts of demonic possession, animals 
were transformed into demonic entities as the Devil often assumed the 
form of something ordinary or familiar (Thomas 1997, pp. 470–71). 
Animals were thus prime candidates for demonic transmutation as the 
authors of demonological treatises and possession pamphlets persuaded 
their audiences to discern the Devil’s agency in their most commonplace 
experiences (Johnstone 2006, pp. 60–61). In these instances, the crea-
tures that featured in possession pamphlets were transformed into dia-
bolical apparitions, abandoning their naturalised origins (Walsham 1999, 
pp. 186–87). Yet, more often than not, these demonically influenced 
animals retained their natural forms and continued to exist alongside 
humans. The behaviour of these demonic animals was largely consist-
ent with the behaviour of ordinary animals but the perception that dark 
forces were lurking in disguise was insidious to the early modern imagi-
nation (Salisbury 1994, p. 141). In this sense, the presence of animals in 
these possession narratives was significant for what it revealed about the 
human–animal relationship within the structures of early modern culture 
and theology.

The role of demonic animals in possession narratives was not a purely 
literary theme, but a concept that was deeply rooted in Judeo-Christian 
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theology and early modern demonology. As Guy Williams attests, many 
Christian writers interpreted biblical accounts with wild animals as a con-
flict with the Devil, highlighting the importance of ‘animal imagery in 
early Christian demonic discourse’ (2006, pp. 46–47). As established in 
the scriptures, humans were torn between their enlightened godly side 
and their more bestial, primal desires. By this, the animalistic was cast 
as an inversion of the desired model of Christian behaviour. Inversion 
was a primary theological consideration across the different Christian 
faiths, a simple means of defining what was the work of God and what 
was the work of the Devil. As such, the demonic embodied this inver-
sion. Theologians often referred to the Devil as ‘God’s ape’, a being 
that existed as a poor imitation of the one divine Lord (Clark 1999,  
pp. 80–93). The theology and philosophy of this period emphasised this 
demarcation, perpetuating this conceptualisation of animals as lacking 
reason or a divine soul (Ritvo 1991, p. 68). In A Discourse of Conscience, 
William Perkins—one of the leading theologians of the sixteenth cen-
tury—asserted that animals were shadows of humans, pale reflections 
that did not possess the attributes that defined humanity (Perkins 1596, 
p. 3). Accordingly, the animalistic emerged in early modern theology as a 
means of identifying what, and what was not, human.

Dogs, in particular, were a prominent demonic construct in early 
modern possession pamphlets and English folklore in general. Dating 
back to the Anglo-Saxon era and developing into a prevalent figure in 
Medieval and early modern demonology, the black dog was interpreted 
as a harbinger of ill-fate or death (Salisbury 1994, pp. 134–35). For 
example, Black Shuck, a dog supposedly the size of a calf or horse, was 
said to have attacked the churches of Bungay and Blythburgh in Suffolk 
on 4 August 1577, mauling parishioners, destroying the interiors, and 
leaving scorch marks on the church doors. Dogs were perhaps the most 
prominent animal in early modern possession narratives as their (poten-
tially) vicious nature shaped them as especially susceptible to demonic 
transformation. These animals functioned as an anthropocentric focus 
for social anxiety in early modern possession narratives: an expression of 
human bestiality as a result of prolific collective sin (Jenner 1997, p. 54). 
Because these animals were so numerous in early modern communities, 
sharing the food, living spaces, and names of these populations, they 
became convenient scapegoats when societal anxieties were prevalent. 
As Kathleen Sands notes, dogs personified human beings as they shared 
common spaces with us, and the focus on these animals can be seen as 
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a symbolic suppression of bestial behaviour in ourselves (2004, p. 51). 
Dogs represented a range of negative human abstractions, and the sight 
of them fighting, fornicating, or defecating in the streets was a constant 
reminder of humanity’s capacity for beastly behaviour.

In the possession narrative of Robert Brigges, Master Brigges 
Temptation, the symbolic presence of a demonic dog (referred to as the 
‘Southwark Dog’) is revealing. Animals commonly appeared as  portents 
in possession narratives, precipitating the eventual possession of the 
demoniac, and the Southwark Dog clearly fulfils this role (Almond 2004,  
p. 17). First encountering this creature as he travelled to Southwark one 
morning, Brigges was stalked by it through the streets until he struck the 
dog with both boot and stones. Yet, this did not deter it. A gravel dig-
ger even turned his spade on the creature, the blow delivered with ‘suche 
force as might have cloven a dogg in the mydest’, yet it continued to stalk 
Brigges unabated (‘Master Brigges Temptation’, sig.H.7). Brigges even-
tually plunged into the Thames to escape it, looking back to it on the 
bank and realising that it was ‘no dogge, but the devill cum hether of pur-
pose to awayte for my sowle’ (‘Master Brigges Temptation’, sig.H.7–8). 
The dog only disappeared when Brigges made it home, but its lingering 
influence is evident throughout this narrative. The Southwark Dog exem-
plifies the fact that ‘the early modern imagination was highly attuned to 
visual metaphor’ and was culturally conditioned to perceive moral abstrac-
tions in concrete images (Sands 2002, p. 27). This creature functioned 
as the source of cultural and spiritual conflict in this instance, personify-
ing the antagonist force required for this possession narrative to develop. 
Consequently, the Southwark Dog demonstrates how early modern audi-
ences constructed and depicted the demonic other in possession narratives.

This early modern conception of animals as visual metaphor is ech-
oed in the Gothic literary tradition. Gothic animals are representa-
tions of cultural anxieties, a supernatural force that threatens to disrupt 
social norms. The nineteenth century was a period of profound social, 
philosophical, and scientific reassessment with Darwinian evolution-
ary paradigms challenging the boundaries between humans and ani-
mals (Hendershot 1998, pp. 97–98). The Island of Doctor Moreau 
(1896) clearly embodies such anxieties, with the animal hybrids func-
tioning as symbols of inter-species degeneration and the breakdown of 
the animal–human binary. In a similar fashion, the demonic black dog 
archetype developed into a prevalent figure in Gothic literature. While 
the Gothic black dog was moulded from existing folkloric traditions, it 
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was repurposed to reflect Victorian attitudes towards this creature. The 
late-nineteenth-century fear of rabid dogs shaped depictions of this 
animal in literature, intertwined with the bodily pain of infection con-
cept, the biting motif, and the theme of human–animal transforma-
tion (McKechnie 2013, p. 115). Dracula (1897) encapsulates all these 
points. Dracula is the embodiment of the diabolic, a possessing force 
that infects others through the animalistic means of biting. The novel 
describes the vampire as master of animals, corrupting them with his 
demonic influence and compelling them to carry out his bidding. Van 
Helsing remarks at one point that the vampire ‘can command all the 
meaner things, the rat, and the owl, and the bat, the moth, and the fox, 
and the wolf, he can grow and become small, and he can at times van-
ish and come unknown’ (Stoker 1897/1979, p. 209). Furthermore, 
Dracula also takes on the form of these animals himself. When he arrives 
at the shores of Whitby, Dracula appears in the visage of the black dog, 
invoking the established literary convention of the diabolic. From this 
point on, Dracula proceeds to possess several characters, a demonic 
incursion let loose on the English lands. A number of underlying 
themes can be read into this use of the black dog archetype, most per-
tinent being the threat of degeneration through viral contamination. As 
such, the Gothic animal can be read as engaging with the early mod-
ern demonic animal, recontextualising this creature to reflect the cultural 
anxieties of nineteenth-century England.

embodying the AnimAl

In the early modern context, animalistic behaviour became a defining 
characteristic of demonic possession. In possession narratives, demo-
niacs were often described as invoking different animals in their fits, 
visions, and utterings. Animals—whether actually present or invoked 
by the demoniac—were notable in these possession narratives for how 
they shaped the behaviour of the demoniac. As Keith Thomas exclaims, 
‘wherever we look in early modern England, we find anxiety, latent, or 
explicit, about any form of behaviour which threatened to transgress 
the fragile boundaries between man and animal creation’ (1983, p. 38). 
The English in particular were quick to label any threatening force as 
demonic: otherness was almost always equated with ‘demonic’ (Mollmann 
2008, p. 37). To defy the moral code was to act ‘beast-like’, to allow the 
inner-animal to materialise. Defining what was animalistic was therefore 
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an assertion about what was human, with spirit possession a direct mani-
festation of the struggle between these two states (Caciola 2003, p. 16).

Philip Almond outlines that ‘because the demonic and the animal 
overlapped, in occupying the border ground between the human and the 
animal, the possessed threatened that essential distinction’ (2004, p. 35). 
Adopting an animalistic mode of behaviour emerged as a primary means 
of communicating demonic affliction to a community, building on exist-
ing cultural perceptions surrounding animals in this period.

In determining the presence of a demonic spirit within a human 
vessel, early modern audiences relied on a series of telltale signs. As 
illustrated in many of Christ’s biblical encounters with demons, the 
accepted signs of demonic affliction were linked to animalistic behav-
iour. Throughout the gospels (namely Mark 5:1–20, Mark 9:14–29, 
Luke 8:26–39, and Matthew 8:28–34), demoniacs were described as 
exhibiting behaviour in which they gnashed their teeth, foamed at the 
mouth, and convulsed their bodies. For later audiences, these descrip-
tions were central to their understanding of the demonic (Salisbury 
1994, p. 141). As Sophie Lunn-Rockliffe explains, there is absolutely 
no description of the appearance of demons themselves in the gospel 
accounts of Christ’s exorcisms (2012, p. 449). These demonic spirits 
were outlined in abstract terms, unable to be discerned by the human 
eye. Rather, their presence was conveyed through a series of physical 
and behavioural cues in the demoniac. Accordingly, the exorcism of the 
demons in these instances was deduced by theologians and audiences 
from the changed behaviour of the demoniac and the exorcist. It is only 
in later periods that demons were explicitly described as assuming the 
appearance of an animal.

Early modern possession narratives expanded upon the prescribed 
biblical symptoms in determining diabolic affliction. Individuals afflicted 
with demonic possession were reported to display great feats of physical 
strength, muscular contortions, seemingly inhuman wailing, mysterious 
swelling, the ability to speak in foreign tongues, or more inexplicable 
supernatural acts. The bodies of demonic spirits were understood to be 
incorporeal, endowing them with the ability to transform between dif-
ferent monstrous forms (Oldridge 2000, pp. 232–33). In the Lancashire 
Seven case of 1597, the animal characteristics of demonic entities are 
articulated in John Darrell’s A True Relation. The demoniacs were 
depicted as savage and deranged in their demonic fits, ‘beting up & 
downe with their bodies being held by others, crying … aloud in strang 
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and supernaturall manner’ (Darrell 1600, p. 10). A True Relation out-
lines the deliverance of each demoniac in detail, highlighting the exact 
moments in which the demonic spirit is exorcised. This process is espe-
cially interesting as the spirits are described in varying forms, conceived 
as grotesque beings with both human and animalistic characteristics. The 
demonic spirits were said to have the ‘liknes of a crowes head’ or resem-
bling something ‘like an urchin’ (Darrell 1600, p. 11). These spirits were 
unable to be seen by the witnesses, instead defined by the demoniacs 
after they had recovered. As these spirits were not visible to the assem-
bled crowd, the actual instance of deliverance for the demoniac was con-
veyed through a series of physical cues that signalled to the crowd that 
the dispossession was successful. The description of the demonic spirit 
was an accepted cultural sign of demonic possession and could be placed 
within the framework of this religious ritual. As this text illustrates, ani-
mal imagery was prominent in the demonology of this period and pro-
foundly shaped the literary visualisation of the demonic.

The embodiment of animalistic behaviour as a means of defining the 
demonic other also emerged in the Gothic tradition. As Hendershot 
explains, ‘a Gothic body is frequently a possessed body, a body inhab-
ited by an alien other’ (1998, p. 43). However, the Gothic other was not 
strictly a demonic force as conceptualised in early modern theology, but 
rather more abstract in nature. The Gothic body, like the early modern 
body, actively challenges established law, be that natural, political, or 
social. Looking to the figure of the Gothic monster, there are distinct 
similarities with the early modern demoniac. In the same manner that 
demonic forces invade the body and defy the natural boundaries, the 
Gothic monster is also the subject of supernatural animation: to be the 
monster is also to be the monster’s victim (Punter 1998, p. 45). This 
state was conveyed through the use of Darwinian language and animal 
imagery in Gothic texts. The Gothic monster was most often envisioned 
as a devolved or mutated human being, most clearly exemplified in the 
figure of Mr Hyde (Morse 2007, p. 186). In the Strange Case of Dr 
Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), Hyde is portrayed as a demonic beast, the 
savage possessing other to the respectable Dr Jekyll. The novel constantly 
invokes the language of the demonic with Hyde described as ‘like Satan’ 
(Stevenson 1886/1987, p. 10) or ‘the ghost of some old sin’ (p. 20). 
His actions are depicted as animalistic, trampling young girls in the 
street or brutally assaulting individuals with ‘ape-like fury’ (Stevenson 
1886/1987, p. 26). Hyde is a symbol of demonic bestiality, and in this 
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period of Darwinian reassessment, this figure indicates that the human 
and the animal cannot be compartmentalised into binary oppositions 
(Hendershot 1998, p. 109). The figure of Hyde, along with the Gothic 
monster, therefore, serves a similar function as the early modern demonic 
animal. Both archetypes represent a threat to natural law, with the 
embodiment of the animal in humans emerging as a symbol of cultural 
and spiritual disorder.

As such, the animalistic is a thematic and metaphoric vehicle for oth-
erness in Gothic literature. In the face of monstrosity and the uncanny, 
falling back on the traditional philosophical binary of the animal–human 
is a process that can potentially give shape to the other. It is through the 
use of animal language in the highlighted texts that authors were able 
to represent the unrepresentable (Ortiz-Robles 2015, p. 11). The use of 
this language also serves to emphasize the animal–human relationship. 
Monstrosity—as it was expressed through the Gothic monster—was 
present within every individual, as Darwinian science recognised that 
the animal was more closely related to humanity than previously envis-
aged. Fear of the other was thus no longer predicated on an abstract 
being, but on humanity’s inherent connectedness with the animal world. 
Dracula, in his undead and beast-like state, encapsulates many of these 
concerns. In his figure are delineated a number of primitive fears: he is a 
shape-changer, a merger of species, and the harbinger of ethnic collapse 
(Bomarita 2006, p. 169). Like with the demoniac William Sommers, 
Dracula is not consigned to one animal but embodies animality itself. 
Along with the visage of a black dog, he also transforms into a wolf, 
blackbird, or bat and is associated with many more. When the Crew of 
Light encounter Dracula in Piccadilly, the text describes the creature as 
such: ‘There was something so panther-like in the movement–something 
so unhuman … As the Count saw us, a horrible sort of snarl passed over 
his face, showing the eye-teeth long and pointed; but the evil smile as 
quickly passed into a cold stare of lion-like disdain’ (Stoker 1897/1979, 
p. 266). As Ortiz-Robles explains, Dracula is ‘not merely an animal, a 
single beast; rather, he encompasses the Animal Kingdom as a whole’ 
(2015, p. 14). Dracula’s forms are multiple as the Gothic monster, the 
other, has no fixed visage. This is because the Gothic monster is a being 
that is ultimately formless until given shape and meaning by its (per-
ceived) embodiment of the animalistic, as this is the only means that we 
can come to fully comprehend it.
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AnimAl imAgery in the Possession of williAm sommers

As one of the archetypical cases of demonic possession in the early mod-
ern English context, the Sommers account offers valuable insight into 
the role of animals in possession narratives. Furthermore, it also estab-
lishes many of the key thematic and metaphoric forms of animal–human 
hybridity that would reemerge in Victorian Gothic literature. William 
Sommers, a young discontent musicians-apprentice, was struck down by 
a mysterious illness in October 1597. After weeks of strange afflictions, 
the local community concluded that a witch had sent an evil spirit into 
the young man. Sommers’s affliction developed during a period in which 
Nottingham was experiencing civil and social tensions, with conflict rag-
ing over land leases and hay tithes. Unable to be treated medically, the 
exorcist John Darrell was called for. Sommers’s illness was scrutinised by 
both the Nottingham authorities and the central London ecclesiastical 
powers, thus prompting Darrell to respond in print. In the possession 
pamphlets that emerged from this ordeal, A Breife Narration (1598), 
A Brief Apologie (1599), and A True Narration (1600), the presence 
of demonic animals and animal imagery is noteworthy. Sommers was 
described as interacting with both cats and dogs, along with embody-
ing multiple other animals, in his demonic behaviour. What is significant 
here is just how the spiritual and cultural perceptions surrounding ani-
mals in this period took form within this particular narrative. The per-
formance of this demoniac conformed to the model of an animalistic 
possession that had developed in early modern Protestant demonological 
thought. The source material on the William Sommers case thus estab-
lishes precisely how animals were invoked and depicted in early modern 
accounts of demonic possession.

During his illnesses, Sommers was continually described as animalistic. 
At times, he ‘fomed like to the horse or boare… scriched or cryed aloude 
in a strange and supernaturall manner … roared fearfullye lyke a beare, 
and cryed like a swyne’ (Darrell 1600, p. 19). He even supposedly took 
on the appearance of an animal, ‘that his tongue would be thrust out of 
his mouth to the bignes of a calves tongue’ (Darrell 1598, sig.Diiiiv). 
It was also said that Sommers was joined in his bed by a number of cats 
who were only seen to stir underneath the coverlet. Whenever ‘the cov-
erlet sudainly cast up, they were gone: thrown downe, there againe’ 
(Anon 1599, pp. 31–32). This strange feat impressed upon the audi-
ence the nature of the young man’s illness. On another occasion, during 
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one of his demonic fits, Sommers carried out a pantomime of various 
sins before a sizable audience. With his eyes shut and lips sealed, he per-
formed profane acts representing ‘brauling, quarriling, fighting, swaring, 
robbing by the high wayes, picking and cutting of purses, burgularie, 
whoredom, prid both in men and women … drunckennes, glotinye’ 
(Darrell 1600, p. 18). When he reached the act of lust, Sommers 
attempted to sodomise a dog, horrifying the crowd with this seemingly 
demonic behaviour.

On the morning of November 7, Darrell and three other ministers 
prepared to perform an exorcism. A large crowd had already gathered 
at Sommers’s residence, watching as the demoniac was ushered from his 
chamber into the centre of the house by several strong men, fighting and 
wailing all the while. Each of the ministers took turns in reciting biblical 
passages, this lasting for the greater part of the day. During this time, 
Sommers was:

continually vexed and tormented by Sathan, having little no rest at all, 
so as the same for vexation by the spirit far exceeded any of the dayes 
before. His torments in his fitts were most greuous and fearful to behould, 
wherein his body being swelled, was tossed vp and doune. In theis fits his 
strength was very great so as being held doune with 5. strong men, he 
did notwithstandinge all their strength against their wills, rise and stand 
vpright of his feete. (Darrell 1600, p. 19)

The exorcism finally came to a conclusion in the evening, with Darrell 
able to draw the evil spirit out with the power of his biblical rhetoric. 
As Darrell delivered the lines from Mark 9:26: ‘And the spirit cried, and 
rent him sore, and came out of him: and he was as one dead’, Sommers 
began to act erratically (1600, p. 20). Sensing the end was near; the 
crowd began to beg God to grant mercy upon Sommers. After fifteen 
minutes, Sommers suddenly grew deathly still, and it was declared that 
the demon had departed.

As the possession and exorcism of Sommers illustrates, early mod-
ern possession narratives framed the demoniac’s physical body as a bat-
tleground between the forces of God and the Devil: a conflict between 
the higher, civilised faculties of humans, and their more animalistic side. 
The notion of the human body as a transcendent battleground pertains 
to the conceptualisation of demonic possession as a spiritual and cul-
tural performance, a prevalent theoretical model within the scholarship 
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on early modern possession. In ‘Shakespeare and the Exorcists’, Stephen 
Greenblatt asserts that there was a significant metaphorical connection 
between early modern possession and theatrics. As with any dramatic 
performance, spirit possession relied upon a series of conventional modes 
of behaviour that communicated demonic affliction to a community, 
allowing an individual ‘to express this distress without alienating him or 
her disadvantageously from other members in the community’ (Sands 
2004, p. 9). In conveying their affliction to the community, demoniacs 
utilised the existing spiritual and cultural construction of the demonic 
other that had been established in early modern demonology. As Brian 
Levack contends, all early modern possessions were ‘scripted’ perfor-
mances that drew from the existing cultural and spiritual values of that 
particular society, explaining why certain symptoms became prevalent 
in English possession narratives (2013, pp. 30–31). The purpose of this 
performance was for the demoniac to alert others of their condition, set-
ting the stage for the arrival of the exorcist (Greenblatt 1985, p. 429). 
This entire ritual of the possession and exorcism was therefore a means in 
which societal anxieties were articulated and (possibly) remedied.

This theoretical model of demonic possession as a spiritual and cul-
tural performance was largely concerned with animalistic behaviour. 
Extreme emotion was at the centre of early modern possession narra-
tives, and the animal was shaped as the embodiment of these emotions. 
Kirsten Uszkalo’s notion of ‘rage possession’, a form of spirit possession 
characterised by aggression and violent outbursts, is especially relevant 
here. Rage possession ‘develops from the experience of a normative but 
unbridled emotion like rage’, conveyed through erratic movements and 
violent outbursts (2015, pp. 2–3). The ‘demonic’ behaviour described 
in the gospels and elaborated on in early modern possession narratives, 
therefore emerged as a means for these demoniacs to express their emo-
tions. As such, the unbridled emotions of the demoniac would feed into 
their demonic performance, providing these individuals with a cultur-
ally and spiritually sanctioned behavioural model. Because the majority 
of English demoniacs in this period were young and restricted in their 
social mobility, this mode of behaviour was a means for these individuals 
to manifest their anxiety and express their discontent. When experiencing 
adverse circumstances, succumbing to possession developed as a recourse 
in which adolescents were able to acquire some agency, allowing them to 
mount a religious and social rebellion (French 2015, p. 75). While under 
the throes of demonic affliction, the social status of the demoniac was 
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temporarily upgraded, implying that special divine attention had been 
bestowed upon that individual. In embodying animals in these perfor-
mances, demoniacs were therefore able to effectively communicate their 
affliction and shape their selves as the demonic other.

The imagery and symbolism of the demonic black dog is prevalent in 
the source material for the Sommers possession. Throughout this nar-
rative, Sommers continually interacts with Satan who, usually, assumes 
the form of a dog-like creature. The relationship between Sommers and 
this creature is central to the overarching possession narrative with Satan 
appearing before Sommers on multiple occasions, offering temptations, 
or threatening to harm the demoniac. In one instance, Satan visited 
Sommers in his prison cell, where he was being held by the Nottingham 
authorities on suspicion of feigning his possession. Sommers reported 
that ‘there came unto me a thing like unto a Dogg, and said unto me, 
And if I would consent unto him and say that I was counterfeit, hee 
would give me a bagge of golde, and if I woulde not, hee woulde make 
me be hanged, or else he would teare mee in peeces’ (Darrell 1599, 
p. 5). The source material also explains that the Devil’s possession of 
Sommers was sporadic, the intention being to plant doubt in the minds 
of the townsfolk over the true nature of his affliction. When attempt-
ing to enter Sommers, Satan assumed the likeness of a mouse as it was 
believed that demonic entities physically entered into a person through 
an orifice (Darrell 1600, p. 32). Sommers’s body therefore became the 
subject of continual demonic incursion and transformation with the 
black dog fashioned as a symbol of this diabolic force.

Finally, in March of 1598, William Sommers was brought before an 
investigative commission in Nottingham to assess the authenticity of 
his demonic possession. Anxieties in Nottingham had been steadily ris-
ing over this period, finally reaching a crescendo during this commission 
hearing. While under questioning, Sommers collapsed before the crowd 
and commissioners in a demonic fit: ‘At the same time there was seene 
to three of the Commissioners onely (the rowme being full of people) 
a black dogge running about Sum. head as he laye before them snus-
sung at his mouth’ (Darrell 1599, p. 5). This was supposedly the same 
creature that Sommers had spoken of and the Commissioners could no 
longer deny that they were in the presence of Satan. At this revelation, 
the gathered townspeople were driven to hysteria as the authenticity of 
the young man’s demonic illness was confirmed. Nottingham appeared 
to descend into mania, with clashes breaking out in the streets and the 
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pulpits ringing of nothing but talk of witches and devils. Through the 
demonic performance of Sommers, or in the form of a monstrous dog-
like creature, it was now clear to the populace of Nottingham that the 
Devil was among them.

conclusion

As this chapter has detailed, animals played a prominent role in the 
demonic possession narratives of the early modern period. In these texts, 
animals performed a specific spiritual and cultural role that reflected the 
mentalities of early modern audiences. Portrayed as demonic constructs, 
animals represented the demonic other: a mirror image to the model of 
Christian behaviour that early modern audiences were encouraged to 
follow. Simultaneously, animalistic behaviour developed as a means of 
configuring the demonic in these instances, a model in which demo-
niacs could invoke in communicating their affliction. As scholars like 
Greenblatt, Levack, and Uszkalo have argued, demoniacs used a number 
of performative cues to convey their demonic affliction to their respective 
community. Animalistic behaviour emerged as one of these recognisable 
signs of demonic possession, drawn from centuries of Christian theology 
and philosophy. The William Sommers pamphlets exemplify this multi-
faceted role that animals played. In this narrative, Sommers’s afflictions 
are enacted for an attentive audience and it is here that animals are trans-
figured into vessels that the prevailing spiritual and cultural anxieties of 
the period could be projected onto.

It is thus this early modern perception of animals that figures so 
prominently in the later Gothic tradition. The theological and philo-
sophical understandings of animals, as both an instrument of demonic 
incursion and a representation of the beastly state of humans, remained 
as central themes in the Victorian Gothic. While Victorian England 
had largely embraced a scientific worldview that recast the animal in a 
Darwinian paradigm, the early modern perception still shaped how this 
society defined what was and what was not human. Animalistic behaviour 
figured so prominently in early modern accounts of demonic possession 
because it represented the struggle between the two states of human-
kind. This same struggle developed as a prominent theme in the Gothic 
tradition, with demonic possession and demonic animals reconfigured in 
the Victorian context. The Gothic monster, in occupying the interme-
diate zone between animal and human, also echoed the transformative 
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process that the early modern demoniac underwent, thereby developing 
into a vehicle for spiritual and cultural anxieties. In attempting to under-
stand and contextualise the symbolic role of the animal in the Gothic, it 
is therefore necessary to trace its origins to the early modern period. It is 
in these early modern demonic possession narratives that the Gothic ani-
mal, the demonic other, truly takes form.
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CHAPTER 3

‘Most Hideous of Gaolers’: The Spider 
in Ernest G. Henham’s Tenebrae

Paul Benedict Grant

Quand la pluie étalant ses immenses traînées
D’une vaste prison imite les barreaux,
Et qu’un peuple muet d’infâmes araignées
Vient tendre ses filets au fond de nos cerveaux …

When the long lines of rain
Are like the bars of a vast prison
And a silent swarm of loathsome spiders
Spin their nets at the bottom of my brain …
(Charles Baudelaire, ‘Spleen’ III, Les Fleurs du mal, 1857/1986)

Monstrous, malefic spiders are something of a staple in Gothic, 
supernatural, horror, and fantasy fiction: from Jeremias Gotthelf’s The 
Black Spider (1842), Erckmann-Chatrian’s ‘L’Araignée Crabe’ [‘The 
Crab Spider’] (1847; trans. 1893), Bertram Mitford’s The Sign of the 
Spider (1896), and M. R. James’s ‘The Ash-Tree’ (1904), through to 
more modern manifestations such as Shelob in J. R. R. Tolkien’s The 
Lord of the Rings (1954–1955) and the titular terror of Stephen King’s 
It (1986), they have proven to be perennially popular with readers. 
The late nineteenth century in particular played host to a proliferation 
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of spider-centric fiction—so much so, that spiders were ‘a key symbol 
of horror and fascination in fin-de-siècle literary culture’ (McKechnie 
2012, p. 507). By 1927, when H. P. Lovecraft published his semi-
nal survey, Supernatural Horror in Literature, he could cite ‘The Crab 
Spider’ (under another of its English translations, ‘The Waters of Death’) 
as ‘embodying the familiar over-grown spider theme so frequently 
employed by weird fictionists’ (Lovecraft 1927/2000, p. 41), and the 
theme has not ceased to inspire artists. Indeed, given their pervasiveness 
in weird fiction and many other forms of media, it is surprising that spi-
ders are not accorded a separate entry in S. T. Joshi’s recent reference 
guide, Icons of Horror and the Supernatural.1

Stories like ‘The Crab Spider’ depict large, loathsome arachnids that 
poison and drink the blood of human beings (among other animals), but 
they represent little beyond this—that is to say, they have no discernible 
symbolic, allegorical, or metaphorical value and are employed primarily 
to elicit fear, disgust, and thrills2; this may be one reason why such sto-
ries, as commendable as some of them are (and it is worth noting that 
M. R. James judged ‘The Crab Spider’ an ‘admirable’ example of the 
‘dreadful spiders’ genre3), have not occasioned much scholarly criticism: 
there is little theoretical meat for critics to feed on. Far more interesting 
from the analytical standpoint are stories in which spiders represent more 
than the sum of their parts. Gotthelf’s The Black Spider, for example, has 
been read not only as ‘an evenhanded morality tale with universal appli-
cability’, but also as ‘a cautionary and retaliatory tale against female inde-
pendence … a quite phallocentric enterprise resulting from male gender 
anxiety’ (Donahue 1994, p. 304). The spiders in James’s ‘The Ash-Tree’ 
touch on male gender anxiety, too, for they are the children of an exe-
cuted witch, Mrs Mothersole (= mother soul), whose role is to carry 
out her curse and kill her male accuser and his male descendants. The 
man-eating African spider in Mitford’s The Sign of the Spider, by con-
trast, has been analysed in relation to British colonialism, ‘foreign men-
ace’, and xenophobia (not to mention arachnophobia): ‘For Mitford, the 
spider stands for anxieties about lack of imperial control in places where 
natives lie in wait to entrap and destroy their predatory foe (the British)’ 
(McKechnie 2012, pp. 515–16). The spiders in the other stories listed 
above also embody something beyond their corporeal form. Tolkien’s 
Shelob is the last surviving offspring of Ungoliant, who appears in The 
Silmarillion (1977) as a devourer of light (beauty, goodness, hope), and 
she shares her mother’s purpose: ‘all living things were her food, and 
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her vomit darkness’ (Tolkien, The Two Towers 1954/1974, p. 332).4 In 
this, she resembles the giant spider that appears at the close of King’s It, 
which represents nullity, what King calls the ‘deadlights’: the void made 
visible.

As these various interpretations show, the figure of the spider is not 
fixed, but protean, capable of containing many meanings and inviting 
many different kinds of readings. This may have been one of its attrac-
tions for writers working within the Gothic tradition. Spiders, though 
long a focus of study, had not been a feature of seminal Gothic texts; 
since they only became prominent as objects of fascination and fear for 
fictionists during the fin-de-siècle, one cannot classify spiders as ‘Gothic’ 
creatures, per se: it is more accurate to say that ‘Through the spider, 
anxieties functioned within the Gothic framework’ (McKechnie 2012, 
p. 507). One such story that has recently reappeared after well over a 
century of neglect is Ernest G. Henham’s novel, Tenebrae (1898). 
Rediscovered and republished by Valancourt Books in 2013, the time 
seems ripe for a reappraisal of this curious, arachnophobic tale, and for 
an exploration of its relationship with the Gothic tradition.5

Although he was a prolific author and received some critical acclaim 
in his lifetime, little is now known of Henham (1870–1948) and crit-
icism on Tenebrae is scarce; indeed, Gerald Monsman’s Introduction 
to the Valancourt edition of the novel leads the field by virtue of this 
fact.6 Tenebrae was not Henham’s only foray into weird fiction,7 but 
the majority of his novels, many published under the pseudonym of 
John Trevena, are bucolic character studies in the realist mode that have 
drawn comparisons with the work of Thomas Hardy. Hardy was him-
self the author of many short stories of the supernatural, but Tenebrae 
is, as it were, a different animal. One recent reviewer describes the novel 
as ‘a veritable treasure trove of fin-de-siècle Gothic motifs and tropes: 
an unnamed narrator living on a gloomy forested estate … dark and 
stormy nights … a raving uncle rendered mad … a mysterious dark-
haired woman who is the heroine but also vaguely vampiric’ (Utell 2014, 
p. 290). As Monsman notes, Tenebrae ‘appeared towards the end of an 
exceptionally fertile resurgence of Gothic fiction’ (2013, p. vii) which 
includes Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde 
(1886), H. G. Wells’s The Island of Doctor Moreau (1896), Oscar Wilde’s 
The Picture of Dorian Gray (1890), Richard Marsh’s The Beetle (1897), 
and Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897)—all of which, like Tenebrae, deal in 
different ways with uncanny animals, animalistic transformations, and 
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anthropomorphism. Henham may have been trying to capitalise on the 
commercial success of these texts, for certain aspects of Tenebrae seem 
to derive from them; however, several other aspects related to character, 
setting, style, and theme recall the decadent, Gothic tales of Edgar Allan 
Poe, in particular ‘The Fall of the House of Usher’ (1839), ‘The Masque 
of the Red Death’ (1842), ‘The Tell-Tale Heart’ (1843), and ‘The Black 
Cat’ (1843).

Monsman is unsure about the novel’s precise relationship with Poe’s 
fiction: ‘Were it not for its psychological ambiguity, Tenebrae might be 
thought to be either homage to E. A. Poe’s works aimed at mass-mar-
ket tastes … or, for the sake of satirical humor, a deliberate parody of 
Poe’s Gothic effects and insane narrators’; the novel, he further argues, 
‘is by turns serious and comic’ in the tradition of Horace Walpole’s The 
Castle of Otranto (1764) and M. G. Lewis’s The Monk (1796) (2013, 
pp. vii–viii). Horror and humour have long been bedfellows in Gothic 
literature. As Benjamin Franklin Fisher notes, ‘Many readers of Walpole’s 
novel find that the hyperbolic language and high-pitched emotions verge 
so strongly towards the ridiculous as to suggest a strong comic impulse 
indicative of his satirizing the melodramatic qualities potential in horrif-
ics’, and that this ‘strong tendency to lampoon what readers could inter-
pret as intentional or unintentional comedy in Gothic writings, entered 
and has continued to be vital in Gothic tradition’; as for Poe, ‘Debates 
over what is serious, what comic, in Poe’s fiction continue to the pres-
ent day’ (Fisher 2002, pp. 76, 80). It is true that Tenebrae is hyperbolic, 
high-pitched, and melodramatic; it is also true that there is much mania-
cal mirth in the novel; but the laughter is of the gallows and the prevail-
ing tone is serious, so while occasional comic intent cannot be ruled out, 
the novel should not, ultimately, be read as a parody of Poe’s fiction. 
What Henham does share with Poe is the latter’s sophisticated handling 
of the psychology of fear, guilt, and madness, which, as Fisher observes, 
may have been Poe’s greatest ‘renovation’ to the Gothic tradition (2002, 
p. 78).

Like some of its famous Gothic predecessors, Tenebrae is an epistolary 
fiction. This narrative form is intended to provide an air of authentic-
ity and objectivity to a story, however speculative, sensational, and sub-
jective its contents. Written in the form of diary or journal entries (it is 
not specified which), Tenebrae is essentially a confession of murder, writ-
ten retrospectively over a period of five months (April–September of 
an unspecified year). It consists of two parts, ‘The Foreshadowing’ and 
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‘The Under-Shadow’, which are followed by a Conclusion; that the lat-
ter is written by a rational ‘man of science’—the narrator’s doctor—is a 
well-worn means (common in Gothic fictions, in which science is often 
pitched against the supernatural) of authenticating and ‘framing’ the 
main narrative, which, the doctor no doubt supposes, might otherwise 
be read as the ravings of a madman.

Tenebrae tells the story of two exceptionally close brothers and the 
woman who comes between them. Although the elder narrator antici-
pates marriage, the younger wins the woman’s love, and the elder, an 
arachnophobe with (to put it mildly) a highly morbid disposition, is con-
sequently driven mad by the ‘grim monster of jealousy’ (1898/2013,  
p. 10). His phobia and his jealousy join to startling effect in a scene 
prior to the murder. Despite knowing that the woman’s affections have 
shifted to his brother, he presents her with a bouquet of red roses and is  
about to ask her to declare her feelings when a spider emerges from a 
rose he has been idly plucking:

Before speaking, my eyes fell upon the half-despoiled rose in my hand, 
with its few remaining petals curling sadly. As I looked, there was a strange 
motion, the entire bloom seemed to vibrate between my fingers, and 
finally what appeared like speckled hairs endowed with life, made them-
selves gradually visible. I gazed transfixed, but the words I was about to 
speak resolved themselves into a shout of great fear, when a small, horri-
bly-marked body crept forth from the heart of the flower and lay motion-
less before my eyes. It was a spider, small certainly, but none the less 
horrible.

I dashed down the blossom, and trampled it into the grass with my 
heel. Afterwards I saw the girl at my side, with a disdainful smile upon her 
fair face.

‘You are afraid of that – that little insect!’ she said.
‘Afraid!’ I shouted. ‘Are you not afraid of the horrible and the 

unknown? That creature is the embodiment of all that is vile.’ (pp. 72–73)

As Monsman notes (2013, pp. x–xi), the allusion to William Blake’s ‘The 
Sick Rose’ (1794) in this scene is surely deliberate:

O Rose thou art sick.
The invisible worm,
That flies in the night
In the howling storm:
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Has found out thy bed
Of crimson joy:
And his dark secret love
Does thy life destroy.8

For the narrator, the rose and all of the positive virtues it represents—
purity, love, fidelity, beauty—has been forever despoiled by the presence 
among the petals of the ‘vile’ spider, a creature which, to him, repre-
sents filth, poison, and pollution and therefore must be destroyed. The 
spider—surrogate of Blake’s worm, emblem of corruption and death—
is symbolic of the sickening of whatever hope there was that love could 
flower between these two characters. The ‘dark secret love’ being the 
woman’s sexual relationship with the younger brother, the spider is 
also a sign that the love between the brothers has just as surely sickened 
beyond hope of salvation.

The narrator has a recurring nightmare in which he is imprisoned in 
a cobweb-festooned cave, cornered by two huge spiders and surrounded 
by a ‘writhing mass of loathsomeness’ (Henham 1898/2013, p. 38); 
the dream usually climaxes with one of the spiders dropping on to his 
upturned face, reducing him to ‘a blasted corpse’ (p. 39). Upon learning 
of his brother’s betrayal, he has the dream again, and this time one of the 
spiders takes on human features:

As the awful spider, evil genius, life-fear personified, whatever you may call 
it, crept up the side of the cave … it seemed to me that the monster bore 
the features of one I knew well. The eyes were those of a human being, 
the grim smile I could recognize. As it crawled up stealthily overhead, I 
understood that I was looking upon my brother, transformed into this vile 
creature, whose mission it was to destroy me. Suddenly a new strength and 
resolution swept over me. As it fell, I sprang aside, among the unknown 
horrors of the cave, while the creature, disappointed of its prey, lay upon 
the ground at my side. I leapt upon it in a fury unspeakable; I trampled 
it madly under foot, until its vitals gushed out upon me; I tore it to frag-
ments with my hands, and at length could realise that my enemy lay dead. 
But my triumph was short-lived. For, as I fell back, the grim gaoler by the 
door seized me in his awful claws and sucked away my life. (p. 50)

The narrator’s killing of the first spider prefigures the murder of his 
brother, and his own death in the claws of the second spider—the ‘grim 
gaoler’ that bars the exit to freedom—represents the retribution that 
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will follow this murder. That this battle between brothers over a woman 
takes place in a cave that is ‘thickly-veiled’ (p. 38) with cobwebs is not 
without symbolic significance: it is a fight for sexual dominance.

‘There is no monster upon earth which may surpass in fury the man 
whose limit of endurance has been exceeded’, says the narrator (p. 78), 
and this proves to be true. He goes on to murder his sibling with the 
same kind of savagery he showed in his dream, but in a particular, sex-
ualised manner, stabbing ‘the eyes which had looked into hers, the lips 
which had been pressed upon hers, the hand which had fondled her, 
even the heart which had throbbed for her’ (p. 83), before casting his 
victim from a steep cliff onto coastal rocks; not content with this, he 
weighs down his brother’s body with stones so that it will not float to 
the sea’s surface and reveal the crime. Henham supplies a further spider-
ish analogy for this episode, for as the murder is taking place the narra-
tor’s mad uncle, who calls himself ‘the king of insects’ (p. 8) (an allusion 
to Beelzebub, Lord of the Flies), witnesses two spiders fighting to the 
death, which duplicates the battle of the two brothers at the cliff ’s edge:

They fought before me. It was terrible to watch them. They were writhing 
together silently. I was trembling, for the struggle was awful, and the crea-
tures were very loathsome. But the smaller one wanted to get away. He 
watched for his chance, then he began to slip away. But the larger one—he 
was cowardly, nephew—ran up behind, and attacked him. (p. 93)

The psychological breakdown and guilt that follows the fratricide is the 
titular darkness that descends by degrees upon the narrator (tenebrae 
[Latin] = darkness, death, blindness) and this guilt manifests itself mate-
rially to his tortured mind as a monstrous black spider, the ‘living sub-
stance of a crime’ (p. 148), which, consequent to the killing, appears 
clinging to the masonry of his mansion, and, even more terrifyingly, 
within his private chamber: ‘A huge scar of incredible blackness rested 
upon the shining wall. It was gazing fixedly at my quivering body with 
red eyes of most malignant hatred. So still was it, that it might have 
been sculptured from black marble, only that no human hand could 
have moulded such an unspeakable form’ (p. 145). The Darwinian ani-
mal within—the beast in the narrator that savaged his brother—is mir-
rored in the animal without: the force of his guilt is such that this spider 
seems tangible, a separate entity. Moreover, as the narrator’s guilt grows, 
so does the spider, glutting itself on his anguish: ‘it appeared more 
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monstrous … more loathsome. … [T]he eyes were a little fiercer, the 
body a little larger’ (pp. 173–74). Whenever the spider appears, the nar-
rator is paralysed by ‘overmastering terror’ (p. 145), caged by this ‘most 
hideous of gaolers’ (p. 199). Though he adopts ‘the low cunning of 
the animal that strives to escape the nets which have been spread for its 
entanglement’ (p. 191), it is to no avail: ‘I was as powerless as the insect, 
that is caught and held by the sticky mesh of some spider’s web. …  
[T]he squat demon lay stagnant on the wall, gloating over my hopeless-
ness’ (pp. 184–85).

The reason behind the precise form that this manifestation takes 
is initially unclear. Early in the novel, the narrator describes his arach-
nophobia: ‘the acme of all horrors lay in that most hideous of all cre-
ated things, the spider … that Ultima Thule of my fear’ (p. 38)—but 
this does not, in itself, account for it. A further, firmer clue is supplied 
by a mark on the black spider’s back: a white cross, which to the narra-
tor recalls another fratricide, the most renowned in all literature—Cain’s 
killing of Abel. He had previously pondered the meaning of this mark 
on garden spiders: ‘Always had I wondered and trembled at the dread 
significance of that sign. Why should this foul and hellish insect be 
invested for its brief life with the symbol of man’s redemption? What was 
the meaning in it? What the object?’ (p. 10). Now he feels he has an 
answer. ‘I was the monster … The Lord had set a mark upon Cain – the 
mark of the Shadow, the mark of the eternally damned. And I was Cain’  
(pp. 150–51). To this, he adds the retribution sought by Seth, third son 
of Adam and Eve, for Abel’s murder. The spider, in sum, represents Seth 
come to claim the life of Cain the killer. This conception is complicated 
by a second, which seems to derive from his readings in occult mythol-
ogy, for at times the narrator believes that his brother has returned in 
the form of the spider to seek revenge: ‘Surely my brother himself had 
prayed that his soul might return encased within this unspeakable, this 
hideous tabernacle’ (pp. 145–46); ‘he had encased his soul within that 
living emblem of my mortal agony, and had come again to conquer, to 
destroy’ (p. 173).

It would seem, then, that the narrator’s arachnophobia has combined 
with his guilt, his interpretation of Genesis, and his occult readings to 
produce this horrific hallucination. That it is a hallucination is made clear 
by the fact that no one but the narrator can see the huge spider, even 
when they are in the same room as the creature; even his drug-addicted 
uncle, who is also prone to hallucinating animals (lizards, snakes, toads), 
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cannot see it. This situation recalls the auditory hallucination in Poe’s 
‘The Tell-Tale Heart’, where no one but the mad, guilt-ridden narrator 
can hear the beating of his murdered victim’s heart, the noise of which 
leads to his incrimination. We should also recall Poe’s ‘The Black Cat’, 
where another killer is undone by the animal he has inadvertently bricked 
up with the corpse of his murdered wife. Like the spider, this uncanny 
cat has a distinctive white mark on its body that, to the narrator, resem-
bles the gallows, signifying the punishment that awaits the killer for his 
crime (Tenebrae’s narrator has a ‘Scaffold Sign’ on his palm, which the 
superstitious belief is the mark of a born murderer destined to hang); 
moreover, the cat has had one of its eyes gouged out by its killer, simi-
lar to the victim in Tenebrae. The importance placed upon eyes in Poe’s 
tales, echoed in Tenebrae, is connected to conscience and paranoia, for 
the killers feel that they are under constant scrutiny—not only from 
their victims, earthly lawmakers, and otherworldly animals, but from an 
all-seeing God who is judging their actions and who will bring them to 
account. Here, for example, is how the narrator feels in the wake of the 
fratricide: ‘Every dew-tipped flower, each leaf quivering on the overhead 
branches, possessed a far-seeing eye, which glared upon the murderer, 
as he passed, with a look of hate’ (p. 87). More than likely, Poe’s two 
tales were not far from Henham’s thoughts when he was composing 
his novel. A further comparison might be made with Joseph Sheridan 
Le Fanu’s ‘Green Tea’ (1869). In this story, a religious minister named 
Jennings is haunted by a hallucinatory monkey, a beast that, through 
its incessant vigilance and persecution, drives him to suicide. As Cyndy 
Hendershot notes, ‘The monkey deliberately sets out to interfere with 
Jennings’s religious duties, embodying a popular notion of Darwinism 
that saw it as an attack on religion that sought to prove the Bible untrue’ 
(1998, p. 101). What we have in Tenebrae is a hallucinatory animal that, 
by contrast, upholds Scripture, and by so doing drives the narrator to the 
sin of suicide; despite its diabolical purpose, the spider is, paradoxically, 
figured as a kind of divine emissary.

The same might be said of the grieving woman who marries the 
narrator. She does so ‘for the sake of revenge’ (Henham 1898/2013,  
p. 192), hoping, by means of her ‘malignant presence’ (p. 138), to root 
the beastly criminal out of hiding and ‘increase [his] desolation and 
despair’ (p. 194): ‘In your house I might watch your every movement. 
I might be sure that you could not escape my plan’ (p. 194). The mad 
uncle divines her motives: ‘She will kill you. She will suck your blood’, 
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he warns his nephew (p. 124), and she confesses as much in a final con-
frontation: ‘I had resolved to hang over you, like the vampire … until 
you should set the seal upon your wicked actions, and sink to your dam-
nation by the frenzied act of the suicide’ (p. 194). The uncle habitually 
refers to the woman as a tiger, but as the preceding remarks show, it is 
a spider she most resembles. Henham explicitly links the woman to the 
spider that has insinuated itself into the narrator’s home in order to drain 
his will to live: ‘I had introduced into my house a close watcher of my 
actions … one, who moved silently … I shrank in dread at her approach 
… Was this some frightful snare? … Would she, under the seal of love, 
draw away the life from my body?’ (pp. 125–28). This twinning is rein-
forced during the final confrontation when the spider stands alongside 
the woman like a lover and accomplice, ‘beaming upon her with awful 
eyes’ (p. 192). When the woman enters the room, the spider ‘appear[s] 
to rock backward and forward, and leap from side to side, as though in 
excess of joy’ (p. 175):

With a savage triumph I looked for her to scream, to fall down in a death-
like fit, or at the least to shrink away in horror as far as possible from that 
enormity. But she did none of these things. Not even did she stir, nor make 
any sign of fear, when the loathsome mass raised two red-hot eyes to hers, 
when he dug his pointed claws into the carpet, and dragged himself nearer, 
when even he raised himself on quivering legs to caress her hand, and to 
press his poisonous jaws upon her skin. Intrepid and fearless woman! She 
had no fear for that which had driven me to the brink of madness. …

‘You see it now – the devil that tortures me?’
She set her cold eyes towards me. ‘Of what are you speaking?’
The voice came again. ‘That – the great spider. The monster that 
shows love for you, that is caressing you now.’
A fearful smile grew round her mouth. ‘Madman!’ she muttered. 
‘You are being punished indeed.’ (pp. 189–90)

As the woman confesses the part she has been playing, the spider squat-
ting by her side again acquires the characteristics of the murdered brother:

‘The life of your brother is … here with us in this room.’
The black enormity, that she would not notice, dragged himself for-

ward, as though to corroborate her statement. Together they stood there, 
side by side, a gruesome and most malignant couple. …
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She looked around her with the air of victory, yet not down upon the 
dark horror which raised himself upon horrible legs to greet her out-
stretched hand. (p. 197)

Although Henham’s novel predates psychoanalytic theories concerning 
spiders, it would be remiss not to mention them in relation to this par-
ticular aspect of the novel. Karl Abraham was the first to study the sym-
bolic potential of spiders in his essay ‘The Spider as a Dream Symbol’ 
(1922), in which he cites Freud’s essay on ‘The Uncanny’ (1919). 
Basing his findings on the dreams of male arachnophobes, Abraham con-
cluded that the spider represents a domineering mother who is unwilling 
to let her male offspring achieve independence, enmeshing them in feel-
ings of guilt and fear of the sexual act. One of Abraham’s patients dreamt 
that a spider dropped onto his face; following the dream, he sketched 
female genitalia in spiderish form, prompting Abraham to speculate that 
the two were equated in the patient’s subconscious. Hermann Nunberg, 
a fellow psychoanalyst, stressed the manner in which spiders kill their 
victims—sucking their blood—as symbolising fear of castration, while 
Freud pointed out that the female spider is far larger and more power-
ful than the male, and that the latter runs the risk of being devoured by 
the former during, or immediately after, the sexual act. Timeline aside, 
it is tempting to apply these theories to Tenebrae for there are intriguing 
correspondences. For example, although the narrator is an orphan and 
therefore lacks a domineering mother, his vampiric wife is a formidable 
foe, and his inability to consummate his marriage seems to reflect a deep-
rooted aversion to and/or fear of sex with such a strong female part-
ner: ‘I could not enter that awful bridal chamber, and face the ordeal’ 
(Henham 1898/2013, p. 128). In addition, there is his recurring dream 
of being trapped in a cave with a spider that drops onto his face (pp. 
38–39), which, as Monsman notes, might be read as his fear of being 
devoured by a vagina dentata. By twinning the woman with the spider, 
Henham invites such symbolic interpretations. By way of further illus-
tration, consider the following passage in which the narrator implicitly 
likens his wife to the spider that has been haunting him:

I marveled at her coolness. What a fearful opponent is a desperate woman! 
How deliberate she is in her momentous actions! How gradually she 
mounts towards the apex of her retaliation, slowly, sternly, without any of 
those sudden impulses of fury—the mad fury that upsets calculation—of 
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the headstrong man! What a splendid animal she is, when she has finally 
cast aside her wiles, her delicate allurements, her coy mask of inability, and 
stands out in the nakedness of self! Above all, what an infinity of power 
lies behind that weakness—the pride of woman, because it is her cruelest 
weapon of strength! (p. 178)

Henham is not the only artist to have linked spiders to femmes fatales. 
One of the most famous examples occurs in Hanns Heinz Ewers’s short 
story ‘The Spider’ (1915), where a mysterious, black-clad woman who 
sits spinning thread day after day, provokes, through some kind of hyp-
notic power, several spellbound males to commit suicide.9 The last vic-
tim keeps a journal which details his growing sexual fascination with the 
woman and also (not insignificantly) describes his witnessing a female 
spider sucking the blood of a murdered male after coitus. This spider’s 
death prefigures his own, no less grisly, murder. He is found, like the 
three men before him, hanging from the window cord of his hotel room, 
a black spider crushed between his teeth. It is not known if Ewers read 
Henham’s novel, but the parallels are notable. In Tenebrae, the wom-
an’s ploy works just as well. Like the journal entries in ‘The Spider’, the 
diary entries in Tenebrae end on ellipses, with the narrator sitting alone 
in his room, immobilised by fear, a dagger provided by the woman 
within reach, as the candle gutters and the spider stealthily makes its way 
towards its prey:

The monster is preparing himself for action… He moves from side to side 
slowly…he raises each black leg, waves it solemnly in the air, digs it into 
the carpet, and pulls at the body…His head sways hideously…the jaws stir 
with horrid meaning … Not a yard separates us. He is crouching, and pre-
pares to spring at me. Where is my brother? Not in that shape, not with 
that vile covering…

He crouches still more, while the legs quiver like wires … He is going 
to spring upon me. The light has gone… (Henham 1898/2013, pp. 
202–3)

The narrator thinks of his wife as a spinner of deceitful words and emo-
tional webs, but her association with the spider, their shared roles as 
agents of divine retribution, complicates such a one-sided characteri-
sation; regardless, the narrator, needless to say, is guilty of far worse. 
Unable to live with this knowledge and his fear of the advancing ani-
mal that his guilt and remorse have incarnated, he fulfils the will of his 
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unwilling wife and takes his own life. The novel concludes in a manner 
reminiscent of Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, with 
a statement from the narrator’s doctor who is called to the scene of the 
suicide and, with the aid of a servant, breaks down the door to discover 
the corpse and the incriminating diary. The doctor provides a rational 
‘explanation’ of the preceding narrative and presents passages from the 
narrator’s diary to assist the reader in piecing the tale together, present-
ing it, presciently, as a psychological case study.

Henham excels at narrative claustrophobia, and as is the case in 
many of Poe’s stories, it is the narrator’s voice that dominates as we 
are forced into sharing the thoughts of a guilt-ridden mind unravelling 
apace. The novel’s major strength, however, lies in Henham’s depic-
tion of the spider, the terrifying product of that conscience-stricken 
mind. Indeed, given its centrality to the story it is curious that the orig-
inal cover art—replicated for the Valancourt edition—does not depict a 
spider, but a small bat, and most prominently, a rather benign-looking 
owl; with respect to this illustration, the animals without definitely do 
not imply the animal within. Given the scarcity of information about 
Henham’s life, it is impossible to know whether he was drawing on a 
personal phobia, but it is certainly the case that the strongest passages are 
those in which we share the experience of the narrator’s arachnophobia: 
Henham’s descriptions of the giant, ebony spider—its dreadful appear-
ance, starkly etched against the white wall, its slow, sinister movements, 
the silence with which it stalks its human prey—is highly effective and 
mitigates the weaker aspects of this novel. On account of this, Tenebrae 
should be accorded a place with the foremost works in this ever-popular 
sub-genre of the Gothic.

notes

1.  In Spider (2010), Katarzyna and Sergiusz Michalski present a survey of spi-
ders as they appear in literature, the visual arts, myth, and folklore, along 
with the various symbolic, allegorical and psychoanalytic meanings that 
have been assigned to them. My epigraph from Baudelaire’s Les Fleurs du 
mal is drawn from this book (p. 87).

2.  Since the spider in Erckmann-Chatrian’s story comes to Germany from 
South America, a case could be made for interpreting the story as an ‘inva-
sion narrative’ wherein a foreign menace ‘contaminates’ Europe, but since 
no stress is laid on this fact it was probably not the authors’ intent.
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3.  M. R. James, Preface to The Collected Ghost Stories of M. R. James (1931); 
qtd. in James, Collected Ghost Stories (2017), p. 419. James’s editor 
Darryl Jones believes that the spiders in James’s own stories may have a 
psycho-sexual basis: ‘While it may not always predominate, there is also a 
discernible element of sexual terror in James’s two most characteristic sym-
bols of horror, spiders and hair—and, worst of all, hairy spiders, as the two 
are interconnected symbols for him. It is in these terms that the stories’ 
ghosts and demons are most frequently imagined. The prevalence of spi-
dery monsters in his stories is in part a product of James’s lifelong and 
well-attested arachnophobia’ (ibid., pp. xxvi–xxvii).

4.  Of Ungoliant, Tolkien writes: ‘she sucked up all light that she could find, 
and spun it forth again in dark nets of strangling gloom, until no light 
more could come to her abode’ (The Silmarillion 1977, p. 73).

5.  Ernest G. Henham, Tenebrae: A Novel. Gerald Monsman, editor. 
Valancourt Books, 2013. All references to Tenebrae are to this edition; 
page numbers will appear in parentheses in the main text. Ramble House 
published Tenebrae in 2008, but Valancourt’s version is the first scholarly 
edition.

6.  Monsman’s Introduction to Tenebrae appears in slightly different form in 
his longer critical study John Trevena: His West Country Novels (2013).

7.  See, e.g., Henham’s novel The Feast of Bacchus: A Study in Dramatic 
Atmosphere (1907).

8.  William Blake, ‘The Sick Rose’, in Blake’s Poetry and Designs, p. 36.
9.  Ewers’s story seems to have been influenced by Erckmann-Chatrian’s L’œil 

invisible ou L’auberge des trois pendus [‘The Invisible Eye’] (1857), which 
concerns an old woman called Fledermausse [German: bat] who, in much 
the same occult manner, drives men to suicide by hanging; she also spins 
and feeds flies to a large spider.
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CHAPTER 4

Devouring the Animal Within: Uncanny 
Otherness in Richard Adams’s  

The Plague Dogs

Anja Höing

The British author Richard Adams has gained literary immortality for his 
1972 animal fantasy Watership Down. This light-hearted rabbit tale has 
not only been praised by critics and the reading public alike, but also 
immediately achieved—and continues to achieve—major academic atten-
tion. Far fewer scholars have taken notice of Adams’s second talking ani-
mal story, the dark and unsettling, part-Gothic The Plague Dogs (1977). 
The Plague Dogs is one of those rare talking animal stories published for 
an adult target group, and, somewhat similar to Barbara Gowdy’s The 
White Bone (1998), perhaps the only animal fantasy for adults to enter 
the literary canon. The Plague Dogs follows two dogs on their desperate 
flight from an animal research lab into the disturbingly ‘other’ perilous 
wilderness of the Lake District. With its frequent inclusion of Gothic ele-
ments, The Plague Dogs paints a vivid picture of both the canine heroes’ 
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physical sufferings and their struggles against inner demons conjured 
up by the anthropocentric world they find themselves caught in, and in 
doing so seeks to disentangle the animal without from the animal within.

In its outright criticism of animal experimentation and its plea for 
recognition of animal subjectivity, The Plague Dogs is a fervently polit-
ical text. Not surprisingly, most scholarly papers so far have likewise 
focused on the novel’s passionate animal rights agenda. Most recently, 
this topic has been taken up by Francesca Orestano who argues that 
while strongly speaking up against vivisection (2014, p. 185), The 
Plague Dogs ultimately evades proposing any solutions to the issue, and 
by Hadas Marcus, who praises Martin Rosen’s movie adaptation of the 
novel for approaching laboratory experiments from the animal subject’s 
perspective (2016, p. 223). It is certainly true that The Plague Dogs aims 
at speaking out against cruelty to animals. The chapters set in the lab 
abound with painstakingly detailed descriptions of animal experimenta-
tion carried out on a number of species from invertebrates to primates. 
The two canine heroes, Snitter and Rowf, have to endure experimental 
brain surgery and survival expectation experiments, respectively. The 
narrator, a human voice that reflects on the story from the beginning, 
relates the conditions in the lab in a bitingly sarcastic voice, for exam-
ple praising the scientist ruthlessly experimenting on Rowf as a ‘most 
ingenious paradox, noble in reason, express and admirable in action, his 
undemonstrative heart committed with the utmost detachment to the 
benefit of humanity. Something too much of this’ (Adams 1977, p. 18; 
cf. Höing 2017b). But this talking animal story challenges far more than 
just vivisection. As Collado Rodriguez rightly points out, The Plague 
Dogs is a novel of profound depth. Collado Rodriguez primarily sees this 
depth in the tension between the fierce political satire that dominates 
the sections of the narrative concerned with humans and ‘the mythic 
tale of a hero’s quest’ (1988, p. 51) experienced by the dogs. This ten-
sion undoubtedly exists but should rather be described as one manifesta-
tion of a far more complex pattern in which The Plague Dogs repeatedly 
undermines what at a first glance appear to be mutually exclusive dualist 
distinctions such as the division between self and other, human and ani-
mal, and, most centrally, within and without.

Gothic elements play a crucial role in this process. The Gothic is ubiq-
uitous in The Plague Dogs. Supernatural elements frequently invade a 
Lake District otherwise drawn with excessive verisimilitude, and the two 
psychotically unstable dog protagonists find themselves haunted by the 
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ghosts of their traumatic past. Their tale is told by a tantalisingly unsta-
ble narrative voice that constantly undermines even the basic parame-
ters of the story, so that one can never be sure if the entire narrative is 
not merely a hallucination unravelling in one of the canine heroes’ mind 
(Höing 2017b). Despite this strong presence of Gothic tropology, The 
Plague Dogs, to my knowledge, has never yet been named a Gothic novel 
or even been discussed with reference to the Gothic. Probably the sim-
ple reason for this neglect is that its main characters are talking animals 
and that the author also penned Watership Down. This alone leads most 
scholars to simply refer to The Plague Dogs in passim, if at all, before 
turning their attention to Watership Down. However, The Plague Dogs is 
to Watership Down what William Golding’s Pincher Martin (1956) is to 
the Robinsonade, and it is very deliberately so.

As this chapter will argue, The Plague Dogs plays with genre con-
ventions of the Gothic as well as with genre conventions of the talking 
animal story. On the one hand, the narrative undermines those Gothic 
elements that would draw attention away from the canine protagonists as 
subjects. When realism suddenly disrupts the supernatural, mysterious, or 
inexplicable, this highlights the dog protagonists as real animals and the 
all-too-real dimensions of their suffering. On the other hand, The Plague 
Dogs harnesses the narrative power inherent to the Gothic to its animal 
rights agenda, using the Gothic’s ability to unsettle its audience in order 
to forcefully draw to the reader’s attention that the animal that really 
matters is the real animal, and that humans averted their gaze from this 
animal for far too long—and at their own peril.

undermining ‘AnimAl’ constructions of feAr,  
otherness, And evil

Even though the book has never been described as Gothic before, The 
Plague Dogs abounds with Gothic elements. Often, these elements 
appear to run contrary to the book’s animal rights agenda, as they shift 
the narrative focus away from the dogs as real creatures. The perhaps 
most pervasive Gothic element is the fear of bubonic plague that also 
haunts the book’s title, leaving a first impression of The Plague Dogs as 
a conventional horror story reinforcing stereotypical constructions of 
the animal other as a platform on which to project human fears. Indeed, 
one major function of the Gothic is to ‘allow for confrontation with real 
fears, establishing through artifice the distance that Burke, writing of the 
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Sublime, prescribes for a meaningful response to overwhelming phenom-
ena’ (Bienstock-Anolik 2004, p. 1). This, however, is not as straight-
forward an effect of Gothic literature as the quotation might make us 
believe. The Gothic is often accused of catering to sensationalism and, as 
a result, reinforcing stereotypes, because although Gothic novels might 
indeed allow for a confrontation with real fears, the response is not nec-
essarily ‘meaningful’. The Plague Dogs employs the sensationalist dimen-
sion of the Gothic into its biting satire of British media. The story does 
two things simultaneously. First, it addresses an almost primordial fear—
bubonic plague, an image of the ultimately uncontrollable. Second, the 
story highlights the artifice inherent to the way humans construct and 
react to such a fear. The bubonic plague the two canine heroes, Rowf 
and Snitter, allegedly carry is in fact a media hoax to raise newspaper cir-
culation numbers. In a number of articles, the ruthless reporter Digby 
Driver exploits the plague theme, first by merely hinting towards the 
possibility of an infection (Adams 1977, p. 266) and later by construct-
ing a Gothic fantasy around the dogs. It is the reporter who re-christens 
the lab escapees ‘the dreaded Plague Dogs’ (p. 285). The vocabulary the 
reporter makes use of is based on the one of Gothic fiction: intentions 
are ‘sinister’ (p. 266), danger ‘looms’ (p. 266), the dogs are ‘maddened, 
snarling brutes’ (p. 286), or a ‘threatening menace’ (p. 285) filling inno-
cent victims with ‘creeping dread’ (p. 285) and ‘spread[ing] ghastly 
pestilence in the vicinity of their own homes’ (p. 285). The newspaper 
readers greedily absorb these sensationalist stories, winning pleasurable 
terror from the detached experience of fear, just as a reader of a Gothic 
novel might enjoy the artificial fear constructed by a frightful novel. The 
response of the newspaper readers in The Plague Dogs, however, is by 
no means ‘meaningful’. They neither reflect on the implausibility of the 
story, nor on the dogs’ suffering. Taking the threat of bubonic plague 
for real, they process fiction as fact despite the all too obvious artifice of  
the newspaper story. The narration represents the newspaper readers not 
as deliberately rejecting a meaningful response, but in fact as psycholog-
ically incapable of producing one. The Plague Dogs hence covertly ques-
tions one of the central functions of the Gothic mode as such. Humans  
confronted with real fears, according to the narrative, might not 
respond in a ‘meaningful’ way even if the Gothic mode seeks to estab-
lish a distance to allow for the necessary detachment. As long as 
the impulse of fear itself is irrational—and the irrationality of fear is a 
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biological given—people will not be able to uphold a rational distance to 
the overwhelming phenomenon triggering this fear.

The reader of The Plague Dogs is not in the same position as the 
newspaper readers who follow the story of the ‘Plague Dogs’ (p. 285) 
within the narrative. One step further removed from the impulse of fear, 
she sees two stories enfold simultaneously: she sees how the newspaper 
readers treat the dogs’ plight as precisely what the Gothic is often den-
igrated to, ‘irrelevant escapism’ (Bienstock-Anolik 2004, p. 1)—hence 
the ‘satirical’ character Collado Rodriguez identifies in the according 
text passages (1988, p. 51). But the reader of The Plague Dogs also sees 
the situation of the dogs themselves. Not only are they not infected with 
bubonic plague, the narration also makes clear that there never was the 
slightest possibility for an infection and that all major human characters, 
including the panic-mongering journalist, are perfectly aware of this. 
As is typical for a late twentieth-century Gothic story (Spooner 2007,  
p. 45), the reader has to patch up the story from a cacophony of entan-
gled narratives, styles, and even formats, including newspaper articles, 
minutes from a House of Commons debate, an author’s preface and the 
narrator’s philosophical or even metaphysical musings. As Spooner con-
cludes with regard to Mark Z. Danielewski’s House of Leaves (2000), in 
Adams’s The Plague Dogs too, ‘a labyrinth opens up which defies explora-
tion or explanation’ (p. 45).

The Plague Dogs thus does not only relate the story of its canine pro-
tagonists, but also the story of newspaper readers creating an artificial 
Gothic story surrounding two ‘dreaded Plague Dogs’ (p. 285), who in 
reality are lost pets in desperate need of human help. Searching for an 
other to project their fears on, the newspaper readers set into motion a 
vicious circle that ultimately cannot but destroy the innocent animals on 
whom they fabricated their construct of monstrosity. The implied reader, 
reflecting the in-text audience’s hysterical response, is virtually bullied 
into a more meaningful one. In this dimension of The Plague Dogs, the 
Gothic is exposed as an all-too-easy tool of propaganda that can rewrite a 
guileless animal into a dangerous monster whose destruction humans can 
even justify as morally compelling. The real animal, in short, falls victim 
to the Gothic construction of the Animal Within.

Other Gothic elements operate in a similar dimension. The dogs meet 
a fox, ‘the tod’. The tod is a deeply ambiguous character who functions 
as what Joseph Campbell, on whose hero’s quest parts of The Plague 
Dogs are clearly modelled (Collado Rodriguez 1988, p. 51), describes as 
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supernatural aid (Campbell 1971, p. 196). The tod helps the dogs sur-
vive in an environment they are utterly unfamiliar with. The tod, how-
ever, appears as an untrustworthy, if not even part demonic creature, 
whose intentions in helping the dogs are by no means genuinely altru-
istic. The dogs first come across him as a lingering smell, ‘[a smell] wild, 
yes and exciting, a sharp, killing smell, a furtive smell, trotting, preying, 
slinking through the darkness’ (Adams 1977, p. 92). Soon, the smell 
is accompanied by a voice whispering from near-total darkness, whose 
sound makes Snitter’s ‘blood tingle, … with a kind of thrilled repulsion 
and attraction’ (p. 94). In the immediate connection between darkness 
on the one hand and a disembodied and deceitful ‘smell’ and ‘voice’ on 
the other, the tod is clearly coded as evil. Rather than the image of a fox, 
this description conjures up ideas of a vampire or a demon. This impres-
sion is further strengthened by Snitter’s reaction to the tod’s rhyming 
prediction: ‘Forst ye bleed an’ then yer deed… Lie an’ bleed, ye’ll bowth 
be deed, crass hes been an’ picked yer een’ (p. 94). In Snitter’s under-
standing, these words are a ‘spell’ (p. 94) cast over him. The tod’s barely 
comprehensible dialect further strengthens the impression that he is 
‘other’—not only to the human reader, but even to the canine protago-
nists who utterly fail to be able to classify him (p. 95). The Gothic other, 
as Bienstock-Anolik states, is often ‘a ready code for the figuration of … 
anxieties’ (2004, p. 2). The narration invites the reader to project these 
very anxieties onto the fox.

Later interaction between the tod and the dog strengthens the 
impression of the fox as an evil, perhaps demonic entity. While ostensibly 
helping them to survive, the fox ruthlessly exploits their bodily strength 
for his own gains. He is too small to bring down a sheep on his own or 
to smash the wire netting protecting a hen house (Adams 1977, pp. 109, 
243). Rowf, however, is strong enough to do both. Although he is fully 
aware that he ‘do[es] all the hard work and get[s] hurt killing [the tod’s] 
meals’ (p. 249), it takes a long time for Rowf to emancipate himself from 
the tod. Only when he catches their vulpine companion red-snoutedly 
feasting on eggs while Rowf, half-starved, just invested his last strength 
in trying to steal a chicken to share with his companions, he chases the 
fox away (p. 275). In such scenes, the story constructs the tod as a rep-
resentation of the evil attributes stereotypically attributed to foxes. In 
England as in other Western cultures, the fox is generally—even in scien-
tific nomenclature—coded ‘as incomplete, false or ambiguous—or simply 
a bad creature’ (Wallen 2006, p. 7).
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Based on this cultural construction of a fox’s evil ‘nature’, the nar-
ration builds a suspenseful atmosphere of impending doom around the  
tod. When will he finally suck up the last remains of Rowf’s strength or 
lead astray the naïve, trusting Snitter, who is incapable of suspecting a 
companion of treachery? Yet, in the end, all the tod’s apparently miracu-
lous powers of survival and manipulation prove to be nothing but smoke 
and mirrors, as does the expectation that the fox will prove to be evil. His 
final encounter with the dogs shows that, after all, he actually learned to 
care for his companions. At the point of his death, the tod has reflected 
on Rowf’s and Snitter’s traumatic past and has found himself included 
into Snitter’s naïve but unwavering concept of companion loyalty (Adams 
1977, p. 354). His originally egocentric motives are exposed to have 
given way to compassion and even friendship—but at the very moment 
this realisation may dawn on the reader, the tod is killed in a fox hunt. 
The tod’s spell is broken in the grotesque dance of the hounds closing in 
on him ‘oh, so merrily’ (p. 355). The embodiment of the fear of other-
ness turns out to be nothing but a wild animal who finds himself point-
lessly murdered for a sensational spectacle whose origin lies in the cultural 
construction of the fox. The practice of fox hunting oscillates between 
an ancient connotation of the fox as a ‘primordial force’ (Wallen 2006,  
pp. 91, 101) and a more recent cultural construction of the fox as ver-
min (p. 91)—also figuratively as a representative of the lower classes 
(p. 92). Both these sides come together when a fox hunter as a repre-
sentative of a masculine, rakish English upper clash culture (2006,  
p. 101) seeks to contain this complex construct of the psychological and 
social other by destroying the wild animal this otherness is traditionally 
projected on. Hence, Adams’s tod is not killed for what he, as a fox, is, 
but for what he, as a fox, stands for in the English cultural narrative.

the AnimAl subject As uncAnny other

Still, the two canine heroes and their helper are far more than inno-
cent animals in peril of their lives. While on the one hand The Plague 
Dogs continually undermines one group of Gothic elements—those that 
favour the animal as a representation of otherness, fear, and the darker 
aspects of human psychology—others are highlighted. All of these lat-
ter Gothic elements turn the focus on the dogs as subjects, highlight-
ing their presence as independent physical creatures rather than their 
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metaphorical dimensions. The Gothic interplays with the two central 
canine characters in different ways.

Rowf is an aggressive shaggy black mongrel, eager to revenge him-
self on the apparently omnipotent and ubiquitous humans hunting them.  
In many Gothic tales of a more recent date, the monsters of traditional 
Gothic stories are relocated into other symbolisers of the ‘irrational, 
uncontrollable and incomprehensible’ (Bienstock-Anolik 2004, p. 1).  
Often this is a racial other—but it might just as well be a species other, as 
it is in The Plague Dogs. Rowf, the black dog, is a typical literary realisation 
of such visualisations of anxieties. Rowf is rejected as a pet because human 
protagonists link his visual ‘otherness’ metaphorically to viciousness and 
evil. His blackness disturbs humans, as does his size and his indefin-
able pedigree that invites being read as impurity. A woman whose dust-
bins the dogs search for food in disgustedly chases away Rowf, because 
she perceives him as ‘an ugly-looking beast’ (p. 205). Snitter, the pedi-
gree terrier, in contrast, awakens her compassion (p. 206). Inherently 
prejudiced by the dogs’ outward appearance she is sure that Rowf must 
be the one responsible for the death of a local gentleman—an accident 
that, in fact, was brought about by Snitter. She also immediately inter-
prets Rowf’s ‘bloody jaws’ (p. 205)—a cut wound—as evidence that he 
is a man-killer, while she classifies blood in Snitter’s coat as the result of 
a wound, even though she cannot see one (p. 205). In Rowf’s black-
ness, one can of course also see an echo of the other blackness that has 
long haunted the Gothic: the construction of the racial other as demonic 
(DeLamotte 2004, p. 18). The narrative structure, too, others Rowf, as 
the narrator only rarely directly accesses his mind. These aspects taken 
together may lure us towards interpreting Rowf as a representation of 
human issues, not as an animal, a reading the narrative frequently invites  
and then forcefully rejects.

The Plague Dogs uses a Jekyll-and-Hyde theme with regard to Rowf. 
Rowf is willing to give a dog’s loyalty almost to self-destruction. More 
than once, he voices his concerns that in their flight from the lab they 
violated a central code of duty towards their human ‘pack leaders’  
(p. 273). Desperately searching for human appreciation, he has all the 
traits that are traditionally rendered as a dog’s best and continually rein-
forced in human-and-dog narratives such as Lassie Come Home (1940) 
or The Incredible Journey (1960). But Rowf finds an other within, pro-
jecting onto his own character the ‘otherness’ humans—including, 
perhaps, a reader duped by the temptation of reading Rowf ‘the easy 
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way’—project on him. Shortly after escaping from the lab, he tries to 
summon the evolutionary ghost of his wolf heritage. Set against a back-
drop of Celtic standing stones in the middle of the night, Rowf, in a 
scene reminiscent of a werewolf transformation, manages to instigate a 
physical change through the mere power of his conviction:

Nothing moved in the silence, yet Snitter, nose lifted in fear and uncer-
tainty, could now perceive, growing about them, a rank, feral scent. An 
old, wild scent it seemed, drawn up, one might imagine, from the depth 
of the ancient ground beneath their paws; an ugly scent, a snarling, bloody 
scent, far away, slavering, full of brutal appetite and savagery. … From the 
grinning jaws which [Rowf] turned upon Snitter foam was dripping in vis-
cous, sharp-smelling runnels. Snitter … felt rising from his own being the 
response of a tameless force, old, long-lost but now restored, innocent of 
mercy to any other creature, cunning and ruthless, living only to hunger, 
to smell out and pursue, to kill and devour. (pp. 70–71)

Rowf’s transformation remains olfactory, read through the nose of a 
canine focaliser, yet once it is complete, both dogs have morphed into 
frenzied killing machines. Snitter joins in Rowf’s chorus to ‘Kill it! Kill 
it! Kill!’ (p. 71) and even adds a further layer to the hallucination. He 
perceives Rowf and himself as moving backwards in time, to a pre-do-
mesticated evolutionary state, in which he finally feels himself sur-
rounded by a pack of wolves, ‘shadowy animals with prick ears, lolling 
tongues and bushy tails—all silent, all voracious and intent, each know-
ing that his share would be nothing but what he could seize, tear, 
defend and devour for himself’ (p. 72). The two dogs’ wolf hallucina-
tion forcefully urges readers to remember that we need to take a dog 
seriously as a creature with its own evolution and its own instincts. But, 
crucially, Rowf and Snitter do not morph into wolves. They create an 
illusion of wolfishness that is not based on real wolves, but on the wolf 
as the most common animal visualisation of human anxieties about ani-
mality and uncontainable wildness. Even when they try to ‘change—into 
wild animals’ (p. 70, emphasis in original), they only change into what 
they believe wild animals to be: killing machines posing a constant threat 
to human culture. Their ideas of wildness are entirely informed by the 
human culture they, as domesticated dogs, were previously part of. The 
very different reality of a real wild animal they only get to know through 
their later interactions with the tod.
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The repeated instable assignations of culturally constructed animal-
ity versus ‘real’ animal reach their peak when the starving dogs devour 
a hunter himself reminiscent of a nineteenth-century character rep-
resenting the ‘Animal Within’. The reader, again, is offered different 
perspectives on the scene. The dogs simply find themselves confronted 
with a human carcass offering them a surprise relief from their impend-
ing starvation. To Rowf, a minute before even ‘tr[ying] to gnaw a 
stone’ (p. 363) to fight his hunger, there suddenly is ‘nothing else in 
the world—only toothy, doggy Rowf and the meaty smell of the body’ 
(p. 363). In the unusual choice of adjectives, the narrator forcefully 
highlights Rowf’s canine nature. There is not even a possibility for 
moral restraint in this ‘toothy, doggy’ creature—Rowf is a thoroughly 
animalistic predator that will have no qualms to satisfy his bodily needs 
from the surprise meal chance offered him.

Mr Westcott, the human who has come to be Rowf’s meal, is also 
presented as animalistic, albeit in a diametrically opposed fashion. Rowf 
is animalistic in that he is distinctively non-human—he does not have a 
concept of the anthropocentric morals that would perhaps stop a starv-
ing human from eating a human carcass. Mr. Westcott, in contrast, 
is animalistic in another sense of the word: he is a deeply disturbing, 
perhaps mentally unstable hunter. His fatal attempt to hunt down the 
dogs is driven by resentment, pride, and a completely fabricated vision 
‘of the pestilential dogs, macabre in appearance and lethal in effect, … 
stalking across his peace of mind as the Red Death through the irreg-
ular apartments of Prince Prospero’s castellated abbey’ (p. 337). The 
intertextual reference to Edgar Allan Poe’s ‘The Masque of Red Death’ 
clearly situates the hunter’s motivation in the realm of Gothic fiction. 
When he stalks the moors in search of the dogs, all he ever looks for 
is his own construction of monstrous beasts maddened by bubonic  
plague.

Witnessing his accidental death, the reader is placed in between 
not two, but three distorted mirrors. First, the narrative presents 
Westcott’s (and the newspaper readers’) perspective, through which 
the scene can only be read as the human self becoming a hapless vic-
tim devoured by the demonic animal other. Second, the narrative pre-
sents the dogs’ perspective, of one starving animal eating another 
animal’s carcass in a simple act of scavenging. But the narrative offers a 
third perspective. Mr Westcott’s back story presents the dogs’ ‘victim’ 
as a dangerous monomaniac who situates himself in the genre he 
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belongs in—an Edgar Allan Poe story. He is even closer to the werewolf 
dimension of evil, uncontained animality than Rowf is in the dogs’ wolf 
hallucination. The dogs, in contrast, only do what hungry animals do. 
In their value-free animal act of feeding, they symbolically dissemble 
the human character who, to the reader, might likely be the closest mir-
ror image of what they are to the newspaper-reading public inside the 
story. Depending on one’s perspective, allocations of animality fluctuate 
freely in this scene, calling to attention that ultimately the assignation 
of animality as a disturbing property of the human, or as the ultimately 
non-human, is entirely arbitrary.

Rowf is powerfully contrasted with Snitter, the light-coated pedi-
gree fox terrier. Snitter is the narrative’s main focaliser and most of the 
story we experience through his eyes. On a first glance, Snitter is not 
as ‘other’ as is Rowf. Quite the contrary—his pedigree racial status and 
background as a former suburban pet invite an implied white/male/ 
English middle-class reader to identify with the terrier, as do several 
human characters in the book. The women whose bins the dogs raid 
are appalled by Rowf, but immediately bond with Snitter. On a single 
glance, the bin owners can class him as ‘the wreck of what had once 
been a pedigree, black-and-white, smooth-haired fox terrier’ (p. 205). 
This very precise description of Snitter and his breed is worlds away from 
the corresponding vague reference to Rowf as ‘an ugly-looking beast’  
(p. 205). Unlike the indefinable Rowf whom the women can only access 
on an emotional level, Snitter’s pedigree status renders him rationally 
classifiable and hence easier to approach.

But Snitter, though not obviously othered as a representation of 
the unknown and unclassifiable, is forcefully othered as an individ-
ual. Physically disfigured by a scar on his head, and, more disturbingly, 
brain-damaged as a consequence of experimental surgery, Snitter is inca-
pable of distinguishing between the world within his head and the out-
side world. In Snitter’s vicinity, setting and thought merge in a series 
of deeply uncanny scenes and towards the end of the novel it becomes 
increasingly difficult to distinguish the setting from Snitter’s imagination. 
A short excursion into Freud’s theory of the uncanny is necessary here. 
Freud characterises the uncanny as ‘that class of the frightening which 
leads back to what is known of old and long familiar’ (1919/2001,  
p. 219). Freud identifies a number of literary motifs that often serve to 
represent the uncanny, generally, the defamiliarisation of the familiar, 
but also, more specifically, repetition and doubling, as well as the idea 
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of ‘omnipotence of thoughts’ (1919/2001, p. 239)—an uncanny expe-
rience developing from a person’s perception that his thoughts can influ-
ence the outside world.

The Plague Dogs plays with all these elements. Defamiliarisation of 
the familiar occurs whenever Snitter misreads his environments, confus-
ing imagination and reality. When, after the failed bin raid, the women 
lock him up in their shed, Snitter is utterly convinced that now he ‘[is] 
inside his own head’ (p. 211; cf. Höing 2017b). In the shed, he expe-
riences everything in his surroundings, from cobwebs to dirty window 
panes, as representations of his confused brain. Uncanny repetitions are 
likewise a frequent element in the story. Snitter frequently sights his for-
mer master, for whose fatal accident the dog feels responsible. The appa-
rition appears either as a reflection in mirroring surfaces such as water or 
as a ghost-like spectre haunting the moors at night (pp. 81, 165, 295).

The scene ending in Snitter’s sighting of his master’s ghost on 
the moors is probably the most uncanny one in the novel. Wakened 
by a sense of foreboding and the distant sound of another dog’s bark, 
Snitter ventures onto the moors in the dead of night. He encounters 
a ghostly terrier bitch guarding the long-decayed corpse of her master 
whose death she cannot accept. Although Snitter immediately classifies 
her as ‘unnatural’ (p. 289), as he can neither properly see nor smell her 
and her voice is ‘a kind of audible mist drifting into his head’ (p. 291), 
he first interacts with her as if she were a normal dog, but his wariness of 
her grows continually until he finally realises her for the spectre she is:

The bitch, open-jawed, emaciated, glimmered faintly in the dark, turning 
upon him blank eyes that contained no speculation, that neither blinked 
nor followed his movement as he cowered away from her. The tongue was 
black and dried, the teeth decayed almost to the gums. It answered not 
a word. It could not, since, as now he perceived, it possessed no life, no 
substance but that which might be attributed to it by some unsuspecting 
creature who had not yet seen it for what it was; a phantom, a nothing, a 
dried, empty husk of old grief suffered long ago.

Snitter turned to fly; and in so doing saw, plain the moonlight beyond the 
shadow of the precipice, the figure of a man, hunched in an old overcoat 
and carrying a stick, striding towards the tarn. He raced after it but then, 
terrified that the horror behind might be following, looked back. Both 
dog and body had disappeared. So, when he turned again towards the 
tarn, had the figure in the moonlight. He was alone. (pp. 295–96)
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During their previous conversation, the terrier bitch forcefully reminds 
him of his sheltered past as a bachelor’s pet in the ‘canny’ confines of 
an English middle-class home (p. 288). Snitter’s sudden perception of 
her real nature is sparked by the realisation that she is indeed his double: 
her act of guarding her master’s corpse reflects his own inability to let go 
of his obsessive preoccupation with his master’s death. The more aware 
Snitter becomes of the possibility that she is a mirror part of him—a 
visualisation of his repressed feelings of guilt for his master’s fatal acci-
dent—the more he perceives her as an ‘other’, until he finally calls up a 
second, ‘canny’ ghost to counter her. Snitter’s attempt at facing his neu-
rotic guilt fails utterly. Nonetheless, the scene highlights that Snitter’s 
otherness is altogether different from and far less classifiable than 
Rowf’s. Snitter’s otherness is founded neither in stereotypes he unknow-
ingly represents to the human characters, nor in non-human animality—
the two facets of Rowf’s Otherness. Instead, Snitter is ‘other’ because he 
is an individual subject shattered by a trauma so personal that he simply 
cannot be used as what literary animals are often denigrated to: a ‘blank 
screen upon which we project our issues’ (Adams 2001, p. xi).

Unlike Rowf’s, Snitter’s otherness also has a supernatural dimension. 
With regard to this, one pattern in particular frequently reappears. An 
element originally introduced as belonging exclusively to the world of 
the dogs’ thoughts reappears as parts of the real setting. Snitter is the 
central hub of such uncanny defamiliarisations. The terrier is convinced 
that his thoughts are indeed ‘omnipoten[t]’, to return to Freud’s mark-
ers of uncanniness (1919/2001, p. 238). He believes that he can shape 
the world, both consciously, e.g. by creating a gate they can escape 
through after a farm raid (Adams 1977, p. 202), and unconsciously by 
unwittingly dealing death wherever he appears (p. 185). During the 
majority of the story, one can rest safely in the assumption that the ter-
rier is simply insane. But when the narrator’s allegedly reliable accounts 
start to react to Snitter’s thoughts and ideas (cf. Höing 2017b), Snitter’s 
imagination and the setting become indistinguishable. In a discussion 
early in the novel, for example, Rowf relates to Snitter how he imagi-
nes his ideal master to be like. In the final scenes of the novel, this very 
human suddenly appears, repeating verbatim the words Rowf put into 
his mouth in his fanciful dream (pp. 141, 446). The story offers a maze 
of contradictive clues that render it virtually impossible to discern if this 
turn of the story is to be taken at face value, or if finally even the narra-
tive voice has started to bend to Snitter’s fantasies of omnipotence.
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The ending of The Plague Dogs indeed deserves special attention. 
Hunted by humans to the western coast of England, the dogs swim out 
into the sea and apparently drown. As Collado Rodriguez argues, the 
drowning scene would make complete sense as the ending of the story 
(1988, p. 53). Hence it is not surprising that director Martin Rosen 
chose to adopt this ending for the film version of The Plague Dogs. In 
the novel, however, Snitter’s and Rowf’s desperate fight against the 
ocean does not seal their fate. After the canine heroes’ apparent deaths, 
the action suddenly shifts to two caring humans who, after a painstak-
ingly politically correct discussion about animal rights, stumble across the 
drowning dogs by pure chance. Not only do they save their lives, they 
even restore them to Snitter’s master who, just like the dogs, has mirac-
ulously survived his alleged death. This ending is uncanny not despite, 
but because of its being absurdly happy. As Nicholas Royle remarks, the 
uncanny often ‘is a matter of something … [being] too good to be true’ 
(2003, p. 2). While fulfilling the genre conventions of the talking ani-
mal story, the happy ending breaks with the entire universe the story 
previously constructs. This ending appears impossible in its luring sim-
plicity and reaffirmation of anthropocentric human–pet relationships. 
What follows is the nagging suspicion of having been misled more thor-
oughly than even a healthily distrustful reader might previously have sus-
pected. Perhaps not only Snitter, the focaliser, is mad, but the narrator 
as well; and if the entire story is a fabrication of a mentally ill dog, how 
can one be sure that the ‘omnipotent’ dog is indeed Snitter, now Rowf 
(Höing 2017b)? The simple answer is that the narrative never offers any 
such assurance, only a cacophony of contradictive signs. Scott Brewster 
remarks that ‘reading Gothic, we compulsively interpret random signs, 
haunted by the possibility that we may be deluded, that we have not seen 
enough or have seen too much. … The madness we find resides in us: 
madness in Gothic lies in the reading’ (2012, p. 493). The Plague Dogs 
strongly invokes such a madness-in-reading.

As Brewster summarises, Foucault states that madness operates in rela-
tion to reason (2012, p. 483). In direct contrast to the Enlightenment 
construction of the world, madness could (and still can) be read as ‘the 
dizzying unreason of the world’ (Foucault 1973, p. 13). Its literary rep-
resentation hence opens a space outside the standard discursive system of 
rationality. Brought to bear on The Plague Dogs, the madness of first, the 
dogs, and later also the narrator might be read as a narrative stratagem to 
move the entire story beyond this rational discursive system which often 
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is understood as the one to keep the animal in its voiceless role, just as 
madness is voiceless in Foucault’s reading. As David Punter states, the 
Gothic not only speaks of, but ‘attempts to invoke … specters’ (2012,  
p. 3). The spectres invoked by The Plague Dogs are not so much the 
ghosts Snitter believes he encounters, but the spectres of the discourses 
forcibly silenced by the dogmatic rationality of humanism.

the AnimAl ‘hAunting bAck’
Teresa Goddu claims that many ‘African-American writers use the Gothic 
to haunt back, re-working the Gothic’s conventions to intervene in dis-
courses that would demonize them’ (1999, p. 138). The Plague Dogs 
employs another ‘minority group’ to haunt back: animals. While the 
narration repeatedly dissociates the dogs from their classical Gothic role 
as representations of human anxieties, the protagonists in The Plague 
Dogs instead come to invite reflections on the processes that make us 
demonise an ‘other’. In fact, what is really demonised in The Plague Dogs 
is not the uncanny, but the canny, the ‘normal’. This happens on the plot 
level through the representation of the faceless newspaper-reading public 
that is completely disinterested in the dogs’ sufferings. But more cen-
trally, the demonisation of the ‘canny’ happens in the discourse dimen-
sion of the story. The multitude of unstable narrative voices that render 
the story impossible to mine for a single, underlying ‘truth’ may appear 
deeply disturbing. One might even be ultimately repelled by the mis-
guiding simplicity of the ‘canny’ discourse the story deliberately reverts 
to on its final pages—silenced, as are its non-human heroes.

‘Animal representation in The Plague Dogs does far more than just 
imaginative[ly] collaps[e] … the human–non-human boundary’ (Walford 
Davies 2017, p. 148). The numerous Gothic elements in the novel invite 
reflection on the Gothic mode as such, and on the role the animal plays 
in Gothic writing. Rather than understanding the Gothic as a genre, 
Robert Miles describes Gothic as ‘a discursive site crossing the genres’ 
(1993, p. 189). Michael Gamer, building on Miles’s findings, charac-
terises the Gothic as a ‘shifting “aesthetic”’ that can ‘transplant itself ’ 
(2000, p. 4) and invade other literary discourses, spawning mutual influ-
ences. Adams harnesses exactly this ‘protean’ (Gamer 2000, p. 4) pro-
pensity of the Gothic to his animal rights agenda. In The Plague Dogs, 
the Gothic interacts and cross-fertilises with the talking animal story—
in general a deeply conservative genre that often employs harmless, 
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victimised animals to win the reader’s compassion for an animal rights 
plight or to endorse an environmental message. In The Plague Dogs, 
however, compassion always intermingles with fear. What is more, the 
narration constantly calls to mind that an animal as a real physical crea-
ture will remain forever unassailable. The Gothic thus serves to compli-
cate a genre that tends to ‘do it the easy way’. Standard talking animal 
stories often struggle to bring across their messages because their under-
lying conservatism and all-too-open didacticism might repel readers 
(Höing 2017a, p. 262).

The Plague Dogs, too, is didactic, but in a far more complex way than 
other talking animal stories. As Punter states, ‘Gothic speaks, incessantly, 
of bodily harm and the wound’ (2012, p. 3)—and so does The Plague 
Dogs. As in Punter’s approach to the Gothic, the wound, in this novel 
as well, ‘signifies trauma’ (p. 3), yet not the individual trauma of Snitter, 
or the trauma shared by the two canine heroes, but rather the trauma of 
disproportional and hence dysfunctional human–animal relations. This 
trauma is translated not into simple moralising, but into a complex, even 
contradictory tale that confuses and disturbs. Such an insecurity, based on 
the shattering, perhaps even uncanny realisation that formerly convenient, 
conventional concepts can no longer serve to make sense of the world, 
can induce the vast ideological changes The Plague Dogs campaigns for.

With respect to the position of real animals in the Gothic, The Plague 
Dogs draws attention to one dimension of the Gothic that can prove 
deeply problematic for any understanding of a non-human animal. 
Instead of seeking new ways to approach an animal, Gothic tropology 
might easily substitute metaphorical dimensions inherent to a representa-
tion of an animal for the real animal. The reader might hence meet a 
psychological construction of human fears of bestiality, wilderness, and 
violence posing as an actual animal—as do the newspaper readers in the 
story. This construction indeed is likely to have little to no direct connec-
tion to the actual animal, but nonetheless may come to dominate human 
imagination of this animal. Such constructions of human meanings 
inherent to an animal interact with human reactions to the animal far 
beyond the Gothic, often folkloristic, space which originally gave birth 
to the construction. One only has to think of reactions to the return 
of the wolf in Western Europe. It is not by chance that the wolf is the 
very image that Adams’s Rowf conjures up—and shatters—in his futile 
search for an identity that will allow him to operate independently from 
humans.
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Due to its narrative intensity, the Gothic has enormous imaginative 
power and it can use this power to either construct or deconstruct an 
other, to haunt, or to ‘haunt back’ (Goddu 1999, p. 138). The Plague 
Dogs does both simultaneously, mainly through its complex and contra-
dictory construction of the animal. One may be drawn in to read the 
story as Gothic and simultaneously repelled by the way the in-text news-
paper-reading public draw sensationalist pleasure from the dogs’ suffer-
ings and the danger they allegedly pose. Rowf and Snitter are not in fact 
defeated by humans: they are defeated by the Gothic fantasy the news-
papers re-conceptionalise them as. The humans in the story do not set 
out to destroy two domesticated dogs lost in the wilderness—though 
this is what they ultimately achieve. They set out to destroy the harbin-
gers of ‘ghastly pestilence’ (p. 285). Simultaneously, Gothic elements the 
in-text newspaper audience does not have access to, such as the starv-
ing dogs’ feast on a human body (p. 363), may induce readers to keep 
a distance from the dog heroes. Even if the Gothic fantasy is untrue, we 
learn, something Gothic surrounding the canine characters remains—and 
this is the uncanny experience of the ultimately unfathomable otherness 
not of a wolf, the epitome of otherness, but of two dogs, the epitomes 
of animal–human companionship. Finally, the ‘other’ proves to be not 
the Gothic beast the newspapers seek to conjure, but ‘man’s best friend’. 
Yet, the danger this ‘Other’ presents is exposed not as an essential char-
acteristic of otherness, but as a consequence of miscommunication, of 
misreading the other—and the greatest danger of all, it appears, is the 
all-too-easy reading of a real-life animal as a reflection of human fears.
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CHAPTER 5

Hunted, Now Haunting: The Thylacine  
as a Gothic Symbol in Julia Leigh’s  

The Hunter

Alex Philp

The heart of the Australian Gothic tradition is unquestionably Tasmania: 
the island state that, as Ken Gelder suggests, is unable to shake the  
prescribed colonial identity of the isolated, strange Van Diemen’s Land 
(2012, p. 387). Tasmania is haunted by British violence against First 
Nations persons and the invasion of Indigenous land, a murky convict 
history, and the Port Arthur massacre of 1996, and the figure of thyla-
cine sits pervasively among these Gothic preoccupations. The thylacine, 
known most commonly as the Tasmanian tiger, was a large carniv-
orous marsupial easily identifiable by a series of dark stripes across the 
lower back and a threatening 80-degree opening of the jaw (Attard 
et al. 2011, p. 298). Despite Indigenous documentation that suggests 
the thylacine once roamed much of Australia, by the time of colonisa-
tion only Tasmania remained the habitat of the thylacine. Hunted to 
extinction, the last wild thylacine is believed to have been shot in 1930 
and the last captive thylacine died in 1936 at the Hobart Zoo (Bagust 
2006, p. 93). Though no contemporary sightings of the thylacine have 
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been confirmed, the uncertainty of the animal’s extinction has remained 
omnipresent within Australian discourse for almost a century and is per-
haps one reason why the history and myth of the thylacine consistently 
inspire contemporary Tasmanian Gothic fiction.

The Gothic potential of the thylacine has been explicitly discussed by 
very few scholars; the most notable of whom is Emily Bullock (2009), 
in her doctoral dissertation on the cultural poetics of Tasmanian Gothic. 
This chapter expands this scholarship to firmly establish the thylacine as 
a Gothic animal, exploring how the animal manifests within Tasmanian 
Gothic fiction and specifically within Julia Leigh’s novel The Hunter 
(1999). Though the thylacine is both tiger-like and dog-like, both wild 
and domestic, and therefore fulfils the Gothic tendency towards the 
uncanny, this chapter argues that it is the haunting nature of the ani-
mal that ensures it holds a permanent Gothic consciousness. By being 
both extinct and not-extinct, the thylacine is able to challenge tempo-
ral boundaries between the past and the present. The thylacine, then, is 
often used in contemporary Tasmanian Gothic fiction such as Leigh’s 
The Hunter to represent the buried (but re-emerging) past: a past so 
often at odds with the dominant narrative of the battler nation. The 
haunting nature of the thylacine as represented in The Hunter not only 
provides evidence of the prevalence of the thylacine as a Gothic sym-
bol, but also reveals the unique ways in which the animal plagues the 
Tasmanian imaginary.

the history of the thylAcine, the myth of the tiger

Few animals motivate intrigue quite like the thylacine. Although 
Tasmanians often imply that the marsupial was endemic to the island 
state, widespread Indigenous documentation in the form of cave-rock 
paintings suggests that the thylacine once inhabited much of Australia 
(Crane 2010, p. 106). By the time of colonisation, however, the hab-
itat of the thylacine was reduced to the lush forests of Tasmania. Kylie 
Crane, in her article ‘Tracking the Tassie Tiger: Extinction and Ethics in 
Julia Leigh’s The Hunter’, attributes the first European documentation 
of the thylacine to Abel Tasman, the Dutch seafarer, who recorded pos-
sible thylacine footprints in Tasmania in 1642. Following this, in 1804 
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several escaped convicts claimed that they had seen a ‘large tyger’ roam-
ing the bush (Crane 2010, p. 106). This description quickly stuck to the 
thylacine and, despite being a marsupial, the animal began to be known 
as the Tasmanian tiger. The thylacine indeed had several horizontal, 
black stripes across the sand-coloured back and was carnivorous. An 
adult thylacine could measure over two metres in length and stand 
approximately sixty centimetres tall from paws to shoulder (Bagust 2006,  
p. 93). Rather than a tiger, however, the thylacine resembled a large dog, 
or even a wolf, though with a thinner head and snout. This resemblance 
also led the thylacine to be occasionally called the marsupial wolf or the 
marsupial hyena (Bagust 2006, p. 93) (Fig. 5.1).

Fig. 5.1 The thylacine. Out of copyright. Description: Tas. Marsupial Wolf 
[Tasmanian Tiger]. Glass lantern slide (ca.1900–ca.1940) from the collection 
of the Rev. Doctor Charles Bernard Cockett. Lantern Slide Views of Tasmania 
Collection. Image courtesy of the State Library of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia
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The thylacine, then, was both tiger-like, wolf-like, and dog-like, and 
therefore both wild and domestic. The thylacine was also a marsupial, 
with female thylacines having a pouch, as well as being a carnivore. 
The species was therefore both maternal and a killer. In addition, 
the 80-degree opening of the jaw—a threat-yawn—created an open-
ing which might occupy ideas of the feminine grotesque. Mary Russo, 
referring in part to the work of Mikhail Bakhtin, suggests that the 
understanding of the grotesque as ‘low, hidden, earthly, dark, material, 
immanent, visceral’ links it to the ‘cavernous anatomical female body’ 
(1995, p. 1)—to the vagina. As such, the wide opening of the thylacine’s 
threat-yawn conjures images of the grotesque and therefore (according 
to patriarchal culture) the feminine. The stiff tail of the thylacine, how-
ever, could be seen as phallic and therefore the appearance of the thyla-
cine might also be read as both feminine and masculine. Strangely, the 
last living thylacine, a captive adult named Benjamin, was given a tradi-
tionally male name despite being female: this error reinforces the notion 
that the thylacine simultaneously inhabited both gender constructs. The 
thylacine was clearly a species that inhabited two ideas at once and was 
therefore liminal. In terms of being both domestic/maternal and wild/
killer, the thylacine was also a familiar species made strange. In this way, 
the animal occupied the Gothic trope of the uncanny.

Many scholars also argue that there is a substantial historical alle-
gation that the thylacine was a vampire (Paddle 2000; Bagust 2006;  
Le Guellec-Minel 2018). Farmers, trappers, and members of the  public 
believed that because the thylacine was nocturnal, preferred to attack 
the neck of prey, and was associated with the wolf (a species often linked 
to witchcraft and lycanthropy), this was enough to cement the thylac-
ine as vampiric within the ‘rich baggage of lore’ that colonials imported 
from Britain (Bagust 2006, p. 95). It was not only colonial hearsay that 
fuelled the construction of the thylacine as a vampire; the scientific com-
munity (without substantial evidence) also invested in this construction. 
Robert Paddle—whose 2000 text is often considered a leading account 
of the history and myth of the thylacine—notes that many nineteenth- 
and twentieth-century scientists and naturalists suggested that ‘thylac-
ines suck or lap the blood from the throat of freshly killed prey’ (2000,  
p. 30). In particular, the zoologist Eric Guiler, known as a key researcher 
of the thylacine, wrote in 1958 that ‘the thylacine is primarily a blood 
feeder, sucking blood from the severed jugular vein of its kill’ (p. 354). 
Paddle notes that ‘there is nothing unusual or significantly “vampire-like” 
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about a thylacine’s attraction to the neck of its prey. Most large   
carnivores preferentially direct their attack at the neck of their victim’ 
(2000, p. 30). Indeed, members of the public and trappers alike were 
not convinced that the thylacine was a vampire, and many publicly 
opposed this allegation: for example, in his text The Tiger Man (1987) 
which details his three thylacine trappings throughout his life, the  trapper 
Ayde Jordan remembers that after observing the eating and drinking 
habits of the thylacine he must ‘strongly contradict these people who 
have so often described the tiger as a blood-sucking animal’ (p. 95).  
Despite these counter-arguments, the construction of the thylacine as 
a vampire was pervasive. As the vampire is an incredibly recognisable 
Gothic figure (Gelder 2002; Punter and Byron 2004), it is unsurpris-
ing that this association further cemented the thylacine as belonging 
within the Gothic. The animal’s bloodsucking reputation, along with 
general colonial fears of the Australian environment and fauna, ensured 
that the thylacine was incredibly feared—almost irrationally—by colo-
nial Tasmania. The thylacine was ‘accused of attacking small children and 
preying on delicate young ladies’ (Crane 2010, p. 106) and was thought 
to relentlessly kill sheep and other domestic animals despite contempo-
rary evidence to the contrary (Paddle 2000; Smith 2012). The fear of the 
thylacine increased to become superstition, and Anne Le Guellec-Minel 
argues that this ‘led people to kill the marsupial violently whenever the 
opportunity arose’ (2018, p. 70). The thylacine was clearly a haunting 
figure for colonial Tasmanians, and it quickly developed from an animal 
to a cultural myth.

Landholders pressured the Tasmanian government to place a 
bounty on the thylacine in 1888. Rather than based on any ‘statistical  
evidence supporting the claims of the thylacine’s behaviour’ (Crane 
2010, p. 107), the thylacine bounty was based on hearsay and landholder 
claims that the animal was responsible for the massacre of sheep stock. 
For the landholders, who were often working for large companies in 
London and who had lost thousands of sheep due to mismanagement, 
the thylacine provided ‘a convenient excuse’ (Le Guellec-Minel 2018,  
p. 70). Though the bounty ended in 1909, many continued to hunt the 
thylacine. A quick Internet search is all that is necessary to locate several 
harrowing photographs of hunters proudly holding stiff thylacines by the 
hind legs like trophies, the thylacine corpses looking far from the merci-
less carnivore they were prescribed to be.
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There is contestation over whether hunting was the major fac-
tor which led to the thylacine’s extinction. Paddle (2000) suggests 
that the extinction of the thylacine was due to several causal factors, 
including the destruction of their habitat (and therefore their prey) 
by the agricultural industry, the introduction of competing carni-
vores and epidemic disease, and the hunting of thylacines by humans 
for both livestock protection and for sport. Though there are numer-
ous factors, human predation was certainly a large contribution to thy-
lacine extinction. Ironically, fifty-nine days after the thylacine had been 
announced a protected species by the Tasmanian government, the last 
known thylacine—Benjamin—died in captivity in Hobart Zoo on 
7 September 1936 (Crane 2010, p. 107). Despite experts believing 
the thylacine extinct, there have been consistent thylacine sight-
ings on both Tasmania and the Australian mainland (Bagust 2001,  
p. 2) though none of these sightings have ever been validated. In 1999,  
Dr. Mike Archer, the director of the National Museum of Australia, 
stated in a controversial declaration that the museum would be 
attempting to clone the thylacine using DNA from multiple thylacine 
foetuses that were preserved in alcohol (Bagust 2001; Smith 2012,  
p. 270). Bagust argues that Archer’s declaration ‘unleashed a wave 
of both Jurassic Park fascination and hope, and of Frankenstein-like 
revulsion within the Australian (and global) community’ (2001, p. 3), 
and suggests that both the attempt to bring the thylacine back to life and 
the sightings are attempts to purge Australia’s guilt over our past (and 
continuing) environmental destruction in the wake of our growing 
eco-consciousness (2001, p. 5). This notion is made abundantly clear 
by Archer himself: in his declaration, he states that re-constructing the  
thylacine would ‘reverse one of the great blots on the history of the 
colonization of Australia … It’s not God’s will that the thylacine went 
extinct. We did it’ (Archer cited in Woodford 1999, p. 1).

The obsession with the possible continued existence or possible  
recreation of the thylacine reveals a deeper layer to the haunting nature 
of the thylacine in contemporary Australia. The absence of the tiger (and 
I use the word ‘tiger’ here rather than ‘thylacine’, as I am referring to 
the myth of the animal) is felt even more than the previous presence. 
The tiger plagues the Australian consciousness, and guilt over the 
species’ extinction often manifests in attempts to honour the tiger by 
making it an emblem on the Tasmanian state coat of arms, as the pre-
vious logo for Cascade beer (a Tasmanian brewery), and as the mascot 
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for the Tasmanian cricket team. Such attempts to make the tiger a 
 trophy of sorts reveal the second life of the thylacine: a purely mythic life 
which is capitalised on in an attempt to obscure the shameful, haunting 
past. Though much of the scholarship surrounding the thylacine views 
the animal through an ecocritical or ethical lens (see Crane 2010), the 
haunting nature of the thylacine also consistently inspires discussion (see 
Smith 2012; Whelehan 2015; Le Guellec-Minel 2018) and it is clear that 
it remains a key factor of the fascination with the animal.

Given the thylacine’s uncanny appearance, the historical allegations 
of vampirism, the construction of the thylacine as a particularly ruth-
less killer, and the haunting nature of the thylacine’s extinction, it is 
clear why the species might be a recurring symbol (if not the recurring 
symbol) in contemporary Tasmanian Gothic fiction. However, perhaps 
just being constructed as belonging exclusively to Tasmania is enough 
to prescribe the thylacine a Gothic sensibility. The isolation of Tasmania 
from the mainland means that Australians have always joked about 
Tasmania ‘as a cultural backwater, an island of “inbreds”’ (Smith 2012, 
p. 271). Tasmanians also often have the sense that they have been for-
gotten by the rest of Australia; in some cases, they have been. Tasmania 
has occasionally been forgotten from cartographical sketches of Australia, 
Australian map logos from brands such as Arnott’s Biscuits in 2012 
and Woolworths in 2016, and most infamously in two instances at the 
Commonwealth Games in 1982, when during the opening ceremony 
performers created a map of only mainland Australia, and in 2014, where 
the training swimsuits of the Australian swim team were adorned with 
sketches of the continent which omitted Tasmania.

This isolation and sense that the island is different and forgotten, 
along with the island’s colonial past, mean that Tasmania has long been 
established as the traditional ‘home of the Australian [G]othic’ (Stadler 
et al. 2016, p. 87). Jim Davidson coined the specific term ‘Tasmanian 
Gothic’ in an article in the Australian literary journal, Meanjin, in 
1989. Following this, many scholars have traced the preoccupations of 
Australian Gothic to their specific manifestation within the Tasmanian 
context. Gerry Turcotte specifies that Australian Gothic has consist-
ently dealt with themes ‘endemic in the colonial experience’ (1998, 
p. 10; 2009, p. 18), such as ‘isolation, entrapment, fear of pursuit and 
fear of the unknown’ (2009, p. 18). Instead of cobblestone streets and 
dark castles, early colonists were ‘faced with a harsh, unknown environ-
ment’ (Turcotte 2009, p. 62) that the (white) bushman had to fight 
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to tame. While much of Australian Gothic focuses on the emptiness of 
the open, drought ridden places of the outback, Emily Bullock argues 
that Tasmanian Gothic focuses on Tasmania’s wet, dark mountain land-
scapes which evoke equal parts beauty and horror (2011, p. 73). These 
Gothic sites can also evoke an atmosphere of claustrophobia, and such an 
environment accommodates the growth of moss and wet ground weeds 
that threaten to emerge. These protruding ground plants and weeds 
are metaphoric of the primary trope of Tasmanian Gothic: the return 
of the repressed. Ken Gelder suggests that ‘Tasmania has often been 
cast as an island haunted, and preoccupied, by its past traumatic events’ 
(2012, p. 387). The island, as already articulated, has a traumatic history. 
Originally named ‘Van Diemen’s Land’ by British invaders, the island 
was home to the infamous Port Arthur—an exceptionally brutal convict 
prison. Tasmania was the only Australian state to rename itself in part as 
an attempt to eliminate the ugly connotations of ‘Van Diemen’s Land’ 
(Gelder 2012, p. 388). Although the operation of Port Arthur ceased, 
Gelder argues that the ‘relic’ of the prison ‘continued to cast its shadow 
as one of Australia’s genuine Gothic ruins’ (2012, p. 387) and proved a 
popular tourist attraction. This shadow was deepened, of course, by the 
Port Arthur massacre of 1996, where mass murderer Martin Bryant shot 
dead 35 tourists on April 28. Within the Australian consciousness, Port 
Arthur is a name synonymous with haunting violence. The fact that the 
site is so dominant within the nation’s image of ‘Tasmania’ signifies the 
unshakeable Gothic identity of the state.

The violence of Port Arthur undoubtedly haunts Tasmania, as does 
another event of violence. Between 3000 and 15,000 First Nations 
peoples lived on Tasmania before white invasion and colonisation 
(Whelehan 2015, p. 168). Lehman argues that the war between the 
Palawa (Indigenous Tasmanians) and British invaders, which ran from 
the mid-1820s until the early 1830s, renders Tasmania, ‘of all the 
states of Australia … a place with an unsettling Gothic thrall’ (2013, 
p. 193). During this period, the Palawa massacred were the victims of 
a government-funded genocide. Soon after, the Palawa were considered 
‘extinct’—despite Indigenous Tasmanians still being incredibly active in 
contemporary Tasmania—after Truganini (often claimed by the domi-
nant colonial narrative to be the ‘last’ full-blood Indigenous Tasmanian) 
died on the island in 1876 (Whelehan 2015, p. 168). The shared gen-
ocide of the Palawa and the thylacine at the hands of British invaders 
invites many scholars to believe that the contemporary obsession with 
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sighting or resurrecting the thylacine is linked to the guilt many non- 
Indigenous Australians feel over colonisation. Believing that the thylacine 
is still alive, surviving somewhere in the Tasmanian bush, is a way for the 
descendants of British colonists ‘to keep alive the hope that the guilt now 
associated with colonization is redeemable’ (Le Guellec-Minel 2018, 
p. 73). The thylacine, in being both extinct and not-extinct, challenges 
temporal boundaries between the past and the present. In doing so, the 
mythicised and liminal figure of the tiger is firmly established as a haunt-
ing symbol within Tasmanian Gothic: that of the buried but re-emerging 
past.

With this symbolism in mind, it becomes clear why contemporary 
Australia is so intent on finding atonement for the thylacine’s extinction 
by attempting to resurrect the animal through sightings and DNA clon-
ing. These attempts devote energy towards endeavours which do not actu-
ally atone for past actions, instead of looking towards finding constructive 
ways to take accountability for the past. The thylacine is a complex symbol 
of the environmental disregard and colonisation that continues to haunt 
contemporary Australia, a quintessential return of the repressed.

Mirroring how the thylacine is treated within the Australian imagi-
nary, the thylacine’s absence is felt more than its presence within con-
temporary Tasmanian Gothic fiction. Contemporary Tasmanian Gothic 
fiction which includes the thylacine commonly explores the possible con-
tinued existence of the marsupial after extinction. Seeking the elusive 
thylacine (or a predator that could be the thylacine) often forms the plot 
of these texts, such as in Tim Winton’s 1988 novella In the Winter Dark 
(though this text is Australian Gothic, not Tasmanian Gothic, as it is set 
in Western Australia). The hunt for the thylacine usually becomes obses-
sive, and the persistence of the hunter becomes symbolic of a grief or 
guilt that he/she is unable to let go of. This trope is seen vividly in texts 
such as Sonya Hartnett’s young adult novel Stripes of the Sidestep Wolf 
(1999) and Sarah Kanake’s Sing Fox to Me (2016). This guilt or grief 
is largely unresolvable, as suggested by the thylacine rarely being caught 
(or even accurately sighted) by the hunters in these texts. Of course, 
this trope can be disrupted. In Hartnett’s Stripes of the Sidestep Wolf, for 
example, after a long and obsessive hunt the protagonist Satchel finds a 
female thylacine and her pup. Instead of turning the thylacine and pup 
in for money, however, Satchel decides to let the animals roam free and 
undisturbed. Through this action, Satchel finds acceptance and peace in 
his strained family dynamics. The key Tasmanian Gothic trope that the 
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thylacine is obsessively hunted but rarely found is clearly disrupted here, 
and this disruption is unusually hopeful. Such a disruption might fulfil 
Roderick McGillis’ claim that the Gothic in Young Adult fiction has the 
ability to ‘elicit not only the scream or the gasp—sounds that signal a 
closing of reflection in the instant of fear—but also…elicit the shock that 
prompts desire for change’ (2008, p. 230). Julia Leigh’s The Hunter is 
a second Tasmanian Gothic novel which disrupts this trope. The pro-
tagonist, a hunter known only as ‘M’, also actually succeeds in finding 
the last thylacine. Unlike Satchel in Stripes of the Sidestep Wolf, however, 
M chooses to kill the thylacine. In doing so, The Hunter makes a clear 
suggestion for the reality of atonement in an adult Tasmanian Gothic 
text. As the return of the repressed is a trope so dominant in Tasmanian 
Gothic fiction, The Hunter, in its exploration of the haunting nature of 
the thylacine and the question of atonement, is a text particularly wor-
thy of critical attention. Leigh presents the thylacine as not only a haunt-
ing Gothic symbol of the past, but also as a figure that re-emerges to 
question the ways in which such haunting might be alleviated in the  
present.

the hunter: ‘there is (re)new(ed) history to be mAde’
When an unnamed man who refers to himself as ‘M’ arrives in Tiger 
Town Tasmania, the thylacine has already been declared extinct for  
decades. M has been hired by an unnamed biotech company to hunt a 
thylacine after locals allegedly sighted a lone member of the species on an 
isolated mountain. It is implied that the company plans to use the found 
thylacine DNA to create mutant weapons. M is meticulous with hunt-
ing the thylacine by setting snares and tracking prints, and thinks of lit-
tle else: ‘Somewhere, he thinks, cherishing his last thought before sleep, 
somewhere, out there, the last tiger stands with her back to the rising 
wind and slowly shakes herself awake’ (Leigh 1999, p. 33).

The thylacine, in the animal’s liminal status as being both extinct and 
not-extinct, is quickly established as challenging temporal boundaries 
between the past and present in Leigh’s novel. The thylacine’s liminal-
ity allows the animal a unique position to pose questions about the past 
in M’s present hunt. Indeed, M is intent on firmly establishing the thy-
lacine as belonging to the past. M continuously imagines how the thy-
lacine lived during the colonial period, thinking, ‘Do you remember, 
tiger, when you were young and used to follow your mother down the 
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escarpment onto the verdant plains? Do you remember how the sheep 
would mill around in clusters, doing nothing all day but fattening them-
selves?’ (p. 48). M’s imaginings not only clearly locate the thylacine in 
the colonial period but they also demonstrate how the animal begins to 
operate as a haunting symbol. The legitimate thylacine sightings in The 
Hunter indicate that the buried colonial past has begun to re-emerge 
and forces questions of the past to the foreground. In this text, like so 
many other texts of Tasmanian Gothic fiction, the thylacine operates as a 
quintessential return of the repressed. The Hunter uses the thylacine as a 
vehicle to explore two repressions in particular: male fear of the feminine 
and the female body, and the genocide of the Palawa.

As previously argued, the thylacine is liminal in that the animal simul-
taneously occupies ideas of the feminine and masculine. Despite this lim-
inality, M imagines the thylacine as strictly female. M imagines what it 
would feel like to be a colonial hunting a thylacine: ‘And on the days 
when he would come face to face with the “tyger”, that monster whose 
fabulous jaw gaped open’ (p. 16). This chapter has also argued that the 
thylacine’s gaping jaw conjures associations with the feminine grotesque. 
The description, then, of the thylacine as a female, as a monster, and 
with a fabulous gaping jaw, combined with M’s fantasy of violently hunt-
ing the animal, represents a repressed anxiety about the feminine that 
continues from the past to the present. Given the thylacine’s obvious 
links to witchcraft and vampirism, the fact that the animal is female in 
Leigh’s text also reveals a repressed anxiety about the concept of a female 
as predator. These repressed anxieties are of course evident in nearly all 
Gothic fiction, not just in Tasmanian Gothic fiction, through the per-
vasive trope of the vulnerable maiden who is chased, tormented, and 
often killed in Gothic narratives (Martin 2013, p. 135; Milbank 2007,  
p. 155; Turcotte 2009, p. 128). M’s fantasy of hunting the thylacine in 
The Hunter neatly aligns with this established Gothic trope and suggests 
that for a male protagonist in Tasmanian Gothic fiction, perhaps the 
haunting nature of the thylacine is not because there is remorse over past 
violence and aversion to women. The haunting of the thylacine instead 
remains firmly in the deeply rooted fear of the feminine, of the ‘gro-
tesque’ female body, and of the concept of the female as predator. Here, 
M is haunted by the feminine and not by any guilt or remorse associ-
ated with this fear. The fact that M kills the last thylacine and ‘slides a 
hand into search for the ovaries’ before he ‘pulls out the uterus intact—a 
plump slippery slimy thing’ (p. 166) suggests that the way to alleviate 
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the haunting that the animal ignites is to silence the animal and remove 
her femininity. In The Hunter, this return of the repressed is firmly 
reburied.

Significantly, in order to effectively hunt the thylacine and to 
understand how she evades him M imagines himself as the animal.  
On the dense Tasmanian mountain M ‘performs his favourite trick: he 
changes shape, swallows the beast. The eyes in his head are no longer 
his own, short thick fur runs along the back of his back, and his spine 
grows thick and strong, right out of his back, out into a long stiff tail’  
(p. 91). Such a transformation suggests that M’s image of himself is una-
ble to be divorced from the return of the repressed that the thylacine 
represents: that M is unable to move beyond his repressed anxiety of the 
feminine. Such a transformation also suggests that not only can M not 
move beyond the thylacine, but that he will carry the thylacine (i.e. the 
repressed) persistently inside of him.

The idea that M carries the repressed inside of him takes on a deeper 
nuance when the explicit links that are made between the thylacine and 
the Palawa in The Hunter are considered. The thylacine, perhaps due 
to the animal’s liminal nature, is clearly able to shift between repressed 
hauntings to be an alterable symbol within the Tasmanian Gothic genre. 
M links the thylacine and the Palawa by describing how the government 
treated the Palawa before and after their genocide:

One day his attention is caught by a ring of blackened stones and he ima-
gines they might have been laid by the local Aboriginal people, in the years 
before they, the full-bloods, were almost driven to extinction. He remem-
bers reading that the government had once tried to make another island, 
De Witt, an aboriginal sanctuary—anything to redress their embarrassing 
demise … And, naturally, the experiment failed. Then in 1936, the year 
the last thylacine died in captivity … it was again suggested that De Witt 
Island could be put to use—any tigers to be rounded up and sent away.  
(p. 57)

The way M describes the government’s treatment of the Palawa mirrors 
the way the government treated the thylacine. As such, the Palawa and 
the thylacine are linked within Leigh’s text. The thylacine is again estab-
lished as not just a symbol of the colonial past, but of the horrific buried 
past. Similar to how the reemergence of the thylacine raised the question 
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of the continued male anxiety of femininity, the reemergence of the ani-
mal through legitimate sightings ignites questions for how atonement 
could be reached for the violence against the Palawa. These questions are 
explored through the actions of M.

As a character, M is a careful hunter who does not divulge any infor-
mation about himself nor his mission to anyone in Tiger Town. He uses 
an alias—Martin David, naturalist—and remains detached when interact-
ing with others and when hunting the thylacine. He is especially deter-
mined to remain detached from Lucy and her two children, Sass and 
Bike, whose home acts as his base camp. As such, M is a figure convinced 
of his right to hunt and kill the thylacine and is determined to do so; 
that is, he believes that the past does not need to be atoned. M, how-
ever, is not alone in his search for the thylacine. National Park rangers 
search for evidence of the animal’s survival, as did, most notably, a gen-
uine naturalist who went missing on the mountain during a search to 
find and conserve the thylacine. The naturalist, Jarrah, is the husband of 
Lucy—the woman whom M stays with at his base camp. Jarrah appears 
as little more than a myth himself within the text as M never finds Jarrah 
on the mountain. As such, M can be seen as the shadow of Jarrah. While 
M plans to kill the thylacine for commercial gain, Jarrah went missing in 
an attempt to conserve the animal. Here, the Gothic doubling of these 
characters allows for the exploration of two ways to deal with reemer-
gence of the buried past—the return of the repressed—that the thylac-
ine represents. M’s character suggests that past mistakes will be repeated, 
while Jarrah’s character suggests a possibility of redemption by preserv-
ing the last thylacine.

By M killing the thylacine, Leigh makes a firm suggestion about the 
reality of atonement in a Gothic text. M continues the cycle of extinc-
tion (by hunting) that has haunted Tasmania for almost a century. The 
final events of The Hunter reveal that the thylacine holds a mirror to the 
past within Tasmanian Gothic fiction and that what is reflected back is 
the future. Perhaps the thylacine so relentlessly haunts the Tasmanian 
imaginary because not only is the animal symbolic of the return of the 
repressed, but also the thylacine reveals the possibility to repeat past vio-
lence. Though M is not deterred by historical evidence which suggests 
that the animal is extinct, and believes that ‘there is always new history to 
be made’ (p. 37), this new history is simply renewed history.
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conclusion

The pervasion of the thylacine as a symbol in Tasmanian Gothic  
fiction is understandable. The thylacine is both a marsupial and a car-
nivore and therefore both maternal and killer, both domestic and wild, 
(at times) both female and male, and is therefore uncanny and liminal. 
The hyperbolic historic allegations of the thylacine as a vampire and as 
a ruthless killer render the animal feared and haunting, though it is the 
ability of the mythic tiger to challenge temporal boundaries between 
past and present which truly haunts contemporary Tasmania. It is for 
this reason that the animal is inescapably Gothic. The thylacine, in occu-
pying the Gothic trope of the return of the repressed, acts as a symbol 
for the buried (but re-emerging) past within Tasmanian Gothic fiction. 
Julia Leigh’s The Hunter not only reveals the thylacine as a Gothic  
symbol, but also reveals a deeper meaning to the way in which the ani-
mal haunts the Tasmanian imaginary. By being simultaneously extinct 
and not-extinct, the reemergence of the thylacine through sightings 
poses the challenge of atonement, a challenge which Leigh’s text sug-
gests will not be risen to. Within Tasmanian Gothic fiction, the thyla-
cine is most haunting, then, in the animal’s ability to hold up a mirror 
to the dark potential of the past to be unshakeable or even repeat in the 
future. Until the settler understanding of Australian history is altered to 
properly reflect and respect past events of colonisation and environmen-
tal destruction, the thylacine will remain a recurring symbol—a return 
of the repressed—within contemporary Tasmanian Gothic fiction. The 
Gothic again reveals itself as a genre which forges a space for the emer-
gence of the unspeakable and the buried. Like many descendants of the 
Gothic, Tasmanian Gothic fiction and the thylacine’s significant place 
within it offer an opportunity for the dominant narratives of Australia to 
be challenged and disrupted.
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CHAPTER 6

‘What Do I Use to Make Them Afraid?’: 
The Gothic Animal and the Problem 

of Legitimacy in American  
Superhero Comics

Fred Francis

Collecting a story originally told over four issues of the long-running 
Batman comic book (February–May 1987), the graphic novel Batman: 
Year One (1987) retells the origin of one of the world’s most famous 
superheroes. Revising a tale some forty years old at that point, Frank 
Miller’s version of the story emphasises the effect of Bruce Wayne’s first 
failures as a crime-fighter in shaping the Batman hero. The climactic 
moment in this narrative of failure and redemption occurs when Wayne 
returns, severely wounded, to his crumbling mansion after a humiliat-
ing defeat. As he nurses his injuries, he begins to face up to the reality 
that he cannot defeat several opponents at once in a fair fight and rea-
sons that the fight will be easier if he can scare his enemies first. Seated 
alone in his study, with only a bust of his late father for company, Wayne 
asks: ‘what do I use … to make them afraid?’ (Miller et al. 2005, p. 20).  
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As if in response, a large bat smashes through the window of the study 
and settles itself on the bust in front of him.

The bat is the answer to more than just Wayne’s question. Although 
Wayne is asking what he could use to provoke fear in the criminals he 
faces, Miller is rhetorically posing the same question as a way of facing 
up to a challenge that had dogged comics creators working on Batman 
for years. Mark Fisher memorably described the central tenet of Batman 
stories as the ‘pressing of Gothic Fear into the service of heroic Justice’ 
(2006), but this Gothic content has often seemed at odds with a character 
known for much of its life as the star of a television comedy show. From 
the 1960s until the time Frank Miller came to work on Batman in the 
1980s, it was almost as though there were two ‘Batmen’: one was a comic 
book hero with a dark past whose goal was to inspire fear in his enemies, 
while the other was a caped crusader played by Adam West. Even within a 
medium that had continually struggled to be seen as more than children’s 
entertainment, Batman was still considered to be the ‘character who, in 
the view of the wider public that exists beyond the relatively tiny confines 
of the comic audience, sums up more than any other the essential silliness 
of the comic book hero’ (Moore 1986). Comics creators who came to 
work on Batman then faced a particular problem: How could they create 
a work that readers might take seriously? As Alan Moore, another writer 
who took on the challenge of writing Batman in the 1980s, put it, ‘to 
lend such a subject credibility … is no inconsiderable feat’ (1986).

In this context, it is easy to see that Wayne’s problem—‘what can I 
use to make them afraid?’—is a rhetorical confrontation of the problem 
Miller faces as an author. Just as Wayne must create an image for him-
self that ensures criminals see him as a credible threat, writers of Batman 
comics must also work to present Batman as a credible hero to the 
world. The answer to the problem, for Miller, is found in the form of the 
bat. When the bat crashes through the window in Batman: Year One, 
the essential nature of Batman is presented to the reader in its two con-
stituent parts: Bruce Wayne, the rational man able to theorise the best 
methods of fighting crime, and ‘the bat’, a force of nature that drives fear 
into the hearts of its viewers. Miller’s revision of the story to focus on 
this moment seems to be arguing that in order to restore credibility to 
Batman, it is necessary to turn the reader’s attention to the animal that 
played such a significant role in his creation. To borrow Mark Fisher’s 
words, in order to rediscover the ‘Gothic Fear’ of Batman, Miller’s com-
ics will focus on the bat, rather than the man (2006).
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Miller’s focus on the bat places his work within two distinct but con-
nected traditions. Firstly, retelling the story of Batman’s origin with the 
bat at the centre harkens back to Batman’s first appearances in comics 
in the 1940s. Through the bat, Miller aims to skip over the period in 
the 1960s when Batman became a figure of fun and connect his Batman 
to the character’s original intention—a crime-fighter who uses fear as a 
weapon and takes the form of a bat. However, the retelling of Batman’s 
origin is only half the story. Comics author Grant Morrison has sug-
gested that the presence of ‘crime, madness, and the supernatural’ in 
early Batman allowed his first comics creators ‘to mine a rich seam of 
blood and thunder sensationalism stretching back … to the Gothic hor-
ror novels of Horace Walpole’ (Morrison 2011, p. 22). Miller treads 
a similar path in his work, evoking the very specific dichotomy of the 
rational man and the terrifying animal that harkens back to a specific 
moment of nineteenth-century Gothic literature. Batman’s duality, in 
particular, is a prime example of nineteenth-century concerns. On the 
one hand, Batman is often referred to as ‘the world’s greatest detec-
tive’—a title that, as Johan Hoglund points out (2014, p. 115), connects 
him to the Gothic convention of a rational masculine force challenging 
the supernatural (perhaps best expressed in Edgar Allan Poe’s Dupin sto-
ries). On the other, Robert Azzarello notes that ‘the form of the bat … 
has the most cultural force and has become the most familiar’ to repre-
sent Dracula (2016, p. 147). By turning his attention to the bat, and by 
extension the Batman duality, Miller is thus able to draw two strands—
the comics in which Batman first appeared and the nineteenth-century 
Gothic writing that inspired them—into conjunction.

Agnieszka Soltysik Monnet has argued that ‘historically, whenever 
Batman is camped to its limit, the Gothic is used to return the character to 
a darker and more complicated figure within the narrative’ (2012, p. 96). 
This chapter will extend this argument and demonstrate that in the particu-
lar instance of Miller’s work in the 1980s, it is not the Gothic but more spe-
cifically the Gothic animal underpinning the Batman character that enables 
this ‘return’. The chapter will argue that the bat is not only central to the 
Batman narrative but that the return to the bat-as-animal in the 1980s—
exemplified by the appearance of the bat in the study in Year One—is the 
central tenet of Batman’s appearance today as a modern-day Gothic super-
hero. The focus of this chapter will be an examination of why Miller chose 
to return to the bat at the heart of Batman and how it is that this animal 
came to be the starting point for the character’s Gothic renaissance.
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However, Miller’s focus on the bat-as-animal also underscores exactly 
the thing which Miller wishes to rectify: the fact that, for a long period, 
Batman was not really a Gothic superhero nor did the comics have 
much to do with bats. In this sense, this chapter is also a story about 
the absence of a Gothic animal. What happened to the bat in Batman 
and why is such an obviously Gothic animal in American popular cul-
ture so often overlooked? To find the answers to these questions, and 
understand why it was so necessary to rediscover this seemingly obvi-
ous feature, the chapter also offers a historical overview that places the 
story of Batman in the context of comics’ long-standing negotiation for 
a position of cultural legitimacy in America. This history reveals that atti-
tudes towards Gothic and horror comics in the 1950s and 1960s effec-
tively removed the bat from a story to which it was central. The return 
to the bat by writers in the 1980s then can be understood in context as 
an attempt to strike against the highly contested cultural status of com-
ics in America by associating comics with an American Gothic tradition 
that had itself moved from being disposable pulp fiction to a legitimate 
form of literature. This examination of the bat in Batman reveals that the 
Gothic animal has been a key part of comics’ negotiation of their cultural 
position and is representative of the history of American superhero com-
ics as a whole.

the rAven And the bAt

A close reading of the appearance of the bat in the study window in 
Miller’s Year One reveals that Miller is drawing on a long history of 
Gothic animals. The layers of reference in the scene then work to con-
nect his comic with traditions that pre-date the Adam West years of 
Batman. As a first-order reference, Miller is recreating a scene from one 
of the earliest Batman comics to invest his own work with the weight of 
Batman’s long history—a history some forty years old by the point of 
his writing. In Batman #47, the audience is promised ‘the peril-packed 
inside story of the origin of the Batman’ (DC Comics 1948).1 This ori-
gin, it turns out, has two parts. The first is the childhood trauma suf-
fered by a young Bruce Wayne as he witnesses the murder of his parents. 
Following the murder, the first panel on the next page depicts the 
young Wayne in a cemetery at night, with a yellow moon above and 
the branches of a dead tree framing the image. In front of his parent’s 
grave, he makes ‘a grim promise’ to dedicate his life to fighting crime.  
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On the same page, on the bottom tier, the now-adult Wayne is again 
placed in the centre of the frame, with the moon above, as his moment 
of inspiration strikes. Sitting alone in his study, he reasons that ‘criminals 
are a … superstitious lot’. In order to be an effective crime-fighter, he 
must scare them in his appearance, and to do so, he must ‘be a creature 
of the night. Like a… a…’. He trails off, but ‘as if in answer, a winged 
creature flew in through the open window’ (DC Comics 1948).

While the bat itself only appears in one panel of the origin story of 
Batman, Miller’s retelling of the scene restates its place as the origin point 
for Batman. In Year One, the appearance of the bat is associated with 
a childhood encounter when Wayne suggests, ‘I have seen it before … 
somewhere … it frightened me … as a boy’ (Miller et al. 2005, p. 22). 
Miller is not only retelling Batman’s origin here, but inserting further 
references to the bat-as-animal that did not exist in the original version. 
While the original sequence in Batman #47 featured a Gothic depiction 
of Wayne as a child, Miller’s versions of the story place the bat as early 
as possible in Wayne’s life and as a continual presence throughout his 
development. Furthermore, the childhood encounter Wayne alludes to 
in Year One is depicted in full in Frank Miller’s other major Batman story 
of the 1980s, The Dark Knight Returns (1986). Published a year before 
Year One, The Dark Knight Returns was Miller’s first Batman minise-
ries and appeared first as a four-part series independent from the main 
Batman title before being collected as one volume. Although the main 
arc of Dark Knight tells the story of an ageing Wayne coming out of 
retirement to become Batman again, Miller finds plenty to focus on in 
relation to Wayne’s development and early years. In this version, young 
Bruce discovers the bat in the caverns under Wayne Manor at age six. 
The bat enters the comic ‘gliding with an ancient grace’ and ‘claim-
ing me as his own’ (Miller et al. 2002, p. 19). Repeating the pattern of 
Wayne’s early encounters with the Bat throughout his work, Miller is 
seeking to make explicit something that was inherent in Batman’s orig-
inal conception—the encounter with the bat-as-animal is the formative 
moment in creating the Batman. As a panel of Batman #47, following 
the appearance of the bat in the study explains: ‘thus was born this weird 
figure of the shadows’ (DC Comics 1948).

However, Miller’s reinforcement of the bat-as-animal in the story of 
Batman does more than simply take Batman back to the origins of the 
character in the 1940s. Rather, my argument is that the bat as a Gothic 
animal is a device that invokes the specific cultural debt Batman owes 
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to a tradition of Gothic writing. In Year One, the central image is the 
sight of a lone, ‘weak and weary’ figure being frightened by the night-
time appearance of a winged animal in his chamber—it is not hard to 
see Wayne’s bat as a descendent of Poe’s raven. Giving his text a shape 
through the process of recombination and reuse Fred Botting famously 
defined as Gothic (1996, pp. 14–17), Miller’s invoking of Edgar Allan 
Poe’s ‘The Raven’ is therefore not only deliberate, but an act of making 
Gothic in itself. To ensure the reader does not miss the context, Miller 
litters his work with further references to Poe. In both Year One and The 
Dark Knight Returns, Wayne’s exclamations on sighting the bat recall 
memorable features of the poem. In Year One, Wayne’s rumination ‘I 
have seen it before’ (Miller et al. 2005, p. 22) mimics the familiar rhyme 
of the poem’s most famous line: ‘Quoth the Raven “Nevermore”’ (Poe 
1984, p. 83). In Dark Knight, Wayne borrows a synonym from the same 
line but foregoes the rhyme when he encounters the bat and cries out 
‘Never again’ (Miller et al. 2002, p. 19).

It would be easy to read Miller’s addition of another layer of refer-
ence in his version of the scene as little more than a neat trick, given that 
the entire purpose of his work on Batman appears to be an effort to ref-
erence earlier material. I would argue, however, that the reference does 
something more. By alluding to both Batman’s original form and Poe in 
the same scene, Miller is recovering the allusions to Poe that were always 
present in the original. Although Batman #47 did not make explicit ref-
erence to Poe in the same way, the connections between comics’ original 
Gothic detective and Poe’s work exist both in the text and in the context 
of its creation. Miller’s work regularly invokes these connections, going 
as far as to affirm ‘the importance of Mr Poe’s contribution to detec-
tive fiction’ during a scene where Bruce’s butler, Alfred, reads the young 
Wayne ‘The Purloined Letter’ as a bedtime story (Miller et al. 2002,  
p. 188). Where in this scene Miller places both his own work and Poe’s 
within a specific genre—detective fiction—he goes further by referencing 
both Batman #47 and ‘The Raven’ at the moment the bat appears in 
Year One. The similarities between all three works, deliberately evoked 
by Miller, create a direct link between Poe and Batman. At the moment 
the bat smashes through the window and inspires Wayne to become 
Batman, Miller is tying his work to Poe’s and giving the bat the role pre-
viously inhabited by the raven—the herald and carrier of a tradition of 
American Gothic writing.
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building the gothic AnimAl

It is pertinent to ask why Miller is harkening back to Batman’s orig-
inal moment of conception, and therefore to Poe, in his focus on the 
bat-as-animal. Other than self-aggrandisement, what does the return to 
the Gothic animal offer to readers of Batman comics? The answer to this 
question is hinted at by recent work on legitimacy and literary allusion 
in comics. Christopher Pizzino’s study on the matter begins from the 
insight that creators ‘know quite well where their medium stands in cul-
ture at large and display this awareness frequently in their work’ (2016, 
p. 3). Challenging the idea that comics have gained cultural legitimacy, 
Pizzino argues that comics have always been a second-order medium 
and that questions of legitimacy shape their production. In this context, 
‘focusing on the problem of status greatly enriches our understanding of 
the graphic novel’ (2016, p. 3). Pizzino’s work therefore offers a secure 
theoretical framework for understanding the phenomenon of the return 
to the bat in Batman comics. The ‘problem of status’, as Pizzino out-
lines it, presents itself as a ready answer to the rationale behind comics 
authors’ desire to simultaneously reinforce their own history and their 
connections to pre-existing ‘literary’ forms.

This framework does a lot to explain why Miller would specifically 
seek to mould the bat as the descendent of the raven. Poe’s significant 
fame as poet and author in his own lifetime, particularly as author of 
‘The Raven’, did not immediately translate into his inclusion during the 
early canon formation of American literature. Rather, his position in the 
American literary tradition was contested well into the twentieth century 
on the grounds of his politics, content, or style (Peeples 2004, p. 64). 
Just as Poe’s Gothic magazine tales took some time to become a legiti-
mate artefact worthy of memorialisation, the comic book has also faced 
significant barriers in its path to becoming part of an American literary 
identity (if indeed, it has achieved this at all).

The textual relationship suggested by the similarities between the two 
animals at the centre of the tales is therefore not just an effort by Miller 
to accord himself some legitimacy as a comics creator, but part of a larger 
negotiation of the space for comics in American culture. In fact, in one 
case the raven and the bat share a cultural and geographical space that is 
quite literally embodied in the figure of a Gothic animal. All across the 
East coast of the United States, the writing of the American Renaissance 
is memorialised as part of a cultural remembrance and myth-making 
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process. Historic residences and museums in Salem, Boston, New York, 
and other major cities preserve the memory of a moment of literary 
creativity that brought forth Hawthorne, Melville, Thoreau, Emerson, 
Dickinson, and many others. Poe Park, in the Bronx, is a minor fea-
ture in these terms. The park is home to a small cottage in the northern  
corner, where Poe lived for just three years towards the end of his life in 
the 1840s. Today, the park’s governing authority tacitly acknowledges its 
status as a relatively minor attraction and, to bolster the stature of the 
site, emphasises a secondary claim for the importance of the location: in 
the 1930s, Bill Finger and Bob Kane met in the same park, not far from 
the cottage, to sketch out ideas for their new superhero—the Batman.

The synchronicity of the park’s two claims to literary heritage is borne 
out by the park’s modern visitor centre: a wide and squat grey building 
with a roof that slopes inwards from both edges to form a ‘V’. Official 
documentation indicates that the shape ‘represents the raven’s wings 
extended’ (NYC Parks, n.d.), but the shape and colour of the building 
are also reminiscent of the iconic form of the bat created for Batman. In 
the process of abstracting the raven and the bat to their key characteris-
tics of colour and shape, they become almost indistinguishable. Whether 
or not the similarity is intentional, the uses of the visitor centre neverthe-
less indicate its place as a metaphorical house for two icons in a shared 
cultural space. While it remains principally a memorial to Poe, the area’s 
importance to comics history has led it to host more than one exhibi-
tion of the medium. ‘Living in Sequence’, a 2013 exhibition at the vis-
itor centre, focused on the comics history of the Bronx and inevitably 
made the connection between Poe’s Gothic horror and the dark, shad-
owy presence of the Batman (Lee, New York Times, 2013). The connec-
tion of these two stories under the raven-shaped roof points to the way 
in which the cultural preservation of Poe has been extended to draw the 
superhero comic under its wing.

comics in context

Although the connections between the raven and the bat are today part 
of the history of American comics, this was not always the case. In fact, 
the work of writers, publishers, and cultural institutions to recover these 
connections has been long and partial. Even the fact this work has been 
necessary at all points to the existence of a culture that not only viewed 
the relationship between comics and prose literature with suspicion,  
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but actively proscribed Gothic content within comics. Thus, the third 
part of the story of the bat-as-animal in Batman is the story of what hap-
pened in the 1950s and 1960s. What happened to the bat during this 
time that necessitated its rediscovery in the 1980s?

The magazine culture that incubated Poe and the American Gothic 
tale in the nineteenth century continued to grow in the twentieth as 
mass production techniques developed. Into the 1920s, fiction maga-
zines remained America’s most popular leisure activity for adults (Jones 
2005, p. 52), and the pulp boom of the early twentieth century saw a 
vast increase in magazine short fiction, particularly in detective, sci-
ence-fiction, and muscular male hero stories (Jones 2005, pp. 102–8). 
Batman emerged from this context as an amalgam of Gothic and detec-
tive magazine fiction, but the bat was not the only animal to prosper in 
these conditions. Comics of all types prospered as magazine publishers 
diversified into magazine length compilations of newspaper comics strips. 
‘Funny animal’ comics, which featured anthropomorphic animals as 
protagonists, were one of the most successful early genres—with many 
of Disney’s core characters emerging from this period. In many cases, 
there was little distinction between genres for publishers. The pub-
lisher Entertaining Comics (EC), in particular, made liberal use of the 
American literary and folk traditions, ranging from the child-friendly 
Animal Fables (1946) to a series of horror and crime anthology titles. 
EC’s most well-known title—Tales from the Crypt—exploited this lack 
of genre boundaries for its success. The comic began as Crime Patrol 
(1948), before changing to Crypt of Terror with issue #17 (1950). To 
indicate the shift from crime to Gothic horror, the cover of Crypt of 
Terror #17 displays a black cat devouring a mouse in a city alley. As was 
the case with Batman, the Gothic animal was the device that announced 
the comic’s turn towards fear rather than justice.

However, the success of Gothic and horror comics was also to be 
their downfall. Having developed as a deliberately disposable medium, 
and targeting children as their key market, comics were highly suscepti-
ble to a discourse that policed a divide between ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture 
in mid-century America. Comic book publishers faced public concern 
and the threat of government regulation after the publication of Frederic 
Wertham’s polemic against comics, Seduction of the Innocent (1954), 
and the subsequent hearings of the Senate Subcommittee on Juvenile 
Delinquency. In response, the Comics Code Authority was established 
in 1954. The CCA represents one of the most important moments 
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in the history of American comics. While comics of all genres faced  
challenges in the era of the moral panic, and a majority found their 
writing and art had to change to conform to the Comics Code, horror 
and crime anthology books suffered most—at least in the mainstream. 
Comics were limited or prevented entirely from using ‘crime’, ‘horror’, 
or ‘terror’ in the title, and the majority of horror monsters were banned 
(Wright 2001, p. 172). The changes left EC unable to publish the work 
for which it cornered the market; no surprise, some have suggested, 
since the Code was drafted by EC’s competition in the industry (Nyberg 
1998, p. 122).

With these strictures in place, the replication of American Gothic 
fiction was hardly possible, and there was an associated decline in the 
appearance of Gothic animals—and Gothic monsters—in comics. 
Instead, ‘as comic-book makers negotiated the often-conflicting pres-
sures of self-censorship, political culture, and market demands, a com-
promise emerged in reluctant superheroes’ (Wright 2001, pp. 180–81). 
Fighting a massive slump in sales following regulation and the rise of 
television as popular entertainment, the solution for DC, Batman’s pub-
lisher, was to turn towards fantastic and brightly coloured superhero 
stories, where sophisticated visuals that challenged television’s limited 
special effects could be combined with morally acceptable tales where 
good won out over evil, authority was respected, and nonconformity was 
punished (Wright 2001, p. 185).

In treating comics as a danger to children, and limiting their narra-
tive possibilities, the moral panic over comics in the 1950s not only effec-
tively erased the Gothic animal from superhero comics but also cemented 
a cultural divide between comics and ‘literature’ that would continue for 
the next thirty years. The 1971 revision to the Comics Code is compel-
ling evidence for the existence of this divide in the minds of the Code’s 
authors. Revising the Code to allow for some form of horror comics to 
operate, the new rules consented to allow ‘vampires, ghouls and were-
wolves … when handled in the classic tradition such as Frankenstein, 
Dracula, and other high calibre literary works written by Edgar Allan Poe, 
Saki (H. H. Munro), Conan Doyle and other respected authors’ (Nyberg 
1998, p. 172). The authors whose work had been the foundation of the 
crime and horror comics that had initially provoked the development 
of the Comics Code Authority were now being held up as a measure 
of ‘high calibre’ literature to which comics should aspire but were not 
admitted. If it was the case that Gothic and horror comics were only to 
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be permitted if they deliberately resembled nineteenth-century writers, it 
is perhaps no surprise that in the years following this proclamation, the 
reappearance of the Gothic animal became the seed of a movement that 
would radically change the public perception of the superhero comic.

the return of the gothic AnimAl

Although it would not be fair to say that Gothic animals disappeared 
completely from comics in the period between the 1950s and the 1980s, 
they are perhaps most visible by their absence—in the mainstream at 
least. There are very few bats in Batman in this period and Spider-Man, 
another hero that was surely a prime vehicle for Gothic animals, features 
very few actual spiders beyond the first encounter that turns Peter Parker 
into the titular hero. By contrast, the cover image of the relaunched 
Spider-Man #1 (1990), subtitled Torment, is an unmistakably Gothic 
image of the hero suspended in a web and covered in small black spi-
ders. In the span of forty years, the bat (and the spider) moved from a 
core part of a hero’s raison d’ être, to being invisible in the comics that 
still bore their name, to being the selling point of a new wave of Gothic 
superhero comics. Fittingly, the herald for this change to American com-
ics culture was another winged animal.

In 1971, the same year as the revisions to the Comics Code, Marvel’s 
Spider-Man had foregone CCA certification in order to include a story 
featuring drug use. Marvel argued the story should be exempt from the 
Code on the grounds of its public importance. Although depicting drug 
use was not permitted by the Code, the story focused on the conse-
quences of addiction at a time when drugs had succeeded comics as the 
moral panic of the United States (Nyberg 1998, p. 139). A similar addic-
tion storyline featured in DC’s Green Lantern/Green Arrow in the same 
year. Together, the stories marked a move for the superhero comic to 
become more topical and political, responding to the post-1960s United 
States. Observing these changes was Karen Berger, who began working 
at DC in 1979 and became editor of House of Mystery, in 1981 as part of 
the revitalised interest in horror comics following the 1971 revisions to 
the Comics Code. One of Berger’s early decisions was to hire a promis-
ing new writer from the British SF comics scene—Alan Moore—to revive 
the title Swamp Thing.

Moore’s work on Swamp Thing combined the trends for politically 
aware comics and horror and made the comic a broad combination of 
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Gothic fantasy and eco-criticism. Fittingly, Moore also developed the 
idea of a Gothic animal as a marker of the comic’s intent. In his first 
issue as writer (#20), Moore explicitly connects his aims for the title to 
a Gothic history. As the title character roams the swamp, he longs for 
a safer world for the animals that live there: ‘perhaps there was once a 
world … we could have belonged to … maybe somewhere in Europe 
… back in the fifteenth century. The world was… full of shadows then 
… full of monsters’ (Moore et al. 2009, p. 21). His longing is not an 
idle wish. Several moments in the issue recall a different context when 
the American military invade the pristine habitat of the Everglades 
with flamethrowers. These images, evoking well-known footage of the 
Vietnam War, are framed in panels shaped like a watchful eagle, shaded 
black (Moore et al. 2009, p. 32). The black, winged creature watching 
over the story, a clear symbol of American military force and of American 
Gothic writing, stands as a marker of Moore’s purpose to create a topical 
and critical comic for astute readers that harkens back to the history of 
both Gothic comics and American Gothic literature.

Swamp Thing was the first DC comic to abandon the CCA mark, 
although others would soon follow (Baetens and Frey 2015, p. 77). The 
cover of issue #31 of Swamp Thing, where the mark was removed, added 
the tagline ‘Sophisticated Suspense’. The subtle replacement, warning 
the reader of the content within (or enticing them towards it), indicates 
that the major publishers had begun to deliberately collocate previously 
censured content with literary merit. The decision to remove the CCA 
accreditation also marks a moment where distribution and sales mod-
els for comics, and the age and attitudes of the reading audience, had 
changed enough that following the Comics Code was not a necessary 
condition to produce a financially viable publication. Roger Sabin sug-
gests that, in financial terms, Moore’s and Miller’s works were concur-
rent with the rise of the ‘graphic novel’ as a marketing proposal (1993, 
p. 93). During the 1980s, both Marvel and DC began to market suc-
cessful comics in collected editions, as well as producing original works 
published first in the longer form. Trading on the legitimacy-by-associa-
tion of the novel, the graphic novel craze of the 1980s became a ‘cultural 
phenomenon’ and object of media discourse: ‘the graphic novel was pro-
moted as a new kind of literature with new “authors”’ (Baetens and Frey 
2015, p. 85).

The outcome of these developments was to free Frank Miller to 
write Batman stories that could return to the true origins of the form, 
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producing his two works—The Dark Knight Returns and Batman: Year 
One—in the years immediately following Moore’s work on Swamp 
Thing. In both, the Gothic animal returned as a symbol that united 
superhero comics with their origins in the American magazine tale. In 
Dark Knight, Miller’s story of the aged Bruce Wayne returning to his 
calling as Batman, the bat is even more prominent than it is in the ori-
gin story of Year One. Less than ten pages into the story proper, the bat 
appears as a Gothic monster that calls out to Bruce Wayne, tempting him 
to the Batcave ‘where the cobwebs grow and the dust thickens’ (Miller 
et al. 2002, p. 19). A far cry from the wacky and fantastic world of the 
1960s Batman and his Batcave, the bat acts as the emblem that calls 
Batman back to his Gothic roots long buried underground. Throughout 
the book, Miller not only returns to the pivotal moment of Wayne’s life, 
where the bat inspires him to fight crime as Batman, but doubles down 
on the inclusion of Gothic animals. The face of the bat, captured at the 
moment of smashing through the study window, becomes a recurring 
single panel that punctuates moments of high drama, as if to remind the 
reader that the entire narrative relies on the presence of the animal itself 
(Miller et al. 2002, pp. 28, 55).

Later in the text, Wayne has fully committed to reclaiming his role as 
Batman. In order to save Gotham after a blackout, he rides into town 
on a jet-black horse (Miller et al. 2002, p. 172). The full-page splash 
recalls a history of pulp fiction that includes both Gothic wanderers of 
the moors and tales of the American West. The combination, as was the 
case with Moore’s images of the US Army in Swamp Thing, highlights 
that the connection between the rational masculine hero and the Gothic 
animal at the heart of superhero comics had never really been erased. In 
the strongest example of the combination of political criticism and a his-
tory of Gothic writing in Miller’s work, Superman—dressed as a civil-
ian and in a frontiersman’s pose—enters the world of Dark Knight as a 
tool of the American military and a counter to the (admittedly vague) 
anti-governmental politics of Batman (Miller et al. 2002, pp. 118–19). 
In the sequence, Superman pontificates about ‘freedom’ and ‘authority’ 
while an eagle preys on mice in the foreground (p. 119)—an image that 
recalls the first cover of Crypt of Terror as well as Moore’s Gothic eagle in 
Swamp Thing. These panels are intercut with images of Ronald Reagan 
and of Wayne preparing to go out as Batman and battle a corrupt police 
force. Miller’s political commentary (admittedly somewhat simplis-
tic, but hugely potent given the relative lack of such themes in previous 
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superhero comics) is made possible through the symbolic power of the 
animals in the text. The eagle that preys on the mouse—a metaphor for 
American military expansion—is contrasted with the bat as a symbol of 
an American tradition of anti-government resistance.

In a particularly neat point of literary antecedence, the pattern of the 
eagle and the bat again harkens back to Poe. Poe’s poem ‘The Coliseum’ 
(1833) returns to the metaphor of the fallen empire in the ruined city. 
In the poem, there is a direct parallel to the climax of the opposition 
between Superman, the government power hiding behind reproductions 
of state symbolism, and Batman, the figure of resistance:

Here, where a hero fell, a column falls!
Here, where the mimic eagle glared in gold,
A midnight vigil holds the swarthy bat!
(Poe 1984, p. 72)

Although an astute observer of daily life, Poe is hardly best remembered 
for his political criticism today. The same, of course, is true of writers 
of Batman comics in the 1980s. However, the relationship is clear. The 
power of the Gothic animal to provide popular forms with critical met-
aphors and, moreover, to indicate to an audience that the popular form 
is worthy of legitimate attention, is shared by two moments over a hun-
dred years apart.

conclusion

The purpose of this chapter is to show that superhero comics writers 
have regularly invoked a context of Gothic literature by including Gothic 
animals drawn from a literary heritage as referential devices. The ration-
ale behind their doing so is drawn from the legitimisation process of the 
American Gothic tale, from its beginnings in the early nineteenth cen-
tury, to pulp magazines, to its memorialisation in public parks, which 
offered an example for the superhero comic to follow. Writers of com-
ics before 1954 and the advent of industry self-regulation were well 
aware that they were indebted to nineteenth-century literature and built 
on these traditions for their success. Following the easing of regulation 
in the 1970s, the writers who were positioned to take advantage of the 
changing industry looked to an earlier moment preserved as part of 
America’s cultural identity for their inspiration. The return of the Gothic 
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animal in the 1980s thus indicates a moment when comics creators were 
able to use the familiar symbols of the raven, the bat, the spider, and sev-
eral others, to align their work with a pre-Code horror comics tradition 
and present themselves as inheritors of a tradition of Gothic writing, in 
the process remaking Batman as a modern-day Gothic hero.

note

1.  The majority of comic books in their original serial form are unpaginated, 
and pagination in the various reprints and collections of serial comics is 
generally inconsistent. In this chapter, references to serial publications 
without page numbers follow the original and do not provide page num-
bers. References to collected editions of serialised comics (such as Batman: 
Year One) follow the pagination of the specific collection, rather than any 
original serial pagination.
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CHAPTER 7

Imagining the Becoming-Unextinct 
of Megalodon: Spectral Animals,  

Digital Resurrection, and the Vanishing 
of the Human

Michael Fuchs

‘There is a creature alive today that has survived millions of years of  
evolution without change, without passion, and without logic. It lives to 
kill. A mindless eating machine. It will attack and devour anything. It 
is as if God created the Devil and gave him jaws’. In this way, the Jaws 
(1975) trailer introduced its scaly villain and the fears she embodies: 
doubt in the infallibility of God’s creation; a creature dredged up from 
the ancient past invading the present moment; an irrational beast whose 
only goal is to consume; and a vagina dentata slated to emasculate.

Indeed, there seems to be, as Nichole Neff has argued, an incessant 
need to project meanings onto the shark’s body. While Neff thus con-
cludes that, ultimately, ‘representations of the shark repress that which 
they are meant to express: the fish, the animal itself, the shark’ (2016,  
p. 52), Fredric Jameson has suggested that the symbolic vehicle of the 
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great white shark ‘allows … social and historical anxieties to be folded 
back into … “natural” ones’ (1979, p. 142). After all, ‘Jaws provides 
audiences with a jolting, visceral reminder of a biological truth that most 
of us ignore or repress most of the time’ (Clasen 2017, loc. 2010): in 
terms of their position in the food chain, ‘humans are similar to anchovy 
or pigs’ (Bonhommeau et al. 2013, p. 20617). From this perspective, 
representations of sharks function as uncanny reminders of the repressed 
biological realities that Homo sapiens is a possible prey species for animals 
occupying higher trophic levels, as large predators may turn ‘the fearful 
possibility of being eaten’ (Giblett 2006, p. 299) into reality.1

While Jaws’s resident marine biologist Matt Hooper (Richard 
Dreyfuss) opines that the great white is a ‘perfect engine, an eating 
machine’ (Spielberg 1975), Peter Benchley’s novel suggests that the 
monstrous shark might pale in comparison with the terrifying beasts the 
largely unknown depths of the ocean might harbour. After catching a 
glimpse of what Quint and Hooper believe to be a twenty-foot monster, 
Hooper becomes extremely excited, thinking that this oversized shark 
may only be a vanguard of the creatures hidden in the deep blue sea—
‘that there are great whites way down in the deep that are a hundred feet 
long’ (Benchley 2013, p. 28). He continues,

The closest ancestor we can find for [the great white shark] is something 
called Carcharodon megalodon, a fish that existed maybe thirty to forty 
thousand years ago. We have fossil teeth from megalodon. They’re six 
inches long. That would put the fish at between eighty and a hundred feet. 
And the teeth are exactly like the teeth you see in great whites today. What 
I’m getting at is, suppose the two fish are really one species. What’s to 
say megalodon is really extinct? … Just because we’ve never seen a hun-
dred-foot white doesn’t mean they couldn’t exist. (Benchley 2013, p. 258, 
italics in original)2

Since the 1990s, fiction writers and cryptozoologists have embraced 
the idea that these giant sharks might still populate the planet’s oceans. 
For example, in Meg (1997), recently adapted into a movie starring 
Jason Statham, author Steve Alten links the great white to megalodon 
by pointing out that ‘[m]egalodon was a real monster, the prehistoric 
cousin of our modern-day Great White shark, only it was fifty to sev-
enty feet long and weighed close to seventy thousand pounds’ (2013, 
loc. 1091). In addition, he sets up the megalodon vis-à-vis the prehistoric 
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carnivore, Tyrannosaurus rex, writing, ‘If the T. rex was the most 
terrifying creature ever to walk the earth, then Carcharodon megalodon 
was easily lord and master of the sea’ (2013, loc. 1043, italics in origi-
nal). In the book, the carnivorous fish which simultaneously combines 
and trumps the most terrifying features of iconic animal monsters past 
and present emerges from the Mariana Trench, where the species sur-
vived, sheltered from humankind by ‘six miles of near-freezing water’ 
(2013, loc. 2360).

While fiction indulges in speculating about ‘what if?’ scenarios, the 
scientific take on the survival of megalodon is as clear as day. Ben Roesch 
has traced purported megalodon sightings back to the early twentieth 
century and concluded that the species’ survival in the depths of the 
oceans ‘lacks any acceptable evidence’ and ‘conflicts with current paleon-
tological and ecological knowledge’. As such, ‘[t]he case of C. megalodon 
survival can […] be safely classified as a popular myth without any basis 
in fact’ (1998, p. 23, italics in original).

Despite the consensus among scientists (and the majority of the 
general public), Discovery Channel decided to kick off the 2013 ren-
dition of Shark Week with Megalodon: The Monster Shark Lives. Billed 
as ‘a search for a massive killer great white shark responsible for a rash 
of fatalities off the coast of South Africa’ (Discovery 2013, para 5), 
Monster Shark was what Lizzie Francke has called a faux documen-
tary (1996). Even though a brief opening disclaimer revealed the  
programme’s fictional character, many viewers thought that Monster 
Shark was based on facts, as evidenced by the more than 70% of viewers 
who ‘believe[d] that Megalodon [was] still alive’ after the programme 
aired (Wilcox 2013, para 33).3 Although Discovery met with harsh crit-
icism about how it ‘betrayed its good name … with a fake documen-
tary on a giant shark’ (Abad-Santos 2013, para 1) after the broadcast, 
4.8 million viewers tuned in, turning Monster Shark into Shark Week’s 
most successful programme up to that point (O’Connell 2013, paras 
2–3). As such, it was not much of a surprise when Discovery doubled 
down on the faux-documentary format the following year, offering view-
ers not only Megalodon: The New Evidence, but also Darkness: Wrath of 
the Submarine.

Megalodon, as represented in Monster Shark and New Evidence, is a 
Gothic animal. According to Mark Edmundson, the Gothic is (simply) 
‘the art of haunting’ (1997, p. 5). Haunting is related to spectres, and 
spectres ‘are intimately connected to the culture that produces them’ 
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(Goddu 1997, p. 2). Drawing on these ideas, this chapter will suggest 
that the representation of megalodon in the Discovery programmes 
testifies to an ontological shift in early twenty-first-century human– 
animal relations. Mediated encounters with non-human animals do no 
longer simply substitute first-hand encounters in an attempt to fill the 
void left behind by the disappearance of wildlife from the lives of most 
Americans; instead, these mediated encounters have replaced the actual 
experience altogether, thereby entirely removing the non-human ani-
mal from the equation. Accordingly, megalodon epitomises a world in 
which animals are no longer based on, and bound by, physical reality, 
but created by (and constantly re-created through) the media. Animals 
have thus become ‘electromagnetic double[s] whose presence is spec-
tral’ (Virilio 1997, p. 40). Indeed, the representations of megalodon 
in the faux documentaries are disentangled from the animal’s material 
traces to the point that the prehistoric shark, ghost-like, comes to inhabit 
the media. Similar to numerous of its fellow feathered, hairy, furry, and 
scaly creatures, megalodon might have vanished from the Earth, but the  
animal has ‘found a proper habitat … in the recording devices of the 
technological media’ (Lippit 2000, p. 25).

Crucially, the faux documentaries suggest that the spectral animal, 
expelled from material reality, escapes from the realm of representation 
and re-enters the physical domain, our lived reality, by becoming-unex-
tinct. In the process, ‘an uncanny effect is … produced’, as ‘the distinc-
tion between imagination and reality is effaced’ (Freud 2001, p. 241). 
The faux documentaries’ reliance on discourses of (primarily visual) 
authenticity amplifies the onto-epistemological confusion thus caused, as 
the documentary discourse frames fabricated images as authentic. As the 
long-extinct fish invades the present moment from the past in hyperreal 
form, megalodon, as constructed in the Discovery programmes, usurps 
the megalodon science knows. No longer different from neither their 
spectral presences in books and other media texts on prehistoric animals 
nor the actual animals which inhabited our planet for more than fifteen 
million years, the ontologically liminal digital animals ‘become the ghosts 
of ghosts’ (Botting 2015, p. 22).

The digital images of megalodon transform the animal into pieces of 
information—‘scientific’ data and binary code. In this way, human-made 
discourse is used to shape and manage the beast, as the techno-scien-
tific discourse makes possible the control of both megalodon and the 
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creature’s extinction. Until recently, megalodon’s extinction was asso-
ciated with a period of rapid climate change which harbingered the 
Quaternary glaciation (Gottfried et al. 1996, p. 65; Purdy 1996, p. 71).4 
At first glance, the fish’s return from the dead hence seems to prom-
ise humans that they will find ways to adapt to and survive on a planet 
increasingly hostile to life as we currently know it. Indeed, megalodon’s 
survival in unaltered form suggests that the humans of tomorrow will be 
the humans of today. Whereas Annalee Newitz has stressed that future 
humans’ ‘bodies will have been transformed by evolution, and their 
civilizations by the kinds of culture-changing events that have already 
marked human history’ (2013, p. 148), megalodon’s becoming-un-
extinct symbolises a world in which humans do not have to adapt to a 
changing environment, but rather employ technology to alter the envi-
ronment based on their needs. However, this techno-utopianism seems 
desperately naïve, as modern technologies bring about ‘death, destruc-
tion, and chaos’ (Edwards 2015, p. 2). In fact, the virtual reappearance 
of megalodon in the form of a digital visual effect exposes the non- 
human animal’s disappearance from material reality. In our world char-
acterised by the fusion of biology, culture, and technology, the human 
animal will soon follow suit. Accordingly, the becoming-unextinct of 
megalodon in digital form anticipates the vanishing of the human from 
this planet.

gothic mediA

Media ‘always already provide the appearances of specters’ (Kittler 1999, 
p. 12). As our world became increasingly media-saturated in the course 
of the twentieth century, spectrality became the norm. Fred Botting has 
eloquently summarised that

during the latter part of the last century, ghosts became ordinary figures 
for the operations of new technologies and their hallucinatory, virtual 
effects. Modernity’s elusive yet defining spectres, shadowy figures of excep-
tion giving shape, difference and substance to the systems that excluded 
them, now turned into banal images signaling a general fuzziness of bor-
ders. Spectral forms and figures manifest a ‘per-vasion’ tied to the phenom-
enal changes wrought by television, videogame and computer monitors as 
they open interiority to the screens transforming culture and conscious-
ness. (2015, p. 18)
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Since the borders between reality and its others began to blur in the 
late twentieth century due to the spread of computer technologies, the 
proliferation of global networks, and the multiplying of virtual doubles, 
the condition of (post-)postmodernity and hauntedness characteristic 
of the Gothic became intertwined in complex ways (Beville 2009; Link 
2009). Entangled in this mediascape, Monster Shark and New Evidence 
produce a megalodon lacking a referent in today’s material reality and 
thereby expose ‘our entire culture’ as one defined by the ‘haunting of 
the separated double’ (Baudrillard 1993, p. 142), as the prehistoric 
creature comes to haunt not only the present moment, but also the 
future-to-come.

Monster Shark follows a pattern typical of numerous Discovery-
produced wildlife formats, as it features a white male host (Collin Drake 
[played by Darron Meyer]) looking for a specific animal which he even-
tually encounters (or at least seems to discover) in the final minutes of 
the programme. Its frequent use of handheld cameras (interspersed with 
Steadicam shots in interview sessions) seeks to produce a reality effect, 
while New Evidence is staged as an interview between Collin and inter-
viewer Emmett Miller. In this interview session, Collin presents various 
pieces of the titular ‘new evidence’, which should convince viewers of the 
actual existence of megalodon.

Monster Shark opens in typical faux found-footage fashion by display-
ing a disclaimer stating, ‘The following footage was recorded on a char-
ter fishing boat off the coast of South Africa on 5 April 2013’ (Glover 
2013). This verbal claim to authenticity serves to anchor the following 
video in (constructed) reality. The video purportedly shot on the char-
ter boat uses amateur film aesthetics, as the handheld camera is shaky, 
faces are repeatedly out of focus (or even cut off), voices are unclear due 
to the wind, and the video lacks a soundtrack. The embedded video’s 
amateurish style seeks to enhance the reality effect of the footage and 
to create the illusion that the camera was merely ‘objectively recording 
reality’ (Roscoe and Hight 2001, p. 7). To be sure, while scholars have 
long left the notion of documentary films’ objectivity behind, ‘the ideal 
of the pure documentary uncontaminated by the subjective vagaries of 
representation’ (Bruzzi 2006, p. 6) still dominates public discourse on 
documentary filmmaking.

The video of the purportedly fateful day in April 2013 is only 
about two minutes long. It begins by showing footage of two women 
and men in an upbeat mood aboard a vessel. They begin fishing, and 
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‘a big one’ (Glover 2013) takes the bait. Two hours later, one of the 
men is still struggling to reel the fish in, but the line breaks. Seconds 
later, something bumps the boat. After a second hit, the camera drops 
to the ground and panic breaks out. No longer controlled by a human, 
the camera continues to record indistinct chatter and screaming. When the 
boat seemingly keels over, sudden cut transitions to a news report on the 
(fictional) South African Channel 3 broadcast the next morning: ‘A day 
of deep-sea fishing on a charter vessel turned into terror on the high seas 
off the coast of Cape Town’ (Glover 2013). The South African authori-
ties cannot explain the incident. Enter Collin Drake, a ‘marine biologist 
with a focus on sharks’ who ‘often get[s] called in when strange events 
have happened in the ocean, even when an event is hard to describe’ 
(Glover 2013). When Collin extracts a clean audio track from the recov-
ered camera, he can hear something ‘chilling’: ‘Oh my god, a shark!’ 
(Glover 2013). Collin is convinced that whatever attacked the boat was 
not a run-of-the-mill marine predator, but rather a creature ‘larger than 
anything we’ve seen in our lifetime before’ (Glover 2013). And thus 
begins ‘Drake’s hunt for a monster’ (Glover 2013).

Following a teaser of things sketching the main events forthcoming 
in the next eighty minutes and the title screen, the voice-over narrator 
and Collin alternatingly discuss ‘Submarine’, a giant and nearly myth-
ical shark said to have frequented South African waters for more than 
seventy years. Initially, the voice-over narrator expresses doubts concern-
ing Submarine’s existence, but the simple tactic of featuring two eye-
witnesses who stress that they had not believed that Submarine existed 
until they saw the gigantic great white shark with their own eyes makes 
the narrator wonder, ‘Has Submarine returned to these waters?’ (Glover 
2013). However, the documentary suggests that something much larger 
has been terrorising the waters off South Africa: a megalodon.

Of course, the ‘evidence’ presented in both Monster Shark and New 
Evidence is circumstantial at best and preposterous at worst. In their 
attempts to convince the audience of megalodon’s existence, the films 
follow a rather simple strategy that consists of five key components. First, 
members of the crew and other people featured in the documentaries 
repeatedly see things they cannot explain. For example, for much of its 
runtime, Monster Shark employs crewmember Mike Bhana (an actual 
wildlife filmmaker and cameraman, who—among others—shot footage 
for the BBC’s Wild Pacific [2009]) as ‘the voice of reason’ (or ‘the big-
gest doubter’, as the documentary puts it [Glover 2013]), because he 
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does not believe that a megalodon might have attacked the fishing boat. 
Early in Monster Shark, Mike and an assistant go for a dive close to Seal 
Island in order to set up underwater cameras. Due to complications, they 
have to stay underwater longer than intended. ‘A large creature shows 
up on the Sonar’, causing seals and other animals to vacate the area, as 
the narrator remarks (Glover 2013). When Mike gets out of the water, 
he tries to make sense of what happened, noting that ‘first of all, the seals 
just disappeared, and then … something definitely went past’ (Glover 
2013). The mystery surrounding the question of what passed by Mike 
and his scuba partner endows the creature with an uncanny quality, as it 
might be known or unknown—or strangely familiar.

Similarly, in the second half of Monster Shark, Collin decides to have 
a whale decoy built and to ‘release over 5,000 gallons of chums into the 
water’ in an attempt to ‘lure megalodon to the boat’ (Glover 2013). 
The trail of blood attracts dozens of sharks, but when the predators sud-
denly disappear, Collin is convinced that a larger shark must be closing 
in. Mike and (fictional) biologist Madelyn Joubert (Juliana Venter) get 
into a shark cage. They shoot some footage, but it is unclear. However, 
they succeed in tagging the fish, which quickly disappears into the depths 
of the ocean. Revealingly, by the end of Monster Shark, Mike comes to 
believe that megalodon is still alive, since the shark he encountered in 
the cage was ‘certainly not behaving like any shark he ha[d] ever seen’ 
(Glover 2013). The prehistoric animal, long believed to have been 
extinct for thousands of years, hence invades the present, thereby collaps-
ing the differences between past and present (and future).

Second, Collin repeatedly crudely questions accepted knowledge 
about megalodon. ‘There are only unproven theories about megalo-
don’s extinction’ (Glover 2013), he claims in Monster Shark and goes as 
far as stating, ‘We have to stop denying that [megalodons] exist’ in New 
Evidence (Glover 2014). In so doing, one truth is replaced by another, 
as the faux documentaries expose both basic assumptions of scientific 
inquiry and the alleged objectivity of documentary filmmaking. On 
another level, the supplanting of scientific facts by figments of the imag-
ination demonstrates that ‘[w]e breathe an ether of floating images that 
no longer bear a relation to any reality whatsoever’ (Massumi 1987, p. 
90). In the twenty-first century, ‘signs no longer represent or refer to an 
external model. They stand for nothing but themselves, and refer only to 
other signs’ (Massumi 1987, p. 90). As a result, truth ‘is confirmed in a 
structure of fiction’ (Derrida 1975, p. 89).
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Linked to the previous point, counterarguments to Collin’s hare-
brained claims and outrageous statements are questioned by casting 
doubt on the intentions of people expressing opposing views. In New 
Evidence, Collin, for example, shows a satellite image of what was first 
believed to be an oil spill off the coast of Brazil, but which turned out 
to be a conglomeration of microbes. When zooming in, someone dis-
covered a shape in the water which resembles a shark. By comparing the 
shape to shots of school buses taken at the same resolution, Collin con-
cludes that it must be ‘a seventy-foot shark’ (Glover 2014). Emmett, the 
host, asks Linda Strong, an ‘expert on satellite reconnaissance … from the 
media relations department of the U.S. National Geospatial-Intelligence 
Agency’ (Glover 2014) to explain the nature of the shape in the water. 
Linda remarks that ‘it’s certainly fun to speculate’, but she maintains that 
‘it could be virtually anything transported via cargo ship’ (Glover 2014). 
When Collin points out the ‘decidedly animalistic’ shape, Linda admits 
that it could be an animal, but she would ‘surmise a whale or a whale 
shark first’ (Glover 2014). Collin is quick to challenge this notion, as 
the shape can only apply to a large predatorial shark, an argument which 
Linda questions by highlighting ‘that anything underwater is subject to 
light refraction at the surface, which could distort the image’ (Glover 
2014). This back and forth is typical of the way the entire exchange 
between Linda and Collin is set up, as the faux-documentary challenges 
accepted knowledge and thus causes uncertainty as to what to believe 
in—Linda’s words or the (clearly digitally manipulated) visual evidence.

Notably, throughout the interview, both interviewees are repeatedly 
on display at the same time when Linda speaks. In all of these instances, 
Collin begins to smile or shakes his head in disagreement in response to 
Linda’s attempts at explaining the shape captured in the satellite photo. 
In this way, New Evidence makes clear which expert’s opinions view-
ers should trust. When Emmett asks Linda to go ‘on record that this is 
not megalodon’, she refuses to do so, but suggests to ‘rely on a more 
common explanation’ (Glover 2014). Linda’s refusal to provide clear-
cut answers and instead paint a more complex picture of the nature of 
the unidentified shape makes her unreliable. Similarly, when she stresses 
that she does not have ‘any vested interest one way or another whether  
megalodon is out there’, but that ‘as a purveyor of intelligence, [her] 
interest lies solely in being accurate’ (Glover 2014), this statement stim-
ulates speculations as to what agenda Linda actually pursues and whose 
interests she seeks to protect.
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Fourth, to support the ‘megalodon is alive’ thesis, Dr. Mirena Malik, 
presented as a ‘fossil expert … from the U.S. Geological Survey’s 
Paleontology Department’ (Glover 2014), examined a shark tooth a 
fisherman recovered in South African waters. She confidently states that 
the tooth is from megalodon, but, surprisingly, the tooth ‘is not ancient; 
it’s a modern-day tooth’ (Glover 2014). While Dr. Malik admits flaws 
and inaccuracies when it comes to dating fossils, the simple claim that 
the tooth is not a fossil silences doubts concerning the reliability of her 
‘research’. As such, this scene exemplifies the ways in which the two faux 
documentaries employ pseudo-scientific discourse to authenticate their 
claims.

Finally, the Discovery programmes show audio-visual ‘evidence’ of 
megalodon’s existence, relying on the alleged objectivity and authentic-
ity of video recordings. Three of these clips stand out in different ways. 
First, Monster Shark ends with a short underwater sequence in which a 
megalodon swims by the aforementioned shark cage. This brief clip is 
significant for two reasons. First, the mere fact that it concludes Monster 
Shark underscores its importance; second, neither the narrator nor Collin 
comment on the scene. This lack of ‘authorial’ framing creates the illu-
sion that these closing seconds were some sort of undocumented foot-
age, giving viewers access to images they are not supposed to see. On 
top, the open ending invites viewers to ponder the final images and to 
make up their minds as to whether megalodon still roams the oceans 
(implicitly, the answer is an emphatic ‘Yes!’). The second and third clips 
occur in New Evidence. One, purportedly filmed off Cape Verde, shows 
a megalodon attacking a pod of sperm whales; the other, allegedly shot 
off Australia, depicts a baby megalodon, which conveniently passes by a 
shark cage as filmmakers are recording great whites. The first of these 
two embedded clips is discussed in detail and displayed repeatedly in the 
course of New Evidence.

Significantly, the megalodons in the embedded videos are digital ani-
mals. Randy Laist has argued that ‘[c]omputer-generated imagery (CGI) 
manipulates the natural pattern of the reproduction of images’ (2014, 
loc. 3204). This statement is loaded with naturalised assumptions about 
analogue and digital images, which Laist consciously exploits. In a nut-
shell, computer-generated images are ontologically different from ana-
logue film. While analogue images may, of course, be manipulated in 
a number of ways, they convey a basic notion of indexicality—that the 
camera recorded someone or something who or which was materially 
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present. Digital images, on the other hand, are nothing but a code, a 
sequence of 0s and 1s, fabricated, easily malleable, and effortlessly 
reproducible. Importantly, digital images ‘seek to persuade viewers that 
[they] are real within the referential terms of the story’ (Prince 2012, 
p. 33). In the context of a documentary film, this idea becomes more 
convoluted, as the ‘referential terms of the story’ correspond to phys-
ical reality. Accordingly, the fiction-sold-as-truth of the living megalo-
don becomes not just a truth, but reality. The attendant conflation of 
different ontological dimensions entails a ‘peculiarly contemporary sense 
of haunting’ caused ‘by the pervasive substitution of the simulated for 
the real’ (Vidler 1992, p. 10). By ‘substituting signs of the real for the 
real’ (Baudrillard 1994, p. 3), the faux documentaries are no longer rep-
resentations, but rather become simulations—‘uncanny […] space[s] 
capable of collapsing, compromising, and even displacing the real world’ 
(Sconce 2000, p. 18). Transported from the past to the present and from 
material reality to the digital domain, megalodon comes to ‘signal a real-
ity that has never existed’ (Wolfreys 2002, p. 13), but which, paradoxi-
cally, exists at the same time.

becoming (un)extinct

This process of substituting the past animal with digital representations 
also entails a transcending of traditional temporal compartments. In this 
context, megalodon ‘does not simply bring past and present together, 
but destroys the boundary that demanded their twinned foreclosure’ 
(Cohen 1996, pp. ix–x). Indeed, in the first thirty minutes of Monster 
Shark, the voice-over narrator repeatedly stresses that megalodon used 
to inhabit the Earth’s oceans. ‘Megalodon … was a vicious thirty-me-
ter, eighty-ton shark that first hunted in our oceans about seventeen 
million years ago, eating anything and everything in its path’ (Glover 
2013). Here, the past tense of the narration highlights the prehistoric 
animal’s extinctness. Likewise, when the narrator explains that ‘the con-
sensus among the scientific community is that megalodon is no longer 
alive; that it became extinct over two million years ago’ (Glover 2013), 
he simultaneously acknowledges that megalodon is extinct and begins 
questioning ‘the consensus among the scientific community’, thereby 
initiating a process which incrementally turns the scientific commu-
nity into the programme’s villain—the largely absent and anonymous 
establishment controlling knowledge and unwilling to accept the truth.  
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‘[D]espite the large volume of reported sightings, the scientific commu-
nity continues to reject megalodon’s existence’ (Glover 2014), Collin 
tellingly complains in New Evidence.

To be sure, science knows of creatures thought to have been extinct 
for millions of years to suddenly reappear, as both faux documentaries 
emphasise. In Monster Shark, the narrator explains that the

coelacanth was thought to have become extinct with the dinosaurs,  
65 million years ago. Then, in 1938, this living fossil was discovered off 
the coast of Africa. … Then, in 2002, the body of a strange-looking whale 
washed ashore in New Zealand. After DNA analysis, it was determined 
that this was a pigmy right whale, thought to have become extinct at least 
two million years ago—the same time megalodon was thought to have 
died out. In fact, this whale is a species megalodon preyed on. In paleon-
tology, there is a term for creatures believed to have died out only to reap-
pear again: Lazarus taxon, which refers to the New Testament account of 
Lazarus rising from the dead. (Glover 2013)

The Lazarus effect is closely connected to mass extinction events, as 
‘the population density of numerous species declines drastically and they 
disappear from the fossil record. For many species, the decline in abun-
dance is terminal and they become truly extinct, but some species may 
survive in much reduced numbers’ (Wignall and Benton 1999, p. 453). 
In other words, the faux documentaries suggest that, like a spectre, meg-
alodon was ‘seemingly not there to our supposedly well-trained eyes’, 
but now ‘makes itself […] apparent to us’ (Gordon 1997, p. 8). Similar 
to spectres, whose ‘appearances signal epistemological uncertainty and 
the potential emergence of a different story and a competing history’ 
(Weinstock 2004, p. 7), the Lazarus taxon allows ‘[p]alaeontologists [to] 
acknowledge that the fossil record is incomplete’ (Fara 2001, p. 291). 
Determined to ‘question the veracity of the authorized version of events’ 
(Weinstock 2004, p. 5), Monster Shark and New Evidence employ meg-
alodon to re-define the negative outlook projected into the future based 
on the expected consequences of climate change.

The two faux documentaries are not even subtle in their project. 
‘Has climate change pushed megalodon out of hiding and into popu-
lated areas?’ wonders the narrator in New Evidence (Glover 2014). The 
phrasing exposes the films’ lack of concern for the planet’s future, as  
climate change emerges as a beacon of hope by morphing into a cata-
lyst for biodiversity: ‘Why couldn’t megalodon exist?’ wonders Collin at 
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one point before answering his own rhetorical questions, ‘It’s no secret 
that recent extraordinary weather events and seismic activity have had 
an effect on our oceans’ (Glover 2014). No longer is (mass) extinc-
tion the issue, but rather the power of evolution, the sheer magic of 
biological adaptation, and the quest for finding ways to survive—‘life 
finds a way’, as Dr. Ian Malcom (Jeff Goldblum) put it in Jurassic Park 
(Spielberg 1993). The Anthropocene mutates into an age not defined 
by species loss and the impending end of various forms of life on the 
planet, but rather becomes synonymous with the discovery (and even 
creation) of new life forms—thanks to the wonders of modern technol-
ogy. Technological progress makes possible the discovery of wildlife in 
the remotest corners of the planet and allows human beings to animate 
life, be it in the form of the digital animals moving across screens on a 
nearly daily basis or in laboratories, as scientists clone and combine DNA 
strands.

In a discussion of Jurassic Park in the context of cloning,  
W. J. T. Mitchell points out that due to advancements in technology, 
‘creatures that previously existed only in pictorial or sculptural recre-
ations have now been literally resurrected from […] species extinc-
tion’ (2011, p. 72). And if megalodon can overcome extinction, so can 
humankind. In the end, the meaning of megalodon in the faux docu-
mentaries hinges on what Ernest Becker called ‘the basic fear that influ-
ences all others, a fear from which no one is immune, no matter how 
disguised it may be’, namely ‘the fear of death’ (1973, p. 15). In a some-
what strange twist considering that the documentary opens with a meg-
alodon most likely killing four people, the prehistoric shark’s survival 
against all odds endows humankind with ‘symbolic immortality’ (Lifton 
1979, p. 17).

Or perhaps not. Megalodon’s biotechnological body illustrates that 
today’s media can ‘realise visually what had, before, to remain as fantasy, 
thereby evincing the capacity to reformat reality itself ’ (Botting 2008,  
p. 171). Significantly, this reformatting of reality ‘bypasses the human 
figure and … discloses the human figure as … a fabrication evaporating 
in the destiny of the image’ (Botting 2008, p. 171). Fred Botting echoes 
Jean Baudrillard here, who diagnosed that the ‘artificial world’ we live 
in ‘expels [human beings] from it’ (2008, p. 25). While both Botting’s 
and Baudrillard’s ideas may be embraced from a post- or transhuman-
ist perspective as heralding an age in which there is ‘no time for nostal-
gic longings for the humanist past, but for forward-looking experiments 
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with new forms of subjectivity’ (Braidotti 2013, p. 45), they also antici-
pate the disappearance of the human, as ‘a new “ghost” announc[es] the 
“end of time”’ (Herbrechter 2013, p. 24). Accordingly, the hypermedi-
ated present is not only haunted by megalodon’s ghost of the past, but 
also humankind’s ghost of the future.

notes

1.  Notably, even great whites do not eat human beings, unlike other large 
predators such as crocodiles, lions, and grizzly bears.

2.  I will not comment on any scientific inaccuracies or antiquated ideas (such 
as the size of megalodon, its categorisation in the Carcharodon genus, and 
the notion that it died out as recent as 30,000 years ago in this quotation) 
in the pieces of (docu-)fiction under discussion in this chapter.

3.  Of course, one must be wary of these numbers. The poll was availa-
ble on Discovery’s website, and I cannot verify whether Discovery tam-
pered with the numbers. Even if the channel did not manipulate the data, 
it might well have been that a number of people who participated in the 
poll thought that answering in the positive was ‘fun’. Importantly, how-
ever, this number (which varied and at times went up to more than 80%) 
made the rounds in various media outlets the days after Monster Shark was 
broadcast.

4.  For more recent counterarguments to the ‘megalodon extinction caused 
by climate change’ thesis, see, for example, Pimiento et al. (2016) and 
Collareta et al. (2017).
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CHAPTER 8

‘Rats Is Bogies I Tell You, and Bogies  
Is Rats’: Rats, Repression,  

and the Gothic Mode

Matthew Crofts and Janine Hatter

Dirty Bloody London! For all its modernity, its high standard of  
living, it could still breed obnoxious, disease-carrying vermin. (Herbert 
1974/1999, p. 61)

This line from James Herbert’s The Rats (1974) showcases the common 
ground between modern horror’s use of rats as a device and the Victorian 
period’s; both find fault with the state of London. The Rats is primar-
ily known for its excesses of horror, with Alasdair Spark stating that ‘the 
rhythm of Herbert’s fiction is founded on such regular “gross-outs”’ 
(1993, p. 149). Herbert’s graphic descriptions are not entirely gratuitous, 
however, as they emphasise the underlying message of the novel: that the 
dramatic events are exacerbated by society’s failings. In Craig Cabell’s 
biography, this is linked to Herbert’s own experiences of growing up 
in London: ‘The Rats is full of social commentary. Especially the state 
of suburban London after the quick fixes imposed by the government 
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to ease overcrowding’ (2004, p. 47). The novel criticises the extremes 
of wealth and poverty across London, as well as a government that does 
not rectify the divide, with Spark identifying that ‘a parallel horror exists, 
located […] in the refusal of the authorities to recognize the threat of 
[the rats]’ (1993, p. 149). One of the failings of the novel, according 
to Spark, is a ‘lack of […] contemporaneity’, and he further states that 
‘The Rats is now a historical novel’ (p. 151). While its setting may be 
dated, The Rats in fact shares many traits with age-old discourses about 
rats that informs not only their Gothic character, but their utilisation in 
fiction. Rats in Gothic writing reveal the repressed and act most often as 
signposts to deprivation wilfully ignored by society. Cabell further notes 
that The Rats succeeds ‘on a moral level, exposing the dirt and grime of 
Britain’s capital city to the world’ (2004, p. 48). The use of ‘exposing’ 
here is demonstrative: without the shocking scenes caused by rats, such 
neglect would not otherwise come to light. This has been recognised 
clearly through Herbert’s sympathetic portrayal of the victims. In one 
instance, the rats’ victim is a baby left unattended by its mother, but the 
text makes it plain that ‘it is the poverty of the surroundings which makes 
her leave the room’ (Spark 1993, p. 153). In another scene, homopho-
bia is challenged when an outed homosexual is killed by rats ‘as a result 
of the gossip and censure of his colleagues, which drives him from his 
job and his home, and condemns him to the vagrancy which then makes 
him vulnerable’ (p. 153). Such instances are indicative of the type of news 
story that was common throughout the Victorian period and continue to 
be printed today1; sensational stories of rat attacks are written to horrify, 
but they also give a rare window into the extent of Victorian poverty.

The Rats’ Victorian links began with its inception. Herbert not only 
lists Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897) as one of his ten favourite books 
(1992, p. 77), but the idea for the novel came to him ‘late one Friday 
evening’ as he watched Bela Lugosi’s Dracula (Cabell 2004, p. 43). Such 
a connection seems a typical homage by a horror writer seeking to align 
his work to a canonical text, but Herbert picks up on a key scene that 
shows the intelligent use of rats in both Stoker’s story and his: ‘it was the 
part where the poor demented Renfield […] has a dream of rats’ (p. 44). 
In Stoker’s novel, the madman, Renfield, utters the following speech:

Rats, rats, rats! Hundreds, thousands, millions of them, and every one a 
life. And dogs to eat them, and cats too. All lives! All red blood, with years 
of life in it, and not merely buzzing flies! (1897/2002, p. 280)
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The language here exemplifies how some writers align rats with the 
impoverished ‘millions’ whose lives were rarely considered—particularly 
in Victorian Britain. A key feature of rats as a species is that they pose 
a significant threat individually or in a pack—but like ‘the masses’, the 
popular imagination seems primarily to deal with them as a collective. 
Despite common attitudes, the volume of rats does not detract from the 
fact that each one holds a life of its own. It is this link between rats and 
the poorest echelons of society that this chapter examines. Through the 
treatment of rats in the Victorian popular press, and how their rhetoric is 
rearticulated into Gothic prose through writers like Stoker and Herbert, 
this chapter dissects the treatment of rats in both Gothic fiction and sen-
sational news stories. Rats’ role in exposing, not causing, the horrors 
of deprivation, has directly led to their characterisation as an inherently 
Gothic animal.

rAts exPosing neglect And destitution

It is, of course, not surprising to point out that rats have been linked 
with poverty. From the Black Death to contemporary tabloid headlines, 
rats and their associations to the most deprived in society are consist-
ent. This idea was firmly cemented in the Victorian period where writ-
ers began to explore the inequality of the age. The paragon of popular 
fiction, Charles Dickens, frequently wrote about the working classes, 
and a comparison to rats was a metaphor he utilised several times. For 
instance, in The Old Curiosity Shop (1841), Nell and her grandfather are 
described by the villainous Quilp as being ‘in reality as poor as frozen 
rats’ (Dickens 2008, p. 465), indicating their complete destitution, while 
in Little Dorrit (1857), below the Bank near Mrs Gowan’s residence is 
described as having ‘a suite of three or four rooms with barred windows, 
which had the appearance of a jail for criminal rats’ (Dickens 1982, p. 
409), specifically linking rats, poor people, and criminals together in the 
popular imagination. Published the same year as Little Dorrit, Charlotte 
Maria Tucker’s The Rambles of a Rat (1857) was a work of children’s 
literature that linked rats and poor children together, didactically pro-
moting kindness to both. Victorian fiction was steeped in rhetoric that 
associated rats and the working classes together as the strata of society 
that needed most improving.

The linking of poverty and rats was not only found in fiction. Writing 
in the same decades as Dickens and Tucker, Henry Mayhew’s exposé, 
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London Labour and the London Poor (1851), recognised more broadly 
the realities of the London poor, revealing a symbiotic  relationship 
between rats and the working classes. In a chapter entitled ‘The 
Destroyers of Vermin’, Mayhew describes the rat as ‘small, weak, and 
contemptible in its appearance’, though it ‘possesses properties that ren-
der it a more formidable enemy to mankind’ (vol. 3, p. 3). Despite being 
an ‘enemy to mankind’, subsections of the London poor depended on 
rats to earn a decent living. Mayhew interviewed street-sellers of rat- 
poison, calculating that in London there must be 25 different sellers 
that touted their wares, each of whom had a daily earning of 1s (vol. 1,  
pp. 452, 489). Mayhew also interviewed Jack Black, ‘Rat and mole 
destroyer to Her Majesty’ (vol. 3, p. 11), who describes the trade in rat 
baiting, noting rats were bred for the blood sport, which was a popu-
lar pastime for ‘men of every grade of society’ (vol. 3, p. 5), as demon-
strated in the illustration of the sport in Mayhew’s text (Fig. 8.1).

London Labour and the London Poor reveals that while rats on mass 
were being culled by poison-sellers and their customers, other rats 
were simultaneously being specifically bred as fuel for sport and ‘rat 

Fig. 8.1 ‘Rat Baiting’, from Henry Mayhew’s London Labour and the London 
Poor (1851), p. 8. Out of copyright
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fanciers’—people who bred rats as domestic pets. ‘The rat’, then, began 
to split over the nineteenth century into different classifications: rodent,2 
pest, and pet. Overall, rats were treated as a commodity, much as the 
working class were themselves: to be captured, sold, groomed, and killed 
as needed.

While it was the upper classes that mostly kept rats as pets, in reported 
cases it was the most vulnerable in society that were the victims of rat 
attacks. When such attacks made sensational news, it brought the deeper 
issues of a hypocritical society into sharp focus. A case that articulates a 
distinctly sensation-fiction tone is reported as ‘A Child Eaten by Rats at 
Exeter. Atrocious Neglect’ in The York Herald in December 1875. The 
article states:

it was generally known that Mrs Willis had taken the custody of her sis-
ter’s illegitimate daughter, who was then a few weeks old. From that time  
until a few days since nothing has been seen of the child. (p. 3)

The mystery of the child is solved one morning, when a basket is pulled 
out from under a table containing a child covered in blood. Though the 
child is injured, Mrs Willis’ ‘first anxiety’ is to urge her neighbour to 
keep her secret; however, ‘[t]he child […] was so badly bitten by the rats 
that concealment was impossible, and she carried it off to the hospital’ 
(p. 3). Despite the bites to the child, the rats are not the direct threat. As 
in many Gothic stories, it is the act of cruelty and neglect of keeping the 
child secreted in a kitchen basement cupboard, perpetrated by the child’s 
guardian, which does the most harm. The rats are the device that brings 
the crime to light and exposes the secret.

The above is an extreme example; most other stories reveal the shock-
ing living conditions of the Victorian poor. In 1857, The Morning Post 
reports that a mother ‘was awakened by severe pain in her finger and 
forehead, and also by the screams of her infant child. On putting up 
her hand to her forehead it came in contact with a rat, which was fixed 
on her temple’ (‘Ferocious Rats’, p. 2). The only reason why this fam-
ily should be privy to such an attack is that they lived near ‘a common 
sewer’ (p. 2), which was an issue that blighted poor areas. In 1887, a 
report of a lawsuit in the Aberdeen Weekly Journal notes that ‘[t]he 
Sheriff, in giving his decision, stated that if a tenant was driven from his 
house by bad drains or vermin […] it was settled that he was not bound 
to pay rent for the time his house was uninhabitable’ (‘House Infested 
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with Rats’, p. 6). The story ‘Sewage, Drain Rats, and Overcrowding’, 
from an 1897 edition of The Daily News, reported on the inquest of a 
child who died of diphtheria: ‘The mother, continuing, said that there 
was a dreadful smell from the drains, which were out of repair. There 
were holes in the w.c., up which numbers of drain rats made their way’ 
(p. 6). What marks this story out is its engagement with exposing the 
ultimate cause—the family were not in a position to move to a safer 
domicile and society at large was wilfully ignorant of the issues: ‘Witness: 
You don’t know the trouble it is for poor people with big families to get 
a house. Landlords don’t want us’ (p. 6). The unfortunate state of affairs 
is summed up by a quotation from a juror: ‘A more shameful state of 
affairs never existed. Surely in a civilized country we can prevent these 
children from spreading diphtheria all over the place’ (p. 6). The juror 
demonstrates not only their ignorance with the problems facing many, 
but their belief that Victorian society is above the problems caused by 
low standards of living, such as being overrun with rats.

The working classes, even in death, were victims of rat attacks that lit-
erally stripped them of their identity. In the case of ‘A Man Devoured by 
Rats’, published in The York Herald in 1861, a skeleton is found in a ship 
mostly stripped by rats. The inquest concludes that ‘the deceased must 
have secreted himself in the pump-well in order to obtain a free passage 
to England’, ‘but how or by what means the deceased came by his death 
they had no legal evidence to prove’ (p. 11). Later in the century, another 
story in The York Herald bares the same Gothic hallmarks. Firstly, a sen-
sational heading: ‘A Man Eaten by Rats near Gainsborough’ (1889), and 
secondly, a skeleton is found stripped of flesh and described in lurid detail: 
‘the flesh of the left arm and the whole left side of the face having been 
devoured to the bare bone by rats’ (p. 8). The fact that the man’s ‘general 
appearance indicated that he had occupied a fairly good position’ empha-
sises the precariousness of social rank and the shortage of assistance (p. 8). 
Even someone reasonably well-off could fall to ‘such a shocking state of 
destitution’ that they die half-eaten in a Gainsborough shed (p. 8).

This type of sensational news story directly informs Gothic fiction. 
The capacity of rats to act as a focus point of Victorian repression and 
hypocrisy is depicted by Stoker, not only in Dracula, but in his short 
fiction as well. In ‘The Burial of the Rats’ (1896), an upper-class tour-
ist also strives to avoid having his bones picked clean by rats in ‘the 
Kingdom of Dust’ (Stoker 2006, p. 98)—Paris’ waste district. This area’s 
residents are the city’s rag-pickers: ‘squalid, hungry-looking men and 
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women’ (p. 93). In an era of progress, the narrator explains that such 
areas are immune to social improvement:

Dust is dust all the world over, in every age, and the family likeness of 
dust-heaps is perfect. The traveller, therefore, who visits the environs of 
Montrouge can go back in fancy without difficulty to the year 1850. (p. 94)

Stoker’s narrative consistently compares the human inhabitants with 
rats—not necessarily in a derogatory way, but by highlighting them both 
as masses of desperate creatures referred to as ‘sewer rats’ (p. 102). The 
rats are spotted by the unnamed narrator early on—like the humans, they 
are constantly watching him; he sees ‘everywhere, despite the gloom, the 
baleful glitter of the eyes of the rats’ (p. 100). While he sits in a make-
shift hut, he thinks he sees the eyes of the rats surrounding him, only to 
realise that ‘these latter eyes seemed more than usually large and bright 
and baleful!’ (p. 100)—they are the eyes of the rag-pickers watching his 
every move. The repeated adjective ‘baleful’ to describe both the rats’ 
and the inhabitants’ eyes not only serves to collapse the distinctions 
between them, but it also hides from the man the fact that he is sur-
rounded by vagabonds—‘pursuers, who were more animals than men’ 
(p. 107)—waiting to murder him for his conspicuous signs of wealth. 
The inhabitants use the rats’ associations of living in dirt and squalor, 
watching from a distance, to their advantage; they hide themselves 
among the rats, blending into the background; the rats unconsciously 
assist the inhabitants in their exploits.

The comparison between the inhabitants and the rats is also empha-
sised when an old woman recounts a story to distract the young man, 
telling him of her earliest experiences in the drains, helping to look for 
a lost man who they find not only dead, but completely stripped of his 
flesh by rats: ‘They had even eaten their own dead ones and there were 
bones of rats as well as of the man’ (p. 102). Like the inhabitants, the 
rats are so desperate and bloodthirsty as to attack their own kind—an act 
which foreshadows the story’s conclusion. After finding the police, the 
young man returns, to arrest his attackers. Arriving back, the other assail-
ants and the rats have already hidden all evidence:

‘No trace here now; nothing to prove that man was the one wounded by 
your soldiers’ bullets! Probably they murdered him to cover up the trace. 
See!’ again he stooped and placed his hands on the skeleton. ‘The rats 
work quickly and they are many. These bones are warm!’ (p. 117)
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Here, the rats hide the evidence of the man’s attack, therefore helping 
the inhabitants to cover up the traces of their misdeeds from the police. 
Stoker’s Gothic tale employs themes and facts his public would be famil-
iar with. Overall, he demonstrates shocking scenes of degradation most 
prefer to think of as in the past, highlighting the results of extreme want.

rAts As the enemy And invAder

In the Victorian popular imagination, rats are an invading force. Like 
a plague, they are an external threat moving into menace a ‘civilized’ 
Victorian society. In some instances, the rats themselves are emphasised 
as being alien, segregating the Norwegian rat out from the domestic 
British rat.3 As one example, in 1848 The Blackburn Standard com-
plained that Wakefield was overrun with rats ‘of a new species being all 
of them black, most of them have white rings round their necks, and 
all are without tails!’ (‘Extraordinary Rats’, p. 1, emphasis in original). 
This is a prolonged process of ‘othering’ the rat problem as something 
new with specific causes. This is, of course, not the case, because rats 
have been an ever-present aspect of agricultural and urban life in Britain. 
As the harbingers of the Black Death, their links to such a fundamen-
tally medieval disease make them repositories of the past. Given that rats 
are closely associated with a lack of civilisation—the antithesis of moder-
nity—it is hardly surprising that Victorian society wanted to perpetu-
ate the myth that when rats caused problems it was not because of the 
unchallenged problems of poverty and substandard living conditions. 
This emphasises one of the key uses of rats as a Gothic motif—rats often 
become signifiers of truth, bringing things to the surface that others 
would have kept buried.

Through nineteenth-century British newspaper reports, it becomes 
clear that to many an infestation of rats was a hostile invasion, and 
the popular discourse about rats adopts the language of military con-
flict. For instance, an 1850 article in Bell’s Life in London and Sporting 
Chronicle, entitled ‘How to Kill Rats’, gives an account of a man who 
had ‘a whole aviary of prettily plumaged pets destroyed by rats in one 
night’, ‘and has now published an account of his recent campaign 
against the enemy’ (p. 8, emphasis added). He tells the reader that ‘The 
great field was Friday last’ and ‘For the benefit of all who may hereaf-
ter fall victims to the rapacity of rats’ shares the details of his ‘military 
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tactics’ (p. 8, emphasis added). Humans saw their relationship with rats 
as a war to be won, rather than a relationship to be managed.

This military semantic field linguistically persists throughout the rest 
of the century. The Racing Times in 1867 held an account of a ‘March of 
An Army of Rats’—whereby a man was surprised one night by migration 
rats, describing his situation as being ‘suddenly in the midst of a legion 
of rats’ (p. 5, emphasis added). When, in 1884, The North-Eastern Daily 
Gazette reported on ‘A Plague of Rats in London’, it was ‘the fierce 
nature of the [rat’s] warfare [that] testified to their extreme voracity’  
(p. 1, emphasis added), while an 1895 article in The Bristol Mercury enti-
tled ‘Rats, Rats’ discusses animals like conscripts: ‘one license holder who 
has seen rats playing on the dining table has pressed no fewer than seven 
cats into his service’ (p. 1). The use of this military language for over a 
fifty-year period demonstrates how pervasive the ‘war’ on rats was, and 
how steeped in this rhetoric the Victorian public were.

Like all wars, the battle against rats was fought with weapons. There 
are a huge number of rat deterrents and poisons advertised in the news-
papers, many using words like ‘infallible’ (Advert, 1860, Hull Packet,  
p. 2). No mercy was to be shown, with advertisements frequently prom-
ising huge numbers of rats killed, such as one advert that offered rat 
genocide with the phrase: ‘[n]ow is the time to banish their present 
and succeeding generations’ (Advert, 1899, Horse and Hound, p. 695). 
During years when rats were a particular menace, especially to agricul-
ture, there was much discussion of the best means of destroying rats in 
the newspapers. The efficacy of certain animals was a particular focus. As 
Jack Black elaborates in Mayhew’s text: ‘As rat-killing dogs, there’s no 
equal to that strain of black tan terriers’ (vol. 3, p. 15). This was an inter-
nationally held belief, as an 1873 American book, entitled Terrier Dogs, 
features an entire section on rats and rat killing, referring to the dog as 
‘rat’s greatest enemy’ (James, p. 34). Notably, terriers are similarly sin-
gled out in Dracula. Preparing for an incursion into one of Dracula’s 
safe-houses, Arthur prepares to battle rats with: ‘an antidote on call’ 
(Stoker 1897/2002, p. 252). Arthur’s rat-antidote is a whistle that ‘was 
answered […] by the yelping of dogs, and after about a minute three 
terriers came dashing round the corner of the house’ (p. 255). The dogs 
proved effective, scattering the rats despite the Count’s malign influence. 
Van Helsing even remarks upon their success noting how the rats ‘run 
pell-mell from the so little dogs of my friend Arthur’ (p. 257). Despite 
the rats being under Dracula’s supernatural influence, their fear of dogs 
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overrules his hold over them; the hierarchy within the animal kingdom 
remains paramount. Stoker’s use of terriers therefore demonstrates his 
knowledge of the premier means of rat killing of his day.

One reason why there was so much discussion of how to kill rats 
was the uncanny intelligence they often displayed, especially in relation 
to escaping rat-traps. As The Aberdeen Weekly Journal in 1890 notes: 
‘the rat was endowed with such instincts that, however well conceived 
the device might be, it was not a game which could be played twice in 
the same quarter with an equal amount of success’ (‘Extermination of 
Rats’, p. 6). An advertisement for the poison ‘Rough on Rats’ also draws 
upon rats’ intelligence and the war that needed to be waged by noting 
(Fig. 8.2): ‘Rats are smart, but “Rough on Rats” beats them’ (‘Rough 
on Rats’, 1890, p. 223). Stoker uses rats’ uncanny intelligence in a more 
typical Victorian ghost story, ‘The Judge’s House’ (1891), that still 
employs rats as signifiers of past crimes and repression. In this tale, a stu-
dent is tormented by a rat that appears to be the malignant spirit of the 
house’s previous occupant—a vindictive judge who delighted in hang-
ing. Due to the reputation of the Judge, the house has gone unoccupied 
for 50–100 years, acquiring a reputation tantamount to being haunted. 
The student, Malcolmson, hires a servant for his stay—one who does not 
believe in the haunting, but cannot stay outside of the workhouse over-
night as she will lose her bed there. Of the supposed haunting she states 
that it is just rats:

bogies is all kinds and sorts of things—except bogies! Rats and mice, and 
beetles and creaky doors, and loose slates, and broken panes, and stiff 
drawer handles, that stay out when you pull them and then fall down in 
the middle of the night. (Stoker 1891/2006, p. 21)

In theory, this is meant to explain away supernatural phenomenon, and 
so overrun with rats is the property that Malcolmson soon thinks lit-
tle of their presence and works effectively with them running around:  
‘[f]or a little while the rats disturbed him […] but he got accustomed to 
the noise’ (p. 23). In fact, it is the ‘sudden cessation’ of the rats’ ‘circus’ 
that alerts him when all is not right (pp. 24, 25); the rats act as a super-
natural detector, displaying an instinct for silence when there is a threat 
present.

Ironically, in opposition to the servant’s comments that ‘[r]ats 
is bogies, and bogies is rats’ (p. 21), within the tale the supernatural 
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entity itself takes the form of a rat that acts strangely: ‘There was one 
wicked-looking old devil that sat up on my own chair by the fire, and 
wouldn’t go till I took the poker to him, and then he ran up the rope 
of the alarm bell and got to somewhere up the wall or the ceiling’ 
(p. 25). As the rat-catcher Black notes in Mayhew’s London Labour 
and the London Poor: ‘a large male rat, which usually lives by itself, is 
dreaded by those of its own species as their most formidable enemy’ 
(vol. 3, p. 3). The lone, large male rat is a threat to other rats because 
it kills and eats them when resources are scarce. Black’s extensive 
knowledge of rat behaviour is echoed in Stoker’s story here, as all of 
the ‘normal’ rats hide when this one malignant rat emerges. This rat, 

Fig. 8.2 ‘Rough on Rats’ Advertisement, © British Library Board, The Penny 
Illustrated Paper and Illustrated Times (London, England), Saturday, October 4, 
1890, p. 223
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in particular, displays an uncanny intelligence, as it ‘did not stir’ when 
Malcolmson pretends to throw a book at it (Stoker 1891/2006,  
p. 24); it only recedes when Malcolmson deliberately intends it harm.

The local doctor, hearing Malcolmson’s account of his experiences, 
draws his attention to the rope of the alarm bell that the uncanny rat 
ascends, revealing that this is ‘the very rope which the hangman used 
for all the victims of the Judge’s judicial rancour!’ (p. 29). It quickly 
becomes apparent that the rat is an embodiment of the Judge’s own vin-
dictive spirit—another shameful, historic presence that returns to harm 
the present. For Malcolmson, this harm takes the form of the Judge 
descending from his portrait in the house and using the rope—which 
the rat has gnawed in two—to hang him. As the Judge moves towards 
him, the other rats attempt to ring the bell to raise the alarm by ‘running 
up and down [what is left of] the rope as though working against time’  
(p. 36). These rats, which have previously given ‘comfort’ to Malcolmson 
(p. 35), try to come to his aid, demonstrating rats as saviour figures, 
but their efforts are to no avail. Either through supernatural means, 
or through his own psychological disintegration, Malcolmson hangs  
himself.

conclusion

The proliferation of rats making headlines, as well as the fervour and 
graphic detail with which they are reported, reveals the extent of soci-
ety’s horror of these rodents. The rat has been subjected to a pro-
tracted period of othering—made more convincing by rats’ inherently 
Gothic traits. Be they real, manifestations of people’s psyche, or sym-
bols of societal decay, rats are never ending in their pervasive presence. 
Intelligent and adaptable, rats have an insatiable appetite and they live 
on human waste and themselves—they are cannibalistic. As individuals 
and as a pack, they are autonomous, sexually voracious, and not easily 
contained—physically and metaphorically. Rats are timeless, as they are 
repositories of the past, they indicate the current state of the nation and 
they continually influence the direction of human culture. Their energy 
fuels our imagination and fears, feeding Gothic fact and fiction, and yet 
they refuse to let humans remain ignorant—of our surroundings, our 
failures, and our own ruthlessness.

Both newspaper columns and Gothic authors have crafted tales 
in which rats are recognised as merely a symptom—not the primary 
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cause—of suffering. In most cases, it is the rats’ involvement and sen-
sationalised description that allow the tales of the poor and desperate 
to reach print at all. Compounding this is the way the rat is character-
ised as an invader; a foreigner, an enemy combatant, or a new ‘type’ of 
rat—intended to distract the reader from the fact the ‘rat problem’ in 
deprived areas is age-old and rarely tackled. Ultimately there is much in 
Stoker’s phrase that rats are ‘bogies’ and ‘bogies’ are rats—they act partly 
as scapegoats, but more broadly stand for a range of abjected phenomena 
that society seeks to divest itself of.

notes

1.  Twenty-first century news headlines on rats are uncannily similar to their 
Victorian equivalents, with stories such as ‘Rat Attack on Sleeping Toddler 
Leaves Her Covered in Blood’ (Telegraph 2012, online) and ‘Sleeping 
Swindon Dad Is Scarred When Rat Bites His Nose in Broadgreen’ 
(Swindon Advertiser 2017, online). Both of these echo the nineteenth-cen-
tury stories quoted in this chapter.

2.  The term ‘rodent’ in reference to gnawing animals first appeared in the 
English language in 1830 (OED), demonstrating the start of the classifica-
tion of rats.

3.  There are two genus of ‘rat’: the first, the black rat, is native to Britain, 
is small and became almost extinct over the nineteenth century, while the 
second, the brown rat, is much larger, comes from Norway and is con-
siderably more rapacious. Both types of rats were classified during the 
Victorian era, demonstrating that the scientific understanding of rats was 
becoming more complex and intricate. Rats were beginning to be seen 
as the ‘heroes of science’ for the medical advancements they were able to 
bring about via scientific experimentation (Burt 2006, pp. 89–114), but in 
the popular imagination, they remained merely vermin to be eradicated.
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CHAPTER 9

At Home with Miniature Sea-Monsters: 
Philip Henry Gosse, Charles Kingsley, 

and ‘The Great Unknown’

Sue Edney

writing science, writing wonder, writing feAr

Philip Henry Gosse wrote persuasive and instructive natural history 
accounts for the mid-Victorian enthusiast, whether scientifically skilled 
or merely intrigued by extraordinary and unknown environments. In The 
Ocean (1846), his first major work of popular science, Gosse provides 
insights into the workings of sea-life, whether on ship or shore, fish or 
bird, or even sea vegetable, for the benefit and instruction of readers who 
were never likely to see these wonders. Reading about them was inform-
ative and thrilling. Scenes of whale-hunting are described with pres-
ent-moment tension: ‘Now they are braving the horrors of the Antarctic 
sea, threading an intricate and perilous course through fields and bergs 
of floating ice … the dying struggles of the lanced Whale are of fearful 
impetuosity; the huge and muscular tail lashes the ocean into foam, and 
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the long and powerful lower jaw, serried with teeth, snaps convulsively in 
every direction’ (Gosse 1846, pp. 225–26). Gosse was personally familiar 
with life at sea, for human and non-human alike, from his apprenticeship 
to a fishing company in Newfoundland from 1827 to 1835 and developed 
a certain hardy outlook on the depredations of marine life which coloured 
some of his attitude to specimen collecting on the English coast. Gosse set 
the greatest value for readers of his popular science texts on seeing won-
der in the natural world, for its own sake and, for Gosse as a Christian, as  
evidence of ‘the beneficent hand of God in creation’ (1846, p. 229).

Gosse was one of a number of natural historians who were determined 
to educate readers into observers. Studying the sublime in nature—that 
which creates astonishment—was considered more likely to achieve this 
goal, in terror or in rapture, yet these affective qualities could also be 
found in miniature sea-life, astonishment recreated in mundane subur-
ban parlours. This chapter examines how popular science combined sen-
sation with truth in order to promote a sense of awe when confronted 
with unfamiliar aspects of the Victorian natural environment. Gosse, 
Kingsley, and (later in this chapter) G. H. Lewes, are not considered 
‘Gothic’ writers, although Kingsley’s Water-Babies (1863) contains dis-
tinctly uncanny elements. Gothic texts depict darkness and ‘disturbances 
of sanity and security’, writes Fred Botting (2014, p. 2); popular sci-
ence texts were determined to rationalise the darkness, especially of deep 
waters. Analysing these writers in Gothic contexts enables us to appre-
ciate the wide reach of Gothic influence throughout Victorian culture, 
as the scientific explanatory process, especially for Gosse and Kingsley, 
involves crossing boundaries, with potentially transgressive conse-
quences. By bringing fantastic sea animals into the light, these natural 
history texts foster an uncanniness that disturbs ‘the borders of knowing’ 
(Botting 2014, p. 2) even when they are associated with rational enquiry. 
Nicholas Royle notes: ‘The first half of the nineteenth century witnesses 
the emergence of a sense of strangeness that ought to remain secret and 
hidden, subsumed within a Christian understanding’ (2003, p. 22). It 
is no coincidence that many of the most successful science popularisers 
were also evangelical Christians. Religions, faithfully adhered to, provide 
homes for the inexplicable; the uncanny can be ‘tempered by reason’ 
based on faith (Royle 2003, p. 20).

Gosse’s writing style, along with that of other Victorian popular sci-
ence writers, is key to understanding one reason why so many English 
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seashore creatures were destroyed, rock pools emptied, and some 
fortunes made by traders in aquarium life during the mid-Victorian 
period. His ability to be both romantic and pragmatic filled his read-
ers with a practical enthusiasm for carrying out the apparently simple 
process of capturing small rock pool life forms. The new advantages 
of rail travel encouraged trips to the seaside for ordinary urban fam-
ilies (Winter 1999, pp. 213–15); this represented a challenge to many 
evangelical Christian popular scientists, to raise the tourist experience 
to one of physical and moral value. Kyriaki Hadjiafxendi and John 
Plunkett summarise the benefits of seaside tourism: ‘As a physical, edu-
cational, and imaginative activity, science at the seaside offered mul-
tiple pleasures, while simultaneously satisfying the belief in rational 
recreation’ (2017, p. 187). Science could benefit from the insights of 
enthusiastic amateurs; souls might be saved through the close study  
of creation.

How Christian interpreters of natural history appealed to their audi-
ences correlates with their responses to other areas of literature fashion-
able at the time. Moral danger was more likely to be found in the pages 
of cheap fiction and sensationalist newsprint than in persuasive inter-
pretation of scientific facts as they were known (Fyfe 2004, p. 3). The 
1850s and 1860s, during which Gosse was at the height of his influence 
in both scientific and literary circles, were also a most productive time 
for what might be called ‘domestic’ Gothic. Modern urban life, with all 
its anxieties could be interpreted, avoided or embraced through story-
telling, some of which resonated with readers’ appetite for the lurid or 
fantastic. ‘Rather than repressing, or denying, the narrativity in science 
writing’, writes Bernard Lightman, ‘the popularizer of science openly 
acknowledges the story telling that went into their “narrative of nature”’ 
(2007, p. 36). Reverend Henry Hutchinson (1856–1927), a populariser 
of geology, encouraged the readers of Extinct Monsters (1893) to put his 
stories alongside tales of the fantastic:

We shall, perhaps, find this antique world quite as strange as the fairy-land 
of Grimm or Lewis Carroll. True, it was not inhabited by ‘slithy toves’ or 
‘jabber-wocks,’ but by real beasts, of whose shapes, sizes, and habits much 
is already known … And yet, real as it all is, this antique world—this pan-
orama of scenes that have for ever passed away—is a veritable fairy-land. 
(1893, p. 2)
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Lightman notes that readers are also encouraged to search for what is 
unusual, ‘not the typical, and their response to what seems remarkable 
or strange is deemed worthy of being noted’ (2007, p. 36). Charles 
Kingsley entices the reader of Glaucus (1859) by setting out the titular 
Wonders of the Shore; ‘for wonders there are there around you at every 
step, stranger than ever opium-eater dreamed’ (1859, p. 3). The image 
of opium-eaters is striking, in the mid-nineteenth century. Quite possi-
bly, opium-eaters’ wonders were removed from Gosse’s luminous vision 
‘of the grandeur, the unimaginable immensity of the Creation of God’ 
(Gosse 1846, p. 360). Earlier, in 1821, Thomas de Quincey saw mon-
sters in the deep seas of his dreams that were truly horrific and far from 
wonderful: ‘now it was that upon the rocking waters of the ocean the 
human face began to appear: the sea appeared paved with innumerable 
faces, upturned to the heavens … my agitation was infinite,—my mind 
tossed—and surged with the ocean’ (1821/1995, p. 64).

Kingsley’s audience was largely made up of middle-class urban 
and suburban families, people who would have been familiar with the 
recourse to laudanum and alcohol for the relief of everyday pain and anx-
iety. De Quincey’s Confessions of an English Opium-Eater detailed addic-
tion of another order, yet was hugely influential on Romantic period 
and later writing in Britain and America. In some respects, as is com-
mon to many confessional texts, readers are fascinated by the vicarious 
experience of something with which they are almost familiar, yet whose 
dangers they recognise as potent and transgressive. One alarming real-
isation is that these dangers are sitting in the kitchen cupboard or on 
the bedroom shelf, just within reach. In the fiction of the mid-century, 
‘the shadow becomes the substance of thought’, observes Alexandra 
Warwick, quoting Ruskin’s use of shadow in Gothic architecture as ‘the 
dark field upon which shapes are made’ (2014, p. 114). Hutchinson is 
quick to add, after his reference to fairy-land, that ‘Truth is stranger than 
fiction; and perhaps we shall enjoy our visit to this fairy-land all the more 
for that reason’ (1893, p. 2). The light of scientific truths uncovered 
in the stories will surely dispel the obscurity of ‘old times, when peo-
ple gave ear to any tale, however extravagant’ (Hutchinson 1893, p. 2). 
However, this does not entirely acknowledge human ability to see, often 
willingly, creatures in shadows where none exist. Warwick continues, ‘It 
is for this reason that so much of Victorian literary Gothic is embedded 
in realism, where uncanny moments in the texts cause the attention to 
refocus on the shadows and the occluded alternative reality comes into 
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view’ (2014, p. 114). The popular science approach is generally directed 
at the Victorian public’s love for a good story, which may include lurid, 
sensational, or repulsive material.

mAnAging rock Pools in the home: fAct And fiction

Fish in general were a good subject for popular science texts as they were 
accessible in ways that many other animals were not. For experts, ‘the 
position of fish’, explains Aileen Fyfe, ‘was an important question for the 
relationships between species’ (2004, p. 84); for the family in the street, 
most of them knew how a fish looked, felt, smelt, and tasted. They knew 
far less about sponges, sea cucumbers, and the residential habits of the 
hermit crab, but they knew the difference between a whelk and an oys-
ter; they were food, not specimens.

In their transposition from open-air rock pools to human-made glass 
boxes, where fish as specimens were kept in artificial seas, the relationship 
between human and non-human sea animal changes. Closely watched by 
their captors, they must reorganise their lives to accommodate the new 
situations—but so must their guards: we are captivated. Judith Hamera 
identifies the home aquarium as a symbol of modernity itself, a container 
for new ways of looking, inwards and outwards:

The home aquarium’s uncanny ability to draw on multiple, even compet-
ing visual and textual logics is central to its cultural work. It is an emblem-
atic product of modernity, one using elements of exploration, technology, 
science, and a commitment to rigorous observation to contain anxieties 
spawned by industrialization, urbanization, changing gender roles, and 
relations with the global south. (2012, p. 2)

The concept of uncanniness is found within the linguistic uncanny of 
Heimlich—‘homely’, a term that can also signify its opposite unheimlich, 
usually interpreted as ‘unhomely’, yet subject to ‘the strange vicissitudes 
of translation’ (Royle 2003, p. 11). A home that turns into a site of 
something other than welcoming and friendly is at the core of mid-nine-
teenth-century Domestic Gothic, in which the unwelcome is also often 
horribly familiar. Tamara Wagner notes that for many Victorians, ‘social 
and cultural anxieties largely centred in the home’, citing ‘the need for 
such a shelter at a time of unprecedented cultural, social and techno-
logical change’ (2014, p. 111). Exotic fish tanks were the hallmark of 
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good taste in mid-Victorian homes ‘wherein everything is a reflection 
of refined thoughts and chaste desires’, or so hoped Shirley Hibberd in 
1856 (1856; 1870, p. 3). Yet the concept of enclosing the sea in a box 
is an alien one, emphasising humankind’s hubristic desire to conquer 
nature’s wildness while risking the entry of ‘stranger danger’. Moreover, 
the sea animals themselves were far from refined or chaste, as the scien-
tific texts demonstrated, exposing the facts of life to the family of good 
taste in ways that were shocking in any other circumstance. Wagner 
points out that ‘there are both proverbial and real skeletons in the most 
homely cupboards, and intruders often act as catalysts’ (2014, p. 115). 
The novelty of a tank full of curious creatures could quickly deteriorate 
into evil-smelling decay before the eyes of its inexperienced guardians, a 
material metaphor for modernity’s unstable outcomes.

Home was where Gosse took his specimens and where he expected 
his fellow enthusiasts to set up their own aquaria and to stock them with 
various seashore and rock pool animal and vegetal beings, as he advised 
in his popular handbooks. In several books, in particular, A Naturalist’s 
Rambles on the Devonshire Coast (1853) and The Aquarium: An 
Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea (1856), Gosse makes his inten-
tions clear at the outset, to encourage active participation in natural his-
tory through collecting specimens of all kinds and to keep an open mind 
about what is available to be discovered. In The Romance of Natural 
History (1860), volume one of two exceptionally popular natural science 
texts, this extended to a discussion of sea-serpents off the Norwegian 
coast. He makes maximum use of ‘personal narrative, local anecdote, and 
traditionary legend’ while keeping a firm hand on the facts: ‘Precision is 
the very soul of science—precision in observation, truthfulness in record’ 
(Gosse 1853, pp.vi–vii). Yet this text also displays its chapter headings 
in a manner likely to have appealed to Edmund Burke in his distinc-
tion between the beautiful and sublime. Beginning sedately enough 
with ‘Times and Seasons’, the headings continue with ‘Harmonies’ and 
‘Multum in Parvo’. Gradually, Gosse draws us into chapters on ‘The 
Wild’, ‘The Terrible’, and finally ‘The Great Unknown’, in which we find 
‘an animal of immense size and serpentine form’ which ‘has been believed 
to inhabit the ocean, though to be but rarely seen’ (1860, p. 300). While 
‘facts should be examined … we should ever remember that truth is 
stranger than fiction; that our power to judge of fixed laws is itself very 
imperfect; and that indubitable phenomena are ever and anon brought to 
light, which compel us to revise our code’ (Gosse 1860, p. 299).
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Thus, Gosse, and later Hutchinson, and many other science popularis-
ers offered their readers different versions of truths ‘stranger than fiction’ 
in order to fashion alien creatures as ‘homely’, to bring them into the 
everyday life of the Victorian family. Drawing in the readers with these 
accounts of monsters, they could encourage an enthusiastic response to 
less dramatic but genuinely strange sea animals in the familiar coves and 
rock pools of the English coast. However, even miniature alien beings 
‘brought to light’ signify the essence of uncanniness—otherness revealed 
that might be better concealed. Nineteenth-century Gothic was often 
more in evidence as a negotiation, in which ‘the sublime ceded to the 
uncanny, the latter an effect of uncertainty, of the irruption of fanta-
sies’ (Botting 2014, pp. 10–11). Moreover, by using the trope of ‘truth 
stranger than fiction’ to encourage their readers, science storytellers 
risk appropriating the same extremity rejected in fantasy. While the tac-
tic can ‘enhance … verisimilitude by scaling down the exaggerations of 
sensational modes like Gothic’, notes Peter Garrett, it ‘also produces a 
perceptible tension’ (2003, p. 216). The internal contradictions display 
‘affinities not disparities’ between two conditions of instability: Gothic 
excess and Victorian modern anxieties concerning other forms of excess. 
Denuding rock pools in an attempt to gratify the appetite for aquariums 
became a feature of excessive consumption and production, creating in 
family homes miniature monster-shows containing shadows of ancient 
depths and unknown pasts.

Andrew Smith notes that nineteenth-century Gothic, especially in 
its later forms, ‘requires us to consider bodies’ (2014, p. 124), and we 
shall see how this manifests in the mirror-home of an aquarium. To see 
weird beings in the flesh, not just in story form, was advantageous for 
the promotion of rational recreation and education, yet it could also 
have the effect of confirming amoral, violent, and disordered excess in  
non-human nature, which in turn reflected the behaviours of those who 
wished to exert control.

PredAtors, Prey, And Pets

The dramatic story of collecting was designed to balance close scien-
tific observation and detailed description given by Gosse in his books. 
In A Naturalist’s Rambles on the Devonshire Coast (1853), possibly his 
most influential book for amateur observers, Gosse describes the sea-
shore areas he visits in the manner of a travel guide; indeed, Hamera 
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notes the importance of including ‘romantic’ scenic detail for the ben-
efit of modern urban readers, ‘in contrast to the rigors of bourgeois civ-
ilization, its commercial metropolitan landscapes, and the longing for 
what those landscapes destroyed’ (2012, p. 52). Gosse walks along the 
North Devon coast, taking his reader with him, and they come to Lee 
near Woolacombe, ‘a romantic little spot’ (Gosse 1853, p. 176). Uniting 
Christian devotion to the pleasures of physical exercise and scientific 
enquiry, the reader is encouraged to bring the great outdoors into the 
little compass of a red-brick urban villa—to bring God’s creation close 
to home. Surely no aspirational and, perhaps importantly, devout mid-
dle-class enthusiast could resist the urge to book the boarding-house, 
buy the train ticket, and obtain a basket, a net, and some suitable jars. 
But then what? (Fig. 9.1)

In this story, Gosse takes home a little five-inch-long pipefish, the 
‘Worm Pipe-fish (Syngnathus lumbriciformis)’ (1853, p. 178), now 
named Nerophis lumbriciformis. ‘In captivity the manners of this pretty 

Fig. 9.1 Philip Henry Gosse, ‘Collecting under Byng Cliff,’ pp. 18–19, The 
Aquarium: An Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea (1856) (London: John 
Van Voorst). Out of copyright
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little fish are amusing and engaging. Its beautiful eyes move inde-
pendently of each other, which gives a most curious effect as you watch 
its little face through a lens’ (1853, p. 180). Observation was the pri-
mary means of controlling the tank; keeping watch; and a form of sur-
veillance that was beginning to creep into urban society. Observation is 
important, of course, to ensure the tank specimens’ well-being; however, 
Gosse intensifies the viewing with a magnifying lens. This close watch is 
also intrusive and unlike any other hobby previously enjoyed by those 
who had leisure and resources. Butterfly collectors killed their prey, as 
did egg collectors; true aquarium enthusiasts were enthraled by the mov-
ing sea-theatre in their front rooms (Hamera 2012, p. 107). Watching 
the little fish watching him, Gosse voices a question almost from the fish, 
lurking in the shadows of the aquarium:

It is a timid little thing, retiring from the side of the glass at which it had 
been lying, when one approaches, and hiding under the shadow of the sea-
weeds, which I have put in both to afford it shelter, and also to supply 
food in the numerous animalcules that inhabit these marine plants. Then 
it cautiously glides among their bushy fronds, and from under their shelter 
peeps with its brilliant eyes at the intruder, as if wondering what he can be, 
drawing back gently on any alarming motion. (1853, p. 180)

To anthropomorphise the fish is one way of catching an audience; how-
ever, it can instil unusual relational manoeuvres between tank captives and 
their captors. Hamera notes how, in 1930s America, humour directed 
at the eccentricities of collectors—a man weeping over the death of his 
Guppy, for example, or rushing into the office proclaiming ‘It’s a fish!’ 
at the birth of a prize specimen—also ‘raised the uneasy possibility that 
a productive use of leisure in service to nature … threatened to ani-
malize the aquarist through misdirected passion’ (2012, pp. 144–45). 
Co-dependency between aquarium occupants and their owners, the result 
of ‘perpetual surveillance’ necessary to keep a quality tank in top condi-
tion, revealed a new immersion in what Hamera terms ‘managed spaces’, 
adding ‘the ambivalence of captivity is a recurring trope’ (2012, p. 145): 
Who is the more controlling or dependent in this relationship: fish or 
human?

Gosse is careful to note how he takes care of his ‘little’ fish, even to 
relieving it of the ‘bladder-like tumours’ (1853, p. 183) it had presented 
on capture. He gives it a routine; Pipefish ‘usually comes forth once or 
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twice in the day for a half-hour’s play’ (p. 182); after puncturing the 
tumours (and what a painstaking performance that must have been in 
a five-inch fish), ‘the skin had healed and become smooth and healthy, 
and the little creature was able to enjoy itself again’ (p. 184). However, 
some two weeks later on 6 July, Gosse remarks ‘I found my pet dead, on 
my return after a week’s absence from home’ (p. 184). There is a curi-
ous dichotomy between the notion of ‘pet’ and leaving the pet without 
care—without observation—for a week. ‘Gosse does not mourn the casual-
ties’, writes Hamera, ‘and doesn’t hesitate to dissect them’ (2012, p. 70).

Observation is not merely looking; as specimens for the microscope 
their dissected remains can be examined ever more closely, flesh becomes 
purposed and not just decay. Gosse goes so far, in fact, as to eat the 
specimens in the case of some cockles he was studying; ‘The scalloped 
Cockles of Paignton we had known only by reputation … and found 
them worthy of their fame’ (Gosse 1856, p. 220). The cockles were 
supplied by Charles Kingsley who had his own vision of natural histo-
ry’s ability to reveal God’s purpose in creation. The accounts of seaside 
collecting in Glaucus, or the Wonders of the Shore resulted from Kingsley’s 
stay in South Devon, where his wife was convalescing after an illness. In 
similar fashion to the coastal explorations of his friend Gosse, in North 
Devon, there was a practical and a moral purpose to his natural history 
writing. Unlike Gosse, however, Kingsley was anguished to find that 
nature had no morals; Gosse made his opinion clear:

A very vast amount of the energy of animal life is spent either in making 
war, or in resisting or evading it. Offence and defence are sciences which 
the inferior creatures can in nowise neglect, since all are interested in one 
or other, and many in both; and various are the arts and devices, the tricks 
and stratagems, the instincts and faculties, employed in that earnest strife 
which never knows a suspension of hostilities. (1859, p. 407)

This was his opening paragraph on a chapter discussing the weap-
onry and tactics of sea anemones which are certainly formidable. 
The sea anemone is so named because many of them resemble flow-
ers, the majority having brightly coloured tentacles that create a dahl-
ia-like effect, especially appealing when they move gently in the rippling 
water, as though caught by a summer breeze. The more we come to 
know about sea anemones, however, the more we might be impressed 
by their organised aggression. Kingsley found the devious behaviour of 
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nature difficult to align with his understanding of God’s beneficence, 
as Will Abberley has demonstrated, because Kingsley wanted to believe 
that ‘Nature seemed to parallel the Bible as the source and standard of 
truthfulness’ (2015, p. 38, emphasis in original). Yet ‘Kingsley’s model 
of nature as a paragon and preacher of veracity was undermined … by 
growing evidence that many species survived by parasitism and ruthless 
deception’ (Abberley 2015, p. 36). Nature ought to provide exempla for 
the uninformed, yet the sea had the apparent potential to indulge the 
same depraved practices and to be subject to the same degeneration of 
habitat and, so Kingsley appeared to believe, of character, as the dark 
‘rookeries’ of Whitechapel in the poorest part of London.

Horror is in evidence in Kingsley’s description of a flatworm eating a 
fish, which ‘is probably macerated to a pulp long before he has reached 
the opposite extremity of his cave of doom. Once safe down, the black 
murderer slowly contracts again into a knotted heap, and lies, like a boa 
with a stag inside him, motionless and blest’ (Kingsley 1859, p. 106). 
One assumes he is ‘blest’ because he has a meal, his survival purpose in 
life, but without any other context, it could seem that the ‘black mur-
derer’ is blest for being an amoral opportunist. Kingsley has spent 
some time in this section of Glaucus detailing how the innocent fish is 
duped into thinking his ‘assailant … may be a dead strip of sea-weed … 
or even a tarred string. So thinks the little fish who plays over and over 
it’. Then, ‘the black lips expand, and slowly and surely the curved finger 
begins packing him end-foremost down into the gullet’ (Kingsley 1859,  
p. 106). There is a hint in Kingsley’s moral outrage and also in Gosse’s 
remarks on ‘inferior creatures’, that an analogy might be drawn between 
the nether regions of rock pools and the dark alleys of urban society. 
Gosse and Kingsley had hoped that the pursuit of physical and men-
tal exercise, the capture of beauty in the care of a living sea-garden set 
onto a parlour table, would go some way towards redeeming the ‘care-
lessness, and laziness, and greed of sinful man’ (Kingsley 1859, p. 130), 
yet the aquarium and its inhabitants appeared to increase the potential 
for disorder in the home. ‘Gosse walks a fine line’ in his descriptions, 
comments Hamera, in order to provide ‘narrative matrices’ in which sea 
creatures could demonstrate their complete alterity alongside ‘domestic 
analogies’ of middle-class home life (2012, p. 71). Accounts of grue-
some murder, disfiguring tumours, surgery, and recovery, only to end in 
apparent neglect and death, were part of the stuff of sensationalist news 
coverage, fiction, and everyday urban horror. Thad Logan points to the 
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‘vicarious enjoyment of violence safely miniaturized and distanced’ in 
aquarium-keeping (2003, p. 157). These beautiful sea-beings, however 
aggressive they might be to each other, are vulnerable animals enclosed 
in a glass ‘prison’, as Shirley Hibberd admitted it to be (1856; 1870,  
p. 14). Similarly, ‘reformist descriptions of the poor and the working 
classes intrigued even as they shocked’, Logan adds, while the aquarium 
offered ‘a therapeutic engagement with the heimlich and the unheimlich’ 
(2003, p. 157).

Gosse had no illusions about nature’s inability to provide a moral 
compass, asserting in A Year at the Shore (1865) that ‘we are by nature 
children of wrath’ and that the amount of ‘mere sentimental admiration’ 
in popular science was ‘dangerous and more insidious’ than, in his view, 
ignoring biblical revelation (1865, p. 325). Lurking beneath the waters 
of these Christian writers’ anxiety was a monstrous societal ignorance, in 
their opinion, fed by centuries of superstition. ‘With a belief in God’, 
writes Nicholas Royle, ‘the uncanny does not even rear its eerie head’ 
(2003, p. 20). Yet a refusal or resistance to observing a thing does not 
mean it disappears. In death a being can return, as does Gosse’s pipefish, 
as a textual presence, haunting the imaginations of readers, an absence 
that constitutes a presence, made more obvious by the textual position-
ing of the tale: the fish is rescued from ill-health, returns to ‘play’, and 
dies on the same page. The ‘haunting process puts into play a disruptive 
structure’, writes Julian Wolfreys (2002, p. 6); the ‘play’ of captive fish is 
an uncanny reflection of homes they no longer inhabit while simultane-
ously rendering the urban family home ‘unhomely’. Therefore, the little 
glass dungeons, filled with tiny aliens, posed a threat as well as a prom-
ise of disclosing knowledge that might be better reserved for the beings 
themselves.

George Henry Lewes’s more cynical appraisal of the potential won-
ders of aquarium-keeping provided an antidote to Kingsley’s distress 
as well as recounting some of the less desirable effects of the hobby. In 
Seaside Studies (1858), Lewes is forthright about what is going on by the 
shores of North Devon and South Wales; his attitude to what he admits 
is ‘ransacking the sea’ (1858, p. 5) is pragmatic rather than romantic, 
commenting on the amount of labour required and the general circum-
stances of finding ‘many things, mostly dead, which you will carry home 
with interest—for “’tis an ill wind that blows nobody molluscs”’ (Lewes 
1858, p. 10). When the living specimens come home, they become part 
of the family, as Lewes summarises their new condition:
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At once pet, ornament, and ‘subject for dissection’, the Sea-Anemone has 
a well-established popularity in the British family-circle … In glass tanks 
and elegant vases of various device, in finger-glasses and common tum-
blers, the lovely creature may be seen expanding its coronal of tentacles, on 
mimic rocks, amid mimic forests of algae, in mimic oceans-of pump-water 
and certain mixtures of chlorides and carbonates, regulated by a ‘specific 
gravity test’. (1858, p. 115)

Unfortunately, like many other captives, the sea anemone is subject to 
abuse from its guards, some in ignorance and others in malice: ‘Fairy fin-
gers minister to its wants, removing dirt and slime from its body, feed-
ing it with bits of limpet or raw beef; fingers, not of fairies, pull it about 
with the remorseless curiosity of science, and experiment on it, accord-
ing to the suggestion of the moment’ (Lewes 1858, p. 115, emphasis in 
original).

Given the warrior status of sea anemones in their native dwellings, this 
is a sad end for the creatures and at odds with Gosse’s advice to amateur 
naturalists and his own practice. But a large number of specimen hunt-
ers were similar to the ‘stout gentleman’ witnessed by Lewes ‘who had 
been reading Mr Gosse, severely deluding himself into the idea that he 
was “collecting,” because he was gasping among boulders with a pickle- 
bottle in one hand and a walking-stick in the other’ (1858, p. 11).

Lewes was not concerned in his studies with spiritual elevation; a 
mixture of ‘amusement’ (p. 58) and genuine scientific interest were his 
primary motives. He had no reason to find an anthropomorphic moral 
among the seaweeds and was aware that to do so risked ‘paradoxically’ 
to ‘accentuate nature’s amorality’, as Abberley has pointed out (2015, 
p. 42). Lewes’s statement about the ‘mimic oceans’ encapsulates the 
Victorian determination to control the terrifying vastness of nature, 
to manage the fear of what rapidly developing evolutionary and geo-
logical theories might do to the hierarchy of human over non-human. 
Victorians were themselves uncanny in their persistent ability to uncover 
knowledge; ‘deep time reveals the present to be a precarious moment, 
existing on the ruins of the past and poised to become the ruins of the 
future’ (Warwick 2014, p. 99).

In mirroring the rock pool, however, Gosse and his colleagues also 
beheld their own reflections in the glass; observing tiny versions of cre-
ation recreated the observers as monsters. If the prey were ‘pitiable vic-
tims’ and predators ‘devious villains’ in the rock pool (2015, p. 42), as 
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Abberley suggests was the outcome of Kingsley’s struggle to resolve 
nature’s moral inadequacies, how much more devious were the human 
predators and more pitiable the little glass-enclosed prisoners. Moreover, 
as Francesca Billiani points out, ‘by breeding monsters in safe homes’, 
the Gothic entered into family relationships, overturning ‘firmly defined 
certainties which were grounded in rationalist thinking’ (2016, p. 220). 
Shirley Hibberd had described the best aquarium systems as ‘self-sustain-
ing’: ‘My own idea of a well-managed tank is … one that manages itself ’, 
he continues (1856; 1870, pp. 26, 37). Close observation of sea anemo-
nes devouring their neighbours offers a more alarming reflection of fam-
ily life.

miniAture monsters on disPlAy

Philip Gosse inherited his skills as an illustrator from his father, Thomas, 
and although he admitted he was never as accomplished a miniaturist 
as his father, he developed his naturalist’s eye, painting from specimens 
under his microscope, making detailed studies of insects, plants, and 
birds, and creating pictorial seascapes. The peculiarities of his self-taught 
technique, however, while attempting to represent sea creatures and their 
settings with great accuracy also serve to enlarge their potential as mon-
sters. Edmund Gosse, Philip’s son, commented on his ‘miraculous exact-
itude’, but also on the absence of ‘distance, no breadth of tone’ and ‘no 
perspective’ (Thwaite 2002, p. 183). Thus, we are given what we would 
now associate with animation; bright, flat, beautiful beings that could as 
easily be giants of the deep as they could be tiny and delicate sea flowers. 
Like theatrical set decorations, the pictures help to secure the sea-beings’ 
status as subjects for sublime admiration alongside a shiver of revulsion 
for such peculiar creatures, a status enhanced by the observer’s inabil-
ity to judge size, depth, ferocity, and so forth. Plus, there is no way of 
discovering what reality these seascapes are representing—any inquisitive 
child, or adult for that matter, might wonder: Do the animals and their 
environments really look like that? If observation of strange beings needs 
mediating in order to make them more ‘homely’, the illustrations fail to 
do this; they remain resolutely ‘unhomely’. Yet there is a further curios-
ity of representation arising from these pictures, a consequence of close 
observation (Fig. 9.2).

In the 1860s, the Polish artists, father and son Leopold and Rudolf 
Blaschka, used Gosse’s illustrations with which to create glass models of 
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Fig. 9.2 Philip Henry Gosse, ‘The Plumose Anemone, etc.,’ pp. 192–93, The 
Aquarium: An Unveiling of the Wonders of the Deep Sea (1856) (London: John 
Van Voorst). Out of copyright
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sea anemones and other sea animals, acquiring their own aquarium in the 
1880s in order to study accurately the living animals and compare them 
with scientific description, preserved specimens and illustration. Truth to 
nature was their aim, up to a point. Using innovative techniques to pro-
duce their models, the artists could ‘improve the visual presentation’ of 
the animal and refamiliarise them as ‘popular home decorations, contin-
uing the trend for private “cabinets of curiosities”’ (Sigwart et al. 2008, 
p. 3). Diane Long Hoeveler notes ‘that the very nature of Gothic tends 
to attract aficionados of the memento mori’ (2013, p. 1), citing Horace 
Walpole’s and William Beckford’s impressive ‘cabinets’. The internal 
organs of the sea cucumber were suddenly available for all to see, shin-
ing and clean, a reminder of but not ‘a confused mass of slimy death’, 
as Kingsley noted was often the appearance of sea animals on the shore 
(1859, p. 63). Logan notes that ‘[w]hen the “natural” appeared in the 
parlour, it always did so as cleaner, more wrought, more contained, or 
more organized than it would have been in its original condition’ (2003, 
p. 159). One uncanny consequence of the Blaschkas’ skill and enthusi-
asm is that sea anemones and their cousins are remade from the mate-
rial of their prisons—glass; another is that this material enables even 
closer observation of their bodies, in wholesome surroundings, without 
violence or decay. However, just as the pipefish haunts Gosse’s textual 
cabinet of curiosities, so these unlikely representations do nothing to 
conceal the revenant sitting on the mantelpiece amid the china dogs. The 
sea anemone, dead in the aquarium, returns repeatedly and in shining 
order, removed from its original living self yet so familiar that it exhib-
its all the traces of its origin. The ‘spectral is not alien to the familiar 
space … but is as much at home within the architectural space as we are’, 
observes Wolfreys (2002, p. 7); observation enables otherness to become 
part of the furniture. Fish are cold-blooded, wet, and impossible to cud-
dle—for the Victorians, they could not be considered in human contexts. 
Originating in a place where no human could survive, yet vulnerable 
to humankind’s predatory behaviours, they were, by nature, unnerv-
ing; they also held a ‘record of protohuman potential floating up from 
deep time … impressive survivors and dismissible relics at once’ (Hamera 
2012, p. 130). Aquarium inhabitants could be unsettling lodgers, decep-
tively innocuous representatives of some monstrous ‘Great Unknown’ 
hidden in deep time and human consciousness. Requiring ‘a deliberate 
act of “seeing”’ (Warwick 2014, p. 114), the aquarium became unheim-
lich, familiar in the Victorian home.
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CHAPTER 10

Uncanny Snails: Patricia Highsmith and the 
Allure of the Gastropods

Fiona Peters

Patricia Highsmith adored snails—not smothered with garlic for dinner, 
but as creatures who could demonstrate both benign and malign tenden-
cies, depending on the situations in which the creatures were placed. In 
the 1960s, she lived in Europe and travelled to the UK with large African 
snails secreted in her bra, to evade customs scrutiny, and at her agent’s 
parties and the publicity events she hated, she sought solace from the 
crowds of human beings around her by sitting alone with her handbag 
on her lap, peeking at her pet snails inside, chomping on the lettuce she 
had provided for them:

‘After staying with her at her house in Suffolk, I met her the following 
week at a cocktail party in London,’ says Peter Thomson. ‘She walked in 
with this gigantic handbag, which she then opened with pride and which 
contained a hundred snails and an enormous head of lettuce. She abso-
lutely adored the snails, they were her companions for the evening.’ Her 
editor at Doubleday, Larry Ashmead, recalls that when Highsmith moved 
to France in 1967, she told him that she smuggled her pets into the 
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country under her breasts. ‘You couldn’t take live snails into France so she 
was sneaking them in under her breasts,’ he says. ‘And that wasn’t just on 
one trip – no, she kept going back and forth. She said that she would take 
six to ten of the creatures under each breast every time she went. And she 
wasn’t joking—she was very serious’. (Wilson 2003, p. 267)

In one of Highsmith’s early novels Deep Water (1957), the ‘hero’, 
Victor Van Allen, finds himself isolated as an outsider in his 1950s small 
town upstate New York community as well as being alienated from his 
less than dutiful wife. His solace (which however does not last) comes 
from his two pet snails, Hortense and Edgar. He even views their mating 
activity as ‘love making’ in a typically abject Highsmithian passage:

Hortense and Edgar were making love, Edgar reaching down from a little 
rock to kiss Hortense on the mouth. Hortense was reared on the end of her 
foot, swaying a little under his caress like a slow dancer enchanted by music. 
Vic watched for perhaps five minutes, thinking of absolutely nothing, not 
even the snails, until he saw the cup-shaped excrescences start to appear 
on the right side of both the snails’ heads. How they did adore each other 
and how perfect they were together! The glutinous cups grew larger and 
touched, rim to rim. Their mouths drew apart. (Highsmith 1957, p. 131)

This quote captures both the mundane and yet strangely sublime 
moment of Vic’s extreme anthropomorphism. He carries the snails 
around with him in his jacket pocket as a talisman to ward off the hos-
tility of a harsh human populated universe in almost exactly the way that 
his creator did herself.

However, in the short stories ‘The Snail-Watcher’ (1970) and ‘The 
Quest for Blank Claveringi’ (1970) snails feature in more dangerous, in 
fact malign ways. ‘The Snail-Watcher’ begins in a similar way to Deep 
Water insofar as Peter Koppert catches sight of two snails mating in his 
kitchen just before they are going to be cooked for dinner. He rescues 
them and takes then to his study, only to meet an abject and repulsive 
death as the snails proliferate at a rapid pace, eventually pulling the wall-
paper down on top of him and smothering him to death. Similarly, in 
‘The Quest for Blank Claveringi’, a zoologist, Avery Clavering, searches 
for a giant snail on an uninhabited island, a quest that ends with his 
demise as he runs into the sea to escape a giant snail which will chew him 
to death. While Highsmith is primarily a writer of crime fiction, it will be 
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my contention in this chapter that her representation of snails presents 
motifs that are unquestionably Gothic. They are represented as both 
abject and uncanny, and the discussion will (through a predominantly 
psychoanalytic lens) tease out the implications of Highsmith’s use of the 
snail outside its predominantly neutral yet historically ambiguous modes 
of representation.

Lilian M. C. Randall, in ‘The Snail in Gothic Marginal Warfare’, 
argues that, towards the end of the thirteenth-century multiple images 
depicting a man battling a snail began to appear in Northern French 
illustrated manuscripts, and yet, ‘Its humorous and satirical implications, 
perfectly adapted to the predominate spirit of Gothic drolleries, do not  
suffice to explain its popularity’ (1962, p. 358). She argues that this 
representation continued throughout the Middle Ages and in fact con-
stituted an artistic tradition. Rachel Gillibrand reflects on this in 2016: 
‘While this concept has provoked many different opinions and theories,  
it remains something of an enigma for medievalists and art historians 
alike’ (‘To Flee a Snail’). She continues, outlining the main 
theories and arguments that have been advanced to explain the strange-
ness of this seemingly benign creature being utilised as combinative in 
the imagery of the time:

The snail, slithering on its belly, was seen to be repulsive and spineless—
mirroring the common people’s perception of this mistrusted group. 
Roger Pinon, on the other hand, argues that the snail represented female 
genitalia, which was mirrored in the shape of the snail’s shell. This idea 
links back to the theme of mockery, as a medieval knight who fled in fear 
from a woman or sexual encounter, would likely have made himself a 
laughing stock. (Gillibrand, ‘To Flee a Snail’)

The snail as a symbol of female sexuality joins other theories of the 
meaning of its use in medieval imagery, such as ‘a straightforward state-
ment of the snail’s troublesome reputation as a garden pest’ (Biggs 
2009, n.p.) and a commentary on social climbers, and, as such, its mean-
ings are multiple, contested, and transgressive.

These studies of the unlikely snail battling knight image also point 
to the traditions of courtly love, and, as Jacques Lacan and Slavoj Žižek 
theorise, these are thoroughly masochistic and intimately related to both 
the death drive and narcissism: ‘The idealization of the Lady, her ele-
vation to a spiritual, ethereal ideal, is therefore to be conceived of as a 
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strictly secondary phenomenon: it is a narcissistic projection whose func-
tion is to render her traumatic dimension invisible’ (Žiźek 1999, p. 151). 
The imposition of the snail as warrior and combatant in medieval images 
thus, I would argue, casts a fundamentally uncanny and disruptive distur-
bance into the imagery.

Snails are also edible, being viewed as a refined delicacy in French cui-
sine especially (escargots). The traditional way of cooking snails is for 
them to be boiled alive, an extremely painful process for a gastropod 
that experiences pain. They are also viewed as pests. Garden snails creep 
into vegetable beds at night and eat whole lettuces and are combatted 
by keen gardeners attacking them with common salt, causing their glu-
tenous bodies to shrivel and melt. These brief examples demonstrate the 
multiple ways in which the snail has been and is viewed and represented, 
both historically and today. All of these representations have a common 
denominator though—the snail is always a challenge to our ‘clean and 
proper’ universe—even when they are eaten, they are starved for days 
before being plunged alive into boiling water and are thus abject objects 
in the sense that Julia Kristeva argues for other transgressive substances. 
Snails, I would argue, could easily find a place in her list of such objects:

Loathing an item of food, a piece of filth, waste or dung. The spasms and 
vomiting that protect me. The repugnance, the retching that thrusts me 
to the side and turns me away from the defilement, sewage and muck. The 
shame of compromise, of being in the middle of treachery. The fascinated 
start that leads me forward and separates me from them. (Kristeva 1982, p. 2)

The snail can be viewed as an archetypical grotesque creature; its body 
both inside and outside becomes grotesque, an object of abjection, the 
uncanny, and the Gothic. Its slime defiles and, especially when crunched 
underfoot, causes a nauseous response, as it sticks to the underside of 
the shoe or, even more abject, the bare human foot. The snail is a gro-
tesque object that attracts and repels. Kristeva argues that a category 
of the abject is ‘the horror of the signs of sexual difference’ (quoted in 
Grosz 1990, p. 72), feminine (or semiotic in her terminology) and thus 
opposed to the symbolic order governed by masculine, patriarchal sys-
tems of order and authority. As outlined above, the explanation of the 
snail as a symbol of transgressive feminine sexuality is a prevalent reading 
of why it features as a combatant to the knights in the imagery of the 
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medieval time period, the snail as abject, grotesque, and Gothic creature 
whose body is borderless and alien to social order.

Patricia Highsmith transgresses the social order in her writing, using a 
multiplicity of means to do so. Her use of snails is just one of these, but 
a key one. As mentioned before, she loved snails especially, even though 
she consistently placed human beings lower than other species as wor-
thy of love and consideration. Vic Van Allen, protagonist of Deep Water, 
lives unhappily with his wife Melinda and daughter Trixie, in a subur-
ban upstate New York community, in which he is deemed ‘strange’ and 
‘feminine’ for refusing to outwardly condemn his wife’s various affairs, 
suffering petty humiliations by retreating into his own space in the home 
whenever possible, where he watches the behaviour of his beloved pet 
snails. He lacks love in his own life, his desire becoming increasingly dis-
placed on the snails, anthropomorphising them to the extent that the 
hermaphrodite snails (which have both male and female reproductive 
organs) become ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’, named by Vic as Edgar and 
Hortense. Vic is an aesthete who (like Highsmith herself) nonetheless 
feels none of the abject sensations already considered when touching and 
describing ‘his’ snails’ activities and feelings when he caresses them.

Hortense and Edgar have a ‘loving’ relationship in Deep Water. 
Because Highsmith (through Vic) ascribes human emotions, and even 
a monogamous relationship between the two snails, this allows Vic to 
evade the threat posed by Melinda’s overwhelming sexual presence (for a 
while at least). The ways in which the ‘love making’ snails present a pic-
ture of ‘bodies without boundaries’ are multiple; they present fluid phy-
siques, mating for several hours at a time and coating each other in slime. 
Slime is a substance that fits Kristeva’s conception as ‘abject object’ 
well, clinging to the body disrupting its ‘clean and proper’ status and 
representing, according to Kelly Hurley in The Gothic Body: Sexuality, 
Materialism and Degeneration at the Fin de Siècle (1996), a liminal and 
Gothic reminder of the body as ‘Thing’:

Nothing illustrates the Thing-ness of matter so admirably as slime. Nor can 
anything illustrate the Thing-ness of the human body so well as its slimi-
ness or propensity to become-slime. Slimy substances—excreta, sexual flu-
ids, saliva, mucous, seep from the borders of the body, drawing attention 
to the body’s gross materiality. (Hurley 1996/2004, p. 34)
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Sophie Mantrant echoes Hurley and links this Gothic motif to the 
Kristeven concept of abjection in her reading of slime as Gothic when 
she argues in ‘“Sacraments of Evil”: Arthur Machen’s Supernatural Tales 
of the Nineties’:

The image of the amorphous, slimy mass, a recurrent one in Machen’s 
tales of the 1890s, and in fin de siècle literature as a whole, may be ana-
lysed in the light of Julia Kristeva’s essay on abjection, where the abject is 
defined as an in-between state, being neither solid nor liquid, neither alive 
nor dead. (2016, p. 94)

Deep Water chronicles the gradual descent into madness of the archetyp-
ical Highsmithian ‘hero’ Vic. The novel begins with a murder—that of 
a former lover of his wife’s. Vic, a man of independent means, loves a 
life defined by order, but this order is blighted by the chaos of his mar-
riage. He keeps occupied by running a small printing press in the small 
town in which he lives with his family. It is clear from the outset of the 
novel that his behaviour is deemed ‘strange’ by the other couple within 
the middle-class social circles in which he and Melinda move. The appar-
ent equanimity with which he appears to accept her stream of casual lov-
ers, slimy lounge-lizard types, below Vic’s intelligence levels, with no 
appreciation of the aesthetic values of life by which he lives, disturbs his 
friends, one of whom remarks at a party: ‘You’re like somebody waiting 
very patiently and one day—you’ll do something’ (p. 53, emphasis in orig-
inal). While Vic played no part in the murder of Malcolm McRae (which 
occurred in New York City), he allows the community to believe that he 
‘may’ have in fact murdered him though jealousy, the demonstration of 
an emotion he was felt to lack, rendering him more ‘normal’ in the eyes 
of the community. He rises in their estimation until the real murderer is 
caught, after which he becomes yet again the husband who fails to act, or 
even exhibit the ‘symptom’ of jealousy.

When an opportunity arises to murder Melinda’s current squeeze, 
Charley De Lisle, one night, by lazily and almost accidentally drown-
ing him in a pool at a drunken party, Vic does so. Perversely, the abject 
revulsion he feels towards the living De Lisle vanishes as he does the 
accepted thing, in front of horrified partygoers, and tries to revive him: 
‘“Do you think”, said Vic between strokes, “we should turn him over 
and try to massage his heart?” and though he thought he was calm, he 
felt it was a stupid, excited question, and just the kind of question he 
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might be expected to ask’ (p. 97). This act leads Vic into further mur-
ders and also causes him to retreat further into the world of his snails. 
Highsmith deftly turns the usual meaning of abjection upside down 
through the ways that he experiences nausea and repulsion at instances of 
proximity to the physicality of living human bodies, while the accepted 
abject Gothic tropes of slime, the corpse, etc. act to anchor and reassure 
him. Read psychoanalytically, it can be argued that the snails become 
what Lacan would term a sinthome1: ‘the manifestation of the subject’s 
enjoyment which he cannot give up, but should embrace as “what is in 
him more than himself”’ (Kay 2003, p. 80).

Žižek points to some of Highsmith’s short stories as illustrative of 
the ways in which the sinthome functions as a ‘glue’. He argues that 
Highsmith’s work foregrounds strange objects or forces that both repel 
and attract, in which the sinthome as ‘invisible kernel, that meaningless 
fragment of the Real’ (Žižek 2001, p. 199), imposes its way into the text 
as weird and uncanny anchor. In ‘The Mysterious Cemetery’ (1987) 
the ‘undergrowth of enjoyment’ that he argues the text pivots upon, 
are strange protuberances that appear in a graveyard behind a hospital 
after experiments involving radiation on dying patients have been carried 
out. Rather than being repulsed by these growths as would be the case 
in a classic horror text, the townspeople embrace them and are drawn to 
them, writing poems and celebrating their existence. These growths, as 
little pieces of the Real, while being meaningless in themselves, reassure 
the community and ensure its cohesion, functioning much like the snails 
in Deep Water albeit collectively as opposed to Vic’s solitude and aliena-
tion from the community.

As sinthome and psychic support, Vic’s snails protect him from the 
vagaries and increasing dangers of his everyday existence. As the novel 
progresses, the protection they offer is challenged, when Melinda threat-
ens to cook some of them for dinner, primarily to show off to Cameron, 
her latest boyfriend. In a fit of pique and to goad Vic, she sends 
Cameron to ask him: ‘In a few minutes he came out again, grinning. 
“Say, Vic, how about me getting two or three dozen of your snails?  
I know a plain butter and garlic sauce that you can’t beat anywhere!  
A child could make it and it tastes as good as New Orleans!”’ (p. 199). 
Vic is forced to defend the fact that his snails are not for eating, and 
when asked exactly what they are for and what he uses them for, if not 
for eating, he states, ‘“I don’t use them for anything. They are useless,” 
Vic said, spitting out the words with a particular bitterness’ (p. 199). 
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Melinda and the male friends she has invited for dinner attempt to barge 
their way through the garage that separates the main house with Vic’s 
bedroom, where his snails are kept. His only way to keep them from 
taking some snails for supper is to point out that they would need to be 
starved first. Although he is angry at the invasion of his personal space 
and the attempt to murder his beloved snails, he keeps his cool and 
logic comes to his aid: ‘“You can’t eat snails right away, you know,” he 
said in a suddenly light, almost smiling tone. “You have to starve them 
for two days so that they’re clean. Mine have all been eating. I suppose 
you know that”’ (p. 199). Towards the end of the novel, he even brings 
a stray snail into a birthday event arranged for him by people who he 
believes (rightly) are duplicitous and colluding against him: ‘He pock-
eted the sleeping snail that he had just found on the garage door-jamb 
as he came in’ (p. 241).

This is the final mention of snails in Deep Water. Several pages previ-
ously, Hortense had laid her eggs five days after the lengthy snail mat-
ing ritual description. This is the longest, most tender, and celebratory 
description of any act of love in Highsmith’s oeuvre. The anthropomor-
phic description is worth quoting at length because it exemplifies the 
ways in which the snails, monstrous, uncanny, and abject to others, are, 
in Vic’s eyes, beautiful creatures who, temporarily at least, shield him 
from the duplicitous and scheming nature of other human beings:

The snails made no sound. Hortense was shooting her dart first. She 
missed. Or was that part of the game? After a few moments, Edgar tried, 
missed, drew back and struck again, hitting the right spot so that the dart 
went in, which inspired Hortense to try again, too. She had a harder time, 
aiming upwards, but she made it after three deliberate and patient tries. 
Then, as if shocked into a profound trance, their heads went back a little, 
their tentacles drew almost in, and Vic knew that if they had had lidded eyes 
they would have been closed. The snails were motionless now. He stared at 
them until he saw the first signs that the rims of their cups were going to 
separate. Then he walked up and down the garage floor for a minute, suffer-
ing an unaccustomed sense of restlessness. His mind turned to Melinda and 
he went to the snails to keep himself from thinking of her. (p. 131)

These slimy bodies, without fixed boundaries, which transform them-
selves through the mating ritual, protect Vic’s fragile ability to function 
within the social order that appears to be collapsing around him. After 
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the final reference to them in Deep Water, the text is left to play out the 
consequences of Vic’s own ‘snail traces’ left behind at one of his mur-
ders and which act to push him towards a psychic breakdown where 
even the ‘protection’ offered by his beloved snails fails to save him. In 
Deep Water, snails are benign creatures, and I have demonstrated how 
Highsmith’s use of them subverts the generally accepted Gothic and 
uncanny ways in which the creatures are presented within literature. Vic 
not only does not react to the snails’ viscous slime with repulsion, he is 
drawn to it by an excessive anthropomorphic desire to negate the horrors 
and irrationality of human behaviour. In other Highsmith works, how-
ever, snails are presented as rather more malign, albeit only insofar as this 
is activated by the hubris and stupidity of human beings.

The two relevant short stories ‘The Snail-Watcher’ and ‘The Quest 
for Blank Claveringi’ are both published in Eleven (1970). ‘The Snail-
Watcher’ tells the story of Peter Knoppert, a partner in a brokerage firm, 
whose marriage displays none of the repulsion and trauma that charac-
terises Vic’s and Melinda’s in Deep Water. One evening, Mr Knoppert 
(Highsmith never refers to him as Peter) looks into the kitchen before 
dinner and spots ‘a couple of snails in the china bowl on the drain-
ing board that were behaving very oddly’ (Highsmith 1970a, p. 13). 
Highsmith uses language such as seduction, imagery of snakes weaving 
towards each other as if ‘hypnotised by a flute player’ (1970a, p. 14). 
He notices an ear-like protuberance appearing on the ‘right hand side 
of the head of both snails. His instinct told him that he was watching 
a sexual activity of some sort’ (1970a, p. 14). After becoming trans-
fixed by the mating snails, Mr. Knoppert takes them to his study, saving 
them from immediate death, and in fact, from that moment ‘snails were 
never again served in the Knoppert household’ (1970a, p. 14). Keeping 
and breeding snails become Mr Knoppert’s hobby, which he practises 
in his study, a space that soon becomes his alone after his wife slips on 
one of what she views as fishy smelling, gross creatures: ‘His wife Edna 
told him either to eat the snails or get rid of them—it was at this time 
that she stepped on a snail that had crawled out onto the floor’ (1970a, 
p. 15). Mr Knoppert is dissuaded from this instruction when he reads 
a passage from Henri Febre in Darwin’s Origin of Species. In the page 
devoted to gastropods (untranslated from the original French), Fabre 
states that snails exhibited a sensualité ‘in their mating that was not to be 
found anywhere else in the animal kingdom’ (1970a, p. 15). After this 
moment, Mr Knoppert both allows and enjoys his time in the room that 
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is transformed from a study to a breeding ground for snails, which multi-
ply as seventy to ninety snails emerge from each mating session. Reading 
this text, it is clear that Highsmith shifts away from the ways in which 
snails remain ordered in Deep Water; conversely, in ‘The Snail-Watcher’, 
they rapidly escape Mr Knoppert’s control. There is an initial period of 
enjoyment watching multiple (at one point, he tries to count but has 
to guess a figure of eleven to twelve thousand) snails mate and their 
eggs hatch and letting them crawl on his finger, activities which reach 
out of his confined snail universe to bring him confidence and success 
in the business world. These passages are beautiful and yet carry an air 
of repulsion and danger related to what Žižek describes in ‘Why Does 
the Phallus Appear?’ of the anamorphic transformation of the face when 
horror is evoked by human yet not-human image and behaviour: ‘every-
one who catches sight of this amorphous life substance has entered the 
forbidden domain and must therefore be excluded from the community’ 
(2001, pp. 115–16). Phallic protuberances and distortions transfigure 
the snails’ mating bodies:

When the ear-like excrescences were precisely together rim to rim, a whit-
ish rod like another snail tentacle shot out from one ear and arched toward 
the ear of the other snail. Mr Knoppert’s first surmise was dashed when a 
tentacle sallied from the other snail too. Most peculiar, he thought. The 
two tentacles withdrew, then came forth again, and as if they had found 
some invisible mark, remained fixed in either snail. (1970a, p. 14)

The ‘enjoyment’ that Mr Knoppert experiences as he watches ‘his’ 
snails is over-determined by their excessive fecundity. When he visits 
the snail room after a period of three weeks (which demonstrates that 
his interest is waning), he discovers that the study has become a suffo-
cating, womb-like prison. He attempts to leave the room but instead 
is held back, the snails having multiplied to such an extent that they 
quite literally overwhelm him and prevent him from getting away. In 
his increasingly desperate attempts to extract himself from them, the 
snails are presented as exactly opposite to Vic’s in Deep Water, truly 
grotesque and collectively monstrous as they invade his mouth: ‘A snail 
crawled into his mouth. He spat it out in disgust’ (1970a, p. 20). In 
his attempts to first open the window that he finds clogged up with the 
glutenous creatures, then to escape by the study door, he is thwarted as 
first the snail encrusted wallpaper peels off and hits him on the side of 
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his head, followed by the chandelier. He lies dying, snails sliding into 
his mouth and pinning him to the ground, stopping him from seeing 
properly or breathing:

Then through the slit of an eye, he saw directly in front of him, only inches 
away, what had been, he knew, the rubber plant that stood in its pot near 
the door. A pair of snails were quietly making love in it. And right beside 
them, tiny snails as pure as dewdrops were emerging from a pit like an 
infinite army into their widening world. (1970a, p. 20)

Highsmith’s antipathy towards human beings and affinity with animals is 
renowned—the short story collection The Animal Lover’s Book of Beastly 
Murder (1975) includes stories featuring an exploited elephant, rats, 
and cats, amongst many other types of animal. In ‘The Snail-Watcher’, 
however, the snails multiply because of Mr Knoppert’s decision to allow 
them to enjoy their mating rituals and gaining pleasure from the relaxa-
tion they offered him. Ultimately, the snails, in the Gothic and repellent 
final scene, kill him, but without rancour or intent.

The short story ‘The Quest for Blank Claveringi’ is the closest of 
Highsmith’s ‘snail’ texts to the concerns of the stories in The Animal 
Lover’s Book of Beastly Murder. In ‘Man’s Best Fiend: Evolution, Rabies 
and the Gothic Dog’, Claire Charlotte McKechnie argues that the Gothic 
trope of shape-shifting is linked to the late Victorian period: ‘Gothic 
images of shape-shifting and transformation oscillate between the histori-
cal and social context of the late Victorian period and the significant shifts 
in medical and scientific “progress” during the 1880s and 1890s’ (2013,  
p. 1). While ‘The Quest for Blank Claverengi’ is not set in the late nine-
teenth century, it nonetheless incorporates the sensibilities of the time—
primarily the desire that Professor of Zoology Avery Clavering has to 
discover a new species of animal that he would name after himself: ‘The 
professor was forty-eight. His time, perhaps, was not growing short, but he 
had achieved no particular renown. The discovery of a new species would 
win him immortality in his field’ (Highsmith 1970b, p. 61). Avery, despite 
being warned against his search for the giant snails that ‘natives’ had dis-
covered on an uninhabited island, goes ahead with his journey. When 
he arrives, alone, on the island, he encounters, first one gigantic snail, then 
more: ‘A gigantic face regarded him, a face with drooping, scalloped cheeks 
or lips, with antennae six feet long now, the eyes on the ends of them scru-
tinizing at his own level’ (1970b, p. 69). Even when he realises that the 
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snails are huge, ‘If the shell was fifteen or eighteen feet in diameter, he reck-
oned that the snail’s body or foot would be something like six yards when 
extended’ (1970b, p. 69), his hubris and sense of Western and humancen-
tric safety blinds him to the fact that the snails move fast and that they are 
going to kill him. Highsmith herself, in one of her notebooks, recounts 
the way she envisaged the plot—as the female wreaking revenge firstly in 
Clavering’s invasion of the giant snails’ world, and secondly, for killing her 
mate: ‘“Our hero kills the male,” she wrote in her notebook, “but is over-
come by the female, who leaves his corpse disdainfully for her little ones to 
devour—this he realises as he is being eaten alive”’ (Wilson 2003, p. 261). 
The wonderfully macabre ending neatly upends the human propensity for 
eating snails—the tables are turned as Clavering runs into the sea and finally 
recognises his fate: ‘He was waist-deep when he stumbled, waist-deep but 
head under when the snail crashed down upon him, and he realized as the 
thousands of pairs of teeth began to chew at his back, that his fate was both 
to drown and to be chewed to death’ (1970b, p. 84). The snail, used to 
being starved, boiled alive, then swallowed, turns the tables on mankind.

I have demonstrated that, while Highsmith utilises animals within her 
work, her use of snails is unique. Other creatures, in the texts discussed 
here, can also be described as incorporating Gothic tropes, such as bed-
bugs, which also live, along with the snails, in Vic’s garage: ‘Two bed-
bugs were crawling around on their piece of mattress, looking for flesh 
and blood, but he was not in the mood to offer his hand tonight, and 
the two dragged their flat bodies off in search of cover from the flash-
light beam’ (1957, p. 19). While these bloodsucking creatures provide 
a Gothic frisson to the text, they are void of any deeper function, unlike 
Highsmith’s beloved snails.

note

1.  Jacques Lacan introduces the concept of the sinthome in his later work, 
most comprehensively in the ‘Seminar on James Joyce XXIII’ (1975). 
Before this, he had focused on the psychic triad of Symbolic, Real, and 
Imaginary. With the move in his later work to prioritise the notion of 
the Real (precisely that which evades reality) the sinthome takes its place 
as a ‘glue’ for sustaining the individual’s sanity, by warding off psychosis. 
Žižek appropriates this Lacanian concept and utilises it in respect of litera-
ture and popular culture, including the writings of Patricia Highsmith, to 
explore how her work evades easy categorisation and singular meaning.
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CHAPTER 11

‘I Have Flyophobia’: Jane Rice’s  
‘The Idol of the Flies’ and Evil  

as Unwanted Houseguest

Kevin Knott

Jane Rice, an American twentieth-century author, wrote most of her 
Gothic short stories during the early 1940s, when Gothic literature was 
perceived to have been in decline in the United States. Overshadowed by 
her male contemporaries who were mostly writing in the milieu of weird 
fiction, the only complete collection of her work would not be published 
until 2003 by Midnight House, and Rice did not live to see its publi-
cation, dying in the same year. Nevertheless, her work had a demon-
strable impact on the early days of American pulp fiction, and Gothic 
horror specifically, where her penchant for mixing terror and humour 
set her work apart from much of the published literature of the era. Her 
1940s stories were published entirely by legendary pulp editor John  
W. Campbell’s pulp fantasy magazine Unknown, later renamed Unknown 
Worlds.1 As described by Mike Ashley in his The Time Machines: The Story 
of the Science-Fiction Pulp Magazines from the Beginning to 1950 (2000), 
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Campbell saw an opportunity to introduce a new, distinctively different 
pulp magazine to the marketplace. Where Weird Tales had established 
itself as the premiere magazine of shock and terror,2 Unknown would 
offer up more serious fantasy fiction that occasionally might frighten its 
audience but whose first goal was always to entertain with humorous sto-
ries of the supernatural and the fantastic (Ashley 2000, p. 1941).

Jane Rice’s literary style was perfect for Campbell’s new magazine. 
Horror, particularly the cosmic horror popularised by H. P. Lovecraft, 
had dominated the pages of Weird Tales, from 1923, and the decline 
of this market meant an opportunity to introduce new styles and even 
new genres of fiction. Rice’s short stories would be among some of the 
most popular, and these tales were certainly appreciated by Campbell 
himself who published ten of her stories during a short three-year win-
dow (Davin 2006, pp. 145–46). Perhaps best known for ‘The Refugee’ 
(1943), a tale of a woman’s dalliance with a young male werewolf, Rice’s 
stories would often subvert the reader’s expectations of the Gothic with 
comical or ironic twists. The story that this chapter focuses on, ‘The Idol 
of the Flies’, was printed in June 1942 and is a good example of this 
style. Inspired by its success, Rice would continue this mode of writing 
throughout her other works: a zombie gangster who returns to enact 
his bloody revenge (‘The Crest of the Wave’ 1941), a young woman 
who is transported to the time of the Salem Witch Trials by her own 
strange mixture of candy and liquor (‘The Elixir’ 1942), and perhaps 
in the most peculiar of all, a fictional farmhand comes to life in 1942s 
‘Pobby’ to warn his author about an equally fictional alien plant that will 
destroy all human life unless the author intervenes physically within his  
own story.

‘The Idol of the Flies’ is a sharp Gothic satire that rebukes the other-
worldly grotesques of pulp horror, and its ironic elements set the story 
firmly in the discussion of twentieth-century American Gothic. In place 
of cosmic terrors, Rice appeals to her own Gothic sensibilities, telling the 
story of Pruitt, an orphaned boy who has come to live with his Aunt 
Mona after the sudden and ‘accidental’ deaths of his parents. Now forced 
to endure the cloying domesticity of Aunt Mona’s home, Pruitt’s psy-
chopathic tendencies are smothered under the constant attention of 
Aunt Mona, Miss Bittner, the tutor, and Bertha, the cook. Seeking res-
pite in his visits to the bathhouse, a Southern-style outhouse connected 
to the home via a dirt path, Pruitt constructs a small idol in the figurative 
representation of a fly to summon an anonymous entity who gifts Pruitt 
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with flies which he uses to torture the women of the household. Rice 
eventually reveals the mysterious presence to be Beelzebub, the Lord of 
Flies himself.

Pruitt is a normal little boy acting out in stereotypical fashion, and 
consequently, Aunt Mona, Bertha, and Clara Bittner are shockingly una-
ware that anything is amiss, often making excuses for Pruitt’s outrageous 
behaviour. While not a sympathetic figure, the tragedy of Pruitt’s life is 
that he suffers from psychopathic impulses that he seeks to understand 
through his meditations in the bathhouse where he has safely hidden 
the altar. The flies are Pruitt’s constant companions and like Pruitt him-
self a troublesome irritant to the happy home. Pruitt proves to be more 
vexing, indulging in his instinctual cruelty to torment the humans and 
animals of Aunt Mona’s home and the surrounding environs, and yet, 
Pruitt is an equal opportunity offender who terrorises all living things, 
though his preference for human victims is rooted in the reactions that 
his torments elicit. Plainly speaking, Pruitt can only be satisfied if he  
provokes an outburst of commensurate outrage to the cruel pranks he 
plays, and as the reactions of his human victims fail to escalate in respect 
to the severity of his taunts, he is emboldened to more violent tricks. 
Once he severely injures Bertha, tripping her with a nearly invisible fish-
ing line covertly strung between the cellar steps, his restraint is undone. 
Then he summons Beelzebub for one final time. On this occasion, it is the  
flies that drive Pruitt to his death rather than fulfilling his psychopathic 
fantasies.

Where the grotesque horrors of the pulps invoked a mental terror of 
otherworldly scope that called into question the veracity of natural law, 
the fly in Rice’s story is a psychological and spiritual nuisance that draws 
the narrow space of the home into disorder, a disarray predicated on the 
ability (or inability more accurately) of the characters’ to repress their 
natural instincts. To achieve this goal, Rice imagines a domestic sphere 
entirely dependent on the ability of its inhabitants to internalise the natu-
ral antipathies that arise in human beings, the things that people hate but 
choose to ignore in order to maintain a harmonious existence with others. 
Without this repression, Rice depicts a domestic space in which discom-
fort leads to complaint which leads irrevocably to conflict, and these con-
tingencies are all predicated on the tenuous ecological balance between 
human and fly. Rice’s portrayal of Aunt Mona’s home as a delicate eco-
system teetering between chaos and order mocks the overblown sensi-
bilities of weird fiction, but it also makes relevant the domestic fear of 
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the story. ‘The Idol of the Flies’ satirises domesticity by disclosing the 
moral compromises necessary to sustain domestic bliss within this tenu-
ous environment, like the intentional overlooking of Pruitt’s transgressive 
behaviour, and the flies serve as the stressors that ultimately unveil the 
limitations of these compromises to maintain an orderly, happy home.

the PlAce of AnimAl cruelty in domestic gothic

In the penultimate scene, a mayfly swarm drives Pruitt to his death: 
poetic justice for the tormented house flies he has maimed and killed 
throughout the narrative to intimidate the adult women of the house-
hold. And though the swarm lasts only a moment, it is long enough for 
Pruitt to run off the pier into the lake. There he becomes entangled in 
the net he discarded in the water earlier. Through Pruitt’s death, Rice 
has provided catharsis for his moral transgressions, but she has achieved 
another aim as well. In its earnest description, Pruitt’s impromptu 
funeral scene ridicules the young boy’s death, transforming him from a 
person of significance within Aunt Mona’s home to a mere thing at the 
bottom of the pond:

A red-breasted robin—a fly in its beak—watched the widening ripples.  
A garden lizard scampered over a tuft of grass and joined company with a 
toad at the water’s edge, as if to lend their joint moral support to the turtle 
who slid off the bank and with jerky motions of its striped legs went down 
to investigate the thing that was entwined so securely in a fishing net there 
on the sandy bottom by the pier. (Rice 1942/2003, p. 34)

These animals are representative of others brutally slaughtered by the 
young boy in his journeys around the home, including the lake and bath-
house, and their attentive presence is disconcerting given the emotional 
distance set up by the story. Pruitt’s acts of cruelty objectify the animals, 
just as the flies themselves are minimised as psychological weapons of 
torture against the adult women, and Pruitt himself in the moment when 
sympathy, any sympathy, would have been elicited for his suffering is rel-
egated to a humiliating and dehumanising death. Cruelty, in Rice’s story, 
objectifies victim and perpetrator, threatening the affective relationships 
of the individual characters. That is, the mere possibility of cruelty in the 
home undermines the possibility of the nurturing relationships that make 
domesticity possible. Thus, the more Pruitt has acted out, the more 
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forceful are the women’s attempts to fold him within the home space, 
confirming, in their minds, the belief that the solution to the problem 
of the misbehaving boy is to allow him to become more comfortable in 
his unfamiliar surroundings, perhaps unintentionally encouraging him to 
further violence. In the end, Rice confirms that cruelty has no place in 
the home, and the only solution is the one that the adults cannot possi-
bly fathom: Pruitt must die.

Cruelty is a well-studied trope in both domestic fiction and Gothic 
horror, but its inclusion in Rice’s story bridges the intellectual space 
between the two genres to indicate the emergence of a now common 
mode: Domestic Gothic. Emerging after scholarly re-evaluations of 
the Female Gothic in the late 1990s, the term is increasingly common-
place in scholarly work on the fear of home in both film and literature. 
Leaning heavily on Julia Kristeva’s Powers of Horror (1980), Gina Wisker 
defines Domestic Gothic in her essay ‘Honey, I’m Home!: Splintering 
the Fabrication in Domestic Horror’ by differentiating between the 
desired social relations that the home is supposed to make possible—
the parent, the spouse, the homeowner, among other roles (which is 
inscribed in the real-life myths of domesticity)—and the awfulness when 
these social relationships betray the characters through these acts of cru-
elty. Domestic Gothic, like its literary antecedent the Female Gothic, still 
signals patriarchy’s domineering influence by entrapping women in both 
the physical space of the home and the dependent relationships enacted 
within the home (Wisker 2002, p. 108). However, Rice frustrates these 
expectations further in ‘Idol of the Flies’ by desexualising the context 
of the thrill. Unlike Wisker’s discussion of traditional patriarchal dom-
inance, the Domestic Gothic in Rice’s story does not put female bod-
ies on display for a male gaze. Instead, the male violence is without any 
hint of sexual assault or rape, and the psychosocial relationship of male 
violence and female victimhood is nearly entirely without sexual subtext. 
Rice replaces the female and male sexual threat with the problematic 
relation between adults and children as the flies continue to put pressure 
on these roles.

As observed by Steven Connor in a study of the fly’s literary and 
artistic history, the fly and its larval form, the maggot, were symbols 
of ‘unpredictable fancies’ in the Romantic era and to be mad ‘[was] to 
be besieged by flies in the head’ (2006, p. 168). In more recent liter-
ary contexts, the fly has come to be synonymous with disturbed states 
of mind: anxiety, depression, or even madness. These fancies, whims 
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of thought, are mostly innocuous, but Rice transforms this imagery for 
twentieth-century readers into the provocation of hatred, the repressed 
antipathies that her story insists upon is necessary for domestic bliss, espe-
cially between the nurturing adult and child. In the opening paragraph of 
the story, this notion is illustrated best with Pruitt’s professed frustrations:

Pruitt watched a fly on the corner of the table. He held himself very still. 
The fly cleaned its wings with short, back-stroke motions of its legs. It 
looked, Pruitt thought, like Crippled Harry—cook’s husband. He hated 
Crippled Harry. He hated him almost as much as he hated Aunt Mona. 
But he hated Miss Bittner most of all. (1942/2003, p. 19)

The fly has done nothing to provoke Pruitt’s hatred; the boy’s hatred is 
entirely within his own mind. Even so, the fly’s appearance at the begin-
ning sets a precedent for the irrational, hateful reveries of Miss Bittner 
and Pruitt who, in turn, contemplates the ways in which hatred stirs 
them to unpleasant and thoroughly antisocial thoughts.

Miss Bittner, who flatters herself a modern student of child develop-
ment and who informs the reader that she had studied psychology prior 
to her employment at Aunt Mona’s home, has her own discomfiting 
encounter with flies early in the story. Distracted by the buzzing of a 
fly, she grabs a swatter and swiftly kills the annoyance. Disposing of its 
body through a gap in the window sill, she psychoanalyses her revulsion 
towards flies:

‘Ugh!’ said Miss Bittner. And had Miss Bittner been pressed for an expla-
nation of that ugh, she, likewise, would have been at a loss for a satisfactory 
answer. It was strange how she felt about flies. They affected her as much 
as rattlesnakes would have. It wasn’t that they were germy, or that their 
eyes were a reddish orange and, so she had heard, reflected everything in 
the manner of prisms; it wasn’t that they had the odious custom of regur-
gitating a drop of their last meal before beginning on a new one; it wasn’t 
the crooked hairy legs, nor the probing proboscis; it was—well, it was just 
the creatures themselves. Possibly, Miss Bittner might have said, simper-
ing to show she really didn’t mean it, ‘I have flyophobia.’ (1942/2003,  
pp. 20–21, emphasis in original)

Her reasoning follows a textbook definition of a phobic response, an 
irrational and dissociative relation between the fear and the thing itself, 
but her elucidation reveals more than she may have intended. Later in 
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the same scene, she admits, ‘She was afraid of them. Deathly afraid. 
As some people are afraid of inclosed [sic] areas, as others are afraid of 
height, so Miss Bittner was afraid of flies. Childishly, senselessly, but hor-
ribly afraid’ (p. 21). The fear infantilises her, and she recognises that her 
role, and the role of the other women in the home to be an adult influ-
ence on Pruitt, is compromised by this fear, and so she attempts to hide 
her fear for Pruitt’s benefit.

Pruitt is far less concerned with his appointed role in the story, but 
he is nevertheless circumscribed by the limitations imposed upon him. 
Therein lies the relationship between cruelty and Domestic Gothic, the 
paradoxical trait that defines the genre and its most important character-
istic. Like the flies themselves, the terror of cruelty is heightened by its 
virtual invisibility, a ubiquitous presence that is often heard or felt before 
it is seen. Rice helps the reader to see how the cruelty at the heart of 
the Gothic narrative becomes muted, invisible, and similarly unspeaka-
ble too, when its victims do not possess significant bodies (the flies and 
other small animals) or when the perpetrator does not possess an aura of 
sexual intimidation or authority that indicates a salient threat (Pruitt, for 
example). The women never fear Pruitt because he is never taken seri-
ously as a threat to either their lives or the social order of the home, even 
as he throws the entire space into disorder with escalating moral trans-
gressions that lead to serious injury. Pruitt cannot be a threat because 
he is little more than an extension of the women themselves, a nuisance 
but a nuisance that they are directly responsible for guiding and nurtur-
ing. No matter how publicly he exhibits these psychopathic inclinations, 
the women refuse to accept that he is capable either of such cruelty or 
that he is knowingly the author of these terrors. Children are incapable 
of such horrors, Rice teases the reader implicitly.

‘summer dreAms’ And PsychoPAthy:  
A new kind of hysteriA

Pruitt, admittedly, is an unlikely predator cruelly playing with his victims, 
and the depiction of the adult women demonstrates the resistance of the 
women to acknowledge their ‘evil’ thoughts, to name the terror that 
Pruitt represents. When Rice wrote this story in the 1940s, psychopathy 
was in its disciplinary infancy, with Hervey M. Cleckley’s foundational 
primer The Mask of Sanity: An Attempt to Clarify Some Issues About the 
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So-Called Psychopathic Personality (1941) as the most likely influence. 
Rice’s story indicates an awareness of the disorder that enables her to 
combine the whimsy of childhood imagination and the violence of unre-
strained behaviour into a peculiar perversion of both. Pruitt’s psychopa-
thy is an unrestrained impulsivity, more a compulsive disordered acting 
out in cruel and torturous ways. And the flies signify his, and others’, 
revolting (evil) thoughts unleashed.

A more important observation in the story may be on the role of the 
flies as they shuttle the psychopathic impulses to the surface, from the 
core of Pruitt’s subconscious to his consciousness. For the Domestic 
Gothic of Rice’s story to work, Pruitt’s inability to assume the role of 
obedient, domesticated child must make sense; the reader needs an 
explanation for the betrayal or failure of these social dynamics. Pruitt 
is certainly not in control of his callous nature; he was born this way. 
And yet, because of the satiric nature of the story, our sympathies are 
not drawn to him. Rather, Rice plays with the incongruency of a familiar 
household trying to raise a raucous but seemingly manageable boy and 
the overwhelming evil that he literally summons into the home. Pruitt 
engages in spiritual commerce with Beelzebub, whom he has invoked 
by use of the fly altar, and these invocations of sinful thoughts are his 
childish but perverse attempts to understand the psychopathy he labours 
under. He describes these impulses as the ‘dark polliwogs’:

Here came one. Streaking through his mind, leaving a string of phos-
phorescent bubbles in its wake and the bubbles rose and burst and there 
were dark, bloody smears where they had been. Another—shooting itself 
along with its tail—its greasy sides ashine. Another—and another—and 
another—and then a seething whirlpool of them. There had never been 
so many. Spiny, pulpy, slick and eellike, some with feelers like catfish, some 
with white, gaping mouths and foreshortened embryo arms. (1942/2003, 
p. 25)

These dream-things that taunt him do not swim within his head as much 
as they encircle him, functioning as symbols of his inability to fully com-
prehend his psychopathy, struggling as he does throughout the story to 
understand the hate that governs his thoughts. Rice says their ‘contor-
tions clogged his thoughts with weeping’ (p. 32), an affective description 
of his alarming joy at finally being able to fully possess his own thoughts, 
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his own mind. Killing the flies is a practical solution to a metaphysical 
problem for Pruitt. ‘Why am I this monstrous thing,’ he figuratively con-
templates in the darkness of the bathhouse (p. 34), reflecting on the ter-
ror he has inflicted on and through the flies.

Rice does not mince words regarding Pruitt’s wickedness. When 
describing his unholy altar, she provides a lengthy description of his sac-
ramental action:

From the first [box] he produced a section of a bread board, four pegs, 
and six half-burned birthday candles screwed nibbled-looking pink candy 
rosettes. The bread board he placed on top of the pegs, the candles 
arranged in a semicircle. He surveyed the result with squint-eyed approval.

From the second box he removed a grotesque object composed of coal 
tar. It perched shakily on pipestem legs, two strips of Cellophane were 
pasted to its flanks and a black rubber band dangled downward from its 
head in which was embedded—one on each side—a red cinnamon drop.

The casual observer would have seen in this sculpture a child’s crude 
efforts to emulate the characteristics of the common housefly. The casual 
observer—if he had been inclined to go on observing—would also have 
seen that Pruitt was in a ‘mood.’ He might even have observed aloud, 
‘That child looks positively feverish and he shouldn’t be allowed to play 
with matches.’ (p. 24, emphasis in original)

The tone of Rice’s commentary undermines the seriousness of the act, 
but the humour is designed to highlight the absurdity of the action and 
the satire at the heart of the story. The housefly is defamed by Pruitt’s 
grotesque idol, and Rice understates the potential danger of summoning 
the demonic spirit intentionally to further the comic effect. However, the 
manic-hysteria exhibited by Pruitt is coordinated with these moments 
of psychopathic contemplation. In a later scene, the final summoning of 
Beelzebub, Rice describes Pruitt:

As he had done earlier in the afternoon, Pruitt became quiescent. His eyes, 
catlike, were set and staring, staring, staring, staring fixedly at nothing at all.

He didn’t look excited. He looked like a small boy engaged in some 
innocuous small-boyish pursuit. But he was excited. Excitement courses 
through his veins and rang in his ears. The pit of his stomach was cold with 
it and the palms of his hands were as moist as the inside of his mouth was 
dry. (p. 31, emphasis in original)
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From within the folds of his cloak, Beelzebub summons a swarm of flies, 
answering Pruitt’s prayer literally with a swarm of flies big enough to sat-
isfy the boy’s cruel ambitions, and more, the demon reveals the madness 
that drives the little boy. Pruitt anticipates the satiation of his hysteria, a 
resolution that merges his manic impulses and the cruelty that defines 
him. And so, when the flies turn against him at the end of the story, he 
is more than merely surprised. His pursuit and eventual death occur at 
the precise moment when he has come to realise that his psychopathy has 
damned him:

The man behind him began to chant. High, shrill and mocking, and the 
dream-thought took it up, and the earth, and the trees, and the sky that 
dripped flies, and the pilings on the pier clustered with their pulsating 
bodies, and the water, patched as far as eye could see with clotted islands 
of flies, flies, flies. And from his own throat came laughter, crazed and 
wanton, unrestrained and terrible, peal upon peal of hellish laughter that 
would not stop. Even as his legs would not stop when they reached the 
end of the pier. (p. 34)

His death, otherwise, goes unacknowledged. Pruitt had successfully hid-
den his psychopathy from the adults in Aunt Mona’s home and his mur-
dered parents as well, and his death is framed as a perverse accident to 
further disguise the supernatural threat that drove him into the water.

the three monkeys And domestic gothic’s sAtire

In ‘Houses of Death: Ruth Rendell’s Domestic Gothic and the 
Emptying out of Romance’, Wisker returns to the question of the 
Domestic Gothic. Examining mystery writer Ruth Rendell’s body of 
work, she says of the author that ‘[she] also challenges the sources of 
and any reason for punishing crime, and she uses the Domestic Gothic 
to challenge the solidly based beliefs in romantic love, security of con-
sistent identity, the safety and financial solidity of house and home, and 
the utter completion offered in the fiction of domestic bliss’ (2017,  
p. 68). Wisker also named these themes in her earlier criticism as criti-
cal components of Domestic Horror as a challenge to the mythologising  
of modern domesticity and a concrete representation of these implicit 
roles (2002, p. 110). She expands the function of the home in compli-
cating the dread that takes place there, implying that the real terror, at 
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least for the reader, is the potential of psychic discovery—the unpleas-
ant thoughts that might provoke revulsion in others:

Domestic Gothic offers a disquieting peek behind the curtains of the 
everyday, the familiar, and the complacently secure, revealing such an 
everyday world as an artifice, a socially conventional pretense. Disturbances 
in the romantic and domestic lies are embodied spatially, physically, and 
psychogeographically (Debord). While traditionally this is staged in terms 
of the Gothic contexts of castles, dank corridors, or graveyards, in domes-
tic romantic Gothic, the suburban house and the little love nest in the Fens 
are equally disturbing places and just as likely to hide deceit and incarcera-
tion, both physical and psychological, and threats in the everyday. (Wisker 
2017, p. 74)

Wisker raises an important distinction here. First, the psychic effect of 
the setting is not predetermined by the physical space itself but the anti-
social motivations that threaten the sociosphere of the home and the 
relationships it engenders. Thus, contemporary writers have artfully 
pushed the Gothic into unconventional spaces to show readers both 
physical alternatives to the conventional Gothic spaces but also alter-
natives to the social relations that are sustained by these environments, 
including horrific re-interpretations of human and non-human rela-
tionships. Such an observation does not undermine the importance of 
the traditional Gothic setting; rather, it signifies how the Gothic can be 
transported to other places, other unique habitats which can sustain and 
transform this effect as seen in Rice’s tale. In the absence of the tradi-
tional Gothic setting, the antisocial motivations remain a consistent 
thread in these twentieth-century Gothic stories.

In reference to Wisker’s definition of the Domestic Gothic, Rice 
does not have to entrap the women of ‘The Idol of the Flies’ within 
the home; all she needs to do is render them from being unable to 
adequately cope with the male violence that Pruitt has brought to the 
home—a trope contemporary horror fiction and films exploit regu-
larly. Arraigning these women in a modern parable, Rice constructs a 
contemporary version of the three wise monkeys in which the women 
respectively cannot see, hear, or speak the evil embodied by Pruitt (and 
deployed through his abuse of flies). Bertha, the cook, cannot speak for 
fear of losing her position in the home, and Miss Bittner literally can-
not hear Pruitt’s profanities, much to the boy’s frustration as he tries to 
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provoke a reaction from her. Aunt Mona cannot see the trouble accom-
panying Pruitt because she is ‘blinded’ by her nostalgia for her own 
childhood. She is locked into her own delusions of a privileged child-
hood, symptomatic of the white middle-class ideology Debra Bernardi 
has identified in the American domestic fiction of the nineteenth century 
(1999). Rice describes Aunt Mona and her misconceptions:

One knew instinctively that Mona Eagleston was that rare phenomenon—a 
lady to the manor born. If, occasionally, when in close proximity with her 
nephew, a perplexed look overshadowed that delicate face, it was no more 
than a passing cloud. Children were inherently good. If they appeared oth-
erwise, it was simply because their actions were misunderstood. They—
he—Pruitt didn’t mean to do things. He couldn’t know that—well, that 
slamming the screen door, for instance, could send a sickening stab of pain 
through a head racked with migraine. He couldn’t be expected to know, 
the poor orphan lamb. The poor, dear, orphan lamb. (1942/2003, p. 27, 
emphasis in original)

Aunt Mona draws upon not only her own experience as a child but also 
the beliefs about children’s inherent goodness that Rice mocks here by 
repeating Pruitt’s metaphoric innocence, the ‘poor, dear, orphan lamb’. 
As the satire develops within the story, Rice targets the myth of domestic 
bliss as the core problem. With each of the adult women in turn exerting 
some form of motherly authority over Pruitt, the child’s psychopathic 
tendencies become more pronounced. He resists infantilisation through 
further manic violence and cruelty. In this way, the women are bound to 
a programme of inaction, unable or unwilling to address the evil in their 
midst because the recognition of Pruitt’s evil is beyond comprehension, 
beyond the promises of domesticity they have embraced.

conclusion

Miss Bittner draws the closest parallel between the setting of the 
Domestic Gothic and Rice’s satire when she affirms she must maintain 
the façade of adult impassivity to sustain the correct relationship between 
adult and child, tutor and student. In this moment, the flies pursuing 
Pruitt to his death, referred to in the story as Green Bay flies (a larger, 
more transparent and arguably disturbing fly body), have begun to blot 
out the daytime sky (Rice 1942/2003, p. 34). Miss Bittner reflects on 
her previous experience with the swarming flies while working for the 
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Braithwaites in Michigan, perhaps the origin of her phobic revulsion. 
When she settles on the memory of townspeople shovelling the flies and 
the memory of her resulting three-day illness (p. 31), Rice imparts Miss 
Bittner’s last contemplations and the last words of the story:

She had hoped Pruitt wouldn’t be dismayed by them. She must guard 
against showing her own helpless panic as she had done at teatime. 
Children placed such implicit faith in the invincibility of their elders.

Dear Pruitt, he had been so charming to her today.
Dear, little Pruitt. (p. 34)

Despite the obvious imbalance at work in Miss Bittner and Pruitt’s rela-
tionship, it is in the tutor’s final thoughts that she verbally re-asserts the 
guardianship of the boy, and like Aunt Mona, she wrongly intuits inno-
cence in Pruitt that contradicts all the reader knows to be true. Pruitt 
is the boy who has been summoning an otherworldly demonic force to 
help him terrorise the human and non-human alike. Pruitt also has mur-
dered his parents by sabotaging their carriage, indifferently eating the 
icing from a cake while they crashed to their deaths (p. 31).

But it is important to remember that the story’s resident ‘flyophobe’ 
serves as the strongest reminder of the repression at work in the story 
and the threat to the social order the fly represents. Upon killing the 
annoying fly earlier described, Miss Bittner puts the fly swatter back in 
the cupboard, washes her hands, and thinks:

It was odd, she thought, how many flies she had encountered lately. It 
almost seemed as if someone were purposely diverting a channel of flies 
her way. She smiled to herself at this foolish whimsy, wiped her hands and 
tidied her hair. Now, for some of that lemonade. She was pleased that 
Pruitt had mentioned it. If he hadn’t, she might not have known it was 
there and she did so love lemonade. (p. 21, emphasis in original)

The mental gymnastics that Miss Bittner must employ in order to ignore 
the obvious threat of Pruitt may be unbelievable for the average reader, 
but as Rice stresses in the narrative, these women are incapable of accept-
ing the evil he represents. Such profound and remarkable evil could not 
be found in such a small body, a little boy no less a harmless fly. Boys 
and flies can be a nuisance, but they can never rise to the level of actual 
danger. That they are both capable of murder is typical of Rice’s work, 
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comically undermining reader expectations. In doing so, Jane Rice’s flies 
signal the ironic incongruence and antisocial horrors American Gothic 
authors like Shirley Jackson, Flannery O’Connor, and Joyce Carol Oates 
would employ in their own Domestic Gothic tales, who like Rice would 
recognise the potential of cumulative dangers turning on small, inconse-
quential changes in the environment. After all, what need does a writer 
have for enormous tentacled grotesques when a single house fly can be 
just as deadly?

notes

1.  Unknown would run from March 1942 before its final publication in 
October 1943.

2.  Weird Tales ran from its first print run on 22 October 1922 until 1954, 
with a few relaunches until 2014 when it was known as Worlds of Fantasy 
and Horror.
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CHAPTER 12

‘Encircled by Minute, Evilly-Intentioned 
Airplanes’: The Uncanny Biopolitics 

of Robotic Bees

Franciska Cettl

Ever since the term ‘colony collapse disorder’ was first coined in 2007 
to describe dramatic losses of the honeybee hives (Apis Mellifera) in 
the United States,1 it has stirred international debate and increasingly 
become ‘a sign that the entire ecological machine is about to seize, sput-
ter, and die’ (Pettman 2018, p. 62). In 2013, an intriguing develop-
ment was introduced to the public by the Wyss Institute for Biologically 
Inspired Engineering at Harvard University, which could potentially 
counteract the catastrophic environmental effects that would ensue from 
the decimation of pollinators: the RoboBee.2 The autonomously fly-
ing microrobot measures about half the size of a paper clip, weighs less 
than one-tenth of a gram, flies using electricity-powered artificial mus-
cles, and has potential uses in crop pollination, search and rescue mis-
sions, environmental monitoring, but also surveillance (Wyss Institute 
2018). The tiny RoboBee seems to be the latest cybernetic and robotic 
advancement in the history of automata that could be traced as far back 
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as de Vaucanson’s fascinating defecating duck.3 But more importantly 
for my purposes here, this history has activated peculiar cultural imagina-
tion that can be said to intersect the modes of science fiction and Gothic  
fiction, in exploring the darker philosophical and political implications of 
artificial life since the Enlightenment. As Sara Wasson and Emily Alder 
argue, ‘the Gothic mode is often deployed in science fiction preoccu-
pied with the threatening nature of technology’ (2011, p. 10), and the 
threat of artificial life to humanity has been a particularly prominent 
theme in what scholars term Gothic science fiction. Justin D. Edwards 
uses the notion of ‘technogothics’ to refer to cultural narratives in which 
advanced technology takes control over or exerts a dehumanising power 
over humanity (2015). He emphasises that in the current age of cyber-
netics and artificial intelligence, ‘Gothic narratives conjure up the dark 
side of the cyborg, particularly when the hybrid mix of technology and 
organic matter trouble epistemological categories and the taxonomies of 
nature’ (2015, p. 9).

Such narratives of Gothic science fiction have been predominantly 
Frankensteinian—populated by artificially created humans or androids—
whose existence questions the exceptionality of human life, what counts as 
human subjectivity, and politics between different human/oids. However, 
current advanced biotechnologies and digital technologies also produce 
various ‘Frankenstein pets’, as Fred Botting suggests (2008, p. 14), and 
one way to interpret this is to look at how the ghost in the machine of 
Gothic science fiction has increasingly been figured as not only human, 
but also animal. The history that unfolds from animal automata to cyborg 
animals, which Jussi Parikka encapsulates by asking, ‘Is it a bee, then, 
instead of a duck that stands at the beginning of the postmodern era of 
communication and cybernetics?’ (2010, p. 131), is also one in which var-
ious artificial animals have been cast in a Gothic and more recently ‘cyber-
gothic’ mode (Botting 2008, p. 14). Indeed, the RoboBee got its Gothic 
incarnation as the autonomous drone insect (ADI) in the 2016 episode 
‘Hated in the Nation’ of the British anthology sci-fi series Black Mirror. 
The series was created by Charlie Brooker, known for his previous works 
of political satire, and it was originally produced for Channel 4 before 
Netflix purchased it in 2015. But long before Brooker’s dystopia, hailed 
as ‘the Twilight Zone for the digital age’ (Nussbaum 2015), German 
writer Ernst Jünger in his sci-fi novel The Glass Bees (1957) imagined 
transparent robotic bees whose excessive efficiency at collecting nectar 
would eventually lead to the extinction of their organic counterparts.
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Interestingly, Freud in his famous conceptualisation of the uncanny 
starts from the sci-fi construction of artificial life, E. T. A. Hoffmann’s 
classic story ‘The Sandman’ (1817) and the uncertainty between the 
organic and the mechanical, living and non-living, of the automaton 
Olympia. He soon sidelines this focus and ultimately arrives at a psychoan-
alytic, sexuality-related interpretation of the phenomenon which ‘arouses 
dread and horror’ and ‘leads back to what is known of old and long 
familiar’ (1919/2001, pp. 218–19). But Freud also emphasises just how  
much our modern, scientifically framed, relationship with death and 
mortality remains fraught and mysterious and therefore a continu-
ous source for manifestations of the uncanny, such as the return of the 
dead, spirits, and ghosts (1919/2001, p. 240). Yet he does not elabo-
rate on the connection between these uncanny manifestations of spirits 
and ghosts, and the mechanical forms of life, that seem to ambiguously 
hover between life and death, from the beginning of his essay, or modern 
technology more generally for that matter. Recent scholars have explored 
this particular connection, arguing that technological modernity is not ‘respon-
sible for relegating ghosts to a pre-modern, pre-technological past’, 
but on the contrary, ‘modern forms of technology project ghosts into  
the future and their power—a hauntology—increases its dominion’ 
(Edwards 2015, p. 6). Botting argues that among modern technology, 
contemporary forms of media in particular, namely television, videog-
ames, and computer screens, in fact completely normalise spectral figures 
and manifestations in everyday life. He terms this effect, through which 
we are all haunted daily by the hyperreality of our digital screens, ‘uncan-
nimedia’ and ‘technospectrality’ (Botting 2015, p. 17).

This chapter attempts to explore the little robotic bee of postmod-
ern science/fiction as a particular figuration of uncannimedia that in 
our digital age accentuates the phenomenon of haunting, while it also 
channels the anxieties of the Anthropocene, as it is able to question not 
only politics between human/oids, but also between humans, other ani-
mal species, and the environment. The uncanniness of the robotic bee 
in our digital and Anthropocene age manifests not simply as an ambi-
guity between life and death, organism and machine, but rather inflects 
towards biopolitical decisions on life and death, in Foucault’s sense of 
making distinctions between lives that should be ‘made live’ and those 
that can be ‘let die’ (2003, p. 241), or even turned into killable or ‘bare 
life’, in Agamben’s formulation (1998). This chapter will demonstrate 
how in this biopolitical inflection the uncanny robotic bee registers 
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a haunting by its organic counterpart that will have been extinct in 
the future due to human biopolitical mismanagement, as well as the 
biopolitical capture of the effects of the swarm to be used for drone 
thanatopolitics.

in the beginning, there wAs mAry shelley’s insect

Before focusing on the haunting by the ‘Frankenstein pets’, let us take 
a little detour back to Frankenstein’s creature himself. The creature 
is an organism stitched from human and animal bodies, a mechanism 
animated by electricity, yet also figured as daemon and devil as the key 
question becomes whether he possesses a soul. But what has escaped 
almost all scholarship is that in one single instance in the novel, this 
organic-technological-ghostly enmeshment is embodied as an insect: 
‘“Devil,” I exclaimed, “do you dare approach me? and do not you 
fear the fierce vengeance of my arm wreaked on your miserable head? 
Begone, vile insect! Or rather, stay, that I may trample you to dust!”’ 
(Shelley 1818/1999, p. 7). One scholar who comments on this curi-
ous reference is Christopher Hollingsworth, who interprets it as posi-
tioning the human self as superior to a loathsome animal form of life, as 
insects in nineteenth-century entomology started to signify as radically 
other and uncanny (2001, p. 196). But nineteenth-century entomology 
also started to perceive insects and insect societies as highly organised 
and in fact technological, effective models for new human technologies 
(Parikka 2010). It could be argued that Shelley anticipated this com-
ing discourse by positioning the electrically animated creature-as-insect 
as not quite fully organic but negotiating the unstable boundary with the 
machinic and technological. By the end of the century, as Hollingsworth 
argues, with H. G. Wells’s ant-like Selenites in The First Men in the 
Moon (1901), the insect figure becomes firmly attached to the figure of 
the alien, while the hive becomes the metaphor for the loss of individ-
ual agency and the technocratic, dehumanising machine (2001, p. 160). 
This thread achieves its classic versions in the twentieth century, with the 
monstrous insectoid, technologically advanced aliens in Ridley Scott’s  
Alien (1979), and the cybernetically connected humanoid drones, 
the Borg of the Star Trek series (1989–2003), which function as 
exemplars of what Rosi Braidotti terms postmodern cyberteratology 
(2002, p. 170).
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While Shelley’s creature-as-insect can be said to anticipate these 
cyberteratological figurations, I would suggest that it also implicitly reg-
isters a very peculiar entanglement between insect/oid technology and 
ghostliness, which has only started to resonate strongly in the context 
of the digital age and the Anthropocene, through the figures such as 
the ADIs of Black Mirror and the RoboBees. They appear in the most 
recent field of science fiction which, as Ursula K. Heise argues, continues 
to be populated by aliens and androids, but also increasingly stages bio-
logically altered or cyborg animals (2009, p. 504). These cyborg insects 
do not embody monstrous insect alterity, whose beastliness and technic-
ity either annihilates or assimilates the human self, but rather seem to be 
haunted by the elusive and non-transparent agency of our current digital 
networks as well as the possibility of extinction of insect populations. As 
for manifestations of uncannimedia, they function within what Derrida 
has termed a hauntological structure, in which modern media do not 
diminish the experience of haunting, but rather accentuate and accel-
erate it, as ‘these technologies inhabit, as it were, a phantom structure’ 
(Derrida qtd. in Wolfreys 2002, p. 1). The rest of the chapter will analyse 
more closely how the robotic bees of Gothic science fiction can be said 
to inhabit Derridean hauntological structure in two ways. It will explore 
first how they manifest a haunting by the organic honeybee, which raises 
concerns over human biopolitical management of other species and 
the environment, and second, how the agency of the robotic swarms is 
folded into the agency of the digital networks that can be biopolitically 
captured for surveillance and military purposes.

hAunted by the extinct honeybee

As Heise has written, robotic animals have not been studied much in the 
recent theoretical engagements with cyborgs4 even though they appear 
in recent literature and culture, where the way they are staged and eval-
uated is crucially shaped by the extinction of real animal species (2003, 
p. 60). Robotic insects of science/fiction, and robotic bees in particu-
lar, have gained particular significance in the context of the catastrophic 
decline of insect populations or ‘insectageddon’ (Monbiot 2017), which 
might leave us with the disappearance of pollinators. According to Heise, 
Philip K. Dick’s vision in Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? (1968) 
might so far be the best-known vision of a world in which the organic 
species have disappeared due to human mismanagement and been almost 
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entirely replaced by mechanical animals (2003, p. 71). Dick was writing 
in the context of the Cold War, the anxieties around nuclear obliteration 
of the Earth and the emerging environmentalist movement. While his 
underlying concern does seem to be environmentalist—the loss of natu-
ral habitat and species caused by the cataclysmic human action—his key 
focus puts artificial animals firmly at the service of humans, as empathy 
for either real or artificial animals proves humanity to be radically differ-
ent from and superior to androids. The desire for authenticity and privi-
leging organic over artificial forms of life is destabilised through uncanny 
slippages between the electric and organic, original and replicant, and 
by the end of the novel, as Deckard comes across an electric toad, he 
acknowledges that ‘The electric things have their lives, too. Paltry as 
those lives are’ (Dick 1968/1999, p. 156). However, the novel is also 
pervaded throughout by mourning for the loss of real animals, and 
Deckard’s encounters with the electric sheep on the roof and the electric 
toad in the desert are haunted by the absence of their extinct organic 
counterparts, or in the Derridean sense, they are attempts to make pres-
ent that which is absent (Derrida 1994, p. 9). Such staging makes an 
attempt to politically mobilise the powers of mourning and melancholia 
for environmentalist goals, those affects that most frequently characterise 
the narratives of species extinction, as Heise notes (2016, p. 5).

On the other hand, the loose adaptation of Dick’s novel, Ridley 
Scott’s film Blade Runner (1982), could be said to move away from 
the mourning for organic life and embrace what Timothy Morton 
terms ‘dark ecology’ (2007, p. 186), revelling in melancholic aesthetics 
and ethics that maintains duality, uncertainty, strangeness, and ‘love[s] 
the automatic as automatic’ (2007, p. 188). However, what Morton 
does not comment on—and what should be emphasised—is that Blade 
Runner features almost no artificial animals at all and is not concerned 
with posing questions around the production of mechanical animals, but 
focuses instead on the android difference. This omission raises the ques-
tion of how dark ecology might address the prospects that mechanical 
animals might in the future replace almost completely the organic spe-
cies due to the catastrophic human mismanagement of the environment, 
which is the world that Dick was cautioning against. This translates into 
the Foucauldian question of which animal lives are to be fostered and 
made live, and which let die, or more specifically in the contemporary 
context, whether we should be attempting to save the real bees instead 
of developing robotic ones.
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Ernst Jünger began to articulate this question a decade earlier than 
Dick, in The Glass Bees (1957), a science fiction story that follows Captain 
Richard, an unemployed ex-cavalryman, as he attends a job interview 
with mysterious industrialist Zapparoni, whose company produces vari-
ous robots, including the miniature glass bees. Written in the post-war 
German context, the novel turns into a wider reflection on and critique 
of the consequences of technological warfare, the ever-increasing mech-
anisation and instrumentalisation of life, and the automation of organic 
processes. In a proto-environmentalist way, Jünger not only predicted bee 
extinction aptly, as Parikka argues (2013, p. 108), but moreover imagined 
that precisely the replacement of bees by bee automata, as one particular 
instance of wider obsolescence of organic life (another instance referred 
to in the novel is the replacement of horses by different machines), would 
lead to species extinction. With the glass bees, ‘the natural procedure had 
been simplified, cut short, and standardized’ (Jünger 1957/1991, p. 94) 
for the purposes of more efficient capitalist productivity. In this way, the 
fictional glass bee colonies echo the rationale behind the actual indus-
trial beekeeping practices, which manifest that, as Richie Nimmo argues,  
‘[t]he subordination of living processes to the instrumental calculus 
of productivity can be grasped as a form of biopower’ (2015, p. 12). 
However, Zapparoni’s glass collectives take the biopolitical calculus of 
productivity towards its absurdist yet catastrophic conclusion as they 
‘ruthlessly sucked out the flowers and ravished them … After a series 
of extensive raids, there would no longer be flowers or honey, and the 
true bees would become extinct in the way of whales and horses’ (Jünger 
1957/1991, p. 98). Zapparoni’s robotic bees are uncanny not sim-
ply because they are effective mechanical stagings of life, but because as 
an attempt at biopolitical totalisation of natural processes, they register 
a haunting by their organic counterparts that will have been disastrously 
‘let to die’ in the future, to use Foucault’s terminology. This anticipation 
aims to assert that a biopolitical instrumentalisation never can achieve 
total mastery and that, as Nimmo argues, biological processes tend to 
break down when they are most fiercely instrumentalised, in the way of 
unpredictability and uncontrollability, or ‘bio-resistance’ (2015, p. 13).

Unfortunately, Jünger’s anticipation proves to be to the point in 
the context of colony collapse disorder, within the wider contem-
porary framework of the Anthropocene. The new science/fictional 
twist is slightly different, as the ADIs of Brooker’s Black Mirror and 
the RoboBees of the Wyss Institute are imagined and constructed as 
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potential solutions to, rather than causes of, the problem. They both 
stand in for the organic honeybee and pollinate flowers in the same way 
without needing to collect nectar. Yet the Jüngerian cautionary thread 
continues to resonate strongly, as the RoboBee project alerts us to what 
Heise calls ‘the question of how much nature we can do without’ (2003, 
p. 60), while we are allocating massive financial resources and years of 
scientific effort in order to replace the organic with the artificial bee. 
The Greenpeace organisation objects to the RoboBees cautioning that 
we should not have to rely on complex and costly technological designs 
as solutions to replace what the organic species have perfected through 
long evolutionary processes, asking ‘should we create a new world or 
save our own?’ (qtd. in Buiani 2014, p. 205). Appreciating the inher-
ent value of the honeybee species opposes views such as that of the law 
scholar Timothy P. Loftus, who has proposed that the RoboBees should 
indeed be developed as a potential permanent solution to replace organic 
honeybees as pollinators in the ecosystem (2016). His rationale is that 
robotic bees are not susceptible to diseases, parasites, management stress-
ors, and environmental stressors, and they are much more efficient 
at pollination since they do not need to collect nectar (Loftus 2016,  
pp. 166, 180).

Foregrounding the ethical appreciation of inherent value of all species 
on Earth and their respective roles in the ecosystem against the capitalist 
calculus of productivity goes well beyond some nostalgic quest for a lost 
organic nature, which Morton rightly criticises in his discussion of Blade 
Runner. Along those lines, the new sequel Blade Runner 2049 (2017) 
directed by Denis Villeneuve responds explicitly to the decimation of 
the honeybee by placing the buzzing organic beehives in the middle of 
the post-apocalyptic, abandoned city shrouded in an eerie atmosphere. 
Villeneuve explains that ‘the fact that here you can see those creatures 
still alive and still present, was for me like a little spark of hope in this 
dystopian universe’, in an interview for The New York Times (Murphy 
2017). This contemporary, Anthropocene take on Dick’s classic narrative 
of species extinction can be said to come back full circle to Deckard’s 
haunting by and valorisation of the organic over artificial animal species, 
in an attempt to resist human biopolitical instrumentalisation and mis-
management of other species.
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the uncAnny bioPolitics of swArm networks

Concerns raised over the RoboBee project are not just about the total 
replacement of the organic species, or Foucault’s ‘letting die’ biopoli-
tics, but also point towards the ways in which the project might unfold 
into Giorgio Agamben’s ‘thanatopolitics’ of producing killable or ‘bare 
lives’ (1998) or Achille Mbembe’s ‘necropolitics’ of turning whole pop-
ulations into the living dead (2003). Such a scenario is likely to ensue if 
the micro-robotic insects are used for military and surveillance purposes, 
which might be the underlying agenda of this cutting-edge research, as 
discussed by Buiani (2014, p. 205). The purpose of surveillance is only 
briefly hinted at on the RoboBee project website (Wyss 2018), but the 
early research stages of developing an insect drone were financed by 
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) of the US 
Defense Department (Webb 2016), while more recently the project has 
been financed by the independent National Science Foundation (NSF 
2018). Furthermore, one of the scientists on the RoboBee project 
openly stated in an interview that the research did not originate with the 
aim to replace the precious pollinators: ‘That’s an interesting technology 
that normally has lots and lots of uses. But now you want to sell that 
story, you want to get funding, you want to get coverage, so you have to 
tell a story. Hey! We are going to call them bees’ (qtd. in Buiani 2014, 
p. 206). The ADIs of the ‘Hated in the Nation’ episode of Black Mirror 
show us what might be happening behind the scenes of this story. The 
final episode of the third season of the critically acclaimed sci-fi television 
series follows two detectives, Karin Parke (Kelly Macdonald) and Blue 
Coulson (Faye Marsay), as they try to solve the bizarre deaths of people 
who were targeted on social media. The killings are executed by robotic 
bee swarms, which were developed by the Granular Project company as 
part of the government strategy for environmental sustainability, but it 
turns out that the swarms have also secretly been used by the govern-
ment for mass surveillance. The episode not only channels the anxieties 
over colony collapse disorder but also manages to cleverly intersect them 
with other current social issues, such as online surveillance and privacy, 
abuse and targeting on social media, and drone warfare. The plot could 
be understood in terms of staging a biopolitical capture of the robotic 
swarms, which are modelled on the localised actions and environmen-
tal role of organic swarms, for the purposes of drone surveillance and 
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ultimately drone thanatopolitics, which are managed through the agency 
of the digital network.

Ideas behind the design of robotic swarms go back to nineteenth-cen-
tury entomology, when insect bodies started to be understood as 
‘insect media’ for their peculiar capabilities of perception, communi-
cation, swarming, or building that could be tapped into as models for 
human technologies: ‘a technics of insects and nature in which the tools 
are not yet differentiated from the body of the animal’ (Parikka 2010, 
p. xxx). Honeybees as insect media have been particularly admired 
for their fascinating hive organisation and swarm intelligence, from 
Maurice Maeterlinck in The Life of the Bee (1901) to Karl von Frisch’s 
enchantment with the honeybee in The Dancing Bees (1953), where he 
conceptualised their non-symbolic communication, the so-called wag-
gle dance, that points towards the direction of nectar (Barlow 2017,  
pp. 152–53). Bees were thus positioned in Jünger’s 1950s context 
as problem-solvers in response to their milieus and models for design-
ing cybernetic and robotic machines, which has eventually produced 
the advanced RoboBee, ‘inspired by the biology of a bee’ (Wyss 2018). 
Jünger’s glass bees, which ‘resembled less a hive than an automated 
telephone exchange’ (1957/1991, p. 94), have uncannily anticipated 
the scattered structure of the Internet, as Bruce Sterling suggests in his 
introduction to the novel (2000, p. 7). They have mutated in Brooker’s 
series into networked, online-monitored ADIs that, as they ‘pass between 
hives, they switch from one jurisdiction to another, like a phone between 
cell masts’, as we find out in the episode (‘Hated in the Nation’ 2016).  
However, this folding of the agency of the organic swarm into the 
agency of the digital network raises the key biopolitical question—of  
who can possibly control these uncannimedia and for what purposes 
exactly—which is already anticipated in Jünger’s novel.

We are introduced to industrialist Zapparoni’s completely transparent 
bee swarms in the garden of his mansion as they are seen by his pro-
spective employee Richard: ‘They hung in clusters on the white jas-
mine which bordered the path; and out of the blossoming maple beside 
the pavilion their swarming sounded as if it came from the interior of 
some huge bell which reverberates for a long time after its midday peal’ 
(Jünger 1957/1991, p. 91). As the reader is imagining this rather peace-
ful and ordinary garden scene, the protagonist informs us of his intu-
ition that something strange might be at work in these activities and 
in the way the bees look, while remarking that he is not an expert on 
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bee anatomy or behaviour. In the next moment, he uses his binoculars 
to zoom in on an individual specimen, which reveals the larger than 
normal size and complete transparency of an artificial bee. This dis-
covery leaves him and the readers with ‘the impression of something 
undreamed-of, something extremely bizarre—the impression, let us say, 
of an insect from the moon. A demiurge from a distant realm, who had 
once heard of bees, might have created it’ (1957/1991, p. 91). In Black 
Mirror, a rather similarly framed, defamiliarising effect by the swarms is 
produced, but in contrast to the novel, this is effectively done through 
the particular audio-visual strategies of the TV medium. As the detec-
tives Parke and Coulson investigate the killings by the ADIs, they visit 
the Granular Project headquarters and are immediately confronted 
with a buzzing swarm formation in a rectangular shape of the letters 
‘GP’ against the monochromatic, greyish inside of the building. In this 
slightly eerie atmosphere, Coulson for the first time voices the idea that 
the bees might actually be used by the government to spy on citizens 
and then disrupts the swarm formation with her hand only to see it 
regroup a few seconds later back into the identical shape. The detectives 
are then led by the project manager through a long, white corridor of 
a huge greenhouse that is stacked with plants on which the seemingly 
ordinary pollination processes are performed by the robotic swarms. The 
only indicator that something is not quite right, but the viewers just can-
not put their finger on, is the unnaturally metallic sound of the buzzing. 
The uncanniness increases when the human characters for a few seconds 
disappear outside of the visual frame and are heard speaking, while the 
viewers are given a close-up glimpse of an ADI sitting on a leaf, to make 
out just how bizarrely identical to the organic honeybee it is (rather than 
different as in Jünger). The greenhouse sequence ends with a few antic-
ipatory bars of an ominous song (which will feature significantly later in 
the sequence of mass killings by the swarms), as Parke finally reveals to 
the project managers that the real reason of the police visit is the suspi-
cion that an ADI was involved in an unexplained death.

I would suggest that both Jünger’s novel and Black Mirror, in the 
above depicted key scenes, can be said to signal the ambiguous, evasive 
agency of the robotic swarm. The two stagings similarly move from the 
buzzing sound and view of the swarm towards a close-up of an individual 
specimen, while employing the different, either textual or audio-visual, 
strategies of their respective medium. The robotic swarms in both cases 
are to be read as uncannimedia, as the viewer or the reader gradually 
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wonders not simply at the successful artificial imitation of life, but rather 
is encouraged to ask the question of where exactly the biopolitical agency 
of the robotic swarm is located and for what (potentially thanatopoliti-
cal) purposes it can be used.

Agency of the swarm network can be approached in terms of what 
Alex Galloway and Eugene Thacker discuss as biopolitics of networks, 
which is grounded in the historical conflation of life sciences and tech-
nology, biology and informatics (in Parikka 2008, p. 112). Thacker 
closely aligns networks, as the paradigms of contemporary global culture, 
with the biological concept of the swarm (2004, Part 1). He empha-
sises that they both should be understood as living networks, unfolding 
dynamically in time, and characterised by the circulation of affects, which 
are different from emotion and therefore disengaged from the anthropo-
morphic locus in the individual (Thacker 2004, Part 1, pp. 4–8). Parikka 
argues along similar lines, highlighting that insects have been integrated 
as parts of modern media culture, which involves the ‘biopolitical cap-
ture of “animality” as an affect, an intensity’ (Parikka 2008, p. 115), 
where swarming figures as ‘something pre-personal and pre-individual, a 
moment of reaction before thought, bodies communicating nearly auto-
matically’ (Parikka 2008, p. 118).5

One of the key lessons from the entomological studies of social 
insects, such as bees and ants, for the discussion on biopolitics of 
networks, has been ‘that global patterns emerge not from a central 
control, but from aggregates of localized interactions and decisions’ 
(Thacker 2004, Part 2, p. 2). Interestingly enough, Jünger’s protagonist 
Richard notices about the movements of the transparent bee swarms that 
‘[o]ne could hardly assume the existence of a central control panel: such 
a device would not be in the Zapparoni style because for him the qual-
ity of an automaton depended on its independent action’ (1957/1991,  
p. 104). This would suggest that we are presented with the robotic 
swarm actions modelled on the localised effects of organic swarms, 
which could be read as exhibiting a democratic, decentralised biopolitical 
potential, in Jünger’s post-Second World War context of continuous anx-
ieties around totalitarian, centralised control. On the other hand, Black 
Mirror speaks to the contemporary possibilities of manipulation through 
the digital network, and it initially also celebrates decentralised biopo-
litical potential of the ADI swarms, which are able to ‘autonomously 
navigate, make their own decisions, look after themselves, and con-
struct their own hives, which are replication points just like 3D printers’ 
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(‘Hated in the Nation’ 2016). This is a biopolitical vision of the swarm 
network as democratic, which has been explored recently by a number 
of scholars, including Braidotti, who emphasises the feminist-Deleu-
zian potentials of ‘becoming-insect’ (qtd. in Wilcox 2017, p. 30), and 
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, who align swarm intelligence enthu-
siastically with their biopolitical concept of multitude (2005, p. 92). But 
most recently, William E. Connolly proposes that in contemporary pol-
itics, what is needed is the ‘politics of swarming’, modelled on the bee 
swarm behaviour that is neither ruled by a queen nor herd-like, but is 
rather a ‘decision-making assemblage without a central coordinator’  
(2017, p. 124).

However, the swarm network figuration of contemporary biopolitics 
seems to be much more ambiguous. Swarm affects cannot be taken as 
inherently democratic and therefore always in excess of and resisting the 
biopolitical instrumentalisation of life, which is how Hardt and Negri 
position them (2005, p. 92). For Thacker, the swarm network is polit-
ically ambiguous, ‘a political paradox between control and emergence, 
sovereignty and multiplicity’ (qtd. in Parikka 2008, p. 115), or in other 
words, an inherently unstable and shifting biopolitical collective. In the 
‘Hated in the Nation’ episode, social media users are encouraged to par-
ticipate in the so-called Game of Consequences by picking a public fig-
ure they do not like and posting their name and photo with the hashtag 
#DeathTo in the status. The most popular target would supposedly be 
eliminated at the end of each day—and it turns out they indeed are—
by the bee swarms that have been hacked and turned into killer drones 
by a vigilante who wants to teach Internet users a lesson in responsibil-
ity. At first, the social media users are not aware that the game has real 
consequences, but when this is revealed in public, they nevertheless con-
tinue playing it, targeting those ‘hated in the nation’ and in fact exercis-
ing thanatopolitics by managing killable or bare lives, to use Agamben’s 
terminology (1998). The agency of the social media as part of the dig-
ital network is in the narrative constituted through the dispersed, local-
ised affects at the easy click of the touchpad by the user and emphatically 
not by the conventional rational, autonomous, self-possessed subjectiv-
ity. This ambiguous digital network agency might best be understood in 
terms of a viral mode of action that infects the online user subjectivity, 
which ultimately could result in an uncanny thanatopolitical twist such 
as in Black Mirror, but potentially also in more democratic collectives 
(for example, progressive activist movements). Parikka conceptualises 
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this dynamic as ‘a logic of contagion and repetition’ that characterises 
the ontology of contemporary Internet culture, in which self is an assem-
blage of information units that traverse subjectivity and spread conta-
giously (2007, pp. 288–89). This then leaves us with no guarantee that 
what might spread contagiously is a democratic potential, which is what 
the Black Mirror episode alerts us to, as it folds the robotic swarms quite 
literally into the Internet networks to show how a contagious online 
activity of abuse speech might possibly result in thanatopolitics.

Yet the thanatopolitical inflection of the swarm network reaches its 
uncanniest twist when the centrally controlled bee swarms are used as 
killer drones by the vigilante to execute mass killings of all those who 
used the abusive hashtag on their targets, manifesting what Mbembe 
discusses as the necropolitical power to turn whole populations into 
the living dead (2003, p. 40). But even before this apocalyptic twist in 
the narrative, the viewers find out that the ADIs were actually secretly 
used by the government for ‘total nationwide surveillance’ (‘Hated in  
the Nation’ 2016). As the officer of the National Crime Agency in the 
narrative states: ‘the government’s not going to pump billions into it 
just ’cause some lab coat says so, and it grabs 200 green votes’ (‘Hated 
in the Nation’ 2016), which echoes the previously mentioned explana-
tion given by a scientist as the rationale behind the RoboBee project. 
Black Mirror thus cautions the viewers not only against the contagious 
logic of the Internet swarm, but even more ominously, the possible 
capture of the robotic swarms for drone surveillance and even killings. 
Lauren Wilcox argues that the swarm figuration is at the forefront of 
contemporary militarised systems of control and therefore should be 
examined not only for its democratic potential, but actually as a central 
mode of current necropolitics (2017, p. 33). The potential use of the 
RoboBees for surveillance is only hinted at on the website, as already 
mentioned, yet Timothy P. Loftus, not surprisingly, writes that the 
RoboBees would fall under the legal category of unmanned aerial vehi-
cles and should be regulated under the state drone law (2016). It is 
fascinating that Jünger, writing 60 years earlier, already anticipated the 
possible centralised capture of the robotic bee swarms for surveillance 
and war. His protagonist Richard observes another type of the robotic  
bee among the glass ones—the Smoky Gray—and remarks that  
‘[w]hen tanks deploy in a terrain, observers fly above them in a similar fash-
ion’ (Jünger 1957/1991, p. 107), imagining that Zapparoni is ‘follow-
ing the messages of the Smoky Gray on his television screen’ (p. 114). 
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This speculation reflects on the advanced technology of World War II as 
well as the development of television, yet it is prophetic and able to reso-
nate with the twenty-first-century drone thanatopolitics, because Jünger 
understood well that ‘technology is pursued not to accelerate progress 
but to intensify power’, as Bruce Sterling puts it (2000, p. 8).

Jünger’s prophetic image of ‘the delusion of being encircled by min-
ute, evilly-intentioned airplanes’ (1957/1991, p. 28) therefore seems 
particularly apt to conclude the lines of inquiry pursued in this chapter. 
As the minute RoboBee becomes an actual technological possibility in 
the age of the Anthropocene and on the horizon of a potential honeybee 
extinction, it also activates cultural imagination at the productive inter-
section of science and Gothic fiction. Its ‘evil intentions’ materialise as 
contemporary inflections of the Freudian uncanny, which continues to 
thrive rather than disappear as a result of ever more advanced technolo-
gies, among which robotics and digital developments figure prominently. 
The robotic bees could be said to function as uncannimedia, but not 
only do they continue to mark our fraught relationship with the bound-
ary between life and death, organic and mechanical, but in the digital 
and Anthropocene age they also register biopolitical decisions on life and 
death.

notes

1.  As stated on the website of the US Environmental Protection Agency, col-
ony collapse disorder is ‘the phenomenon that occurs when the majority 
of worker bees in a colony disappear and leave behind a queen, plenty of 
food and a few nurse bees to care for the remaining immature bees and the 
queen’ (EPA 2018). The phenomenon was first noticed to be happening 
on a large scale during the winter of 2006–2007 by the beekeepers in the 
United States, after which the term colony collapse disorder (CCD) was 
introduced.

2.  Development of the robotic bee pollinators has been undertaken in other 
countries as well: at the National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science 
and Technology in Japan and the Delft University of Technology in the 
Netherlands.

3.  The automaton Canard Digérateur or Digesting Duck was created by 
Jacques de Vaucanson in 1739 in France. The mechanical duck appeared 
to have the ability to eat grain, digest it, and defecate, but the digestion 
did not actually take place as the faeces were prestored in the mechanism.

4.  Starting from Donna Haraway’s classic ‘Cyborg Manifesto’ (1985) onwards.
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5.  For useful conceptualisation of the link between biopolitics and affect, see 
Ben Anderson, ‘Affect and Biopower: Towards a Politics of Life’ (2012), 
who argues that affect should not be understood only in terms of resist-
ance to or excess of biopolitical management, but also as the object-target 
of biopolitics, and therefore a general condition for the birth of forms of 
biopower.
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CHAPTER 13

A Bark and Stormy Night: Ann  
Radcliffe’s Animals

Heather Ladd

In the generically formative work of eighteenth-century British novelist 
Ann Radcliffe, plot, character, and mood frequently hinge on the pres-
ence and absence of animals; often they are semi-present as wordless 
animal voices punctuating the soundscape of the writer’s descriptive set-
tings. Both wild and domestic animals figure in Radcliffe’s writing, par-
ticularly her masterwork of the ‘Female Gothic’, The Mysteries of Udolpho 
(1794).1 In several of her novels, which follow the travails of a young, set 
upon gentlewoman, the tensions of solitude are broken by dogs, which 
represent—and in one case literally preserve—the safety of the virginal 
heroine. As in the sentimental fiction of the mid-to-late eighteenth cen-
tury, companion creatures serve as a kind of second self to the human 
characters peopling the novel of sensibility, and the sentimental protag-
onists’ emotional relationship to the animal world aligns them with the 
ethos of moral sensibility, considered in the period as so vital to the com-
munity and the individual. This chapter charts new scholarly territory 
by examining the specifically Gothic aspects of animal–human relations 
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in the works of Radcliffe. While animals in Radcliffe’s novels do mirror 
and otherwise highlight the emotional and aesthetic sensitivities of her 
characters, they also show the centrality of fear in the Gothic genre, a 
fear that is never far from paternal or predatory patriarchal masculinity. 
The wild animals inhabiting Radcliffe’s Gothic landscapes—these spaces 
gendered male by their sublimity—contribute to the threatening atmos-
phere of these scenes, while guardian animals underline the heroine’s 
dependence on masculine protection in the face of what April London 
identifies as a hallmark of late-eighteenth-century Gothic fiction: ‘the 
failure of sociability’, the corrosion of familial and communal bonds and 
the breakdown of social feelings such as empathy, selflessness, and benev-
olence (2012, p. 112). This chapter is divided into three sections, the 
first being a brief consideration of sensibility, the literary and ideological 
bedrock of Radcliffe’s Gothic. In this section, I reflect on the symbolic 
use of animals in the novel of sensibility, a genre of fiction popular in 
the mid-to-late eighteenth century; in the second section, I explore the 
animal presence in Radcliffe’s A Sicilian Romance (1790), The Romance 
of the Forest (1791), and The Italian (1797), and the third, a sustained 
reading of The Mysteries of Udolpho as it variously uses animals to signal 
the Gothic heroine’s vulnerability.

sensibility And the AnimAl

Radcliffe’s debt to the mid-to-late eighteenth-century novel of sensibil-
ity or sentimental novel is most evident in her characterisations, particu-
larly the sensitive heroines so ubiquitous within her oeuvre. Novelists like 
Laurence Sterne and Henry Mackenzie championed sensibility—an acute 
moral and aesthetic responsiveness to people, to nature, and to art; sen-
sibility is the quality that distinguishes their protagonists, usually men, 
from an unfeeling world that may ignore or actively oppress those on 
the margins of society. Tess Cosslett notes that ‘the objects of sensibili-
ty’s pity and benevolence were stereotypically women, children, animals 
and slaves’ (2006, p. 16). Women and animals are often interchangeable 
in the sentimental novel as things upon which benevolent males expend 
their tears and exercise their charity. Episodes that showcase the protago-
nist’s empathy are integral in sentimental narratives, this empathy involv-
ing an imaginative and intellectual leap as the observer-hero puts himself 
in the place of the suffering object. Animals were used in the novel of 
sensibility to demonstrate an individual’s capacity for ‘fine feeling’ and 
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inseparability of emotion and morality. Tobias Menely explores the 
dependence of human ethics on the animal, arguing that ‘the creaturely 
voice haunts human self-conception and community formation’ (2015, 
p. 45). The Gothic writings of Radcliffe and her successors foreground 
the figure of ‘virtue in distress’ and build on the sentimental tradition 
by using animals to underscore the socially oriented heroine’s moral 
superiority to the self-oriented Gothic villain; animals in both the sen-
timental novel and the Gothic novel call attention to the paternalism 
of eighteenth-century society, but in the latter, the animal–human rela-
tionship is shadowed by the more threatening side of patriarchy: phys-
ical and sexual violence. As I will demonstrate in my subsequent close 
readings of Radcliffe’s novels, animals draw attention to the vulnerability 
of the Gothic heroine as she negotiates spaces dominated by unchecked 
masculinity.

A Sicilian Romance (1790), The Romance of the Forest (1791),  
and The Italian (1797)

Radcliffe’s second novel, A Sicilian Romance, centres on the fortunes 
of the women of a noble family who are likewise beset by controlling 
men; Julia Mazzini and her sister Emilia are told the tragic story of 
their (supposedly) late mother by their governess Madame de Menon. 
She narrates the doomed love story of the girls’ mother Louisa and 
Madame’s brother Orlando. Within this interpolated tale, an animal is 
given as a love token and remembrancer. Orlando, who serves in the 
army, is called away to his Sicilian regiment, and his farewell to Louisa 
involves giving his beloved this living memento. Madame recounts: 
‘My brother had a favorite dog, which, before he set off, he presented 
to Louisa, and committing it to her care, begged she would be kind to 
it, and sometimes remember its master’ (1790/1993, p. 31). Oddly, 
the storyteller makes no further mention of this dog, though Louisa 
is said to have gone for walks ‘in what was once his favourite haunts’  
(p. 31). Though Radcliffe does not make this pet Louisa’s solace or 
guardian during Orlando’s absence, this gift animal points to the male 
lover’s sincerity and the constancy of his emotional attachments. The 
dog is a tacit pledge of faith, canine qualities being considered as ‘the 
sentimental virtues of loyalty and friendship that exceed the hypo-
critical feigning of those virtues by duplicitous humans’ (Nash 2006,  
p. 11). The narrator of this tale describes his ‘affections’ as ‘unalterably 
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fixed on Louisa’ (p. 31). His instructions to Louisa to treat his favour-
ite kindly show a sensitivity to animal welfare, which in Radcliffe’s time 
was becoming a concern of humanitarian Englishmen like William 
Wilberforce, a founding member of the Royal Society for the Prevention 
of Cruelty to Animals. Orlando’s feelings do not translate into speech 
or action. Out of reasons of ‘delicacy and generosity’, he is ‘silent’ in his 
love for Louisa and even after a second parting from her, he leaves ‘with-
out disclosing his sentiments’ (p. 32). Yet there is a congruence between 
the passive male lover and dumb creature that illustrates the feminisation 
of the hero in Radcliffe’s brand of the Gothic.2 Orlando is an extreme 
version of the effeminate hero, disappearing as he does from the nar-
rative without even declaring, much less consummating his desire. His 
death in a duel with the Chevalier de Manon represents the failure of 
sociability—here, specifically of friendship and the emotional regulation 
necessitated by civil society—so endemic to the Gothic, and afterwards 
the depressed Louisa tamely submits to marry the man of which her 
father approves, the Marquis Mazinni. Without the countervailing force 
of masculine heroism, Louisa becomes subject to the Marquis’ criminal 
passions. Madame de Menon, after a time away from Louisa—now the 
Marchioness—learns that she has died, ‘a prey, I fear, to grief’ (p. 34).  
Madame is only half right, however, as Louisa is the prey, but prey to 
her villainous husband who imprisons her and spreads the report of her 
death in order to remarry. The image of female characters as quarry, 
creatures vulnerable to powerful predators, continues when Radcliffe 
moves back into the main narrative, for Julia must flee through the wil-
derness from an arranged marriage that her father would impose upon 
her. Thus, female animality serves as an implicit critique of patriarchy, 
specifically the dehumanisation of enforced subservience to unchecked 
male authority. This predatory dynamic places Radcliffe’s novel in the 
mode of the ‘female Gothic’, for, ‘in the female tradition, the male trans-
gressor becomes a villain whose authoritative reach as patriarch, abbot, 
or despot seeks to entrap the heroine, usurps the great house, and threat-
ens death or rape’ (Milbank 2009, p. 121).

The animal–human relationship enjoyed by Adeline, the Gothic hero-
ine of The Romance of the Forest, clearly shows the genre’s indebtedness 
to the sentimental novel of the mid-to-late eighteenth century, which 
regularly features interspecies affective bonds. For example, in Laurence 
Sterne’s A Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy (1768), the 
madwoman Maria finds comfort in her dog Silvio; their devotion to each 
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other within a pastoral setting highlights the dearth of unconditional 
love in the unfeeling commercial world from which they are excluded. 
Radcliffe borrows the motif of animal devotion but counterbalances the 
tranquil melancholy of such episodes with moments of fear, usually gen-
erated by human or (ostensibly) supernatural threats and exacerbated 
by the Gothic’s failure of sociability: the breakdown of family and other 
social relations; the domestic sphere becomes an uncanny space as the 
antisocial forces of the human will transgress the bounds of ‘modern, civ-
ilized society, defined as peaceful, gentle, and … enlightened’ (Goodman 
1996, p. 8). Abandoned by the man she believes to be her father, 
Adeline is taken by a substitute patriarch, Pierre de la Motte, to a ruined 
abbey; this crumbling, labyrinthine Gothic structure, which lies deep in 
the French woods, is briefly a safe haven for Adeline and the La Mottes. 
Yet, this pseudo-familial space quickly becomes emotionally unhealthy 
for the young heroine, subjected as she is to the irrational jealousies of 
Madame La Motte. The physical seclusion of the Abbey becomes com-
pounded with the psychological isolation of her situation within the fam-
ily. George E. Haggerty opines that Radcliffe is radically suggesting that 
‘the family is as dangerous and destructive as any of the Gothic config-
urations Adeline is forced to enter. In one sense, in fact, the family is 
the most dangerous configuration of all, because here, at first anyway, 
Adeline felt safe’ (Haggerty 1998, p. 162). Nevertheless, Adeline finds 
solace in nature, in the beauty of the abbey’s wild environs and in the 
companionship of a young deer that attaches itself to her. Like the sea 
birds in The Italian, this motherless fawn is emblematic of the heroine’s 
Gothic plight; nonetheless, the fawn functions as a domesticated animal, 
a quasi-pet, in the novel.3 The novel’s first reference companion ani-
mal appears shortly after a description of Madame La Motte’s changed 
treatment of her (unofficial) ward: ‘Distrust gradually undermined kind-
ness, and jealousy raised suspicion’ (Radcliffe 1791/1986, p. 63). Thus, 
a contrast is implicitly made between the trusting wild creature and the 
human woman whose irrational suspicions poison her relationship with 
Adeline. This aligns with Radcliffe’s Rousseauvian distrust of the cor-
ruptive influence of city life as well as the competition between women 
so encouraged within patriarchal society, a dynamic which the novelist 
also—like urban modernity itself—repeatedly ‘Gothicizes’. As Diane 
Long Hoeveler elucidates, ‘The novels of Radcliffe project a deep dis-
dain for the growing urban world; they embody a fear of industrializa-
tion and the rise and spread of a new commercial culture’ (1995, p. 87).  
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Significantly, Madame La Motte has spent considerable time in Paris 
and thus imposes the city’s vices onto Adeline immediately before the 
fawn appears in the narrative. Adeline sees the grazing fawn from an 
abbey window and the animal’s simple, demonstrative response to her 
could not be more unlike Madame La Motte’s concealed aversion: ‘Her 
favourite little fawn distinguished Adeline, and came bounding towards 
her with strong marks of joy. She was somewhat alarmed lest the ani-
mal, being observed, should betray her, and walked swiftly away through 
the cloisters’ (Radcliffe 1791/1986, p. 63). The animal has no concept 
of the guile and secrecy necessitated by the workings of human society. 
While Adeline is forced by her unfortunate circumstances into secrecy, 
the fawn acts on instinct alone, though Radcliffe anthropomorphises 
here, attributing ‘joy’—a human emotion—to this creature. Living out-
doors, Adeline’s fawn is not quite a pet; this gentle creature is a prey ani-
mal, its future potentially holding the brutality of the eighteenth-century 
hunt. The fawn and Adeline are symbolically kin for the innocent maiden 
at the centre of the Radcliffean universe is herself prey, hunted and peri-
odically cornered and trapped by a predatory aristocratic Gothic villain; 
these distressed heroines of the late eighteenth-century Gothic novel are 
the hunted—as a sexual or marital target.

The other key scene involving the fawn in The Romance of the Forest 
uses the animal as a symbol for Adeline herself, as well as a go-between 
in the relationship between the heroine and Louis La Motte, the son of 
Adeline’s unofficial guardians at the Abbey. When Louis is in the process 
of confessing his love for Adeline, the creature appears. Adeline has just 
been forced to interrupt his selfish declaration, admitting to her ‘distress’ 
at this inappropriate revelation, which demonstrates the failure of socia-
bility, specifically the unreliability of the family as a support structure 
within the Gothic narrative. Louis is no empathetic fraternal protector, 
as he fails in the role of ‘acting brother’ to consider her friendless situa-
tion (p. 105). She clearly and firmly rejects him, but Louis will not take 
no for an answer, even after she directly expresses the ‘hope’ that he will 
‘reduce love within the limits of friendship’ (p. 105). The fawn interrupts 
his unwanted verbal romantic assault on Adeline, effecting a rhetorical 
shift in Louis from that of the ardent to the self-pitying lover:

‘Never!’ cried Louis vehemently: ‘Were this possible, my passion would 
be unworthy of its object.’ While he spoke, Adeline’s favourite fawn came 
bounding towards her. This circumstance affected Louis even to tears. 
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‘This little animal,’ said he, after a short pause, ‘first conducted me to you’. 
(p. 105)

The animal, as a symbol of the heroine’s innocence and vulnerability 
and as an instrument of moral sensibility, or what Laura Brown terms 
‘expressive didacticism’, checks the violence of Louis’ love (2010,  
p. 123). Though Louis, unlike other men in Gothic fiction, does not try 
to physically overpower the heroine, his declaration is nonetheless a vio-
lation. Louis’ lack of control over his words—he compulsively reveals his 
heart and in doing so becomes too overcome with emotion to speak—
suggests the libertine villain’s supposedly uncontrollable lust.

Yet his attack on Adeline is subtler, for when he regains his verbal 
powers, he then uses them to emotionally manipulate the object of his 
unruly affections; disturbingly, he turns the fawn into an affective prop 
and forces a new meaning onto the creature; his words transform the 
fawn from a double of Adeline, the child of nature, into a stand-in for 
himself. After exclaiming Adeline’s name, Louis then melodramatically 
refers to himself in the third person as he makes the demand that: ‘when 
you look upon your little favourite and caress it, remember the unhappy 
Louis, who will then be far—far from you’ (p. 105). Thus, Louis sym-
bolically—and selfishly—avails of any future ‘caress’ that Adeline 
bestows on the fawn. In aligning himself with the heroine’s quasi-pet, 
he self-feminises in an appeal to Adeline’s sympathy, but without negat-
ing the threat that men present in the Gothic novel as either spurned or 
ungovernable ‘demon lovers’.

Significantly, this is the last reference to Adeline’s fawn in the novel. 
The animal vanishes from the narrative as the action moves beyond the 
Abbey and its grounds and into the Savoy, where Adeline is integrated 
into an ideal family of reason, religion, and sensibility: the La Lucs. In 
this asylum from the Gothic’s broken sociability, Adeline no longer 
requires the companionship of the fawn. In Clara La Luc, daughter of 
the enlightened patriarch of the family, Arnaud La Luc, the heroine finds 
the emotional satisfaction of human friendship. Moreover, in Arnaud 
La Luc she obtains the protection afforded to his biological daughter; 
in changing the morally weak Monsieur La Motte for him, the heroine 
eludes her position as ‘prey’ within the novel, albeit without much trou-
bling the parameters of eighteenth-century patriarchy.

Ellena di Rosalba, the heroine of Radcliffe’s The Italian, or the 
Confessional of the Black Penitents, the last of Radcliffe’s works published 
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in the novelist’s lifetime, is a woman rendered vulnerable by the failure 
of social bonds, those of family and the church. She begins the novel 
as an orphan because of her father’s murder and her mother’s confine-
ment to a convent. Set during the Holy Inquisition, the novel thema-
tises abuses of masculine power, inextricably tied to politics, religion, 
and class. The book’s chief antagonist is Ellena’s confessor, the corrupt 
Father Schedoni, whom she later discovers is her uncle. The heroine’s 
Gothic vulnerability is signified by both animal presence and absence, in 
the latter case, intimating the physical isolation that harbours the threat 
of sexual violence. In one of the many scenes of travel in Radcliffe’s 
novels, Ellena is kidnapped by the villainous Schedoni and rides—
low-spirited and fearful—through a gloomy alpine landscape into an 
unknown future. Her mood is lifted when she sees houses on the forest’s 
edge, ‘and presently heard the cheerful bark of a dog, that sure herald 
and faithful servant of man!’ (Radcliffe 1797/1968, p. 252). The pres-
ence of a domesticated animal heralds the travellers’ movements back 
into a comparably safer space of human civilisation: the mountain town 
of Zani. Elsewhere in the novel, the animal and human worlds physically 
overlap to symbolically emphasise Ellena’s affinity to the natural world 
as a sentimental heroine, but also her subordination to masculine forces 
as a Gothic one. Radcliffe uses the image of the seabird to create sub-
lime maritime landscapes dominated by dangerous natural phenomena 
(storms, tides, etc.). The novel’s heroine is acutely sensitive to nature’s 
splendours: she gazes on stormy vistas that almost supernaturally reflect 
her emotional state, for ‘the scene appeared to sympathize with the spir-
its of Ellena’ (Radcliffe 1797/1968, p. 222). As women in Radcliffe’s 
period were ‘thought of as ethereal and animal’ (Miles 1995, p. 31), she 
is conflated with the creatures animating the book’s affective landscapes. 
At least three times in this novel, Radcliffe alludes to birds returning to 
their nests, a significant image in light of the heroine’s homelessness: ‘the 
birds circling swiftly over the waters, and scudding away to their nests 
in the cliffs’ (p. 222). Like the birds seeking shelter from the weather, 
and, in one instance, from human violence (a flock is startled by the 
report of a firearm), the fearful heroine is oriented towards survival and 
home. Animals thus underscore the pervasive fear that the unhomely 
spaces of the Gothic novel—both its natural and manmade sublime 
habits—engender.

A Sicilian Romance (1790), The Romance of the Forest (1791), and 
The Italian (1797) contain references to wild and domesticated creatures 
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that colour the affective landscape of Radcliffe’s novels, works character-
ised by what can be termed ‘Gothic sensibility’, an acute responsiveness 
that encompasses both sympathetic feeling and the fear engendered by 
masculine power and the failure of sociability; this failure is sometimes 
presented as broken affective bonds or as the failure of benevolence, 
that crucial active value within a moral society. Vis-à-vis the animal, 
Radcliffe plays out tensions between the sublime and the beautiful and 
between fear and comfort as her heroines move towards a conclusion 
in which Gothic energies are safely contained and sociability re-estab-
lished. Though animals play less of a part in these three novels than in 
The Mysteries of Udolpho, the focus of the remainder of this chapter, these 
allusions are notable as recurring motifs in the aesthetically and psycho-
logically distinctive literary mode Radcliffe so profoundly shaped.

The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794)

There are more allusions to animals in The Mysteries of Udolpho than 
any other work in Radcliffe’s oeuvre and these fall into both taxonomic 
categories: wild and domesticated. Throughout the novel, even the 
faint sounds of rural animal life are soothing to Radcliffe’s characters, 
who listen for: ‘the distant sound of a solitary sheep-bell’ and ‘the far-
off low of cattle’ (Radcliffe 1794/1980, p. 73). But when the action of 
the novel is not taking place in the labyrinthine Gothic titular edifice, 
Radcliffe’s plots unfold in nearly inaccessible mountainous regions of 
continental Europe. Animals are crucial to the aural landscape of The 
Mysteries of Udolpho, a novel that is deeply rooted in Edmund Burke’s 
A Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and 
Beautiful (1757). Burkean sublimity, dependent on the terror of obscu-
rity, dominates Radcliffe’s Gothic settings. The absence of domesticated 
animals and the presence of wild animals identifies environments as 
threateningly remote. Like Ellena in The Italian, the travelling Emily is 
especially frightened by such isolated locales: she and her group travel 
through a spot so remote that they do not hear ‘bark of a watchdog’ 
(p. 402), a point brought up just a few pages later, ‘still no distant bark’ 
(p. 407). A concern is expressed by one of the party that ‘night will 
come on presently, and then the wolves will make it dangerous to stop’ 
(pp. 402–3). Yet human predators, namely ‘banditti’ (p. 402), likewise 
present another example of the Gothic’s broken sociability, they are ini-
tially the source of concern for Emily. Indeed, banditti and wolves are 
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interchangeable, both occupying spaces outside the rule of law, and 
the supposedly civilising forces of culture, and both presenting a threat 
to Emily’s person. Nonetheless, in the early Gothic novel, animals are 
not invested with the alterity they possess in nineteenth-century fiction, 
which uses the device of cross-species monstrosity. More often, wild ani-
mals are used by Radcliffe to underscore characters’ refinement of obser-
vation, noting as they do the native flora and fauna. Emily St. Aubert’s 
appreciation of nature is expressed as an (unrealisable) desire to enjoy it 
as freely as the native animals, namely the izard or chamois, a goat-ante-
lope. Early in the novel, when the heroine is travelling through the alps 
with her father St. Aubert and Valancourt, ‘Emily wished to trip along 
the turf, so green and bright with dew, and to taste the full delight of 
that liberty, which the izard seemed to enjoy as he bounded along the 
brow of the cliffs’ (Radcliffe 1794/1980, p. 36). Yet this affinity for the 
izards’ way of life is at odds with her subservience to gender roles, for, 
these creatures scale the very precipices that so alarm Emily as she moves 
through sublime scenery that is consistently gendered masculine: active, 
powerful, intimidating, and yet also ennobling. Burke conceives of the 
sublime as a distinctly male aesthetic, the opposite of the beautiful, which 
is connected to stereotypically feminine traits and ‘the social feelings’ 
(Battersby 2007, p. 7).

Radcliffe establishes her novel’s much-absent Gothic hero, 
Valancourt, as the male counterpart to Emily St. Aubert, Gothic heroine 
and child of nature. His first appearance gives the impression of this lat-
ter label, as Emily and her father St. Aubert observe him ‘spring from the 
bushes into the road, followed by a couple of dogs’ (p. 31). The hero 
appears in the dress of a hunter, though he admits that he is not particu-
larly interested in the chase, explaining: ‘I am pleased with the country, 
and mean to saunter away a few weeks among its scenes. My dogs I take 
with me more for companionship than for game’ (p. 32). Significantly, 
he is no hunter and his dogs—animal doppelgangers—are no hunting 
hounds; Valancourt lives in harmony with beasts that would be used by 
other aristocratic men for sport.4 His gender renders him rather freer 
than the heroine (who must content herself with being a more passive 
nature lover) in his explorations of the mountain landscape; while Emily 
and her father ride in the carriage, ‘Valancourt, willing to take a more 
extensive view of the enchanting country, into which they were about 
to descend, than he could do from a carriage, loosened his dogs, and 
once more bounded with them along the banks of the road’ (p. 55).  
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His enthusiastic appreciation of nature establishes him as the future hus-
band of Emily, who likewise delights, albeit in a less immersive way in 
these sublime vistas.

Emily also becomes associated with dogs in The Mysteries of Udolpho. 
Her canine is likewise no ornamental eighteenth-century lapdog, but a 
guardian animal that connects her to the masculine order that conversely 
threatens and protects female innocence. The dog’s protective stance 
towards the heroine is congruent with the rampant paternalism within 
the novel: Emily is offered/subjected to the guardianship of a series of 
male characters. After her father St. Aubert dies, she is placed under the 
dubious protection of her uncle Montoni. Like the lonely Adeline, Emily 
develops an emotional attachment to an animal when she is deprived of 
human affection. Radcliffe describes their affective bond:

Her father’s favourite dog, now in the chamber, thus seemed to acquire 
the character and importance of a friend; and, as the animal fawned over 
her when she wept, and licked her hands, ‘Ah, poor Manchon!’ said she, ‘I 
have nobody now to love me—but you!’ and she wept the more. (p. 119)

Later, in perhaps the most important scenes of animal–human interaction 
in Radcliffe’s fiction, Manchon takes an overtly protective role when the 
heroine is faced with a threat to her chastity; concerned about the secu-
rity of her room, she lies down fully clothed, ‘with her late father’s dog, 
the faithful Manchon, at the foot of the bed, whom she considered as a 
kind of guard’ (p. 260). Emily’s suitor/stalker, Count Morano, steals 
into Emily’s chamber with a lamp in a scene that reads like an attempted 
rape; the intruder’s light immediately awakens the dog who ‘barked 
loudly, and jumping to the floor, flew at the stranger, who struck the ani-
mal with a sheathed sword’ (p. 261). Emily attempts a rhetorical defence 
of her chastity, but she is strangely ‘interrupted by the growling of the  
dog’ (p. 265), the creature instinctively sensing the hopelessness of such 
a strategy. Morano makes his own verbal attack, posing as her rescuer, 
and offering her a romance fantasy with ‘Fly, fly, from this gloomy prison 
with a lover who adores you!’ (p. 265). Another suspect guardian fig-
ure, Morano offers his services, responding with verbal violence against 
Montoni when Emily elects to stay under her uncle’s roof (choosing the 
Devil she knows against a more unfamiliar evil): ‘his protection! Emily, why 
will you suffer yourself to be thus deluded?’ (p. 263, emphasis in origi-
nal). Emily’s interlocutor drops his pretence of chivalry, growing enraged 
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and jealous when she rejects his aid; this scene seems to be moving 
towards the violence of a sexual violation, for Morano’s aggressive final 
line ‘—This very instant—’ is ‘interrupted by the loud barking of the dog’  
(p. 265). As she is ‘terrified by his words’, the reader can surmise he was 
about to declare his intention to abduct or rape her (p. 265). Manchon—
who stands in for her father as well as Valancourt—suspends this potential 
outcome, but Emily is actually saved by her uncle, who disarms his guest. 
Significantly, Valancourt, the novel’s hero, is absent from this scene; he is 
an ineffectual protector in contrast to the virile Gothic villain Montoni; 
unlike Valancourt, who roams as equals with his canine companions, 
Montoni insists on supremacy over all beings, characterising himself to his 
niece as ‘a man who has unlimited power over you’ (p. 305). Thus, Count 
Morano’s intrusion exposes the patriarchal scaffolding of the heroine’s 
relationships, however symbolic in the case of Manchon.5

Another potential champion of Emily’s fetishised innocence appears 
in the shape of Dupont, a French prisoner of Montoni, who reveals 
that he fell in love with the heroine observing her much earlier in the 
story; he admits to a crime of passion: some time ago, he stole her min-
iature portrait, which he now returns to Emily with the promise of his 
disinterested assistance. In the suspenseful scene of the heroine’s escape 
from Udolpho, ‘Emily’s favourite dog’ reappears in the narrative as her 
guard: he again ‘barked loudly’ at hearing the voices of Montoni’s men 
(p. 450). A subtle power struggle between human and animal protector 
occurs in this tense moment: ‘“This dog will betray us!” said Dupont, “I 
will hold him. I fear he has already betrayed us!” replied Emily. Dupont, 
however, caught him up again…’ (p. 450). In this hurried escape from 
their castle-prison, the women Emily and her servant Anette ‘were 
placed on horseback with their two protectors’ (p. 452), the passive 
construction of this sentence a reflection on the passivity of the women’s 
situation. The heroine has left the protection of one man—her uncle—
for that of two others to whom she entrusts her physical security.

Human relations also point to the underlying morality of a male char-
acter who, in helping convey Emily from Montoni, needs to be trustwor-
thy. A moment in this frantic escape validates Emily’s decision to trust 
the servant Ludovico. After Dupont whips his horse, Ludovico expresses 
pity for the tired animal: ‘“Ah! poor beast” said Ludovico, “he is weary 
enough; he has been out all day!”’ (p. 452). The urgency of the situ-
ation means even he must ‘lash’ his horse and ‘set off on a full gallop’  
(p. 452), human exigencies still taking precedence over the suffering 
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animal body; still, Ludovico’s sympathy for the weary beast signals his 
goodness in a way that a straightforward declaration of morality could 
not. Much earlier in volume one, Valancourt gives up his room and 
sleeps outside on a bench to accommodate the group’s mules and their 
muleteer, whose ‘honour was wounded when his mules were treated 
with disrespect’ and ‘would have received a blow, perhaps, with more 
meekness’ (p. 34). With the valuing of animal life being one hallmark of 
the period’s man of feeling, Ludovico thus distinguishes himself as a foil 
to men like Montoni, whom his wife characterises as a ‘cruel monster’  
(p. 281).6 Indeed, throughout The Mysteries of Udolpho, the animal is 
closely connected to the literary and ideological underpinnings of the 
early Gothic novel in the novel of sensibility. But given Emily’s depend-
ence on Ludovico’s character in this vulnerable moment of escape from 
Udolpho, animal life in Radcliffe’s fiction is inseparable from the per-
vasive fear within the Gothic novel with its unreliable sociability and its 
alternately protective and threatening patriarchal forces.

conclusion

In the yet early days of the Gothic novel—a genre pioneered by late 
eighteenth-century novelist Ann Radcliffe—animals, both domestic and 
wild, are key to establishing the complex aesthetic, moral, and generic 
literary ecosystem of The Mysteries of Udolpho, and, to a lesser extent, 
A Sicilian Romance, The Italian, and The Romance of the Forest. While 
these novels demonstrate the writer’s indebtedness to sentimental fic-
tion and its affective animals, they also develop a ‘Gothic sensibility’ that 
foregrounds fear—the central emotion of Radcliffe’s fiction. Crucially 
to the import of this chapter, animals in Radcliffe’s imagined world are 
linked to her strategies of characterisation and setting as they relate to 
terror, reinforcing the sympathetic—and even impotent—masculinity 
of the Gothic hero, the susceptibility of the Gothic heroine (figured as 
prey), and the sublimity of the Gothic landscape, which derives its affect 
from intimidation. The wild animal is key to the intimidating grandeur 
of largely uninhabited landscapes (the sublime, which is gendered mascu-
line), while the domesticated animal is key to tranquil rural society (the 
beautiful, gendered feminine or paternalistic masculine). The dynamic of 
plot in Radcliffean Gothic novels is dependent on the suspense created 
by this oscillation between the sublime and the beautiful and between 
action and reflection. The animal, as I have argued in this chapter, is 
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crucial to understanding the ideological underpinnings of Radcliffe’s 
fiction: of the Gothic as an amplified reflection of a fear-based mascu-
line order. In the novel’s Gothicised late eighteenth-century milieu, the 
powerful men and landscapes the heroine encounters are both attractive 
and threatening; non-human beings accentuate the vulnerability of the 
beleaguered protagonist. The dog, I contend, is the most complex and 
ontologically loaded of the novelist’s animals, symbolising the contradic-
tory facets of a patriarchal society so intent on the possession—through 
either protection or violation—of female innocence. The companion dog 
illuminates the Gothic novel’s generic indebtedness to the sentimental 
novel of the mid-to-late eighteenth century, the age of sensibility, as well 
as the ubiquity of fear in the female Gothic; sentimental animals collapse 
human separations between feeling and morality as they challenge spe-
cies boundaries, for in Radcliffe, as in earlier fiction, animals and humans 
are figuratively doubled, most notably through Adeline and her fawn and 
Valancourt and his dogs. Nonetheless, the monster of Radcliffe’s Gothic 
novel, though predatory, is all too human, not the human-beast of the 
nineteenth-century novel, but a Machiavellian tyrant-patriarch. Animality 
may be dangerous—for ‘[fierce]’ banditti and wolves stalk the woods 
of Radcliffe’s novels (Radcliffe 1794/1980, p. 276)—but it is never so 
wholly villainous as the urbane antagonists who imprison the heroines in 
their edifices of corrupt European civilisation and would ensnare them in 
the networks of their temporal power.

notes

1.  In coining this term, Ellen Moers defines ‘Female Gothic’ as ‘the work 
that women writers have done in the literary mode that, since the eight-
eenth century, we have called the Gothic. But what I mean—or anyone 
else means—by ‘the Gothic’ is not so easily stated except that it has to do 
with fear’ (1976, p. 90).

2.  Deborah D. Rogers explains Radcliffe’s strategies of plot and characters: 
‘The failure of Radcliffe’s femininized heroes to rescue their heroines 
allows for a mother-daughter relationship to assume more significance. 
Reunion with a hero becomes less important than reconciliation with a 
maternal figure’ (2007, p. 61).

3.  Sibella Valmont, one of the principle characters in Eliza Fenwick’s Jacobin 
Gothic novel Secresy; or, The Ruin on the Rock (1795), has a fawn as a 
companion animal, which mediates her tragic romantic relationship with 
Clement Montgomery. One scholar notes that ‘as everywhere in the novel 
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of sensibility, in Secresy love for a human being is displaced onto or routed 
through an animal’ (Carson 2016, p. 73).

4.  Peter Osborne, the aristocratic villain of Mary Hays’ Jacobin novel with 
Gothic overtones, The Victim of Prejudice (1799), is an avid hunter. Sir 
Peter whips the young heroine, Mary, when she tries to save a frightened 
hare from his hunting dogs. Afterwards, Mary herself becomes his prey, 
as he goes on to kidnap and rape the heroine and then stalk her when she 
refuses to marry him.

5.  Hoeveler remarks on the conservatism of Radcliffe’s fiction, concluding 
that ‘the female gothic heroine is a woman who has learned the lesson 
her author wants to teach to the general reading public: the patriarchy is a 
gigantic protection racket’ (1995, p. 36).

6.  See the episodes ‘The Dead Ass’ and ‘The Starling’ in Laurence Sterne’s A 
Sentimental Journey Through France and Italy (1768).
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CHAPTER 14

Hellish Horses and Monstrous  
Men: Gothic Horsemanship  

in Washington Irving and Edgar  
Allan Poe

Kirstin A. Mills

The Headless Horseman stands alongside Dracula and Frankenstein’s 
creature as one of the Gothic’s most iconic ‘monsters’. Unlike his Gothic 
companions, however, he is a spectre made of two parts: the headless 
rider and the fearsome, Demonic Horse that he rides. Arguably, this 
horse accounts for much of the spectre’s awesome terror, and yet, like 
horses in general, which invisibly haunt the pages of Gothic fiction, taken 
for granted in their sheer ubiquity as essential facets of Romantic-period 
British and American human life, this spectral steed has remained criti-
cally overlooked. Indeed, while the traditional horse has received increas-
ing scholarly attention in recent years, the Gothic horse has been left 
entirely out of account. This critical gap misses the way that the Gothic’s 
use of the horse does not just reflect contemporary discourses around 
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human–animal interaction and its symbolic functions, but, through 
recourse to supernatural horror, actively produces a space within which 
these discourses can be critiqued and reformed.

Recent scholarship such as Monica Mattfeld’s Becoming Centaur 
(2017), Gina Dorré’s Victorian Fiction and the Cult of the Horse (2006), 
and Elsie Michie’s ‘Horses and Sexual/Social Dominance’ (2007) has 
examined the way that the horse, mastered by the ‘manly’ art of horse-
manship, functioned as one of the dominant symbols of masculinity 
across the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This symbol involved 
the rider’s appropriation of the horse’s body as an extension of his own, 
where the horse became a visible embodiment of the rider’s animal 
power and virility, while his mastery of the animal signified his mascu-
line dominance over these ‘animal passions’ (the animal within) and the 
natural world, metonymically figured by the horse as the animal without 
(Mattfeld 2017, p. 45). The relative stability of this symbolism from the 
medieval to the Victorian has led critics like Dorré and Michie to claim 
that it is only after the publication of Charles Darwin’s Origin of the 
Species (1859) that the relationship of hierarchical dominance between 
man and animal began to be questioned. According to Michie:

by the second half of the nineteenth century, the horse ceased to function 
as an image of secure dominance, an easy and masterful seat from which 
one could control a set of natural powers, and became instead a marker of 
forces barely kept in check that threatened to overturn or, at the very least, 
disrupt traditional notions of hierarchy. (2007, p. 146)

Likewise, Dorré suggests that Darwin’s theories provoked a reassessment 
of the rider–horse relationship in which the Victorians felt ‘a growing dis-
quietude regarding the possibilities of man’s own animal nature’ (2006, 
p. 7). For Michie, Darwin’s theories begged the question, ‘Is it the rider 
that is controlling the horse or the horse the rider?’ (2007, p. 146).

However, an examination of horses in Washington Irving’s 
‘The Legend of Sleepy Hollow’ (1820) and Edgar Allan Poe’s 
‘Metzengerstein’ (1832) reveals that these anxieties over the perme-
ability of the human/animal border were anticipated decades earlier in 
Romantic-period Gothic.1 Both texts chart the increasingly virulent 
rivalry between two men, where the masculine dominance (or lack) of 
each is initially expressed via traditional discourses of horsemanship that 
appropriate the horse’s body as an extension of its dominating rider’s. 
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However, both authors see a Gothic potential for terror and loss of the 
human within this close pairing of man and animal. In response, they 
posit the Demonic Horse—a horse and rider supernaturally fused in 
death—as a figure through which to subvert the hierarchical  dominance 
of man over animal, and thereby critique, through the  terror and 
 horror the spectre evokes, the disturbing potential for brutality  lurking 
beneath the surface of hegemonic masculinity. Indeed, for both Irving 
and Poe, the Demonic Horse’s terror emanates primarily from its uncanny 
doubling of its rider (where the animal ‘other’ becomes an uncanny 
‘self ’, and the ‘self ’ thereby degenerates into its animal ‘Other’) and, by 
extension, its doubling of the everyday horse and rider (where the mas-
culine appropriation of the horse no longer reveals his mastery over it, 
but instead suggests his affinity with it).2

Though American writers, in their construction of the Demonic 
Horse, both Irving and Poe draw on a rich history of European equine 
folklore and ballad that associate horses with the demonic supernatural. 
In particular, their texts’ climactic scenes involve parallel horse-rides to 
the death that draw heavily on one of the earliest representations of the 
Demonic Horse—Gottfried August Bürger’s ‘Lenore’ (1773)—which 
both authors encountered primarily through Sir Walter Scott’s (1796) 
translation, ‘William and Helen’. The intertextuality between these 
Gothic texts consolidates the symbolic function of the Demonic Horse 
as a critique of the animal potential within Romantic-era hegemonic 
masculinity.

‘the legend of sleePy hollow’
Irving’s ‘Sleepy Hollow’ depicts the rivalry between Ichabod Crane—an 
interloper into the ‘sequestered glen’ of Sleepy Hollow (1820/2014,  
p. 313)—and Brom Bones—the ‘hero of the country round’ (p. 322)—
for the prize of Katrina Van Tassel’s hand in marriage and, by extension, 
the inheritance of her father’s ‘paternal mansion’ (p. 319). Brom tri-
umphs in this rivalry when Ichabod encounters the local legend of the 
Headless Horseman, who, Irving strongly implies, is really Brom in dis-
guise and whose violent eradication of Ichabod from the neighbourhood 
leaves Brom free to conduct ‘the blooming Katrina in triumph to the 
altar’, looking ‘exceedingly knowing’ whenever Ichabod’s disappearance 
is brought up (p. 339). Though he does not address ‘Sleepy Hollow’ 
specifically, Michael Warner’s study of Jacksonian America’s compulsory 
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demands of heterosexual, heteronormative patriarchal reproduction 
grounded in ‘the succession of fathers’ (2000, p. 776) emphasises the 
tradition of masculinity that Brom’s victory upholds. Indeed, most critics 
conclude from Ichabod’s expulsion that Irving privileges Brom’s mascu-
linity and disparages Ichabod’s. David Anthony’s reading of Ichabod as 
a symbol of the anxious masculinities produced by emerging speculative 
finances (2005, p. 29) seems to accord with Donald Ringe’s compari-
son of Ichabod’s New England society—‘disputatious, money oriented, 
and constantly changing’—with the ‘order, stability and security’ embod-
ied by the traditional landed patriarchy of Brom’s New York (1967, 
pp. 466–67). Yet by overlooking the centrality of the horse to Irving’s 
story—and particularly the demonic nature of the horse upon which 
Brom’s ‘triumph’ depends—these readings miss the subtle critique that 
Irving offers, alongside Brom’s apparent victory, of the virulence and, 
ultimately, the impotence accompanying such violent attempts to dom-
inate the other.

The primary way in which Irving communicates the masculinity of his 
characters, who each represent different positions on a gendered spec-
trum, is via their ability to appropriate and thereby dominate the body 
and mind of the horse that they ride. At one end of the spectrum is the 
effeminate, ineffectual male, represented by Ichabod, whose inept horse-
manship is marked by his mental and bodily disconnect from his bor-
rowed horse. Traditionally, the opposite end of the spectrum, particularly 
in the context of masculine rivalry, would be occupied by the hegemonic 
masculine ideal, embodied by Brom Bones, whose superior horseman-
ship is contrastingly marked by his close mental and bodily connection 
with a horse indomitable by other men. However, Irving places this 
kind of masculinity in the middle of his spectrum in order to introduce 
a third kind, extending Brom’s brand of dominating masculinity and 
horsemanship to such an extreme that horse and rider supernaturally 
fuse as a single spectre: The Headless Horseman. Irving suggests that 
this Horseman is really Brom in disguise, reinforcing Brom’s triumph. 
The Gothic folklore surrounding this spectre and Irving’s deliberate ref-
erences to Scott’s translations of Bürger expose his hidden and hideous  
animal potential.

‘[F]amed for great knowledge and skill in horsemanship, being as dex-
trous on horseback as a Tatar’ (Irving 1820/2014, p. 322), Brom’s mas-
culinity is emphasised by the character of his horse. When he attends the 
Van Tassel’s party, Brom is:
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the hero of the scene, having come to the gathering on his favourite steed 
Daredevil, a creature, like himself, full of mettle and mischief, and which 
no one but himself could manage. He was in fact noted for preferring 
vicious animals, given to all kinds of tricks, which kept the rider in constant 
risk of his neck, for he held a tractable well broken horse as unworthy of a 
lad of spirit. (p. 329)

As this passage reveals, Brom’s horse is the locus of his heroism. The par-
allels they share (‘mettle and mischief’) suggest Brom’s affinity with the 
animal, through which he is able to appropriate and ‘manage’ its body 
as an extension of his own. The term ‘manage’ was an important one in 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century horsemanship, originating in specific 
schools of horsemanship that privileged the rider’s control of the horse 
via a ‘Centauric’ fusion with it. As Mattfeld demonstrates, this ‘centau-
rism’ involved a rider inhabiting ‘the body of his horse’ while the horse 
‘embraced his mind to create a hybrid dual-natured creature: a centaur’ 
(2017, p. 10). Centaurism ‘was the normative masculinity within the 
horsemanship communities’ of the eighteenth century (p. 225), but it 
was also ‘highly competitive in its very essence’, implying a certain kind 
of noble masculinity to which not all men could subscribe (p. 48). To 
this effect, Brom’s ability to ‘manage’ his horse when no other men 
can signal his position at the head of the homosocial sphere: ‘the hero 
of the scene’. Additionally, Brom’s appropriation of his horse’s body is 
loaded with sexual symbolism: skilful horsemanship involves close con-
tact and nearly imperceptible commands between rider and horse, 
emphasising their linked minds and bodies. As an extension of the male 
rider’s body—the coursing beast between his legs—the horse physically 
and figuratively embodies the virility and ‘animal passions’ which Brom  
‘reigns in’.

Ichabod’s horsemanship, on the other hand, demonstrates a near 
complete discord with and bodily separation from his horse (and con-
sequently his manhood). The chivalrous discourse applied to him only 
serves to ironically highlight this male lack in comparison with Brom’s 
centauric virility. Ichabod’s chivalric self-image—‘That he might make 
his appearance before his mistress in the true style of a cavalier, he bor-
rowed a horse from’ a farmer ‘and thus gallantly mounted, issued forth 
like a knight errant in quest of adventures’ (1820/2014, p. 326)—is 
wildly at odds with his reality:
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The animal he bestrode was a broken down plough horse, that had out-
lived almost everything but his viciousness. He was gaunt and shagged, 
with a ewe neck and a head like a hammer; his rusty mane and tail were 
tangled and knotted with burrs; [and] one eye had lost its pupil. (p. 326)

The horse’s neglected state and bad conformation mirror Ichabod’s own 
misaligned form in his failed attempt to mimic centauric horsemanship: 
a ‘suitable figure for such a steed’, Ichabod, rode with short stirrups, 
which brought his knees nearly up to the pommel of the saddle; his sharp 
elbows stuck out like a grasshopper’s; he carried his whip perpendicu-
larly in his hand, like a sceptre; and as his horse jogged on, the motion 
of his arms was not unlike the flapping of a pair of wings (p. 327). At 
each point, Ichabod contradicts the form of a skilled rider, emphasising 
his disconnect from the horse. Compared to both an insect and a bird, 
Brom is anything but united with his horse: so incompatible is he with 
the equine body (and the masculinity it symbolises) that he is rendered 
into two completely different taxonomical classes of animal. In charac-
terising the jogging and ‘flapping’ motions of Ichabod’s horsemanship, 
Irving draws on the popular idea—notably expressed by satirist Henry 
William Bunbury, who also produced several poems for M. G. Lewis’s 
Gothic anthology, Tales of Wonder (1801)—that horsemanship was a vis-
ible spectacle through which would be revealed the ineptitude of riders 
‘not socially or naturally worthy’ of the art and its implied elite masculin-
ity (Mattfeld 2017, p. 176).

As if to emphasise this point, Irving includes a lengthy description 
of Ichabod’s attempts to ‘manage’ his horse, which results only in the 
horse’s contrary movement: summoning ‘up all his resolution’, Ichabod,

gave his horse half a score of kicks in the ribs … but instead of starting 
forward, the perverse old animal made a lateral movement … Ichabod … 
jerked the reins on the other side, and kicked lustily with the contrary foot: 
it was all in vain; his steed started, it is true, but it was only to plunge to 
the opposite side of the road. (1820/2014, p. 335)

Such humorous incongruity between the human and animal bodies of 
Ichabod and ‘his steed’, and particularly their minds (Ichabod’s ‘res-
olution’ versus ‘the perverse old animal’), reveals Ichabod’s utter lack 
of masculine dominance and, ultimately, in terms of the horse’s sex-
ual symbolism, his impotence. Despite ‘jerk[ing]’ and kicking ‘lustily’, 
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Ichabod is unable to drive his animal forwards, suffering instead its 
ineffectual ‘lateral’ movements.

While the rivalry between Brom and Ichabod is thus expressed in 
equine terms, polarising their horsemanship and manhood, Ichabod’s 
impotence is ultimately exposed by confrontation with a masculinity even 
more dominant—and terrifying in its dominance—than Brom’s. Irving’s 
Headless Horseman extends Brom’s masculine centauric horsemanship 
into the territory of the demonic where the boundaries between horse 
and rider are not just permeable but are altogether obliterated. When 
Ichabod first sees the Horseman, ‘In the dark shadow of the grove, … he 
beheld something huge, misshapen, black and towering. It stirred not, 
but seemed gathered up in the gloom, like some gigantic monster ready 
to spring upon the traveller’ (1820/2014, p. 335). ‘Misshapen’, the fig-
ure’s horror stems from its inability to be assigned to an ontological cate-
gory—man or animal—instead inhabiting the category of the monstrous. 
When Ichabod eventually recognises the shape as ‘a horseman of large 
dimensions, and mounted on a black horse of powerful frame’, the spec-
tre then confounds ontological separations of life and death, and natural 
and supernatural, when to Ichabod’s ‘horror’, the rider’s ‘head, which 
should have rested on his shoulders, was carried before him on the pom-
mel of his saddle!’ (p. 336).

The legends at the beginning of Irving’s tale characterise this spectre 
in masculine terms of military dominance while continuing to blur the 
boundaries between man and animal:

The dominant spirit … that haunts this enchanted region, and seems to 
be commander in chief of all the powers of the air, is the apparition of a 
figure on horseback without a head. It is said by some to be the ghost of 
a Hessian trooper, whose head had been carried away by a cannon ball … 
and who is ever and anon seen by the country folk, hurrying along in the 
gloom of night, as if on the wings of the wind. (p. 313)

A ‘dominant spirit’ and ‘commander in chief’ of supernatural beings, 
the Horseman’s masculinity outstrips Brom’s to terrifying, demonic pro-
portions, emerging as an uncanny double that exposes the potential for 
animalistic violence within Brom’s centaurism. While both ‘scour’ the 
countryside (pp. 319, 323), the Horseman rides ‘as if on the wings of 
the wind’ and ‘like a midnight blast’ (p. 314), dramatically increasing 
the animal power afforded to the rider. While Brom is a rustic, though 
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‘roystering blade’ (p. 322), the Horseman embodies the Romantic peri-
od’s masculine ideal—the soldier—but one associated, in both life and 
death, with the demonic. Albert Faust, in his history of German influ-
ence in America, notes, ‘The popular impression about the Hessians who 
served in the English army is that they were a species of Nibelungs, or 
devils’ (1909, p. 349). In this way, the Horseman’s demonic spectrality is 
doubly concentrated, emphasising the potential horror that accompanies 
his fusion of human and animal categories.

Indeed, this ‘spirit’ is described in singular rather than plural terms: 
the ‘figure on horseback’ is one ghost, not two; man and horse are com-
bined (Irving 1820/2014, p. 313). This complete fusion of man and 
animal into one being renders the spectre not ‘centauric’ but completely 
centaur in a way that links it with a rich heritage of European horse-de-
mon folklore. The Nuckelavee of Orcadian mythology is a demonic 
fusion of horse and ‘rider’ so complete that ‘[s]ome thought’ they ‘were 
really one, and that this was the shape of the monster’ (Dennison 1891, 
pp. 131–32). Likewise, the Irish Dullahan is a spectre that often appears 
as a headless horseman atop a headless horse, with his head carried under 
one arm. Both spectres often draw on the horse’s traditional transportive 
function to carry their rider to the grave, linking with the tendency in 
German folklore for the Devil to appear in equine form as a ‘black steed’ 
to ‘fetch away the damned’ (Grimm 1882–1888, pp. 994–95).

This Demonic Horse-ride to the death is particularly significant 
because it also appears at one of the Gothic’s most formative moments, 
when Bürger’s ‘Lenore’ erupted onto the British literary scene in 1796 
in five different translations. While William Taylor’s was likely the most 
popular, Irving’s close friendship with Sir Walter Scott, through which 
he was introduced to German letters and encouraged to embrace 
Romantic forms of writing (Reichardt 1957, p. 15), meant that Scott’s 
translation—more accurately an adaptation, published as ‘William and 
Helen’—was the most influential for Irving’s story. A comparison of 
this ballad with Irving’s own climactic scene between Ichabod and the 
Headless Horseman reveals the powerful ways in which Irving’s story 
critiques the hegemonic masculinity that it appears to promote.

Scott’s ballad turns upon a midnight spectral horse-ride in which 
Helen (Lenore) is compelled to mount behind her lover, William, 
not realising that he has returned from war, like Irving’s Headless 
Horseman, as a spectre fused with his ‘black barb steed’ (1796, p. 29). 
Borne ceaselessly across the countryside—‘And forward! forward! on 
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they go … As headlong on they speed’ (p. 33)—Helen believes they 
‘haste to bridal bed’ (p. 29). However, this bridal bed turns out to be 
William’s grave, where he reveals his demonic spectrality in perhaps the 
ballad’s most graphic stanza:

The eyes desert the naked skull,
The mould’ring flesh the bone,
Till Helen’s lily arms entwine
A ghastly skeleton. (p. 40)

A well-recognised folktale type, the ‘spectre-bridegroom’ returned from 
the dead to ‘possess’ his lover, depends entirely on the Demonic Horse 
that facilitates his travel between realms and symbolically informs the lov-
ers’ sexually charged midnight ‘ride’, which merges marriage rites, sex, 
and death, as well as the bodies of horse and riders, to signal William’s 
dual spiritual and sexual possession of Helen. The horse here capitalises 
on its traditional symbolism as a virile extension of the rider’s body, as 
Helen is repeatedly exhorted to ‘Haste, busk, and boune, and seat thee! 
(p. 31), the bouncing rhythm of which mimics the conflated ‘rides’—
horse and sexual—at play. Likewise, the close placement and sound 
play of ‘bridal bed’ and ‘bridle rings’ (p. 29) link the horse-ride with 
both marriage (‘bridal … rings’) and sex (‘bridal/bridle bed’), while 
traditional wedding bells are replaced with ‘death bells’ and ‘funeral 
song’ (p. 32). Most significantly, the Demonic Horse-ride transforms 
the traditional wedding night into its Gothic double: for Helen, little 
death becomes literal death when at her lover’s open grave, ‘her soul 
is from her body reft’ and ‘pale spectres’ around her ‘howl the fun’ral  
song’ (p. 40).

One of the most striking features of Scott’s ballad, which he inherited 
from Bürger, is the galloping rhythm that mimics the horse-ride upon 
which the narrative turns, carrying the reader as relentlessly towards the 
story’s horrific conclusion as Helen herself. It is a pace that both Irving 
and Poe mimic in their own Demonic Horse-rides, which both gather 
speed towards a violent crescendo made more intense by the narratives’ 
sudden return to relative stillness, bluntly marking the end of both the 
horse-ride and the lives it spirited away. Irving’s midnight ride is char-
acterised at first as a horserace in which Ichabod flees in terror from the 
Headless Horseman, whose dominant masculinity and brute animality 
cast Ichabod’s already-established male lack into uncomfortable relief. 
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However, Ichabod’s attempts to flee the Horseman rely on the very 
mode by which his impotence is continuously revealed: the horse’s body 
and his inability to either fuse with or command it. As he grips desper-
ately to his horse’s neck, having lost his saddle, Ichabod senses that,

the goblin was hard on his haunches; and (unskilful rider that he was!) he 
had much ado to maintain his seat; sometimes slipping on one side, some-
times on another, and sometimes jolted on the high ridge of his horse’s 
back bone, with a violence that he verily feared would cleave him asunder. 
(1820/2014, p. 337)

The ‘seat’ Ichabod struggles to keep, in terms of eighteenth-century 
horsemanship, indicates simultaneously his level of centauric fusion with 
the horse (a bodily proximity denied by Ichabod’s ‘jolted’ style) and his 
possession of masculine power—a ‘seat’ from which to exert his influ-
ence over the horse and, by extension, the natural world. It also indicates 
that part of him most under threat from both his own male lack and the 
spectre pursuing him. The painful imagery as Ichabod is ‘jolted on the 
high ridge of his horse’s backbone, with a violence that he verily feared 
would cleave him asunder’ is one that amplifies Ichabod’s impotence to 
the level of castration, while also implying a violent sexual assault. With 
the Horseman ‘hard on his haunches’, and ‘the black steed panting and 
blowing close behind him’ with ‘his hot breath’ (p. 337), Ichabod’s fear 
of being ‘cleaved asunder’ symbolises the violent forced submission to the 
Horseman’s dominant, brutal, and animalistic masculinity that is occur-
ring at the discourse level of horsemanship and gendered power relations.3

As a final act of domination to expose Ichabod’s nearly obliterated 
manhood, the Horseman hurls his head at Ichabod, encountering ‘his 
cranium with a tremendous crash’ and knocking him from his horse  
(p. 337). Finally unseated, Ichabod is promptly ejected from the nar-
rative, leaving only his hat and the shattered remains of a pumpkin 
behind.4 While the pumpkin and Brom’s ‘exceedingly knowing’ expres-
sion suggest that Brom adopted the guise of the Horseman in order to 
expose and eradicate his rival, the villagers ‘came to the conclusion, that 
Ichabod had been carried off by the galloping Hessian’ and ‘spirited 
away by supernatural means’ (p. 339). The imagery of Ichabod draped 
across the Horseman’s steed in the manner of Helen, transported help-
lessly to her grave by the spectral William, cements the feminised posi-
tion to which his impotence, castration, and unseating have tended.5
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While the Horseman thus extends Brom’s masculinity to violent 
extremes, serving to expose and eradicate the ineffectual masculinity 
embodied by Ichabod, this dual human–animal spectre also exposes the 
potential for animal virulence lurking beneath the surface of the kinds of 
patriarchal, heteronormative masculinity that Brom embodies, upholds, 
and enforces. Several parallels between Brom and the Horseman posit 
them as uncanny doubles. While both human and spectral men express 
a masculine dominance founded in their horsemanship as affinity with 
their animals, and exert this dominance by ‘scouring’ about the coun-
tryside on their horses, Brom also reveals some slippage towards the 
demonic in the name of his horse, ‘Daredevil’. This name combines 
masculine bravado with diabolical suggestion and the similarly dual con-
notations of his own moniker, ‘Bones’, which links his double-jointed 
masculine physicality with a more sinister suggestion of the skeletal form 
to which William’s body moulders at the end of ‘William and Helen’. 
David Greven’s examination of the violence with which Ichabod is dis-
patched, and the gendered constructions that allow this to happen, sup-
ports a reading of the Gothic darkness that Brom’s doubling with the 
Headless Horseman illuminates within hegemonic masculinity. For 
Greven, Ichabod is ‘an isolate, excluded other, vanquished by the forces 
of male competitiveness and hostility’ which expose the limits and even 
absence of male sympathy (2004, p. 83). In the light of these arguments, 
the ease with which Brom assumes the guise of the Horseman, and 
particularly his nonchalant attitude towards Ichabod’s erasure, invites 
critique of the extent to which his own masculinity trespasses into the 
territories of the demonic and the animal.

Finally, the very demonic supernatural that facilitates the Horseman’s 
masculine dominance is also the very element that undermines it, reveal-
ing the ultimate barrenness at the heart of the demonic masculinity into 
which Brom temporarily voyages. In the context of the patriarchal repro-
duction that Warner identifies as a compulsory demand of Jacksonian 
American society (2000, p. 776), the fact that the only ‘reproduction’ 
the spectral Horseman can enact is his own haunting—a spectral rather 
than sexual reproduction—suggests his failure to uphold one of the most 
important tenants of the patriarchal model that informs his masculine 
dominance. The spectre’s inability to reproduce life is Gothically inverted 
in his predilection for reproducing death, terminating, rather than per-
petuating the patriarchal line. The Horseman’s haunting implies the 
danger posed to men who seek to appropriate their demonic masculinity 
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for their own ends, suggesting that such concessions to one’s animalis-
tic brutality ultimately fail the society that men like Brom imagine they 
are defending. Via Brom’s doubling with the Horseman, Irving cri-
tiques the potential for violence within a system of masculinity that pro-
motes rivalry to the exclusion, expulsion, and even extinction of forms 
of masculinity that differ from the norm. Moreover, while the Headless 
Horseman blurs the boundary between human and animal, as his dou-
ble, Brom reveals the uncanny presence of the animal within the human, 
and his actions expose the potential it has to erupt under the pressures of 
masculine rivalry.

‘metzengerstein’
Like Irving’s ‘Sleepy Hollow’, Edgar Allan Poe’s ‘Metzengerstein’—
first published in the Philadelphia Saturday Courier in 1832—quickens 
towards its climactic scene depicting a Demonic Horse-ride to the death, 
where it draws heavily, in the same manner of Irving, on Scott’s ‘William 
and Helen’. But while Irving’s Demonic Horse subtly critiques the 
potential for virulence within masculine rivalries, Poe characteristically 
takes these elements to the extreme, elevating Irving’s interrogation of 
the permeability of the human–animal boundary to its complete dissolu-
tion. On its second printing, the tale was subtitled ‘A Tale in Imitation of 
the German’, which critics have tended to read as a general reference to 
‘the German school’ of Gothic writing.6 However, given that Poe’s story 
turns upon the central image of a Demonic Horse, particularly one that 
establishes an intertextual link with its German origins (in translation), 
we might more specifically read this subtitle as Poe’s acknowledgement 
of the centrality and importance of the Demonic Horse to Romantic-era 
Gothic.

There have been relatively few studies of ‘Metzengerstein’, which 
is often overlooked in favour of Poe’s later and better-known works.7 
Critics have so far neglected to consider the ways that ‘Metzengerstein’ 
employs both traditional and Gothic discourses of horses and horse-
manship in order to interrogate the contradictory pressures involved in 
patriarchal narratives of masculine rivalry when the pursuit of dominance 
frequently involves increasing fusion (and confusion) with the (equine) 
animal. The ‘embittered’ and ‘deadly’ rivalry between the families of 
Wilhelm Berlifitzing and Frederick Metzengerstein (the names allud-
ing to both Bürger’s and Scott’s ballads8) extends back to ‘an ancient 
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prophecy—“A lofty name shall have a fearful fall when, like the rider 
over his horse, the mortality of Metzengerstein shall triumph over the 
immortality of Berlifitzing”’ (Poe 1832/2004, p. 82). Both men are 
obsessed with dominating the other, and both likewise employ the body 
of the Demonic Horse through which to do so.

Wilhelm is ‘remarkable’ only for his desire to dominate his rival and 
for a ‘passionate …. love of horses, and hunting’ (p. 82)—two symbols  
that intertwine, according to equine symbolism, to signal Wilhelm’s 
obsession with horses as an obsession with the external symbol of his 
own masculine dominance. Accordingly, when he is killed in a fire  
(significantly, in his stables, and purportedly, lit by Frederick’s 
hand), he is reincarnated in the form of ‘a gigantic and fiery-colored 
horse’—a ‘furious animal … all smoking and foaming with rage’ and 
bearing ‘very distinctly on his forehead … the initials of Wilhelm Von 
Berlifitzing’ (p. 85). The clear demonic nature of this horse, linguisti-
cally linked with the ‘fiery horse’, and the ‘furious Barb [that] snorts 
fire and foam’ of his namesake in Scott’s ballad (1796, pp. 39–40), 
suggests its inversion of the human–animal relationship: in death, 
Wilhelm embraced the animal within to become the animal without.

Like Wilhelm, Frederick is also obsessed with his own patriarchal 
dominance, and in this Demonic Horse, he sees his opportunity to 
assert his masculine mastery over his rival in terms of centauric horse-
manship. His claim that ‘perhaps a rider like Metzengerstein, may tame 
even the devil from the stables of Berlifitzing’ despite its ‘untractable 
character’ (Poe 1832/2004, p. 85) echoes Brom’s similar mastery of 
his otherwise intractable Daredevil, merging the discourses of horse-
manship and the Gothic to foreshadow the slippage towards the animal 
that earlier Romantic-period texts like Irving’s posit as a natural result 
of masculine rivalry that resorts to violent, animal behaviour. Indeed,  
already,

the Baron’s perverse attachment to his lately-acquired charger—an attach-
ment which seemed to gain new strength from every fresh example of the 
animal’s ferocious and demon-like propensities—at length became, in the 
eyes of all reasonable men, a hideous and unnatural fervor. In the glare of 
noon—at the dead hour of night—in sickness or in health—in calm or in 
tempest—the young Metzengerstein seemed rivetted to the saddle of that 
colossal horse, whose intractable audacities so well accorded with the spirit 
of his own. (p. 87)
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The language of centauric horsemanship here, which emphasises the 
horse’s doubling of the rider’s character, begins to degenerate into some-
thing ‘hideous and unnatural’ when based on shared ‘demon-like qual-
ities’ that destabilise any clear demonstration of the rider’s control over 
the animal. Indeed, the ‘perverse’ mimicry of marriage rites indicates 
Frederick’s increasingly irreversible fusion with the horse, rather than his 
domination of it.

Part of the horror in ‘Metzengerstein’ comes from the way the horse 
becomes the liminal site onto which usually disparate ontological cate-
gories are mapped, disrupting any clear attempts to order the world and 
make meaning. In particular, the horse embodies the reflective horror 
that arises from the unexpected merger of self and other, in terms of 
both the human and the animal. As the reincarnated form of Wilhelm, 
the horse represents his animal double, the blurring of these catego-
ries signalled by the horse’s disturbingly ‘human-looking eye’ (p. 88). 
Ridden by Frederick, the horse also embodies his animal extension and 
increasingly his autonomous animal double.9 Most disconcerting, how-
ever, is the overlap of these masculine doubles within the horse’s body, 
suggesting that Wilhelm and Frederick, despite, or perhaps because of, 
their rivalry, uncannily duplicate each other. This final pairing, which 
positions each man as the other’s uncanny self, reveals both the narcis-
sism and the futility of their obsession with dominating the other.

Indeed, the prophecy is fulfilled when Frederick’s centauric attempts 
to ‘triumph’ over the Demonic Horse result in such affinity with the ani-
mal that he is at last dominated by it. ‘One tempestuous night’ a fire 
breaks out in Chateau Metzengerstein, and towards it,

a steed, bearing an unbonnetted and disordered rider, was seen leaping 
with an impetuosity that outstripped the very Demon of the Tempest … 
The career of the horseman was indisputably, on his own part, uncon-
trollable. The agony of his countenance—the convulsive struggle of his 
frame—gave evidence of superhuman exertion: but no sound, save a soli-
tary shriek, escaped from his lacerated lips, which were bitten through and 
through in the intensity of terror. (p. 89)

The visceral details of Frederick’s terrifying struggle to exert his will 
upon the ‘uncontrollable’ animal emphasise his now complete dom-
ination by it. His initial attempt to centaurically manage it, having 
been supplanted by a more equal fusion, is now utterly subverted.  
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The demonic qualities that constitute the horse’s doubling of both him-
self and Wilhelm now become his ultimate undoing, a source of palpa-
ble terror. As he bears Frederick into the flames, the horse’s (Wilhelm’s) 
‘clattering of hoofs’ echoes the ‘clatter’ of William’s horse in Scott’s 
ballad, drawing further parallels between the dominant, malignant 
Demonic Horses. Following Irving before him, Poe’s intertextual par-
allels with Scott’s horse-ride to the death evoke the feminised position 
of Helen to emphasise Frederick’s impotent submission to the Demonic 
Horse’s domination, a symbol of his destruction, in part, by his own ani-
mal impulses. Like Irving, Poe concludes that masculinity founded on 
rivalry—particularly a rivalry expressed by violent attempts to dominate 
the other—put one in danger of submitting to the animal within at the 
expense of losing one’s own humanity.

The dominance of the horse in the tale is emphasised by its authori-
tative presence after the elimination of human characters at the level of 
both plot and discourse (after they enter the flames, neither man is men-
tioned again). The final, lingering image of the tale is the ‘colossal figure’ 
of ‘a horse’ looming large over the crumbled and smouldering remains 
of the palace (p. 89), a symbol of the human, patriarchal authority over 
which the horse—animal, demonic, irrational—has triumphed. This lin-
gering image of the horse is echoed at the level of discourse by the tale’s 
final word—‘horse’—left to haunt the reader’s mind in the silence fol-
lowing narrative’s end. Wilhelm and Frederick after him are dead, the 
narrative is over, but what remains visually in the reader’s mind, literally 
the final word on the matter, is the horse.

Significantly, the first printed version of the tale includes two addi-
tional lines that Poe omits from later versions: ‘Frederick, Baron 
Metzengerstein, was the last of a long line of princes. His family name 
is no longer to be found among the Hungarian Aristocracy’ (p. 89n). 
On the one hand, these lines emphasise the already implied result of 
Wilhelm’s and Frederick’s rivalry—the termination of their patriarchal 
bloodlines in fulfilment of the suggestion, implied by Irving’s Headless 
Horseman, that masculinity founded on violent, animalistic rivalry 
threatens the stability of society by disrupting the compulsory patriar-
chal reproduction upon which it is founded. On the other hand, how-
ever, these lines return the narrative focus—and thus a certain element 
of authority—to the dead men. By deleting these lines in later revisions 
and closing his narrative with the image of the Demonic Horse, Poe 
strengthens the cohesion of his denouement to maintain the centrality 
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and ultimate dominance of the horse, emphasising his Gothic inversion 
of the horse’s everyday symbolism of masculine supremacy over the ani-
mal within and the animal without.

In these ways, long before Darwinian disruptions of the  
human–animal boundary, Poe depicts the triumph of the animal, linked 
with the demonic, over the human and rational. Taken together, Poe’s 
‘Metzengerstein’ and Irving’s ‘Sleepy Hollow’ represent Romantic-era 
attempts to disrupt the human–animal boundary and question assump-
tions of the natural hierarchy of human over animal. These texts demon-
strate the ways that Gothic writing anticipates Darwinian theory by 
considering the animal—and the horse especially—as an uncanny other, 
perfectly poised, through its close relationship to the human, to subvert 
and challenge traditional assumptions of man’s dominance over both the 
animal without and, by extension, the animal within. The horse’s every-
day symbolism of masculine dominance (so long as the horse remains 
controlled by its male rider) allows the Gothic to expose the potential 
for terror within such human appropriation of the animal and explore 
the horror evoked when the centauric bond between horse and rider is 
exaggerated to the point of fusion. The resulting trope of the Demonic 
Horse suggests that when human–animal boundaries are thus dissolved, 
man’s fusion with his inner ‘animal’ transforms his virility into viru-
lence and his dominance into death. By drawing on the horse’s folkloric 
associations with the demonic, its legendary ability to transport its rid-
ers to their deaths, and particularly on the early Gothic ballads of Scott 
and Bürger, which combine these elements into galloping narrative cli-
maxes, the Romantic-era Gothic fiction of Irving and Poe establishes the 
Demonic Horse as an important trope through which to interrogate and 
ultimately critique the borders and limits of hegemonic masculinities and 
the uncanny doubling between horses and the men who ride them.

notes

1.  Though she does not address the Gothic specifically, Christine Kenyon-
Jones likewise asserts, in Animals in Romantic-Period Writing (2001), 
‘that it was in Romantic-period Europe and North America—and espe-
cially in Great Britain in this period—that humankind first seriously began 
to question its own centrality to the world in relation to animals’, debating 
what it saw as the potential kinship and similarities between humans and 
animals ‘in so far as [animals] have the ability to behave, to feel and per-
haps to think like human beings’ (pp. 1–2).
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2.  The Gothic’s use of the horse here accords with Cyndy Hendershot’s argu-
ment, in her study of Gothic masculinities, that the Gothic represents and 
reveals ‘traditional heterosexual masculinity as a veneer that conceals multi-
plicity and fragmentation. The Gothic exposes the others within and with-
out that give the lie to the notion of such a category of stable masculinity’ 
(1998, p. 1).

3.  See David Anthony for a discussion of the clear allusions to Ichabod’s ‘sex-
ual violation’ from behind (2005, pp. 135–36).

4.  Greven questions whether Ichabod leaves following ‘the spectacle of his 
own decapitated—that is, castrated—manhood, his failed heroism, his ina-
bility to perform successfully in the game of heterosexual conquest and 
male rivalry’ and ‘the terrifying recognition of his own male lack’ (2004, 
p. 90).

5.  Other elements reinforce the parallel. For example, as Ichabod flees from 
the Horseman, the horses set ‘stones flying, and sparks flashing, at every 
bound’ (Irving 1820/2014, p. 336), which recalls Scott’s, ‘Spurn’d from 
the courser’s thundering heels / The flashing pebbles flee’ (1796, p. 31).

6.  See, for example, Thomas Mabbott’s brief discussion of such critical 
approaches (1978, p. 15).

7.  Critics of ‘Metzengerstein’ tend to focus on identifying the Gothic sources 
it purportedly imitates or whether it should be considered a serious imita-
tion or a burlesque of these sources. Benjamin Fisher (1993) usefully sum-
marises these arguments.

8.  Poe also situates his narrative, like Scott, in Hungary.
9.  Benjamin Fisher’s Introduction to Poe likewise claims, ‘Frederick and the 

horse are twin halves, one human (if not humane), the other animal(-istic), 
of a single self ’ (2008, p. 66).
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CHAPTER 15

The Colonial Idol, the Animalistic,  
and the New Woman in the Imperial  

Gothic of Richard Marsh

Shuhita Bhattacharjee

From the immediate neighbourhood of the figure on the throne snakes’ 
heads began to peep … The evil-looking brutes began to slither over 
the sides … Whipping up a couple of revolvers … I headed the muzzles 
straight for them. (Marsh 1901, The Joss, p. 249)

On the idol’s brow was poised a beetle … Wherever the eye turned it 
rested on a scarab … It was as though one saw things through the dis-
torted glamour of a nightmare. (Marsh 1897, The Beetle, p. 242)

In the first description of a snake-ridden Chinese idol by the English 
ship-captain Max Lander, or in the second reportage of the beetles’ pres-
ence on/around the Egyptian goddess by the English politician Paul 
Lessingham, there is no denying the idol’s menacing association with 
animality, the Englishman’s vindictive resolve to annihilate, and the west-
erner’s confounding bafflement in the face of this animalistic unknown. 
With these tensions in mind, I examine Richard Marsh’s treatment of the 
animalistic in his Imperial Gothic works, The Beetle: A Mystery (1897), 
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The Goddess: A Demon (1900), and The Joss: A Reversion (1901). In this 
chapter, I show how the figure of a colonial idol in each of these novels 
sets up a nexus of the colonial and the animalistic and how this blending 
then connects the idol to the figure of the gender-subversive Victorian 
New Woman, thus threading together the socially marginalised figures of 
the racial- and gender- other in a transgressive space and linking it to the 
animalistic—a strategic intermeshing that allows for an implicit question-
ing of the sociopolitical hierarchies of race, gender, and sexuality.

On one level, as I will briefly indicate, the conceptual linking of the 
animalistic and the colonial, connected by their shared experience of dis-
empowerment at the hands of the Western ‘human’, allows these novels 
to stage a reversal of these politico-cultural hierarchies when the colo-
nial animals attack and overpower the Western heartland (British women  
and men).

Thus, as will be implicit in examples that I will study from the texts, 
the animals associated with or embodied by the colonial idols symboli-
cally vanquish the imperial heartland, at the very least by flooding it with 
sheer numbers to terrify the English. In this way, the colonial animalis-
tic figures, embodied by the idols in these novels, summarily dismantle 
the (western)human/(colonial)less-than-human hierarchy through their 
untameable excess. This disrupts Western peace, security, and prosper-
ity in the body of the novel and displaces the West from normative defi-
nitions of the ‘human’—definitions that the Gothic use of non-human 
and abhuman figures (such as vampires, ghosts, monsters) is designed to 
challenge in the first place and that the idols effectively challenge in these 
novels (Smith and Hughes 2003, p. 2).1

Yet on another level, and this forms the heart of my chapter, I suggest 
that it is in the overlap of the fears of the colonial animal and the fears 
surrounding the woman, more specifically the iconically rebellious New 
Woman, that the threat of the animal acquires its most intense pitch, 
viscerally threatening the hierarchies of white middle-class patriarchy.  
I outline how the collaborative transgressive space generated between 
the marginalised figures of the animal and the woman—both victims of 
the exclusionary mechanism—functions pivotally in this overthrow.

All three of these Imperial Gothic novels portray an encounter 
between British culture and animalistic idols (or humans-turned-idols 
in the case of Benjamin Batters in The Joss) imported from the colonial 
realm stretching over Egypt, China, and India, and significant parts of 
the action are staged in the colonies (except in the case of The Goddess 
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which only recounts India through narration). Looking at the genre 
of the Gothic of which these three novels serve as exemplars, Minna 
Vuohelainen notes that Marsh was ‘a significant agent, not simply an 
imitator, within the fin-de-siècle Gothic revival’ (2015, p. 4). His ‘peak 
Gothic period … lasting from 1890 to 1902’, during which he com-
posed these novels, coincided with the ‘golden age’ of this genre (p. 7). 
These three novels epitomise the late Victorian and Edwardian Imperial 
Gothic—a genre that stages the central dramatic encounter between the 
West and the colonial occult where, according to Patrick Brantlinger, the 
‘destructive magic of the Orient takes its revenge’ (2013, p. 230). This 
genre, as Rebecca Stott explains, was ‘peculiar to the late nineteenth cen-
tury’, and derives from a failure of confidence in the ‘perceived security 
of empire, [and] the weakening of Britain’s imperial hegemony’ (1992, 
p. 5). Thus, one of its main themes is the ‘fear of the invasion of civilisa-
tion by the forces of barbarism or demonism’ (Stott, p. 5).

With respect to Marsh’s novels, it is the threat of barbaric animal-
ism that I will examine, discussing how these works stage the encounter 
with the eastern occult by installing at the very heart of their narratives a 
colonial idol—an idol that is then frightfully associated with the animal-
istic to build an atmosphere of sociopolitical mayhem. This feeds off the 
larger cultural anxiety of the post-Darwinian era, the fears of scientific/ 
biological degeneration, and the sociopolitical translation of these fears 
that identified the racial-, gender-, or class-other with the animalistic. 
Later in my essay, I show the ways in which the animalistic is discur-
sively associated, in the late nineteenth-century cultural narratives and 
in the novels under study, with women and with colonial native peoples. 
By presenting this nexus of the colonial and the animalistic in these 
Imperial Gothic works, Marsh displaces the West from its own norma-
tive definitions of the ‘human’ (that are constructed in opposition to 
the ‘animal’)—displaying, as Vuohelainen observes, ‘a significant degree 
of ideological ambivalence towards hegemonic culture and dominant 
modes of identity construction’ (p. 12). Departing from and devel-
oping these analyses, I will discuss how what is even more interesting 
and significant is that the novels portray the New Woman in relation 
to the colonial animalistic and show this woman culling her most radi-
cal energies as a direct result of her near-intimate encounter with these 
animalistic beings—an encounter that then becomes the kernel for the 
dismantling of social conservatism.
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encounter And comPlicity: the AnimAl  
And the new womAn

The New Woman was, as Sally Ledger explains, ‘very much a  
fin-de-siècle phenomenon’, being as she was a ‘part of that concatena-
tion of cultural novelties [like] … new socialism, the new imperialism, 
the new fiction and the new journalism [which] manifested itself in the 
1880s and 1890s’ (1997, p. 1). According to Ledger, this figure had a 
multiple identity, ‘a feminist activist, a social reformer, a popular novel-
ist, a suffragette playwright, a woman poet’, but she was ‘also often a 
fictional construct, a discursive response to the activities of the late nine-
teenth-century women’s movement’ (p. 1). Likewise, Margaret Beetham 
and Ann Heilmann claim that New Women were both ‘subjects as well 
as the objects of debate in the press’ which ultimately made it possible 
for the figure to be the centre of a challenge to ‘traditional discourses 
on femininity, masculinity, sex, marriage and the family’ (2016, p. 4). 
Significantly, this figure ‘challenge[d] … accepted views of femininity 
and female sexuality’ (Beetham and Heilmann 2016, p. 1), was asso-
ciated with ‘[c]ultural anxieties about the threat of feminism and the 
impending masculinization of women’ (p. 4), and across different coun-
tries essentially emphasised ‘the demand that women control their own 
sexuality and their own bodies’ (p. 2).

In the nineteenth-century western imagination, a supposed natural 
affinity was seen to exist between the woman, in particular the ‘devi-
ant’ New Woman, and the animal/animalistic. Bram Dijkstra demon-
strates how late nineteenth-century paintings portrayed the naturalised 
connection between degeneration and women, by painting them as ani-
mal-like and frequently in their naked form (1986, p. 275). Similarly, 
Jazmina Cininas writes that the fin-de-siècle ‘saw a flourishing of fair-
haired, light-eyed and exotically-accented lady lycanthropes’ or female 
werewolves who embodied the paranoia surrounding the Suffrage move-
ment and the subversive New Woman (2017, p. 37). Stott also suggests 
this topical connection between the British New Woman and the animal 
when she studies the close relationship between the femme fatale and the 
animalistic. The New Woman and the femme fatale, as Scott explains, are 
‘related’, both being perceived as ‘threatening’ to the social fabric, and 
the New Woman being ‘sometimes [seen even as] sexually threatening in 
her challenging of sexual norms’ just like the femme fatale (Stott 1992, 
p. viii).2 As such, it is significant that Stott understands the femme fatale 
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to represent an atavistic throwback. She notes that one of the preoccu-
pations of late nineteenth-century science, ‘particularly craniology and 
criminology’, was to ‘find evidence to support the woman-as-savage or 
woman-as-evolutionary-throwback hypothesis’ in order to show that the 
missing atavistic link between ‘Man’ and his ‘savage ancestors’ was to be 
found in the animalism/barbarism ‘of certain types of women’, notably 
the femme fatale (Stott, p. 108).3

Animal Studies scholarship notes the organic connection that is some-
times shown as existing in literary narratives between animals and mar-
ginalised social constituencies, especially women. Harriet Ritvo observes 
that ‘in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century England’ many human con-
cerns were expressed through ‘discourse about animals’ because ‘emo-
tional and analytic associations tended to blur the distinction between at 
least some people and the rest of the animate creation’ (1987, p. 3), that 
is to say certain ‘weaker’/‘barbaric’ demographic constituencies were 
seen as more animalistic/animal-like. Along these same lines, Deborah 
Denenholz Morse observes how ‘oppressed British people (children, 
women, the lower classes)’ are often portrayed in nineteenth-century 
literary works as ‘sympathetic, downtrodden animals’ and are ‘identi-
fied with the Empire’s exploited, beleaguered subjects’ (2007, p. 181).4 
Colonial novels, such as the ones written by Marsh and his contempo-
raries, often stage a similar naturalised proximity between the animal and 
the Englishwoman, and most pointedly between the colonial animal and 
the New Woman. If we look more closely at the animal-New Woman 
encounters in Marsh’s Imperial Gothic novels, especially the ones under-
gone by Pollie Blyth in The Joss and Marjorie Lindon in The Beetle, we 
understand better the implications of the colonial animal’s proximity to 
the New Woman.

Pollie blyth And the AnimAl in the JOss:  
overlAPs of intimAcy And feAr

The Joss stages the disruption wrought by an Englishman, Benjamin 
Batters, who relocates to London with his (suggestively) mixed-race 
daughter Susie, along with a huge fortune from the Chinese island where 
he was mutilated by the colonial native people into a Joss (an oriental 
idol) and subsequently worshipped. We learn that he was mutilated and 
immersed in hot oil and his legs were amputated so that he rolled around 
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on wheels and inhabited the temple where the natives paid tribute to him 
as their supreme god. On his return to London, Batters, presumed to be 
dead, leaves his niece Mary Blyth (known as Pollie) his house on pecu-
liar conditions of isolation—a house in which, unbeknownst to her, he 
is hiding. Mary and her friend, Emily Purvis, move into this house, only 
to suffer legions of rats (orchestrated by Batters) in the house until the 
ship’s captain, Max Lander, and the lawyer, Frank Paine, ultimately res-
cue them, finding Batters dead in a room surrounded by hissing snakes.

In The Joss, Pollie is presented implicitly as the New Woman who 
contrasts starkly with Emily, a mere ingenue. Markedly different from 
the conventionally beautiful Emily, who is the subject of Frank Paine’s 
romantic desire, Pollie is matter-of-fact and unimpressed by the prom-
ises of romance or mystery that appeal to Emily. Emily is not robust and 
Pollie says, ‘Emily Purvis was hardly the kind of girl I should myself have 
chosen to be my sole companion in a tight place’ (1901, p. 59). If we 
look more closely at Pollie in The Joss, we note a striking brashness in her 
character after she comes into contact with the rats. Emily, on the other 
hand, cannot face the colonial animalistic excess represented by the rats. 
When inside Batters’s house with the teeming animals, Emily screams in 
the dark, ‘stumbl[ing] blindfold among those writhing creatures’. She 
‘shudder[s]’ to see the stocked candles gone and says:

they had presented us with an object lesson, by way of showing us what 
they could do if they had a chance … I had heard of their fondness for 
fat … I thought of them picking the plumpness off my bones as I lay 
sleeping. (p. 100)

Opposed to this, Pollie’s response is striking. Emily notes how changed 
a person Pollie had become, literally a new woman—‘a new Pollie’ with 
‘a sort of bravado’ and ‘callous[ness]’—especially when Pollie responds 
to the fear of being devoured by rats by saying, ‘They’ll find us tougher 
morsels than you think. If a rat once has a taste of me he won’t want 
another’ (pp. 99, 100). This machismo emblematises her as the powerful 
and atypical New Woman of indomitable strength, willing to confront 
the colonial animal unflinchingly.

Through the characterisation of Pollie, the New Woman is shown 
to bear a collaborative and intimate relationship with colonial animals, 
drawing on their forces of subversive alterity. A nearly erotic intimacy 
of the New Woman and the colonial animal is evident early in The Joss. 
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Pollie, trying to figure out what lay inside the scrap of paper a man 
on the street thrust into her hands (a man among many who follow 
Benjamin Batters and Susie from the Chinese island), feels certain that 
‘something was inside, something queer shaped and hard’, something 
that soon moves inside causing the paper to tear open to reveal some-
thing that she could not see in the dark (p. 23). This phallic image is 
then followed by a voyeuristic episode. She notes that the thing inside 
the scrap of paper was a ‘little painted thing, tricked out in ridiculously 
contrasting shades of green, and pink, and yellow’, and further guesses 
that it was, ‘a tiny representation of some preposterous heathen god [the 
Joss], with beads for eyes’ (p. 28). Pollie notices that the object moved 
but ‘[w]hat it was [she] … could not even guess’ (p. 24). It seemed to 
have ‘[t]wo specks of light, which looked like eyes’, and appeared to be 
a ‘frog’ (pp. 24, 25). The frog-like idol subjects her to ‘shivering’ with 
‘twitching spasms’ as if she had ‘been suddenly smitten with some hid-
eous disease’ (p. 27). This arguably erotic frenzy is accompanied by the 
voyeuristic gaze of the animalistic idol when Pollie feels ‘two bright spots 
of light … watching’ her as she undresses, ‘slip[ing] off [her] bodice, 
and the rest of [her] things’ (p. 24). Besides the implicit prurience of 
the frog-like creature’s gaze and the sexual surrender of the undress-
ing, there is an erotic build-up soon after between Pollie and Lucy, her 
dorm-mate. Pollie admits, ‘Had I not been afraid, I would have asked 
Lucy to let me get into bed with her’ (p. 24). And soon after, harassed 
and bullied by Miss Ashton, the dorm in-charge, she feels Lucy close  
to her:

It was Lucy. I put out my hand. She was leaning over me.
‘Kiss me,’ I muttered.
She kissed me. It did me good. I held her, for a moment, to me. It 
comforted me to feel her face against mine. (p. 27)

The animalistic idol, in its proximity to the New Woman, sets up a gen-
eral nexus of transgressive sexuality, this time expressed through the sug-
gestive same-sex love between Pollie and Lucy. Thus, Pollie is able to 
challenge effectively conservative heterosexuality here just as she is also 
able to debunk stereotypical constructions of the disempowered female 
by braving the deluge of predatory rats in Batters’s house with New 
Woman-like command, courage, and belligerence. Drawing from prox-
imity either with animals that are regulated by colonial force, such as the 
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rats commanded by Batters, or with animalistic idols themselves, like the 
frog-like stone wrapped in paper, the New Woman gathers the strength 
to overturn stabilising frameworks of normative gender and sexuality.

mArjorie lindon And the AnimAl in the Beetle:  
rebelling AgAinst normAtivity

Located in contemporary British-Egyptian imperial politics,5 The Beetle 
tells the tale of Britain’s invasion by a shape-shifting, gender-ambiguous 
invader, one that Roger Luckhurst calls a ‘liminal man-woman- 
goddess-beetle-Thing’—a priestess of the Egyptian goddess Isis that 
seeks vengeance from her former captive, Paul Lessingham, a member of 
the House of Commons and a rising political figure (2000, p. 160). In 
an episode from the past, we learn that Paul was captured and sexually 
violated in Egypt in the beetle-emblazoned temple of Isis by her priest-
ess. Paul attempts to kill the woman, but she transforms into a beetle 
and escapes. He returns to England, and in the present-day narrative, the 
hybrid colonial priestess-idol-insect figure follows him, seeking revenge. 
The Beetle hypnotises the homeless and destitute Robert Holt in order 
to use him as a pawn in its mission of vengeance against Paul. Ultimately, 
however, the Beetle is (seemingly) overcome by the combined efforts 
of the British protagonists, including Paul, his fiancée Marjorie Lindon, 
Marjorie’s friend Sydney Atherton, and the private detective, Augustus 
Champnell.

Marjorie’s involvement with the Beetle and the men in the novel 
has been a subject of increasing interest among Imperial Gothic schol-
ars in recent years. Patricia Murphy examines the portrayal of Marjorie 
as a potential New Woman in her discussion of The Beetle as the most 
powerful fictional ‘late-century assault’ on the figure of the New Woman 
(2016, p. 245). Noting Marjorie’s portrayal as a New Woman, Julian 
Wolfreys explains that Marjorie is not directly portrayed as dangerous, 
yet both Sydney Atherton and Marjorie’s father ‘perceive her as wilful, 
recalcitrant, and therefore … destabilizing’ (2004, pp. 30–31). Victoria 
Margree likewise discusses Marjorie as a New Woman—a late nine-
teenth-century ‘feminist’ claiming political and sexual rights for women’, 
an equivalence that is established fairly early in the text (2007, p. 72). 
Indeed, explicit instances of Marjorie’s rebellious stance as the educated 
and assertive New Woman abound. We learn about her adamant refusal 
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to concede to her father’s choice of husband for her from what Lindon 
recounts of her response to Sydney. Lindon infuriatedly recalls that 
when he had tried to forbid Marjorie from seeing Paul, his daughter had 
responded by saying that ‘times have changed’, that parents could no 
longer behave like ‘Russian autocrats’, and that she did not intend to pay 
heed to his ‘unreasonable prejudices’ (Marsh 1897/2004, pp. 160–61).  
Marjorie openly avows libertarian political opinions in opposition to 
her father’s Tory views and criticises the inability of ‘good high dried 
old Tory’ people like her father to ‘like a really clever person’ like Paul  
(pp. 163–64). She also disapproves of romantic overtures that are 
directed towards her despite her declared refusal of the relationship. 
Thus, in response to Sydney’s proposals, Marjorie says in her quietly 
assertive manner: ‘As for his being in love with me; it is ridiculous. He 
is as much in love with the moon … He makes an excellent brother’  
(pp. 195–96).

Much like Pollie Blyth in The Joss, it is from the constellation of ener-
gies infused by her encounter with the colonial animal that Marjorie 
acquires her boldness and proclivity to rebel. As opposed to the abject 
surrender of the men in the face of the animalistic form of the beetle, 
Marjorie triumphs over her deep fears and exhibits a gradual confidence 
in its presence. Like Robert and Paul, Marjorie is described as being ter-
rified of the beetle on her very first encounter with it. On this occasion 
she confesses that for her the ‘flying beetle’ was ‘the horror of horrors’ 
(Marsh 1897/2004, p. 205) and that the ‘emotion of horror’ she feels 
at this will be ‘with [her] to the end of [her] life’ (p. 207). However, the 
New Woman prototype emerges from this episode with redoubled cour-
age and defiance. When Marjorie waits in the house where they suspect 
the colonial intruder hides, she sees a carpet on which are repeated ‘rep-
resentations of some peculiar kind of beetle … over, and over, and over’ 
that looked like they ‘could be alive’ (p. 229). She feels that this was ‘the 
most uncomfortable carpet [she] had ever seen’ and there comes upon 
her ‘a revulsion of feeling’ at the sight of what was for her the ‘unspeak-
able insect’ (p. 229). However, she boldly reproves herself and demon-
strates her newly acquired courage by saying: ‘You ought to be ashamed 
of yourself, Marjorie Lindon, to even think such nonsense. Are you all 
nerves and morbid imaginings, — you who have prided yourself on 
being so strong-minded!’ (pp. 229–30).

Just as in The Joss, The Beetle is crucial for the way its narrative frames 
a near-sexual intimacy between the New Woman and the colonial 
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animal. Patricia Murphy interprets the insect figure as a double for a 
New Woman figure that torments Robert, Paul, and even Marjorie. 
Murphy sees Marjorie as fearfully trying to escape from the possibility of 
being turned into a New Woman herself through contact with the colo-
nial insect, while also being drawn to this possibility. She explains that 
Marjorie’s tremendous fear of the creature ‘can be read as an underly-
ing fear of the monstrous double she could herself become: a New 
Woman thoroughly steeped in the scandalous practices and outlandish 
beliefs so virulently denounced by detractors’ (Murphy 2016, p. 262). 
According to Murphy, the episode could suggest ‘a quasi-epical struggle 
to resist a comprehensive indoctrination into and acceptance of a fanat-
ical New Woman’s way of life’ (p. 262). And yet, as Murphy observes, 
it could also indicate Marjorie’s welcoming of the prospect given that  
‘[u]nlike Robert or Paul, who were involuntarily undressed by the 
Beetle’, Marjorie ‘herself proceeds to remove her clothes, as if inher-
ently predisposed to sexualized New Woman tendencies’ (p. 262).6 It 
is possible, however, that Murphy emphasises the monstrosity of the 
Beetle without fully considering the woman-insect connection suffi-
ciently for its implications. In view of the intense woman-insect dyad in 
The Beetle, Pandora Syperek discusses in detail how in various ‘aspects 
of [nineteenth-century] popular culture the encroachment of the New 
Woman was linked to the insect’, in a way that ‘insects and entomolog-
ical knowledge’ became associated with ‘newsreading, politically aware 
women’ and the insects’ ‘more sinister qualities’ were also connected to 
features of ‘contemporary femininity’ (2018, pp. 171, 172).7 Elizabeth 
Effinger also assigns this relationship political import when she notes that 
the Beetle emerges as ‘the face of political woman’ (2017, p. 262). In 
many ways, she explains, the Beetle ‘functions as the political Other, rep-
resenting the threatening alterity of the insect or woman to the polis’ 
and embodying therefore the vengeance exacted by the politically mar-
ginalised (2017, p. 265).

But what emerges as most intriguing in The Beetle is the crucial 
near-sexual connection, not just between the insect and the woman but 
specifically between the colonial animal and the New Woman. Midway 
through the novel, Marjorie describes getting into bed with the colonial 
insect, described as part-Beetle, part-spider.8 As she relates to Sydney the 
psychological and physical invasion by the Beetle that she is subjected to, 
Marjorie confesses that as soon as she had ‘undressed’ the night before 
and had gotten into bed she realised that ‘[s]ome kind of—beetle’ was 
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in the room which soon came ‘lower and lower, nearer and nearer’  
(1897/2004, p. 166). As she hid by covering herself, she ‘felt it [the 
Beetle] bumping against the coverlet’ (p. 166). And then in hushed tones 
she says to Sydney, drawing close to him as if to confide in him about a 
manifestly horrifying but implicitly titillating detail: ‘And Sydney! … It 
followed me … It got into the bed … I heard it crawl along the sheets, 
till it found a way between them, and then it crawled towards me. And 
I felt it—against my face’ (pp. 166–67). This physical intimacy between 
the woman and the insect, rife with suggestions of penetrative sexuality 
(represented in the phrase ‘a way between them’), is in fact indicative of a 
highly formidable, albeit menacing and monstrous, power that builds up 
in this domestic copulation of the two rebellious and marginalised enti-
ties—the colonial animal and the New Woman (p. 167). This vortex of 
collaborative power in Marsh’s novels, however perilously erotic, sexually 
subversive, or allegedly ‘evil’, ultimately serves to destabilise the existing 
sociopolitical hierarchies of gender and race causing the New Women to 
emerge in assertive and scary new forms.

During Marjorie’s encounter with the Beetle in her boudoir, she tears 
off her dress which she had tailored for her fiancé’s important parliamen-
tary speech that evening as ‘a souvenir of a memorable night’ (p. 206). 
Ridding herself of this outfit that symbolised her love for Paul, she acts 
as ‘relentless executioner’ of her clothes, shedding her ‘dainty garments’ 
till she is stark naked (p. 206). This undressing, both sexual and implic-
itly rebellious, connects with subsequent actions in which Marjorie over-
turns conservative social assumptions about women’s abilities and roles. 
Margree explains how ‘nineteenth-century culture saw the New Woman 
as desiring masculinity’ (2007, p. 74)9 and then observes that ‘[w]hat is 
primarily destabilising about Marjorie has to do’ with her New Woman-
like ‘contestation of the mid-Victorian “angel of the house” ideology’ and 
the gender delimitations that it prescribed for women (p. 72). This is pre-
cisely the light in which Marjorie, the New Woman, is portrayed. When 
the stereotypically masculine Sydney Atherton sets out to investigate and 
capture the animalistic colonial invader with the help of Robert Holt, it is 
Marjorie who insists on joining them in no uncertain terms. She declares 
to the reader, ‘I let him [Sydney] know that this was not a matter in 
which I intended to be trifled with’ (1897/2004, p. 213). She says to 
Sydney, overturning his masculine protector-instincts, ‘My duty is clear, 
and nothing you can say will turn me from it’ (p. 215). Furthermore, 
while the men engage on a ‘wild goose chase’ (p. 231), ultimately failing 
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to find the Beetle, it is Marjorie who uncovers the animalistic colonial 
creature—‘the most awful, hideous, wicked-looking face’ from under 
a ‘heap of rugs’ while waiting for the men inside the house where Holt 
had first met this intruder (p. 231). Finally, her earlier undressing, and 
its implied unsexing, culminates when this colonial invader whom she 
locates under the rugs takes control of her and kidnaps her, dressing her 
as a man and cutting her long hair, so that she appears to be ‘a young 
man costumed like a tramp’ (p. 319). Margree refers to the conserva-
tive narrative surrounding the New Woman phenomena that imagined 
this type of woman as being desirous of masculinity and therefore dress-
ing subversively ‘mannish’, creating a cultural prototype of subversive 
womanhood that was terrifying to the social and the male imaginary  
(2007, p. 73). Thus, even though Margree sees the redressing as a puni-
tive measure for the woman’s subversive desire, in a very significant way, 
Marjorie’s sartorial state that is in its immediate context incapacitating, 
symbolically crowns her gender emancipation from the state of demure 
femininity by draping her in masculine garb.

This idea of animalistic energies facilitating a transition into the gen-
der-subversive New Woman—one who is no longer trapped in limiting 
female docility but characterised by masculine agency and aggression—
can also be seen in The Goddess. In The Joss, Pollie emerges with a fright-
ening yet spectacular force when faced by the threat of the devouring 
rats, dismantling notions of tame femininity. In The Goddess, this surfaces 
most pronouncedly in the way the animalistic goddess-idol engages not 
just in aggressive but also figuratively masculine sexual behaviour while 
skewering her victims. Thus, towards the end of the novel, Ferguson 
recounts how, when Edwin surrenders himself to the idol, ‘the figure 
rose to its feet, and in an instant was alive’, how ‘[f]rom every part of 
its frame gleaming blades had sprung’ including ‘its eyes, mouth, and 
nostrils’, and how ‘[i]t kept jerking its head backwards and forwards’ till 
the ‘writhing, gibbering puppet held him [Edwin] skewered in a dozen 
places’ (Marsh 1900, pp. 291–92). And it was only after ‘its lust for 
blood was glutted, [that] it rolled over, lethargically, upon its side’, and 
‘became again inanimate’ allowing for the mutilated and lacerated body 
of Edwin to be released (pp. 291–93). Throbbing with phallic imagery, 
hints of masculine penile sexuality, and penetrative violence, much like 
the woman-on-man rape of the Englishmen by the New Woman-insect 
hybrid in The Beetle,10 the brutal carnage enacted by the goddess-idol 
stages the terrifying excess—an excess overtly villainous but implicitly 
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empowering—that germinates in the overlap between the colonial ani-
malistic and the New Woman. Thus, frighteningly powerful and pro-
ductive, the space of the colonial animalistic embodied by the eldritch 
and uncontainable animal-idol stages a moment of quiet subversion in 
these Imperial Gothic novels, destabilising the normative triumph of 
the human over the animal, the man over the submissive woman, and 
the coloniser over the colonised. Emblematic of the disenfranchised 
and marginalised, the New Woman and the colonial animal combine 
to stage a reversal of sociopolitical hierarchies in a world now aglow 
with such transformative potential that exceeds the limits of western 
comprehension.

notes

 1.  The western desire for peace and stability was only an imaginary ideal 
for the greater part of the nineteenth century, disrupted as it was with 
repeated colonial rebellions and insurgencies. As I note elsewhere, the 
surfacing of the insurgent Indian idols in novels such as these acquires 
meaning in the context of this long British-Indian colonial trajec-
tory across the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, with the 1857 
War of Independence, the spate of devastating Indian famines that fol-
lowed in the 1860s and 1870s, the Bubonic Plague of Bombay and the 
Indian Famine (1897–1901), and the rise of Indian political opposi-
tion alongside the 1880s–1890s insurgent Fenian bombings in Britain 
(Bhattacharjee 2018, p. 84).

 2.  Stott explains that the New Woman, unlike the femme fatale, is not myth-
ical, does not depend on a male character for her effect in literature, and 
does not carry the sexual fatalism of the latter. But both figures were 
‘familiar type[s] of turn-of-the-century British writing’ and were per-
ceived as deeply socially ‘threatening’, significantly also towards sexual 
norms (Stott 1992, p. viii).

 3.  Stott observes that this manifests in the nineteenth-century display of 
Hottentot women in Britain or in Rider Haggard’s portrayal of ‘mon-
key-women’ in his novels—Gagool in King Solomon’s Mines (1885), 
Hendrika in Allan’s Wife (1889), and Ayesha in She (1886)—that is, 
figures of women who are portrayed as ape-like. Patricia Murphy also 
refers to the ‘devolutionary’ or degenerative transformation of Ayesha in 
She into a ‘wizened primate’ (p. 9), explaining how the Victorian Gothic 
combined anxieties surrounding degeneration and the New Woman.

 4.  Morse explains that in several other mid-Victorian to high-Victorian 
works, the ‘imperialist encounter between English male aggressor and 
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colonized people is figured in animal metaphor’. She explains that ‘[t]he 
Other’—whether ‘a subject people of the Empire in its dominions or at 
home in England’ is represented often ‘as a savage brute that needs tam-
ing’ though many Victorian texts ‘ultimately expose the imperialist him-
self as the unruly beast’ (Morse 2007, p. 181).

 5.  Ailise Bulfin notes that Marsh’s The Beetle can be ‘placed within a popular 
subgenre of Egyptian-themed fin-de-siècle Gothic fiction’ that developed 
‘partially in response to contentious Anglo-Egyptian political relations’ 
and explains that the novel was closely connected to the contemporary 
Anglo-Egyptian and Sudanese conflict (2018, p. 127).

 6.  The priestess-idol-insect hybrid makes Robert undress and watches his 
‘white skin’ voyeuristically (Marsh 1897/2004, p. 55). We learn that 
Paul’s body had undergone a similarly forced undressing followed by 
sexual violation in Egypt under the machinations of the Isis-priestess  
(pp. 244–45).

 7.  Syperek draws on the work of Rosi Braidotti and Elizabeth Grosz to dis-
cuss the cultural construction of the ‘women-insects nexus’ that connects 
the abject insect to the monstrous and devouring woman (the femme 
fatale) who is understood to be a castrating force that inspires masculine 
fear (2018, p. 170).

 8.  Cannon Schmitt points to what he calls ‘beetlemania’ in the work of two 
Victorian natural historians, Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace, 
asserting that writing in the late nineteenth century, they were driven by 
‘an affective epistemology’ in their study of beetles—i.e. ‘a way of know-
ing beetles, and by extension the natural world in its entirety, that exceeds 
the bounds of the positivistic and classificatory’ (2007, p. 37). Marsh’s 
novel takes the beetle beyond the classificatory as well and infuses it with 
affective power that is beyond the reach of epistemological experience. 
Hence, the paranoid bafflement in the face of the animal.
Further, the figuration of this animal as part-spider, such as when Holt 
first encounters the creature and says that it seemed like ‘some gigantic 
spider’ (Marsh 1897/2004, p. 51), is also significant because the spider 
had become a trope for imperial anxieties about control in the late nine-
teenth century (McKechnie 2012).
Also significant in this context of vibrant and militant insects is Syperek’s 
recent work on The Beetle where she explains the transformation in ento-
mological approaches to insects that was to be witnessed in the late 
nineteenth century. Parallel to the ‘mysterious shapeshifting beetle-hu-
man hybrid’ of the novel is the display of insects in the Natural History 
Museum’s Insect Gallery in all their ‘metamorphic forms’—‘preserved 
eggs, larvae, pupae, and mature insects’ as well as ‘models, illustrations, 
and didactic texts’. Remarkably different however is this open display 
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from ‘their static and discrete pinned-down predecessors in entomolog-
ical drawers’—something that indicates ‘the increasing formidability of 
insects in popular science as in popular literature’ (Syperek 2018, p. 163). 
This manifests in the perilous liveliness of the insect figuration in The 
Beetle.

 9.  Margree states that ‘[a]s the New Woman became a figure of cultural rec-
ognisability and media currency, both celebrated and despised, detractors 
of the movement for women’s rights repeatedly characterised her as actu-
ally desiring masculinity’ (2007, p. 72).

 10.  Syperek notes how The Beetle portrays what is very unusual for Late 
Victorian Gothic, a ‘feminine monster’ engaging in ‘female-on-male rape 
suggested at several points in the story’, such as in the ‘implied rape of 
Holt and Lessingham’ when they are forced into a state of undress or in 
their ‘psychic penetration’ when they are hypnotised (2018, p. 174).
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CHAPTER 16

Victor Hugo’s Pieuvre and the Marine 
EcoGothic

Natalie Deam

Although the marine world may not be immediately associated with the 
Gothic, the threats of sublime and desolate horizons, haunted ruins, 
confinement, suffocation, and the supernatural all have long traditions 
within the literatures of the sea. With his 1866 novel Les Travailleurs de 
la mer (The Toilers of the Sea), Victor Hugo introduced a new Gothic: 
a marine EcoGothic, heavily invested in the strange, slippery lifeforms, 
and abject ecosystems of the submarine. The novel’s climactic encounter 
between the protagonist, an adroit sailor named Gilliatt, and the pieuvre, 
a murderous octopus guarding an underwater grotto, greatly influenced 
the nineteenth century’s Gothic imagination of the sea. Reimagining 
the myth of a dragon guarding its treasure within the submarine, Hugo 
describes an ocean haunted by its grotesque evolutionary history. The 
pieuvre, whose slippery form evokes the first primordial lifeforms that 
emerged within the sea, viciously guards the novel’s treasure, a mod-
ern steam engine. Using the local vernacular ‘pieuvre’, to distinguish 
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his sinister octopus from the banal ‘poulpe’ of cuisine or natural history, 
Hugo represents this submarine horror as a formless and shape-shifting 
enigma that prevents scientific classification and objective understanding. 
Furthermore, his extensive description of the animal across four chap-
ters evinces deeper concerns over how society ought to make sense of 
the monstrous marine world in light of the secularised nature that evo-
lutionary biology introduced in the mid-nineteenth century. Hugo 
seems particularly sensitive to the queer Gothic threat that the pieuvre’s 
ambiguous gender and sensual forms pose to Gilliatt’s masculinity. With 
its phallic tentacles, the pieuvre threatens to subsume the human within 
a Gothic materialist nature that dissolves the boundaries between male 
and female, human and animal, and living and non-living matter. As 
such, Hugo’s pieuvre provides a compelling study of Gothic animality 
by embodying the epistemological conflicts introduced by evolutionary 
science and sexology and exploring the metamorphic aesthetics of the 
emerging field of marine biology.

Although Gothic studies of Hugo are mostly reserved for the Gothic 
architecture of Notre-Dame de Paris (1831), his Gothic depictions of 
the underwater world in Les Travailleurs de la mer had an enormous 
impact on the late nineteenth century’s imagination of the ocean.1 As 
the Grand Larousse article ‘Pieuvre’ attests before citing Hugo’s 1174-
word description of the octopus: ‘Either way, the pieuvre thus presented 
created a sensation. We spoke of nothing but pieuvres in the year of our 
lord 1866, date of the appearance of Victor Hugo’s book’ (Larousse 
1866–1877, p. 997, translation my own). In her cultural history of the 
marine imagination, The Mysterious Science of the Sea (2016), Natascha 
Adamowsky explains why the octopus provoked such a sensational 
response:

The octopus represented one of the most significant figures around which 
the sea’s primordial, improbable and fantastic dimensions crystallized. 
In the 1870s the creature became one of the most sought-after guests in 
aquariums; the eager public wanted nothing more than to get to the bot-
tom of rumors surrounding this animal steeped in myth. (p. 84)

Hugo’s own interest in the pieuvre stemmed from a personal encounter 
with an octopus during his exile on the isles of Guernsey (Adamowsky 
2016, p. 85). His extensive description of the animal ripples with Gothic 
rhetoric: ‘These animals are phantoms as much as monsters. They are 
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proved to exist and yet are improbable. They do in fact exist, but they 
might well not exist. They are the amphibians of death. Their improba-
bility complicates their existence’ (1866/2002, p. 354). Hugo’s portrait 
of the octopus would later influence Jules Verne’s infamous portrayal of 
the colossal kraken in 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (1870), perhaps one 
of the most enduring representations of the submarine Gothic and the 
fantastic cephalopod. In ‘M. R. James and the Quantum Vampire’, China 
Miéville establishes Hugo and Verne’s texts as key to the genealogical 
evolution of tentacular fantasy in nineteenth and early twentieth-century 
literature, one that anticipates the powerful epistemological challenge of 
future Weird Literature: ‘These texts, while indispensable to the devel-
opment of the Weird, remain in important respects pre-Weird not only 
temporally but thematically, representing contrasting oppositions to the 
still-unborn tradition, to varying degrees prefigurations of the Weird and 
attempts pre-emptively to de-Weird it’ (pp. 106–7, emphasis in original). 
By refiguring classic monstrous myths—including the dragon, hydra, 
medusa, and vampire—within the pieuvre’s unstable body, exploring the 
octopus’ role in evolutionary history, and considering its material rela-
tionship with the submarine environment, Hugo exploded the Gothic 
imaginary of the submarine and popular understanding of the extreme 
possibilities of the natural world.

In the novel’s preface, Hugo frames Les Travailleurs de la mer as 
the epic conflict between man and nature. The central narrative fol-
lows Gilliatt in his quest to salvage a shipwrecked steamship’s engine 
in order to win the right to marry the shipowner’s niece. Although the 
steam engine might symbolise modernity’s rising advantage against the 
threats of the natural world, Gilliatt endures multiple trials of survival 
that leave him stripped naked on the reef at the mercy of the waves. 
Curiously, his battle with the pieuvre offers the novel’s only substantial 
encounter between human and marine life. Although their sensational 
grapple resolves in a matter of paragraphs, Hugo’s description of the 
octopus extends over pages, suggesting that the pieuvre poses an epis-
temological conflict more potent than its physical threat. By analysing 
the implications of Hugo’s Gothic description of the pieuvre through his 
larger understanding of the natural world—especially the evolutionary 
relationship between man and the marine—I hope to move the schol-
arly response to the pieuvre away from what has tended to be a heavily 
psychoanalytical framework and towards a more ecocritical understand-
ing of the pieuvre’s Gothic significance.2 As Dawn Keetley and Matthew 
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Sivils develop in their introduction to the EcoGothic: ‘The nonhuman 
ecoGothic shows the human “inheritance in time” to be a long, evolu-
tionary inheritance, one that inevitably embroils us with the nonhuman’ 
(2018, p. 14). Until recently, Gothic studies have rarely considered the 
marine world and almost entirely overlooked the Gothic potential of 
marine biology. I propose that engaging Hugo’s Gothic representation 
of the submarine will not only allow me to account for one of Hugo’s 
lesser-known novels and the pervasive influence of Gothic literature 
across continental Europe, especially a largely ignored queer EcoGothic, 
but it will furthermore help to uncover a powerful Gothic materialism 
that complicated the nineteenth century’s anthropocentric understand-
ing of the natural world.

As underwater technologies and aquatic spectacles gained popularity 
across the nineteenth century, marine biology explored new frontiers of 
grotesque and monstrous corporality. Scientists and amateur collectors 
dredged up not only primitive physiologies—soft bodies, carapaces, flip-
pers, tentacles, etc.—but also evidence of primitive sexualities, including 
hermaphroditism, asexual spawning, plumes of eggs, and floating orgies. 
Hugo delights in evoking the pieuvre’s slippery, erotic forms: ‘a fluid and 
tenacious creature that slips through his fingers; … no horror can equal 
the sudden appearance of the octopus—a Medusa served by eight ser-
pents’ (1866/2002, p. 353). The strange animality of the ocean was crit-
ical to contextualise evolutionary science, as Adamowsky describes:

On the one hand, invertebrate marine animals, embodying the fragility of 
biological and anatomical borders, were precisely what proved central for 
the development of evolutionary theory; on the other hand, their manifold 
forms and metamorphoses is what made them, after the ape, into the chief 
icon of prospective degeneration. (2016, p. 124)

As the ocean began to be seen as a massive receptacle of the earth’s 
primitive history, literary and visual cultures began to imagine what pre-
historic monsters lurked in the depths, allowing a Gothic evolutionary 
imagination to flourish.

Cyndy Hendershot’s study of the Gothic response to Darwinian anx-
ieties in The Animal Within (1998) explores the implications of evolu-
tionary biology on the Victorian imagination:
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In the popular imagination of nineteenth-century Britain what was espe-
cially disturbing about Darwin’s theories was the notion that the animal 
within—the sign of the human species’ past—threatened to usurp mas-
culine rationality and return man to a state of irrational chaos. Darwin’s 
theory effected no less than a decentering of the human subject, and the 
impact of this was much more significant for the male subject, who in 
nineteenth-century society culturally should embody dominance, rational-
ity, and power. (p. 97)

Because Hendershot’s work focuses on how Gothic animal bodies 
affected nineteenth-century understandings of gender, The Animal 
Within provides a useful foundation for the study of the queer Gothic 
in Les Travailleurs de la mer. One might indeed imagine that as a figure 
associated with primordial evolutionary history, the pieuvre would trig-
ger a recognition of the marine ‘animal within’ haunting the human. Yet 
surprisingly, Gilliatt does not wonder how mankind may have evolved 
from the octopus. Nor does he fear that the pieuvre arouses some ani-
malistic part of him. Instead, he fears that with its metamorphic tentacles 
and vampiric suckers, the pieuvre will subsume him within the strange 
nature of the sea that even his training as a sailor cannot help him under-
stand. As a transitory figure between the natural and the supernatural, 
the pieuvre threatens to not only physically injure but philosophically 
traumatise Gilliatt. Hugo explains: ‘Their improbability complicates 
their existence. They touch on the frontier of human consciousness and 
populate that chimerical boundary region. You deny the existence of 
a vampire, and the octopus appears … They mark the transition from 
our reality to some other reality’ (1866/2002, p. 354). By refiguring 
the vampire as a pieuvre, Hugo models the way that modern science 
struggled to explain the extremes of the natural world that seemed to 
confirm the existence of a supernatural one. The vampire reappears in 
marine biology as a pieuvre, a secular form more horrible than the myth. 
Scarcely imaginable through modern evolutionary science, Hugo’s pieu-
vre threatens to dissolve the stable boundaries between the natural and 
supernatural, the human and non-human world, the human and the ani-
mal, and between modern man and the primitive sea.

Aside from its seemingly supernatural origins, the pieuvre poses the 
epistemological threat of infinite flexibility. Hugo struggles to coherently 
describe the creature across four chapters, comparing it to an inverted 
glove, a broken umbrella, and a pile of rags, among other references. 
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Disturbing technological metaphors, such as ‘You are attacked by 
a pneumatic machine. You are dealing with a vacuum that has feet’ 
(1866/2002, p. 253), demonstrate the extent to which Hugo struggles 
to situate the pieuvre within the natural world. Yet the pieuvre’s constant 
metamorphosis evokes the very instabilities that Darwinian evolution 
introduced into the natural world, in which organic forms constantly 
fluctuate across evolutionary time and the human form is not privileged 
in any way. In The Gothic Body (1996), Kelly Hurley astutely examines 
the Gothic implications of this evolutionary instability, proposing that 
the human could at any time revert back to its atavistic origins or skew 
towards some new monstrous form: ‘Atavism reveals that the human 
body is too compendious, too full of incompatible histories, too full of 
strange narrative lines waiting to be developed. The human body, at least 
potentially, is utterly chaotic, unable to maintain its distinctions from a 
whole world of animal possibilities’ (1996, p. 94). Hugo frequently 
evokes an unstable nature in his depictions of the ocean as a tireless 
machine of endless creativity and destruction. Sublime at the level of the 
seascape, this infinite flux becomes more threatening and much more 
Gothic when condensed within the animal bodies that inhabit the sea. 
As Hurley suggests: ‘In its plots of both parallel evolutions and abhuman 
becomings, a randomly-working Nature is figured as too imaginative, too 
prolific. Any admixture of diverse morphic traits is possible, so that even 
highly complex bodies, ingeniously specialized for their environment … 
are abominable’ (1996, p. 90, emphasis in original). This abominable 
potentiality came to define the pieuvre, as Jules Michelet’s massively suc-
cessful 1861 natural history of marine biology La Mer confirmed when 
he called the duplicitous octopus ‘the chameleon of the sea’ (p. 199): 
‘You came swelling, blowing, threatening, and after all you prove to be 
only a sham, a mask rather than a being. Without fixity, without sub-
stance, a blown-up bladder, now collapsed, to be tomorrow a mere drop, 
a nameless portion of the dark blue waters of the Sea’ (p. 201).

Yet the pieuvre’s evolutionary advantage of camouflage, which 
Michelet interprets as a type of falseness, poses a much more significant 
problem for Hugo. One issue, Hugo suggests, is that the pieuvre’s con-
stant metamorphosis prevents the classificatory practices upon which 
previous science was based. To illustrate this epistemological tension, he 
cites conflicting scientific accounts of the octopus: ‘A print in Sonnini’s 
edition of Buffon depicts a cephalopod grappling a frigate; and Denys 
Montfort believes that the octopus found in high latitudes is capable of 
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sinking a ship. Bory de Saint-Vincent doubts this, but notes that in our 
waters it will attack a man’ (1866/2002, p. 351). In addition, Hugo 
invokes local folklore accounts of the pieuvre, including the imaginative 
titles ‘Devil Fish’, ‘Kraken’, and ‘Bloodsucker’. The sheer number of dis-
cordant tropes, metaphors, and definitions that Hugo uses to describe 
the pieuvre render a strictly scientific understanding impossible. Here 
again, the pieuvre’s formlessness corresponds to an emerging marine 
aesthetics of liquid materiality contaminated with Gothic elements.  
As Adamowsky elucidates:

There is such a thing as a mania for naming, which necessarily fails when 
seeking to extract discrete unities from the vast indeterminacy of the 
sea. … The ocean refuses to be frozen into inert epistemological terrain; 
instead, it gives rise to a superabundance of acts of description, enumera-
tion and cataloguing. The paradox of such a paradisiacal landscape, which 
also admits scientific description, fuses positive knowledge and imaginative 
depth into one. (2016, p. 78)

An embodiment of so many conflicting forms cannot simply be con-
tained within the name ‘pieuvre’ and furthermore suggests that Hugo’s 
ocean, if not the entire natural world, operates on a scale outside of 
human understanding.

Perhaps the most striking aspect of Hugo’s extensive portrait of ‘inde-
scribable horror’ is his description-via-negation of all the natural arma-
ments and defences that the octopus lacks. This list quickly becomes 
superabundant with negative references, underlining Hugo’s inability to 
understand the pieuvre in terms of other animal life:

The devilfish has no mass of muscle, no threatening cry, no armor, no 
horn, no sting, no pincers, no tail to seize or batter its enemies, no sharp-
edged fins, no clawed fins, no spines, no sword, no electric discharge, no 
virus, no poison, no claws, no beak, no teeth. (1866/2002, p. 350)

By gesturing to the ways that animals have evolved to defend themselves 
in their environment, this list evokes the incredible diversity of the natu-
ral world and emphasises an essentially violent understanding of nature 
as conflict or ‘struggle for life’.3 By comparing the pieuvre to traditional 
animals, Hugo emphasises the sea creature’s uncanniness and seemingly 
supernatural nature. Nevertheless, with all of his references to modern 
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biology Hugo insists on the pieuvre’s animality. So how ought we 
respond to a body that appears so unequipped to defend itself among 
the violent lifeforms of the sea? The pieuvre emerges as a sort of evolu-
tionary aberration, atavistic even by the standards of grotesque marine 
biology.

In the later nineteenth century, the emerging discipline of sexology 
often used marine biology and its non-heteronormativity as an example 
of evolutionary atavism to which queer subjects had reverted.4 Although 
Les Travailleurs de la mer precedes these studies, Hugo’s understanding 
of animality through the forms of natural conflict emphasises a predomi-
nantly masculine understanding of nature. His list of the pieuvre’s absent 
animal trappings notably underlines its lack of definite sex; this begins to 
associate the pieuvre’s unstable form with a non-heteronormative body. 
Hendershot describes the way that androgynous Gothic bodies such as 
Dracula’s threatened the nineteenth century’s attempts to understand 
sexual difference through biology: ‘The crux is that within the two-sex 
world sexual difference has been predicated on the body, not on social 
distinctions: thus, if the body itself persistently appears void of sexual 
difference, as the vampire body does, traditional gender roles threaten 
to lose their stable footing in anatomical difference’ (1998, p. 21). 
Offered as one of those primitive marine animals that do not differen-
tiate between sexes, the pieuvre also threatens such distinctions. As an 
animal that defies the very evolutionary logic used to bolster sexologi-
cal discourses, the pieuvre therefore provides an intriguing case study of 
queer Gothic animality.

Whereas queer Gothic studies have almost entirely focused on rep-
resentations of human sexuality, in the confused boundaries between the 
human and animal and the natural and supernatural, EcoGothic literature 
offers fertile opportunities for queer analysis.5 A queer reading of Hugo’s 
pieuvre becomes even more provocative when considering the mixed 
threats of penetration and envelopment that the pieuvre poses to Gilliatt. 
Hugo concludes his negative reading of the pieuvre with a final affirma-
tion: ‘What, then, is the devilfish? It is the suction pad’ (1866/2002,  
p. 350, emphasis in original). He defines the pieuvre by the vulvic suckers 
that line its phallic tentacles and begin to drain the life from Gilliatt in 
their violent underwater embrace. The suckers’ dissolution of the borders 
between the human and animal, and predator and prey, poses a powerful 
threat to the modern masculine subject, as Hugo explains by comparing 
the sucker to the more traditional animal threat of the claw:
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With a claw it is the beast entering into your flesh; with a sucker it is 
you who are entering into the beast. Your muscles swell, your fibers are 
twisted, your skin bursts open under this loathsome pressure, your blood 
spouts out and mingles horribly with the molluscums lymph. The crea-
ture forces itself on you by a thousand foul mouths; the hydra incorpo-
rates itself in the man; the man is amalgamated with the hydra. You 
both become one. You are caught up in hideous dream. The tiger can 
but devour you; the octopus, horrifyingly, breathes you in. It draws you 
to it and into it; and you feel yourself—bound, limed, powerless—slowly 
being emptied into the fearful sack that is the monster. Beyond the  
horrific—being eaten alive—there is the unspeakable—being drunk alive. 
(1866/2002, p. 353)

In the act of penetration, the claw continues to affirm the distinction 
between the human and animal, whereas within the pieuvre’s embrace 
the octopus sucks the human into itself as it pushes itself into the human. 
This metamorphic invagination stretches the human and animal beyond 
their physical boundaries, just as the atavistic pieuvre troubles the evolu-
tionary distinctions between the human, animal, male, female, and the 
primitive, undifferentiated origins of life.

Although the pieuvre might be seen as evolutionary atavistic, Hugo 
nevertheless endows the pieuvre with a surprising amount of intelligence 
and agency: ‘A viscous mass with a will of its own: what could be more 
horrible?’ (1866/2002, p. 352). To insist on the will of the pieuvre sug-
gests that its interior capacities may be more developed than its exterior 
form:

This suction apparatus has all the delicacy of a keyboard. It rises up and 
then disappears. It obeys the creature’s least intention. The most exquisite 
sensibility cannot match the contractility of these suckers, which are always 
proportioned to the internal movements and to circumstances outside it. 
This dragon is a sensitive plant. (1866/2002, p. 351)

This question of the pieuvre’s intentions is heavily implicated in Hugo’s 
gendered representation of the octopus, which introduces the theme of 
imitation and dissimulation into the pieuvre’s metamorphosis. Although 
the sex of the octopus remains undefined, Hugo’s evocation of its deceit 
resonates with fin de siècle discourses of the femme fatale that seduces 
through illusion and deception. This recognises that the pieuvre’s lack of 
sexual concreteness also aligns it with the feminine and opens the pieuvre 
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to misogynistic discourses that have aligned the female body and the 
feminine with negative aspects of nature, especially its base material, hys-
terical extremes, and mysterious origins. To the extent that the pieuvre 
poses a gendered threat to Gilliatt, the pieuvre performs as both a sexu-
ally aggressive femme fatale and a hermaphroditic monster of undefined 
sexual difference, never holding its shape long enough to determine a 
single reading. In either instance, the ghost of animality’s primitive ori-
gins threatens to ensnare a prime specimen of modern masculinity within 
an atavistic and grotesquely sensual embrace.

The pieuvre passages in Les Travailleurs de la mer demonstrate how 
traditional Gothic figures such as the vampire or ghost become imbued 
with biology as part of a larger cultural shift in a post-Darwinian world. 
Although biology is largely absent from the novel’s romance and endur-
ance narratives, Hugo’s choice to stage the pieuvre encounter within a 
coral reef helps to crystallise the EcoGothic aspects of his marine imag-
ination. Across most of his poetry and prose, Hugo’s ocean is almost 
entirely desolate, devoid of animal life. This vacancy abruptly changes in 
his cryptic description of the pieuvre’s reef:

A completely isolated rock like the Douvres attracts and provides home for 
creatures that shun the haunts of men. It is like a huge madrepore, a sub-
marine bank of coral. It is a labyrinth engulfed by the sea. Here, at a depth 
that divers can barely reach, are hidden caves and caverns and dens, a net-
work of dark passageways in which monstrous creatures pullulate. They 
devour each other: the crabs eat the fish and are themselves eaten. In this 
dark world roam fearful living shapes, created to be unseen by the human 
eye. Vague forms of mouths, antennae, tentacles, gaping jaws, scales, claws, 
and pincers float and quiver in the water, grow larger, decompose, and dis-
appear in the sinister transparency. Fearful swarms of sea creatures swim to 
and fro, prowling, doing what they have to do. It is a hive of hydras. This 
is horror in its ideal form. (1866/2002, pp. 185–86)

As Darwin’s first scientific publication, The Structure and Distribution of 
Coral Reefs revealed in 1842, coral reefs are formed by millions of pol-
yps whose microscopic remains have the power to reshape underwater 
geographies. Tiny in size and strange in form, the coral polyp rivalled 
the pieuvre in the nineteenth century’s popular fascination with marine 
biology for its imagined relationship with the first microscopic forms 
of life, its ability to nourish entire ecosystems, and its threat to imperial 
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maritime circuits. In Hugo’s imagination of the reef as a labyrinthine 
ruin—made all the more Gothic for the shipwrecks it caused—the reef 
is an emphatically non-human place located outside the view of modern 
science and at the edge of Hugo’s imagination, as his ambiguous descrip-
tion of creatures ‘doing what they have to do’ suggests. Although the 
current imagination of coral reefs is one of vibrant diversity and colour-
ful flora and fauna, Hugo’s descriptions reveal how nineteenth-century 
marine biology became Gothicised and the nineteenth-century Gothic 
became biologised in a post-Darwin world. Microscopic polyps imbue 
his waves, creating a sea thick with abject lifeforms and a seafloor made 
of monumental mass graves. In this Gothic liquid, animal and envi-
ronment are confused and boundaries between living and inert matter 
dissolve. Throughout Hugo’s prose, Gothic history and repressed evolu-
tionary history begin to contaminate the sea.

At various points, Hugo calls the pieuvre a Medusa (p. 353), a hydra 
(p. 353), a dragon (p. 351), and a vampire (p. 354), explicitly juxtapos-
ing biological and mythical discourse. To re-contextualise these mon-
strous figures within the discourse of marine biology serves to naturalise 
the myth, suggesting that in the deep time of the ocean, medusa, hydra, 
dragon, and vampire are all potential evolutionary forms. This juxtaposi-
tion also introduces a curious paradox in which nature, even within the 
secular framework of evolution, becomes the site of the supernatural. 
Biology only serves to reveal new, inexplicable wonders. Towards the end 
of his description of the pieuvre, Hugo emphasises the Gothic potentials 
of this mysterious nature in constant flux:

Possibility is a formidable matrix. Mystery takes concrete form in mon-
sters. Fragments of darkness emerge from the mass we call immanence, 
tear themselves apart, break off, roll, float, condense, borrow matter from 
the surrounding blackness, undergo unheard-of polarizations, take on life, 
compose themselves into curious forms with darkness and curious souls 
with miasma, and go on their way, like masks, among living and breath-
ing things. They are like darkness made into animals. What is the point 
of them? What purpose do they serve? We return to the eternal question. 
(1866/2002, p. 354)

Within Hugo’s understanding of the natural world, nature presents itself 
as the spectrum of all material creation in which any animating force 
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takes on supernatural qualities. All life becomes an inexplicable, super-
natural presence—especially forms like the pieuvre that defy any order-
ing logic. Within Hugo’s schema, explicitly challenged by the nature of 
the sea and marine biology, all life becomes Gothic, inexplicable, and 
strange.

Whereas the sublime seascape prompts Hugo to reflect on the place 
of man within the natural world in both his poetry and his prose, the 
sudden appearance of the pieuvre in Les Travailleurs de la mer causes 
him to question any certainty in his response. Having established the 
ways that the pieuvre’s queer Gothic corporality challenges accepted 
literary and scientific epistemologies, I would like to conclude by con-
sidering how the pieuvre provokes Hugo to envision a more broadly 
EcoGothic nature and by connecting his marine EcoGothic to Gothic 
materialism. To do this, I will examine how Hugo depicts the pieuvre’s 
ecological relationship to its environment. Various psychoanalytic theo-
ries have been used to read the underwater cavern in which the pieuvre 
attacks Gilliatt; however, none consider the pieuvre’s ecological con-
nections to the cavern, which offer a unique Gothic context through 
which to understand such an aberrational animal. Hugo first introduces 
the cavern as a coral cathedral: ‘the crypt that was almost a sanctuary 
and the stone that was almost an altar’ (1866/2002, p. 347). The pres-
ence of the diabolical pieuvre troubles this metaphor, however—as do 
the skeletal remains of Sieur Clubin, the thief that stole the steamship 
and served as the pieuvre’s first prey. As Hugo describes the cavern, 
he elucidates the ecological relationships that connect the pieuvre, the 
skeleton, and the crabs that feed on it: ‘It was a strange sight, the dead 
vermin on their dead prey. A somber sequence of death. … The crabs 
had eaten the man and the devilfish had eaten the crabs’ (1866/2002,  
p. 360).

An underwater cavern filled with bones offers an undeniably Gothic 
setting. Here, however, Hugo deliberately relocates the Gothic from the 
anthropocentric castle ruins to the desolate coral reef, where the history, 
actors, and interests are all emphatically non-human. From Hugo’s eco-
logical perspective, the reef offers a fertile EcoGothic ruin, a system that 
makes space for the otherwise inexplicable pieuvre to exist. Indeed, the 
pieuvre and its environment are so intertwined that the pieuvre animates 
its ruins, becoming its ‘mouth’:
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A second thong, narrow and pointed, now emerged from the crevice in 
the rock, like a tongue issuing from a gaping jaw. It licked, appallingly, 
Gilliatt’s naked chest … It was as if innumerable lips were clinging to his 
flesh and seeking to drink his blood. (1866/2002, p. 348)

A mouth within a mouth, a ruin within a ruin, the vampiric pieuvre again 
becomes a figure of invagination that threatens to subsume Gilliatt: this 
time within a Gothic natural system that reduces everything to basic mat-
ter, matter that passes through living and non-living beings in an infinite 
flux. Hugo’s ecological vision, crystallised in the queer pieuvre and its 
Gothic environment, therein evokes the subversive anti-anthropocentric 
worldview that Hurley identifies in Gothic materialism:

Here the human body is sheerly corporeal, indistinguishable from other 
raw matter as it is rent and fragmented and absorbed into the viscous body 
of its predator. … The viscosity of the predatory natural world may be said 
to represent the suchness of matter, as it gains sentience and rises up to 
swallow the bounded human world. (1996, p. 62)

The pieuvre becomes part of that animating and deadly force, a motor 
for the ocean’s infinite cycles of creation and destruction.

Indeed, the pieuvre’s capacity for absorption and metamorphosis fig-
ures the horrific state of nature that Hugo evoked in his initial descrip-
tion of the reef, in which everything consumes everything else: ‘The 
whole of the natural world that we have under our eyes eats and is eaten. 
Prey bites prey’ (1866/2002, p. 355). Within this system, the distinc-
tions between bodies and backgrounds, beings and matter—whether liv-
ing or inert—all dissolve:

All beings enter into one another. Putrefaction is nutriment. A fearful 
cleaning of the globe. Man, being carnivorous, is also a burier. Our life 
is made up of death. Such is the terrifying law. We are all sepulchres. 
(1866/2002, p. 355)

Hugo’s ecological explanation of the pieuvre quickly expands to express 
his horror at a materialist vision of the world, just as his earlier reflection 
of the pieuvre as a transitory creature left him overwhelmed. In both 
cases, Hugo clearly struggles to reconcile the marine EcoGothic with his 
understanding of nature, and for the rest of the novel, these struggles 
remain unresolved.
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Over the four chapters that explore the pieuvre Hugo troubles his 
own understanding of nature, indulging in diverse cultural anxieties 
produced by the emerging and co-dependent disciplines of marine biol-
ogy, sexology, and evolutionary science. What could modern man do 
to define himself in this system that constantly works to re-absorb the 
human within a chaotic, Gothic, natural world? The novel’s final scene, 
in which Gilliatt willingly surrenders himself to a rising tide, ultimately 
accomplishes the ocean’s manifold attempts to dissolve his subject. 
Although the pieuvre’s physical attack is only one such fleeting attempt, 
the epistemological conflicts the pieuvre raises as a queer, Gothic animal 
continue to haunt the heart of the novel. The pieuvre’s metamorphic 
shapelessness, its undefined sexuality and ability to dissolve boundaries 
participate in both an EcoGothic evolutionary vision with subversive 
queer valences and an EcoGothic materialist vision, in which matter 
fluctuates through an infinity of forms over the deep time of evolution. 
Recent Gothic studies by Hendershot and Hurley correctly identify the 
ways that Gothic animality, especially Darwinian Gothic animality, affects 
human corporality; however, these studies have predominantly focused 
on human bodies without situating them within larger Gothic ecologies. 
Les Travailleurs de la mer offers one promising example of the ways that 
representations of the marine world and its strange biologies might help 
to elucidate connections between Gothic biologies, ecologies, and mate-
rialisms. Hugo’s novel therein offers promising avenues for interdiscipli-
nary studies of an international Gothic that stems not only from ruined 
architecture but from deep evolutionary time and the dark mysteries of 
the submarine. After all, Hugo’s pieuvre presents only one chaotic por-
trait of the infinite monstrous bodies that lurk in our imagination of the 
world beneath the waves.

notes

1.  See Julie Cochran’s ‘The Gothic Revival in France 1830–1845’ (1999) or 
Jerrold E. Hogle’s ‘Hugo’s Notre Dame de Paris, Leroux’s Le Fantôme de 
l’Opéra and the Changing Functions of the Gothic’ (2008) for traditional 
Gothic studies of Hugo.

2.  See Jacques Schnier (1956) and Charles Baudouin (1972) for psychoana-
lytic readings of Hugo’s pieuvre.
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3.  This struggle for life was one of the predominant French interpretations 
of Darwin, as Michel Prum argues in ‘Charles Darwin’s First French 
Translations’ (pp. 391–99).

4.  See for example James Weir’s (1893) article on gender inversion in 
Medical Record:

In following up the chain of evolution in animal life from its inception in pri-
mordial protoplasm to its end, as we now find it, we discover that the inter-
linking organisms are, in the beginning, either asexual or hermaphroditic. … 
Effemination and viraginity [two forms of gender inversion] are due directly 
to the influence of that strange law laid down by Darwin—the law of rever-
sion to ancestral types. It is an effort of nature to return man to the old her-
maphroditic form from which he was evolved. It is an effort on the part of 
nature to incorporate the individualities of the male and female, both physical 
and psychical, in one body. (p. 359)

5.  See George Haggerty’s Queer Gothic (2006) or Ellis Hanson’s ‘Queer 
Gothic’ in The Routledge Companion to Gothic (2007) for examples of 
anthropocentric Queer Gothic studies.
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CHAPTER 17

The Human Within and the Animal 
Without?: Rats and Mr Bunnsy in Terry 

Pratchett’s The Amazing Maurice  
and His Educated Rodents

Rebecca Lloyd

Pratchett’s 2001 novel The Amazing Maurice and His Educated Rodents, 
ostensibly intended for a young readership and winner of the Carnegie 
Prize, raises questions about the ways in which humans demonise rats 
while simultaneously anthropomorphising animals into sterile minia-
ture humans through the fictions of picture books for children, and the 
ramifications of these narratives for the human and the animal. Marek 
Oziewicz argues that the novel can be regarded as ‘a transformative uto-
pia of sustainable, ecological coexistence’ even while acknowledging the 
difficulties to be overcome in attaining such a new world order (2009, 
p. 87). It is possible to draw this conclusion, however: the Gothic and 
comic elements throughout make such a reading never entirely certain, 
and finally, the novel is less utopian in tone than Oziewicz suggests. Avril 
Horner and Sue Zlosnik note that the comic turn in Gothic enterprises 
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is more than the ‘hysterical laughter of comic relief’ but in hybridising 
modes allows for a mixed response that provides the suspension of terror 
without ever denying it (2005, p. 3). The narrative in fact can be seen to 
sit closer to Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari’s proposition of becoming, 
that is in alliance but not resemblance which ‘would represent an obsta-
cle or stoppage’, by being only ‘an imitation’ (Deleuze and Guattari in 
Kalof and Fitzgerald 2007, p. 38). Pratchett’s animals may acquire some 
human attributes, but they are always animals: it is always a temporary 
alliance of difference.

Maurice, a cat, and his band of rats (who call themselves variously 
The Clan and Changelings) have acquired intelligence and the capac-
ity for thought and speech by eating magic-ridden rubbish from the 
Discworld’s Unseen University and, in Maurice’s case, a speaking rat. 
They use these abilities to scam small towns expecting the full Pied 
Piper experience. The Clan impersonate plagues of rats by apparently 
infesting and then very visibly departing from the town by following a 
 pipe-playing young man, Keith, recruited by Maurice for this purpose. 
The towns effectively pay them to go away, but as The Amazing Maurice 
begins, some of the rats are considering giving up the ruse to settle in 
safety away from humans. They arrive in the small city of Bad Blintz 
where they find rat-catchers but no rats and attempt one final perfor-
mance. However, they find themselves caught in the power of the hor-
rific rat king, a being constructed from a collection of rats permanently 
bound together by a knot made of their tails: a monstrous product, 
Pratchett suggests, of the treatment of rats by humans that threatens 
destruction to all, whatever their species. When the rat king is finally 
defeated after the sacrifice by Maurice of one of his lives, the townsfolk 
and the rats come to an agreement to live together, although the novel 
ends on an ambiguous note.

This synopsis indicates that The Amazing Maurice engages with com-
ponents identifiable as Gothic, particularly in the representations of 
monstrosity. Pratchett refuses to allow the reader to settle for one side 
or the other on the boundary of the human/animal divide. Instead he 
invests neither human nor animal with attributes that mark them out as 
the superior being. Towards the close of the novel, when the mayor of 
Bad Blintz and Darktan, the practical leader of The Clan, discuss their 
futures, the mayor says, ‘You really can talk? You can think?’ to which 
Darktan replies, ‘Here’s what I suggest … You pretend that rats can 
think and I’ll promise to pretend that humans can think, too’ (Pratchett 
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2001/2002, p. 247). Pratchett does, however, indicate that humans are 
capable at times of much worse than rats. Rats may cannibalise others, as 
he shows, but they are not the perpetrators of the gratuitous and casual 
cruelty in some human behaviour. As Maurice comments, ‘I don’t know 
about intelligent species, we’re dealing with humans here … Do you 
know about wars? Very popular with humans. They fight other humans. 
Not hugely big on common bonding’ (p. 255). What Pratchett demon-
strates throughout the novel is that monsters are the product of mon-
strous behaviours.

Scholarship to date on Pratchett is relatively limited, partly due to a 
long-standing reluctance to explore texts termed ‘fantasy’ which have, 
with the notable exception of Tolkien, often been considered as examples 
of popular culture and outside the purview of academic consideration. 
This attitude is reflected in the very title of an edited collection of essays 
Terry Pratchett: Guilty of Literature (2000), a gesture to the biographical 
note in some editions of his novels such as Hogfather (1996), for exam-
ple, that states ‘[o]ccasionally he [Pratchett] gets accused of literature’ 
(Pratchett 1996/1997, n.p.). Both popular literature and fantasy as a 
genre have more recently gained a foothold, and some level of accept-
ance of Pratchett is indicated by the inclusion of a chapter on him in 
the 2018 Edinburgh University Press publication Twenty-First-Century 
Popular Fiction. Jim Shanahan’s ‘Terry Pratchett: Mostly Human’ takes 
as its focus Pratchett’s novels designated as YA fiction although, as he 
notes, Pratchett had ‘disdain for the very notion of “age appropriate” 
material’ (2018, p. 31). Pratchett, for Peter Hunt in 2001, ‘is a fascinat-
ing test-case for the debate about the distinction between literature for 
children and literature for adults’ (2001, p. 36), but his status is rendered 
more complex because of his use of humour, particularly as it inter-
sects with fantasy (and sometimes science fiction). Hunt claims that ‘[c]
anonical literature generally excludes fantasy, marginalizes comedy, and 
regards children’s books as beneath notice’ (2001, p. 90). Happily, how-
ever, since this point more critical interest has been paid to Pratchett’s 
children’s work, as evidenced by Shanahan and by Webb’s 2015 work 
Fantasy and the Real World in British Children’s Literature: The Power 
of Story, where she considers Pratchett with J. K. Rowling and Diana 
Wynne Jones. More attention too has been raised about the full range 
of texts associated with Pratchett: Discworld and the Disciplines: Critical 
Approaches to the Terry Pratchett Works (2014) is an edited scholarly col-
lection of essays, the introductory chapter to which outlines just how 
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successful (in sales, merchandising and awards) Pratchett has been. It 
also highlights what is termed ‘Discworldiana’ (Alton and Spruiell 2014, 
p. 3) and the interdisciplinarity of his work with which he ‘[encourages] 
readers to practice metalinguistic and metageneric discourses’ (p. 4). For 
the editors, the post-millennium interest in multi- and interdisciplinarity 
has enabled serious study of Pratchett’s work and the collection ranges 
across discussions of sound, the visual, racial conflict, linguistics, the 
fusion of humour and fantasy, as well as on Pratchett’s figurations of reli-
gion and philosophy. This last subject is also explored in Philosophy and 
Terry Pratchett (2014) and Discworld and Philosophy: Reality Is Not What 
It Seems (2016), this last text being aimed at more general readership. 
Gender Forum: An Internet Journal of Gender Studies produced a special 
issue dedicated to Terry Pratchett in volume 52, 2015.

Despite the evident burgeoning and cross-disciplinary interest in 
Pratchett, there is very little discussion of the ways in which he uses the 
figures and forms of the Gothic in many of the novels, irrespective of 
whether they are intended for a young or adult readership. Certainly, 
none of the novels are Gothic in their entirety, even if they refer to previ-
ous Gothic texts such as The Phantom of the Opera in Maskerade (1995). 
But supernatural beings who populate Gothic texts more widely, rather 
than those such as the witches and wizards of Discworld who are pri-
marily connected to magic, are recurring characters in the novels, such as 
Death, in Reaper Man (1991), in Mort (1987), and in Hogfather. Some 
of these are treated humorously by Pratchett, particularly the Igors and 
Igorinas, members of a clan who are composed of the stitched together 
body parts of others, because ‘What goeth around cometh around’ 
(Pratchett 1998/1999, p. 366), and who are very attached to tradition, 
including the use of speech impediments: when one is told to oil gate 
hinges, he complains ‘Thome of thothe thqueakth took bloody yearth 
to get right’ (86). Clearly modelled on, and parodic of, Hammer Horror 
films, the Igors nonetheless are given credit across the Disc for their 
medical skills, so undercutting any expectation to read them as either 
only repulsive physicality or as the butts of comedy.

Other Gothic figures in the novels include the golems in Feet of Clay 
(1996), who are represented with some sympathy despite being the 
‘unalive’, so neither the living nor the undead and therefore much more 
disturbing, and who are finally given freedom of thought to challenge 
their machine-like labour. More humorous creatures in the same novel, 
however, are Constable Downspout the gargoyle and Mr Slant, ‘the most 
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respected zombie in Ankh-Morpork’, and President of Guild of Lawyers, 
evidently a satirical comment on that profession (Pratchett 1996/1997, 
p. 226). The comedic treatment of the undead of Reaper Man includ-
ing Mrs Drull, a ghoul, and Brother Ixolite, a banshee, can be seen in 
The Fresh Start Club, with slogans such as ‘Being Dead is only the 
Beginning!!!!’ (Pratchett 1991/1992, p. 97) and ‘Glad To Be Grey’ 
(105). But a werewolf, Ludmilla Cake, and wolfman Lupine appear 
here too, while the ongoing narrative of werewolf Angua begins in Men 
At Arms (1993). In the figure of the werewolf, Pratchett explores more 
kindly the predicaments of the ambiguous body in a state of flux, here 
between human and animal. Towards the end of Reaper Man, we see ‘two 
figures running across the high moorland under the moon. Not entirely 
wolves, not entirely human. With any luck, they’d have the best of both 
worlds. Not just feeling … but knowing’ (Pratchett 1991/1992, p. 260). 
This is an idea that also finds expression in The Amazing Maurice.

Vampires are a continuing feature of the Discworld novels: Pratchett 
evolves and refines his representations into Otto Chriek in The Truth 
(2000) as, Langford suggests, ‘Discworld’s first regular, sympathetic 
vampire character’ (Langford in Butler et al. 2000, p. 6). The impact of 
them in Carpe Jugulum (1998), however, is an example of the way in 
which Pratchett draws on certain Gothic narrative conventions to gener-
ate a mood of unease and, indeed, horror. A vampire family, the Count 
de Magpyr, his wife, daughter Lacrimosa and son Vlad, who live in 
Don’tgonearthe Castle, initially appear to be somewhat ludicrous, quite 
apart from their Goth-themed names, in their determination to update 
themselves: ‘as we prefer, vampyres. With a “y”. It’s more modern’ 
(1998/1999, p. 90). Their carriage is comically overly black-plumed, 
but this moment of humour is made strange and disturbing by the sug-
gestion of the text that ‘[p]erhaps these caused the coach’s strange effect 
of travelling shadow. It seemed to be dragging the night behind it’ (13). 
The Magpyrs use mind control to persuade their victims, referred to as 
‘meat’, to acquiesce, they generate mists and fog and ‘[c]oldness seemed 
to follow them’ (49). Pratchett demonstrates that in the Gothic, comedy 
and horror can coexist, not reducing but reinforcing the other and that 
in the case of the Magpyrs, the true horror of vampirism is ever pres-
ent, the shadow of the public display of eating garlic and claiming that 
‘[c]ultural conditioning will be the death of us’ (49). When Pratchett 
describes the city of Ankh-Morpork as having ‘been constructed, burned 
down, silted up, and rebuilt so many times that its foundations are old 
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cellars, buried roads and the fossil bones and middens of earlier cities’ 
(Pratchett 1993/1994, pp. 221–22), the reader is reminded that in 
a Pratchett novel the Gothic is never very far away. As the rats in The 
Amazing Maurice discover too, Gothic foundations can only offer 
terrors.

Gothic texts are marked by the disturbing porosity of borders and by 
ambiguities of resolutions, two traits identifiable from the early examples 
of the genre despite the transformations undergone by the mode over 
the last two hundred years. While environments and locations for Gothic 
narratives have changed, questions of identity and how, or if, this might 
be defined remain. These questions also form a nexus with the debates 
of human–animal studies as they have risen over the last twenty years 
and one strand coalesces in aspects of the sub-genre of EcoGothic. The 
Amazing Maurice can be situated in these debates, although as will be 
shown it also draws on questions of story form and content, and the 
power inherent in certain types of narrative, not necessarily in themselves 
Gothic, as ways of speaking about the animal. This might appear to stray 
from the Gothic mode, but the novel’s status as a metafiction contrib-
utes to the argument of this chapter, that humans tell each other stories 
and that storytelling creates monsters. Pratchett reveals that we may not 
always anticipate the shape of the monsters we make.

Human–animal studies are a multidisciplinary area that engages with 
concerns raised in the fields of philosophy, ethics, the humanities, and 
politics (notably the question of animal rights), as well as the sciences, 
particularly the strands of biology and ecological concerns. The linking 
together of the terms ‘human’ and ‘animal’ indicates the central point 
about the relationships between these two modes of being: that the two 
should not be treated as intrinsically separate yet raises questions about 
differences. The debates are often fierce and contest questions of ani-
mal identity and how this is played out in the speciesism predicated on 
the anthropocentric claim to human superiority, which of course does 
rest on an insistence of difference. Speciesism has a long history trace-
able to Aristotle (Aristotle in Kalof and Fitzgerald 2007, pp. 5–7) and 
his argument that the non-human lacks the capacity for reason, intelli-
gence, and morality supposed to signal the elevated status of the human, 
therefore permitting human dominance over the natural world. This was 
cemented by Descartes’ view of animal instinct as mechanical, so that 
to be animalistic is to be driven by an involuntary sensate response to 
stimuli rather than by the considered, mental evaluation that, for him,  
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identifies the human (Descartes in Kalof and Fitzgerald 2007,  
pp. 59–62). Of late, however, critiques of speciesism have raised ques-
tions about how, or indeed whether, humans can rethink their relation-
ships with the natural world, how humans might endeavour to represent 
what has been termed as the animal-for-itself and if such representations 
can ever escape the limitations, particularly in language, of being human. 
But there is also the question of whether there is any distinction between 
the animal and the human considering, argues Matthew Calarco, that 
‘traditional marks of the human … have been shown either to exist in a 
similar form among nonhuman animals or not to exist in human beings 
in the manner that traditional discourses had posited’ (2008, p. 3). 
Pratchett, it would appear, tends towards the prioritising of difference, 
while acknowledging similarities, in a Gothic blurring of the boundary, 
and reversing the argument made by Oziewicz.

A particularly vexed component in human–animal studies is the use, 
and abuse, of anthropomorphism, a mode of representation enabled by 
anthropocentrism. As Andrew Smith and William Hughes have indi-
cated, EcoGothic is a mode of Gothic that draws on ecological critiques 
of anthropocentrism and the relationship of the human to material pro-
duction and the natural world (2013). The anthropocentric model sit-
uates what David Punter has called ‘the self-appointed human task of 
control’ (Punter in Smith and Hughes 2013, p. 47) as an inevitably 
destructive force but the EcoGothic shows that control by the human 
is illusory and temporary. The natural world and its creatures as the 
repressed return and evade, resist or destroy human domination, chal-
lenging the Romantic vision of the natural as the unproblematic whole-
some binary to the certain damage of human culture. EcoGothic also 
engages with anthropomorphism, as the approach that provides the 
non-human (living or not) with human characteristics; that is, it ‘spe-
cifically “impersonates” the human’ (Punter and Byron 2004, p. 285). 
Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle chose anthropomorphism, which 
they also describe as ‘a fantasy or projection’ (2009, p. 154), as one of 
their categories of the uncanny, so it can also be taken into reading The 
Amazing Maurice and the book to which it frequently refers, Mr Bunnsy 
Has an Adventure.

This fiction within a fiction is a book discovered by the rats and which 
has become a source of inspiration, and some confusion, that they carry 
everywhere. It is the pictures that they find particularly amazing:
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There were animals in there wearing clothes. There was a rabbit who 
walked on its hind legs and wore a blue suit. There was a rat in a hat, 
and he wore a sword and a big red waistcoat, complete with a watch on a 
chain. Even the snake had a collar and tie. And all of them talked and none 
of them ate any of the others and—and this was the unbelievable part—
they all talked to humans, who treated them like, well, smaller humans. 
There were no traps, no poisons … [and] nothing truly bad happened. 
Even when the rabbit got lost in the Dark Wood he just had a bit of a 
scare. (Pratchett 2001/2002, p. 48, emphasis in original)

The Clan wonder if this presents a vision of an ideal future for them of 
a companionable, equitable relationship between human and rat, and 
they attempt wearing clothes, an anthropomorphic impersonation that is 
largely unsuccessful. John Simons has argued ‘[a]nimals do not perform 
being animals’ (2002, p. 9), so the point here is that when they perform 
being human, and fail, the representations in Mr Bunnsy are exposed 
as an attempt to reduce and control the animal by turning it into the 
human, simultaneously revealing the illusory nature of the enterprise. 
Tearing away the veil of the anthropomorphic tendency exposes it as eth-
ically monstrous, making strange such images.

So Mr Bunnsy is remade as an uncanny text, since the realisation 
that the rats are reading Mr Bunnsy almost as a self-help manual is to 
 de-familiarise the kind of picture book most humans encounter as young 
children. Pratchett throughout The Amazing Maurice presents his cri-
tique of such texts, modelled to some extent on Beatrix Potter and sim-
ilar works, what Simons has termed ‘the trivially anthropomorphic’ in 
literature, a mode that simply leaves unchallenged the boundary between 
the human and the non-human (Simons 2002, p. 119).

The real animal can never read the fictions humans produce that 
remake them as humans, but these fictions do violence to the animal- 
as-itself, although Pratchett does indicate that at least not all humans 
accept such misrepresentations. There are two conflicting human 
responses to Mr Bunnsy offered by Pratchett to the reader, although 
he leaves little doubt as to the better perspective. The mayor admits to 
Darktan that he enjoyed the books as a boy: ‘Of course I knew it was 
all nonsense but, all the same, it was nice to think that—’ (Pratchett 
2001/2002, p. 265). This mode of anthropomorphising deprives the 
animal of any animality at all in favour of making the natural world safe 
and unthreatening. When the mayor tells Darktan that he particularly 
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liked the character of Olly the Snake, Darktan says, ‘Oh, come on …  
[h]e had a collar and tie!’ (p. 265). The mayor asks ‘Well?’ demonstrating 
his failure to understand—or refusal to acknowledge—the physical prop-
erties of real creatures, emphasised by Darktan’s reply, ‘Well, how did it 
stay on? A snake is tube-shaped!’ (p. 265). This image is monstrous: the 
enforced domestication of the natural—a snake constricted by a collar 
and tie, signifiers of conformity to humans—is shown here as unnatural.

By contrast, Malicia, the mayor’s daughter, describes Mr Bunnsy as 
‘[s]tupid stuff for ickle kids’ (p. 161). Sickened by the cosiness she says:

there’s not an interesting murder in any of them … There’s no sub-texts, 
no social commentary … The most interesting thing that happens at all is 
when Doris the Duck loses a shoe—a duck losing a shoe right?—and it turns 
up under the bed after they’ve spent the entire story looking for it. Do you 
call that narrative tension? Because I don’t. If people are going to make up 
stupid stories about animals pretending to be human, at least there could 
be a bit of interesting violence … (p. 161, emphasis in original)

This point returns the reader both to the realities of the human–ani-
mal relationship and to the question of the authorship, for the rats, of  
Mr Bunnsy. The Clan have struggled to believe that humans could 
have written it, given their experiences of living with them: ‘surely even 
humans wouldn’t make a book about Ratty Rupert the rat, who wore a 
hat, and poison rats under the floorboards at the same time. Would they? 
How mad would anything have to be to think like that?’ (p. 48). It is 
when they encounter the rat king, which calls itself Spider, that they real-
ise that humans are mad enough and the forms that such madness takes 
are dangerous to both the animal and the human. Malicia’s requirement 
for a representation of violence in books about animals is therefore a 
reminder that animal lives are often connected to violence both by and 
against them. Pratchett does not shy away from the naturally occurring 
activities of rats, such as killing and eating other rats, but emphasises that 
far worse than this are the human actions such as trapping, rat-coursing, 
and the making of rat kings. One of the rat-catchers reveals that he had 
to make a rat king to graduate from apprentice to master in the guild 
of rat-catchers, tying together the tails of struggling biting rats in an act 
that Keith recognises as the cruel enforcement of human control over 
the living, resisting animal. Malicia notes that the stories about rat kings 
claim supernatural attributes for them in the ability to control the minds 
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of rats and even humans. Pratchett demonstrates that the monstrous rat 
king, in exceeding the boundaries of all species, is the manifestation of 
the imbalance of human–animal relations, and that human attempts at 
control will only result in the Gothic return of the repressed animal.

Pratchett’s narrative ranges across several monstrosities, but the worst 
of all in The Amazing Maurice is the rat king. Unlike the presentation 
of the appalling images in Mr Bunnsy, which are given a comic quality, 
there is nothing laughable about Spider. Punter and Byron note the ety-
mology of ‘monster’ as ‘something that serves to demonstrate’, particu-
larly as ‘signs of divine anger or portents of impending disaster’ (2004, 
p. 263). Early examples of monsters are ‘frequently constructed out of 
ill-assorted parts’ (Punter and Byron 2004, p. 263), much as is the rat 
king in its knot of tails that binds numerous individual rats into a dis-
turbing deranged collection (but not collective, there is no productive 
sharing of consciousness) of bodies controlled by the thoughts and will 
of Spider. The rat king is an excessive, transgressive being. Projecting 
fear into the minds of all who encounter it, irrespective of species or the 
capacity for individual thought, it generates a darkness inside them that 
defies resistance. It is an example of the Gothic terrors that ‘activate a 
sense of the unknown and project an uncontrollable and overwhelming 
power which threatens not only the loss of sanity, honour, property, or 
social standing but the very order which supports and is regulated by 
the coherence of those terms’ (Botting 1996, p. 7). The key point here, 
however, is that it is the human that generates these terrors.

Spider does cultural work in ‘pointing to those lines that must not 
be crossed’ between boundaries (Punter and Byron 2004, p. 263), and 
being both rat and human is hence neither. But Pratchett makes clear 
that while there is something distressing about the image of the rats 
knotted together it is the human component, the human behaviour that 
generated this creature, that is finally the most monstrous and threat-
ening aspect. It is humans, according to the ‘Author’s Note’, that are 
at fault here: ‘Rat kings really exist. How they come into existence is a 
mystery; in this book Malicia mentions a couple of the theories. I am 
indebted to Dr Jack Cohen for a more modern and depressing one, 
which is that down the ages some cruel and inventive people have had 
altogether too much time on their hands’ (Pratchett 2001/2002, n.p.).

As The Clan flee from Spider, they drop Mr Bunnsy and Maurice sees, 
when he tries to drink from a gutter, ‘a thin, bright red streak curling 
gently in the water’ (Pratchett 2001/2002, p. 188). It was ‘coming from 
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further upstream’ (p. 194) and ‘the thin red streak led straight on and 
there, under another grating, the thing lay in the water, the red leaking 
gently from it’, so that ‘Maurice sagged. He’d been expecting—what? 
But this … this was … this was worse, in a way. Worse than anything. 
Soaked in water, leaking the red ink from Ratty Rupert’s red waistcoat, 
was Mr Bunnsy Has An Adventure’ (p. 195, emphasis in original). This 
dark moment as the fiction that represents the problematics of interspe-
cies relationships bleeds to death, marks the point when the rats finally 
abandon the false, and monstrous, images humans make of animals. Mr 
Bunnsy is no longer a source of inspiration or comfort for anyone, and its 
extinction liberates the rats.

One of the problems that the rats have had with the images in  
Mr Bunnsy is that of identity and identification as they struggle to fit into 
the human code. Hamnpork’s reply to the question ‘What is a rat?’ is far 
removed from picture book niceties: ‘Teeth. Claws. Tail. Run, Hide, Eat. 
That’s what a rat is … We run around and squeak and steal and make 
more rats, that’s what we’re made for!’ (p. 59, emphasis in original). 
Spider insists on this too saying that as a true rat: ‘I am filth and dark-
ness! I am the noise under the floor, the rustling in the walls! I am the thing 
that undermines and despoils! I am the sum of all that you deny! I am your 
true self!’ (p. 210, italics in original). Dangerous Beans, a near-blind 
visionary rat, acknowledges that he is a rat, but refuses the label ‘vermin’: 
‘Once we were just another squeaking thing in the forest … And then 
men built barns and pantries full of food. Of course we took what we 
could. And so they called us vermin, and they have trapped us and cov-
ered us in poison’ (p. 211). Nothing has changed about their creaturely 
attributes, and they have understandably accessed human space to reach 
an easy food supply only to be demonised for this.

Throughout the novel, Pratchett never denies the significance of rat 
attributes to their survival. Even if they are separate, ‘not just rats’, they 
still have rat identities (p. 44). There are numerous references to the 
continued importance of smell and hearing to them because ‘Thinking is 
a great invention, but we were given noses and it pays to listen to them’ 
(p. 45). Pratchett strives not to anthropomorphise more than is neces-
sary to enable the human reader to grasp some sense of  animal-as-lived. 
There are occasional slips, as when Darktan is described as having a 
hand, noted elsewhere as paws but, overall he demonstrates his commit-
ment to the attempt to articulate the non-human and difference through 
the all-too-human medium of language.
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Rats have long been defined by humans as impure, a definition that, 
as Mary Douglas indicates, is an example of the human attempt to order 
the environment (1966/1979, p. 2). This ordering is particularly rele-
vant to rats because they use underground networks of tunnels through 
which to travel, often in darkness. Dani Cavallaro notes that in the Gothic, 
‘darkness is an ambiguous adversary’ (2002, p. 25), although this is of 
course for the human. As Hamnpork indicates, it is different for the rat: 
‘Darkness is ratty! Being in darkness is what a rat is all about’ (Pratchett 
2001/2002, p. 45). The dark is advantageous as the rats negotiate the 
labyrinthine places to elude capture after very visibly running over and 
‘widdling’ on surfaces and foodstuffs, returning to the dark and then 
reappearing at will. In this manner they escape ordering and control, so 
the town rat-catchers constantly refer to the idea of a plague of rats, the 
term ‘plague’ linking the rats to disease, the human reassertion of their 
supposed superiority. Pratchett acknowledges the term but undercuts it 
through responses to the spectacularity of the visitations of the rats such 
as when Sardines performs his routines. Corporal Knopf tells Sergeant 
Doppelpunkt, ‘when I woke up there was a rat dancing on my dressing-ta-
ble. Tapitty, tapitty, tap … And it was humming There’s no Business like 
Show Business’ (p. 231, emphasis in original). Yet they consider far more 
disturbing the idea of a ‘plague of mime artists’ because ‘People didn’t 
dare go out onto the streets at all … all those white faces, all that creeping 
around’ (p. 231). Rats, Pratchett suggests, are benign by comparison.

Tunnels, underground labyrinths, are staple sites of Gothic darkness, 
usually presented as dangerous, transgressive spaces when penetrated 
by human protagonists in the Gothic text, even if or perhaps particu-
larly because of, their construction by the human: where fears become 
embodied and threaten to engulf and erase. The subterranean spaces of 
Bad Blintz should be the natural preserve of the rat, for although once 
built by humans they are now supposedly abandoned to the creatures of 
the dark. But they prove to be a particularly uncanny location for The 
Clan as they find no living rats, just a few bones and great quantities of 
poisons and traps that unexpectedly do not kill, markers of an intensi-
fied and disturbing human intrusion. What should be their home terri-
tory has been made strange by these human behaviours, and where they 
experience in mind and body the overwhelming fear generated by Spider. 
Pratchett inverts the Gothic trope: ‘the tunnels in this city were no place 
for a terrified rat to be running’ (2001/2002, p. 93).
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Underground spaces, however, are also where The Clan as sentient, 
changed beings, experience the darkness differently by introducing light 
from the candle stubs and matches they carry. Dangerous Beans says: 
‘With the flame we make a statement to the darkness. We say: we are sep-
arate. We say: we are not just rats. We say: we are The Clan’ (Pratchett 
2001/2002, p. 44). But the interplay of darkness and light produces 
frightening new shadows. Peaches says, ‘It’s odd … but we didn’t know 
the shadows were there until we had the light’, and another rat adds, 
‘and even when the light has gone out, we know the shadows are still 
around’ (p. 45). The introduction of the human elements, of thinking, 
language, and actions such as bringing light into the darkness, is both 
positive and negative. Access to the human enables new possibilities in 
expanding the horizons of the rats’ world. They embrace a new cooper-
ative identity as The Clan and can see more with the light, but familiar 
territories become uncanny through the disturbance of the boundaries of 
old and new as light, which to the human is emancipatory, instead brings 
fear of the shadows to the rat.

The final defeat of Spider, the ghastly human–animal, is possible 
only through a combination of human and animal actions. Dangerous 
Beans applies reason against the human-made horror, but a reasoning 
supported by rat attributes: ‘Now that I have smelled you, I can face 
you down … I can keep a place free from you … I can control the dark 
inside … You have shown me that I am more than just a rat’ (Pratchett 
2001/2002, p. 211). Maurice too combines the animal and human by 
using human reasoning to target the knot of tails, then destroying it by 
his cat killer instinct.

The Amazing Maurice and His Educated Rodents is a little monster of 
a text, a hybrid body made up of parts from other genres of fiction, and 
Pratchett, a satirist, parodist, and ironist, evaluates these forms and finds 
them wanting in their original shapes. But, stitched together here they 
become more than their individual failings. Horner and Zlosnik’s point 
about parody as ‘complex cultural dialogue’ (2005, p. 11) illuminates 
Pratchett’s strategies. He frequently gestures outside the text to himself 
as author. The animals of Mr Bunnsy live in Furry Bottom, yet Malicia 
comments, ‘Can you imagine someone actually invented that name and 
didn’t laugh’ (2001/2002, p. 162), which is of course Pratchett sharing 
the laugh with himself and his reader. Similarly, when Darktan says, ‘the 
rabbit was stupid. Whoever heard of a rabbit talking?’ (p. 162), this is 
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a (fictional) talking rat criticising a (fictional) talking rabbit: the reader 
is left to muse about what to believe. The picture book for younger 
children is shown to be problematic but Pratchett, ever a game player, 
can make use of its corpse. Epigraphs apparently taken from Mr Bunnsy 
indicate, in fact, what will happen in the corresponding chapter of The 
Amazing Maurice as any good epigraph should, even if the events are 
far darker than anything the rabbit and his friends encounter. Forcing a 
rethink of the Mr Bunnsy-style narrative for human (and rat) readers in 
the engineered perils of the Dark Wood, or the mystery of a duck’s lost 
shoe, shows it serves neither well. Actual existence is far more problem-
atic for the human and for the animal.

Pratchett also makes clear that the hybrid of human and rat has pro-
ductive possibilities, provided their beings retain individuality: it is the 
enforced assimilation of the rat by the human in the body of the rat 
king that is the Gothic monster. Talking and thinking enable both rat 
and human to start to discover the actualities of each other’s worlds, 
to engage with each other and work together, that collective under-
standing and respect is the way forward. When the mayor points out 
to Darktan how complicated his life is, Darktan says, ‘But you’re a 
human’, to which the mayor responds: ‘Hah! You think that makes it 
easier? I thought rats were wild and free!’ (Pratchett 2001/2002,  
p. 265). It is in human control of the animal that evil exists. Dangerous 
Beans acknowledges that it is the history of trapping and poison-
ing of rats that has brought Spider into existence: ‘You are just 
another bad thing humans made’ (p. 211). Spider’s attempt to exact 
revenge by controlling the rats recalls the attempt by humans to con-
trol the natural world and only leads to self-destruction: freeing all spe-
cies from the horrors of human domination enables a changed world  
order.

But Pratchett also shows that interspecies contact is productive if it 
acknowledges difference, where it cannot be assimilated into fixed and 
bordered meanings. Deleuze and Guattari argue that ‘[t]he wolf is not 
fundamentally a characteristic or a certain number of characteristics; it is 
a wolfing’ (Deleuze and Guattari in Kalof and Fitzgerald 2007, p. 39), 
so too with the rats in The Amazing Maurice. They are what they are, as 
are the humans whose places they infiltrate, occupy, and borrow. Neither 
can imitate the other nor, suggests Pratchett, should they. The alliance 
between the people of Bad Blintz and the rats who stay (Maurice leaves 
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to pursue other scams) is like all alliances a temporary association based 
on currently perceived mutual benefit, despite the making of contracts 
between the two groups, and it may be dissolved by either side. Because 
there is difference which can be irreconcilable, it is not quite the utopia 
that Oziewicz suggests. He argues that the animals and humans ‘recog-
nize that each species’ survival is dependent on its relationship with the 
others’, that isolationism renders each grouping vulnerable (Oziewicz 
2009, p. 93). But Pratchett does not suggest that everything is quite 
so hopeful or has been resolved into some Mr Bunnsey-ish happy ever 
after. There is some restitution of order by the close of the novel, but a 
different and contingent order: as Maurice observes, ‘Ten minutes ago 
these people thought you were pests. Now they think you’re … useful’ 
(Pratchett 2001/2002, p. 255). Humans and rats have found a way to 
coexist for the moment, but not all humans and not all rats. The narra-
tive draws towards its close, noting that

There’s a town in Überwald where, every time the clock shows a quarter 
of an hour, the rats come out and strike the bells.

And people watch, and cheer, and buy the souvenir hand-gnawed mugs 
and plates and spoons and clocks and other things which have no use 
whatsoever other than to be bought and taken home, and they go to the 
Rat Museum, and they eat RatBurgers (Guaranteed No Rat) and buy Rat 
Ears that you can wear and buy the books of Rat poetry in Rat language 
and say ‘how odd’ when they see the streets signs in Rat … And once a 
day the town’s Rat Piper … plays his pipes and the rats dance to the music, 
usually in a conga line … And there are lectures about the Rat Tax and 
how the whole system works … And everyone says: How perfect, how well 
organized, how amazing!

And then most of them go back to their own towns and set their traps and 
put down their poisons, because some minds you couldn’t change with a 
hatchet. But a few see the world as a different place. (pp. 268–69, empha-
sis in original)

The novel ends with Maurice making his way into a new town to find 
new ways of managing the human world to his advantage. He still needs 
a human accomplice but understanding their dreams means that the cat 
can control people, in a mutually productive relationship that relies on 
differences to succeed.
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CHAPTER 18

Companion Animals in Contemporary 
Scottish Women’s Gothic

Timothy C. Baker

In many contemporary Scottish Gothic novels, non-human animals are 
positioned as others against whom men define themselves, often through 
acts of violence. Frank, in Iain Banks’s The Wasp Factory (1985), defines 
his masculinity through the torture and murder of various animals, 
while Luke, in John Burnside’s The Dumb House (1997), likewise tor-
tures animals in his attempt to discover the origins of language. Here, 
as elsewhere in the literary tradition, ‘animals must suffer to guarantee 
humans the opportunity for meaningful domination’ (Steel 2011, p. 59, 
emphasis in original). In these texts, non-human animals are not only 
the ‘unexamined foundation on which the idea of the human [has] been 
built’ (Weil 2012, p. 23), but are figured precisely in opposition to the 
idea of the human: it is only through domination of non-human animals 
that the human emerges.

Such dualistic thinking is often positioned as a hallmark of Scottish 
literature; if Scottish Gothic can be defined, however loosely, in terms 
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of its exploration of ‘suppressed histories’ (Punter 2002, p. 106) or 
‘alienat[ion] from modern life’ (Duncan 2001, p. 70), non-human ani-
mals consistently fall on the side of the uncanny, the supernatural, and 
the historic: they are opposed to the sovereign, political, modern, and 
language-using human, almost always defined as male. In Banks’s 
and Burnside’s novels, animals must be suppressed, even as they, per-
haps uncannily, always return. In key works of contemporary Scottish 
Women’s Gothic, however, the relationship is often reversed, such that 
kinship or companionship with animals becomes a way of subverting 
humanist and patriarchal assumptions. Interspecies companionship, as 
formulated by Donna Haraway, requires the participation of both par-
ties and opens possibilities for mutual change and benefit. As such, 
Haraway calls for new forms of multispecies storytelling that do not priv-
ilege either human or non-human figures, nor emotional resolution, but 
rather ‘the more modest possibilities of partial recuperation and getting 
on together’ (2016, p. 10). This mode of storytelling, combined with a 
focus on intertextuality and historical recovery, is one of the key features 
of contemporary Scottish Women’s Gothic.

Scottish Gothic is notoriously difficult to define. Carol Margaret 
Davison and Monica Germaná have recently argued that Scottish 
Gothic can be ‘defined as an aesthetics of disjuncture’ (2017, p. 7), yet 
as David Punter has suggested, in an era of increasing globalisation it is 
still difficult to know ‘what such a description might mean’ (2011, p. 9). 
Whether discussed in terms of political and religious history, its com-
plicated relation to English Gothic, the appearance of common tropes 
such as the double, or in terms of intertextuality, Scottish Gothic can 
perhaps best be thought of not as a clearly defined category, but as a 
way of revisiting and destabilising ideas of both nation and literary tra-
dition (Baker 2014, p. 23). In adding another categorical element, 
Scottish Women’s Gothic is perhaps even more resistant to defini-
tion, in part because, with a few notable exceptions such as Margaret 
Oliphant, it does not emerge as a tradition until the mid-twentieth  
century.

Scottish Women’s Gothic is often positioned in opposition to main-
stream traditions. Germaná suggests that it functions as a form of cri-
tique, highlighting texts that ‘travel beyond the conventional, accepted, 
boundaries of set traditions to articulate deconstructive patterns of 
same/other differentiation in relation to gender and the real’ (2010, 
p. 8). Such texts, she argues, combine ‘a deeply rooted interrogation 
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of textual authenticity’ that runs throughout Scottish Gothic with 
an  exploration of the construct of the ‘haunting feminine’ (Germaná 
2017, p. 233). In her discussion of works by Elspeth Barker, Alice 
Thompson, and Emma Tennant, Carol Anderson likewise emphasises 
the ability of self-conscious Gothic fiction to interrogate ‘a culture, and, 
implicitly, a literary mode’ (2000, p. 126). Davison meanwhile turns 
her attention to close readings of work by Iain Banks and Alasdair Gray 
to support her argument that, towards the end of the century, ‘Scottish 
Female Gothic narratives began to engage with and critique the loaded 
and problematic conception of a feminised, “castrated” Scotland’ 
(2009, p. 199). For all three critics, contemporary Scottish Women’s 
Gothic is not bound by literary tradition but reflects it in order to cri-
tique canonical presentations of self, nation, and gender. In these read-
ings, Scottish Women’s Gothic is essentially responsive: it is defined not 
by a particular set of elements or tropes, nor even by its adherence to 
the Female Gothic tradition as established by Ellen Moers, but by its 
resistance to dominant hierarchies, including those of gender, nation, 
and history.

The three texts discussed below—Elspeth Barker’s O Caledonia 
(1991), Ever Dundas’s Goblin (2017), and more briefly Alice 
Thompson’s The Falconer (2008)—challenge not only these hierarchies, 
but also those established between species. In their focus on interspe-
cies companionship, they demonstrate the way Scottish Women’s Gothic 
critiques traditional humanist ideals and makes a space for Haraway’s 
multispecies storytelling. In Barker’s novel, for instance, human–animal 
relations are formed by shared suffering and vulnerability. Janet, the nov-
el’s protagonist, is murdered at the novel’s beginning with a rabbit-skin-
ning knife; her only friendship is with a jackdaw named Claws, who is 
also ostracised from the family. Both humans and animals are subjected 
to patriarchal and speciesist narratives: they can escape only in death 
and the creation of a community of mutual pity. In Thompson’s and 
Dundas’s texts, companionship with animals is presented as a form of 
political resistance. As Haraway suggests, interspecies companionship is 
a bi-directional relationship ‘in which none of the partners pre-exist the 
relating’ such that ‘[t]here is no foundation’ (2003, p. 12). If Scottish 
Women’s Gothic functions as a form of critique more generally, it seems 
only fitting that it can become a vehicle to challenge the dominant 
humanist assumption of ‘unquestionable superiority over every creature 
of every other species’ (Frye 1983, p. 43).
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Just as importantly, in all three novels the protagonists form kinship 
relations with non-human animals in response to the horrors of the 
Second World War; these relationships are used to destabilise dominant 
political and historical narratives by focusing not simply on individual 
responses to times of conflict, but the way that experience is embedded 
in a more-than-human world. In each text, as Sarah Dunnigan writes in 
relation to The Falconer, ‘the associations between nature and death are 
the source of the novel’s most carefully worked Gothic imagery’ (2011, 
p. 54). All three authors use Gothic tropes and narrative patterns to 
explore these associations, highlighting the importance of death to all 
creaturely existence. In their use of Gothic intertextuality and inherited 
forms, they challenge both general humanist assumptions and the more 
particular association between animals and the uncanny established by 
earlier writers of Scottish Gothic, from Walter Scott and James Hogg 
to Banks. While the texts all feature monstrous animals, their focus on 
companionship illustrates how Gothic narratives can challenge not only 
received notions of history, gender, and nation, but those of inclusion. 
In demonstrating how women and non-human animals are united in 
their peripheral status, they show that concepts of the monstrous, the 
outsider, and the uncanny central to Gothic fiction are underpinned by 
patriarchal and speciesist perspectives. Within recent works of Scottish 
Women’s Gothic, then, companionship with animals is used to reframe 
discussions of gender, subjectivity, and power, as well as the ability to 
mourn, in favour of a more inclusive approach that focuses on shared 
vulnerability and partial recuperation.

vulnerAble lives

O Caledonia has significantly been read as a ‘complex parody of the 
death of a beautiful woman’ (Germaná 2010, p. 144) in much Gothic 
fiction; Germaná particularly highlights both the traditional setting of 
the novel—a remote castle in the Northeast of Scotland—and its fre-
quent explicit allusions to Gothic texts, from Scott to ballads. Barker’s 
striking prologue supports such an interpretation, juxtaposing Janet’s 
body, ‘oddly attired in her mother’s black lace evening dress, twisted and 
slumped in bloody, murderous death’, with a comic portrayal of her par-
ents’ inability to find her an appropriate plot in the village churchyard 
(Barker 1992, p. 1). Just as notable, however, is the saturation of avian 
imagery in the opening pages. The novel begins with the description 
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of a stained-glass window depicting a white cockatoo: ‘when the 
moon is high it beams through the dying cockatoo and casts his blood 
drops in a chain of rubies on to the flagstones of the hall’ (p. 1). The 
first death in the novel is not Janet’s but the one depicted in the fam-
ily seal, which colours everything else. While human actions are barely 
mentioned, the behaviour of Janet’s jackdaw, here unnamed, is devel-
oped extensively. His mourning for Janet is presented in great detail, 
until at last, ‘in desolation, like a tiny kamikaze pilot, he flew straight 
into the massive walls of Auchnasaugh and killed himself’ (p. 2). The 
emphasis on both symbolic and real birds, who are descriptively and 
emotionally more engaging than the human characters but also framed 
in relation to human concerns, suggests that the differentiation between 
same and other highlighted by Germaná is not restricted to questions 
of gender or nation, but species as well. Barker’s novel, like the oth-
ers discussed below, demonstrates that Scottish Women’s Gothic is not 
only responsive, but a place to develop the complexities of interspecies  
relations.

Although the presence of non-human animals in the novel has not 
been extensively discussed by critics, it is difficult to ignore. Virtually, 
every page has as many non-human characters as human ones. Animals 
are initially characterised in terms of monstrous transformation, befitting 
the novel’s Gothic atmosphere. As a young child, Janet collects ‘some 
handsome, striped shells’ and is shocked to find that in the night they 
become ‘dreadful horned creatures … silhouetted monstrously against 
the curtained light’ (Barker, p. 8), while later an idyllic moment at the 
seashore is rendered horrifying when she discovers that she has been sit-
ting not on a rock, but the rotting corpse of a bull seal. While her early 
encounters are often horrific, however, as she grows Janet begins to dis-
play compassion for all living creatures, especially at the dinner table. She 
pleads desperately for ‘mercy’ for lobsters about to be boiled and views 
headless rabbits as ‘slaughtered innocents for all to see’ (pp. 36–37). Her 
sympathy, and often guilt, is a combination of her feelings of responsibil-
ity for suffering animals and her recognition of what Ralph C. Acampora 
terms ‘proto-ethical predispositions’ towards cross-species compassion 
(2006, p. 94). The human world, for Janet, is characterised by ‘hideous 
cruelty to animals’ and indeed humans, while her separation from the 
world in favour of landscape, reading, and animals makes ‘it possible to 
love without qualifications’ (Barker 1992, p. 50). Janet sympathises with 
animals precisely because, in their continual suffering at the hands of 
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humans (including herself), they represent her own estrangement from 
the human world and the precarity of embodied experience.

Later in the novel, Janet comes across the body of a dead squirrel; in 
her attempt to bury it, she accidentally spears a frog on the prong of her 
gardening fork and is overcome with grief:

Pity, she thought, pity like a naked newborn babe, pity like the frog thresh-
ing on the fork, the desolate manatee, the melted eyeballs of the people 
of Hiroshima, the burning martyrs clapping their hands, pity was needed 
and was not in the world; if it existed, none of this could be. (Barker 1992,  
pp. 108–9)

Animal death reveals the fundamental pitilessness of the world, and yet 
as Janet immediately reflects, her own grief over the death of a squir-
rel is insufficient. While her family, and her experiences at boarding 
school, have failed to present her with any human kindness, as she often 
bemoans, neither has she exhibited any herself. Her love for all animals, 
especially at the moment of their death, may be an imposition. Indeed, 
towards the end of the novel she reflects that ‘life’s sole purpose was to 
teach one how to die. As in most spheres, so in this, animals did bet-
ter than people’ (p. 124). Animals are known almost exclusively through 
their deaths; with the exception of a single happy skate she sees in an 
aquarium, they appear to live lives of near-constant misery. This realisa-
tion leads her not to empathy, however, but to a richly imagined fantasy 
of her own death. Non-human animals reveal the fragility of embodied 
existence, but rarely have an identity of their own.

As Rosi Braidotti acknowledges in her recent account of the division 
between bios, the form of political life proper to humans, and zoe, or ‘life 
in its non-human aspects’, it is impossible wholly to reject an anthropo-
centric perspective or to cease viewing non-human animals in relation 
to human endeavours. Instead, zoe, as the vitality shared across all life 
or the power of non-human life to endure, engenders an egalitarianism 
that ‘is a materialist, secular, grounded, and unsentimental response to 
the opportunistic transspecies commodification of life that is the logic 
of advanced capitalism’ (Braidotti 2017, p. 32). Zoe can be opposed to 
the focus on the individual, commodified, human body: the very objec-
tification that Janet endures and resists throughout the novel. Just as 
importantly, in presenting zoe as generative, Braidotti does not oppose 
it to death, but rather sees death as ‘another form of interconnectedness, 
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a vital relationship that links one with other, multiple forces’ (2006,  
p. 235). Janet’s encounters with various non-human animals allow her 
to see her relation to non-human animals in both life and death; death 
is not an end particular to humans, but a form of interconnection. 
The novel’s structure, beginning and ending with Janet’s death, rein-
forces this dynamic: while it certainly emphasises the patriarchal and 
misogynistic construction of the world to which she is subject and the 
impossibility of emotional resolution, it also presents death as a form 
of connection, part of the material life shared by all creatures. As such, 
while the novel privileges the human, it also demonstrates the extent to 
which considerations of life, death, and power are not limited to a par-
ticular species. Even as Janet is ostracised by her family and friends, as 
well as being geographically isolated, her encounters with other animals 
position her in relation to a more fluid, all-encompassing web of life and  
death.

These considerations are certainly endemic to Gothic fiction more 
generally; as Kelly Hurley writes, ‘Gothic represents human bodies as 
between species’ (1996, p. 10). Gothic is thus an ideal form to explore 
the way an ‘embodied relationality … opens up critical and (normative) 
ethical perspectives on concrete, situated forms and politics of embod-
ied relations between humans and other species’ (Ohrem 2018, p. 17, 
emphasis in original). Barker’s novel, like many Gothic texts, empha-
sises the relations between individual bodies in order to reflect social 
and political concerns. While Janet does not herself undergo a process 
of physical metamorphosis that crosses species lines, her pubescence is 
precipitated by her friendship with Claws, the jackdaw. Claws is originally 
a foundling whom Janet rescues and puts in her dollhouse, previously 
occupied by rats. Claws is explicitly a parodic Gothic animal: although 
Janet attempts to teach him to say ‘Never more’, in homage to Poe, he 
eventually settles on ‘Never mind’ instead. Yet Claws is not simply a fig-
ure out of the Gothic past, but is capable of transforming the present, 
as he becomes Janet’s closest friend. In the novel’s final passages, Janet 
first shares a meal with Claws and then drunkenly puts on her mother’s 
clothing, in a state of love-lorn rapture, before being brutally killed in 
the novel’s final sentences. Janet’s friendship with Claws does not elevate 
the non-human to the status of human, but rather destroys rigid hier-
archies, showing both Janet’s own animality—especially that imposed 
on her—and the way all creatures are confined by the narratives within 
which they are placed. Poised between human and animal, childhood 
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and adulthood, and textual precedent and individual emotion, Janet 
becomes a wholly liminal creature. Her death repositions her as animal: 
not only is she killed with a rabbit-skinning knife, but the lack of any 
reflection or rationale, from either her killer or the narrative voice, makes 
her death appear as inevitable as the deaths of the lobsters, rabbits, and 
myriad other creatures in the novel.

The companionship Janet finds with non-human animals throughout 
the novel, then, is not wholly equitable, nor does the novel undo anthro-
pocentric assumptions. Much of the early literature on companion ani-
mals focuses on their ‘mediating properties’, such as the way in which 
they can ‘catalyse social relationships with people’ (Serpell 2000, p. 109). 
In Barker’s novel, however, companionship with animals highlights 
Janet’s ostracisation from the human community in favour of a multispe-
cies, death-infused perspective. Like all of the non-human animals in the 
novel, Janet is known through her vulnerability: she shares with all of 
them a precarious, interconnected life that exceeds the simply human, as 
defined by a patriarchal society. Even as Janet, like every animal in the 
novel, must die, the fact that she grieves for the animals around her, just 
as she is grieved for by Claws, creates a shared world. As Haraway writes, 
in a discussion of corvid mourning:

[g]rief is a path to understanding entangled shared living and dying; 
human beings must grieve with, because we are in and of this fabric of 
undoing. Without sustained remembrance, we cannot learn to live with 
ghosts and so cannot think. Like the crows and with the crows, living and 
dead ‘we are at stake in each other’s company’. (2016, p. 39, emphasis in 
original)

This is precisely the dynamic suggested by Barker’s novel. The combina-
tion of animal death with incessant intertextual echoes creates a sphere of 
shared compassion, grief, and memory that suggests new possibilities for 
thinking of interspecies companionship and the ends of the Gothic novel. 
Janet is united with the animals around her not solely in life, but also 
in the continuing process of remembrance in which they are all entan-
gled. While her human peers rarely acknowledge her, or only do so with 
scorn, her ability to grieve for various animals is what brings her into  
the world.
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necessAry stories

As Fred Botting observes in his account of postfeminist Gothic, the 
opposition between modernity and barbarism at the heart of much 
Gothic fiction can create a ‘space of disturbance … an unknown and 
ungrounded space linked to the sublime and the unpresentable’ (2007, 
p. 171). This is precisely the space explored in Barker’s novel: Janet’s 
rejection of human referents in favour of cross-species vulnerability places 
her narrative outside the bonds of traditional human structures, offering 
an implicit challenge to them. This emphasis on a shared life and death 
that operate outside conventional paradigms of history and nation is 
also visible in Dundas’s Goblin. Like O Caledonia, the novel repeatedly 
combines motifs of intertextuality and animal death: its opening scenes, 
set in contemporary Edinburgh, juxtapose shrew heads, photographs of 
‘a mound of dead animals, mainly cats and dogs’ and a human charac-
ter who eats his way through Ulysses (Dundas 2017, p. 2). As gradually 
becomes clear, the novel centres on the historic massacre of 400,000 cats 
and dogs in London in September 1939, immediately after the decla-
ration of war. While the allusions to the Second World War in Barker’s 
novel are muted, Dundas places it at the centre of her novel, but draws 
attention to a particular episode that has gone largely unreported. In 
her recent history of the event, Hilda Kean argues that this mass death, 
largely enacted by animal welfare societies at the behest of individual 
owners, was not simply a product of panic, nor in accordance with veter-
inary and government directives, but was instead a catastrophic moment 
that precipitated a change in human–animal relations. Within the next 
few years, she writes, there was a ‘belated recognition’ of the importance 
of companion animals in human lives, such that ‘the war itself […] cre-
ated particular relationships’, including closely emotional ones (Kean 
2017, pp. 45, 156). In O Caledonia, the war is peripheral, seen only 
in relation to visiting officers and adult discussions, but it is central to 
Dundas’s Goblin, which charts the title protagonist’s nuanced, emotional 
relations with non-human characters over the course of the war, as well 
as in the following decades.

Goblin is a liminal being, neither boy nor girl, and neither wholly 
human nor animal, but simply Goblin, after their blue complexion at 
birth. While in the contemporary sections of the novel Goblin identifies 
as a woman, in childhood they refuse binaristic gender categorisation. In 
the pre-war sections of the novel, Goblin imagines themself in relation 
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to children’s adventure stories and especially James Whale’s Frankenstein 
films: like Barker’s Janet, they are set apart from the human world and 
replace human companionship with literature and animals. Most of the 
human characters themselves crossspecies designations, from the Crazy 
Pigeon Woman to the Lizard Queen: the carnivalesque world of outcasts 
refuses species hierarchies. Goblin’s proximity to the animal massacre, 
however, unsettles their sense of belonging.

Initially, their discovery of the mound of animal bodies leads to a 
moment of embodied compassion shared between their human friend 
Mac and their dog Devil:

We sat in silence for a while, staring at the bodies. … Devil nuzzled into 
me, trying to lick me clean of blood. I took his face in both hands and 
snuffled just behind his ear, breathing him in, smearing blood on his fur.  
I kissed his head. (Dundas 2017, p. 63)

The grief at the almost unimaginable, although vividly described, loss 
disrupts species boundaries, such that each creature must give solace to 
the other. Yet as Goblin goes to take a photograph—the same one that 
will bring the event to public attention sixty-two years later—Devil is 
shot by an unknown assailant. Goblin’s response to this loss is to make 
a new friend, Monsta, from a variety of toys and animal parts, and bring 
it to life through a process of burial, rebirth, and prayers to lizards. As 
the name suggests, Monsta is simultaneously strange and familiar: a 
Frankenstein’s monster who is able to form a benevolent relation-
ship with their creation. Monsta is neither living nor dead, nor subject 
to gender binaries: ‘It’s a monsta, I said, a pretty monsta dead thing. 
And dead things can’t die’ (p. 71). Monsta is a perfect companion pre-
cisely because, like Goblin, they cannot be slotted into any pre-deter-
mined relationship, including the separation between life and death. 
Monsta and Goblin partake equally in any concept of zoe, challenging 
all categorical divisions. As Joshua Russell suggests, acts of remembering 
companion animals allow for the creation of ‘[c]oauthored experiences’  
(2016, p. 87); Goblin’s creation of Monsta is precisely such an act of 
remembrance and explicitly opposes the elevation of the human subject 
in wartime in favour of a more fluid perspective.

During the war, Goblin and Monsta try to save all of the non-human 
animals they encounter. While Janet’s encounters with non-human ani-
mals are largely circumstantial, Goblin’s are wholly intentional: they form 
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a family comprising every individual not accepted by mainstream society. 
Their task is ‘to make kin lines of inventive connection as a practice of 
learning to live and die well with each other in a thick present’ (Haraway 
2016, p. 1). Interspecies kinship is a way of living, and dying, in turbu-
lent times, and of creating a community when more traditional models 
are no longer applicable. The human, animal, monstrous, and other form 
a kinship bond in a time of trouble that surpasses, and combines, life and 
death.

In Goblin, this indeterminacy is made possible by war. Similar, if less 
fantastic stories, are found in contemporary accounts. Clare Kipps’s pop-
ular memoir Sold for a Farthing, for instance, describes the author’s ‘inti-
mate friendship’ with a foundling sparrow, who is both companion and 
popular entertainer, a situation only made possible by the ‘exigencies 
of war’ (1953, pp. 18, 28). Sara Wasson likewise highlights how during 
the Blitz ‘entire streets became wilderness’, and a profusion of non-hu-
man life echoed apocalyptic and Gothic narratives (2010, p. 6). Conflict 
makes a space for multispecies relations, which are not possible after-
wards. The Second World War is figured as a particularly Gothic time, 
where disjunction and reconceptualisation of species boundaries become 
normative. These narratives are replicated in Dundas’s novel. On VJ Day, 
when Goblin is fifteen, they bury Monsta, who is no longer needed:

Dead things can’t die but Monsta was inert: bits of old worms, worn bear 
body, plastic doll foot, dried up crow foot, stiff pigeon wings and a shrew 
head with eyes closed to me. I’d stopped feeding Monsta, stopped needing 
Monsta. Now Monsta was gone. (Dundas 2017, pp. 185–86)

Monsta is a necessary creation whose companionship is most valued in 
turbulent times. Goblin’s kinship with Monsta is, in this sense, as lop-
sided as Janet’s relation with Claws: both relationships emerge out of 
a need for connection that is not species-specific, but still centres the 
human. Slightly earlier in the novel, Goblin has tried to replace the miss-
ing arm of a human friend with worms, as they have previously done 
with Monsta, and is surprised to find that the transference does not 
work. While the novel often incorporates elements of magical realism, 
human bodies are still inviolable and cannot be wholly unified with the 
non-human. Likewise, at the novel’s end Goblin remembers that the 
moment of Devil’s death was also that of a human murder, which they 
have since repressed. The harmonious kinship with animals that occupies 
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most of the novel is not illusory, but is nevertheless temporary and 
wholly willed on the part of humans.

As in O Caledonia, however, this relationship becomes a way to chal-
lenge narrative traditions. Both during and after the war, Goblin makes 
their living in sideshow and circus entertainment, in scenes that evoke 
the phantasmagoric narratives of Angela Carter and Jeanette Winterson. 
Their entry into that world is an encounter with their previous neighbour, 
Mr Fenwick, who has been made homeless, his face scarred by a bomb 
blast so that he resembles the Lizard King of their childhood games: like 
Claws, he emerges as a figure from a Gothic, intertextual past. They per-
suade him to take on the role, for public entertainment: ‘I’ll paint you 
green and people will love you. I’ll tell your story and people will love 
me’ (Dundas 2017, p. 154). Goblin’s earlier stories have been a mixture 
of images from H. G. Wells, comics, and the Book of Revelation, as well 
as echoes of Orpheus and Eurydice. Their transformation of Mr Fenwick 
into the Lizard King challenges species boundaries in order to create a 
better narrative than the one the external world provides. In turning this 
story to profit, however, Goblin recognises that the world requires such 
escape, not only from the horrors of war but also from stringent gen-
der and species categorisations. As Steven Shaviro writes, in stories of 
human–animal transformation language ‘isn’t the House of Being, but a 
fairground filled with hucksters and con artists’ (1995, p. 44). Goblin’s 
creation, or recreation, of the Lizard King is a con, but also a necessary 
truth: it reveals a world that, in all its strangeness, is more comforting, 
and a better home for humans and non-humans, than the ‘real’ or exter-
nal world. As in O Caledonia, narrative provides a way to understand the 
world that transfigures and exceeds lived experience; in both novels, too, 
stories are transformed in the telling, as they take on personal significance. 
In Goblin, the emphasis on storytelling is demanded in part because the 
historical narrative has been obscured, both from the secondary characters 
in the novel and many of the novel’s readers. Dundas provides multiple 
explanations, non-linear chronologies, and a circular structure to suggest 
that full resolution is impossible: the world, once made so various, cannot 
return to a more mundane structure.

In both Goblin and O Caledonia, any recuperation from the trou-
ble, in Haraway’s words, is necessarily partial; the kinship structures are 
incomplete and cannot be sustained, and companionship is short-lived. 
At the same time, however, these precarious communities of human and 
non-human animals suggest a potential future for interspecies relations 
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that are not predicated on traditional power relations. Neither novel, 
crucially, details at great length the violent, misogynistic, and speciesist 
world their protagonists inhabit; rather, they operate on the assumption 
that the worlds Janet and Goblin create, which are open to all creatures 
and all stories, are inherently more interesting. The setting of the nov-
els is likewise somewhat indeterminate: although rooted in real locations, 
whether Northeast Scotland or London, the true spaces of the novels are 
those of the protagonists’ imaginations. While both novels can be read as 
challenges to older forms of Gothic—or novels such as Banks’s, Gray’s, 
and Burnside’s that explicitly parallel questions of gender and nation—
their critique remains indirect, and prioritises not grand narratives, but 
smaller stories focused on individual experience. Personal development, 
in both novels, is predicated not on mastery over animals, but compan-
ionship with animals, and privileging generative life, or zoe, over political 
life requires new forms of storytelling. Both novels might be character-
ised as developing a politics of renunciation; rather than engaging with 
geopolitical history, gender politics, or ideas of the nation-state, they 
propose a far more inclusive approach, where the stories of all creatures, 
in life and death, are taken seriously.

gothic escAPes

Dundas and Barker are not alone in their approach to contemporary 
Gothic writing. Alice Thompson remains the most prolific, and best-
known, contemporary writer of Scottish Gothic and similarly combines 
human politics and animal life in The Falconer. The novel depicts Iris 
Tennant’s entry into a ruined world in the Scottish Highlands, defined 
by Nazi sympathisers and strange beasts. Glen Almain, the estate where 
Tennant works for the Under-Secretary of War, is haunted by a great, 
possibly mythological creature, ‘half-human, half-beast’ (Thompson 
2008, p. 54). Like the novels discussed above, Thompson depicts 
a real time and place, but fills the novel with fairytale and mythologi-
cal imagery. The novel is also intertextually allusive, largely through its 
choice of names: the protagonist’s name echoes Iris Murdoch and Emma 
Tennant, while her sister Daphne suggests Du Maurier. Throughout the 
novel, animal and human lives run in tandem: as Iris translates Hitler’s 
speeches, for instance, she sees a hawk fly into an oak, such that ‘bird 
and tree became locked in a violent struggle’ (p. 36). The natural world 
is alien and violent, as much as the human one, and seems to permit no 
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companionship. Iris views herself as ‘simply another object of the natural 
world’ (p. 41); the threat of violence is overwhelming and removes any 
individual agency.

Companionship is only found in the novel’s final paragraphs where, 
leaving the estate, Iris sees a fox, and shares a glance with it. This 
moment, if small, leads to her realisation of her transformation in preg-
nancy, where her skin feels ‘more tactile, as if it was covered in silver 
glitter’ (Thompson 2008, p. 131), and she can finally hear the bird-
song around her. While in Dundas’s and Barker’s novels, companionship 
with animals is a way to find an alternative history or way of being, in 
Thompson’s companionship can only be found when the historical narra-
tive has already been rejected. Each of the authors, however, posits com-
panionship with non-human animals as an avenue of possible escape, the 
making of an alternate world. Gothic motifs and narrative patterns thus 
form a way to challenge received histories and ideas of companionship.

While none of these novels fulfil the dream of full equality or egal-
itarianism proposed by Haraway and Braidotti, their insistence on ani-
mal companionship as a rejoinder to conventional narratives suggests the 
possibility of Gothic novels as a paradigm for rethinking human–animal 
relations. All three novels use a Second World War setting as a form of 
estrangement: by focusing on peripheral stories, rather than dominant 
narratives, they suggest the possibility of a more fluid storytelling, in 
terms of both structure and content. Fundamentally, each of these novels 
refuses to position animals as others against which humans are defined. 
Instead, the world of men, of violence, and of binary identities is posi-
tioned as that other. In placing both women and nonbinary characters, 
in companionship with a host of non-human animals, at their centre, 
they find a way to move beyond the strictures of literary tradition to 
create a Gothic that recognises the shared experience of life and death 
across all creaturely existence.
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